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ABSTRACT 
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Chemistry 

Thesis for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy 

Polyphosphate Kinase from Intracellular Pathogens as a Novel 

Antibacterial Target  

Mariacarmela Giurrandino 

To circumvent the established mechanisms of bacterial resistance towards the available 

antibiotics, previously unexploited pathways critical for bacterial survival and pathogenicity 

must be targeted. Polyphosphate metabolism plays a crucial role in bacterial survival, in 

the expression of several virulence factors, in bacterial persistence and in the adaptation to 

stress conditions. The bacterial enzyme polyphosphate kinase (PPK) catalyses the reversible 

synthesis of polyphosphate by the transfer of a phosphate unit from ATP onto the growing 

polyphosphate chain. The presence of PPK in the genome of many pathogens and the 

attenuation of virulence observed in ppk deletion mutants make the PPK a potential target 

for the development of a new class of antibiotics. 

The objective of this project has been the biochemical characterization of PPK2 from 

Francisella tularensis (FtPPK), the discovery of potential inhibitors and their evaluation as 

antibacterial agents. Using recombinant FtPPK and firefly luciferase, a coupled assay was 

developed to measure the FtPPK activity and further optimised to produce a robust assay 

in a format suitable for high throughput screening (384 well plate, Z'=0.70). The optimised 

FtPPK- luciferase coupled assay was used to characterize the kinetic properties of FtPPK 

and for the screening of two small libraries: a protein kinase inhibitor library (Protein Kinase 

Inhibitor Set, released by GSK), and a nucleotide analogue library (Reynolds library). The 



iv 

screening yielded 27 and 34 initial hits, respectively. The hits were validated by independent 

luminescence assay, thermal shift assay and HPLC assay. The most potent hit was re-

synthesised for detailed characterization. IC50 and preliminary mode of inhibition have been 

investigated and, in conjunction with some preliminary SAR and with the modelling in the 

FtPPK active site, provide a starting point for later medicinal chemistry optimisation. 

.     
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Chapter 1  
 

Introduction 

1.1. Antibiotics: the Need to Fill the Void 

Antibiotic resistance has been declared as one of the three major threats to public health 

by the World Health Organization (WHO),
1
 which has called for a joint international action 

to safeguard the resources available and to promote research for the development of new 

antibacterial agents.
2,3

 Resistance has been detected for all the classes of available 

antibiotics,4 with the phenomenon evolving in many cases in multi-drug resistance (MDR, 

Table 1.1).
5–7

 Diseases that were eradicated, or considered to be under control, are now re-

emerging and an increasing number of infections caused by MDR bacteria that cannot be 

treated has been registered.8 Widespread antibiotic resistance not only impacts the duration 

of illness and the increase in mortality, but also significantly affects the cost of public health 

and threatens the prevention of infections during various medical practices, such as invasive 

surgery, the use of immunosuppressive drugs and organ/tissue transplants.8–10 

Bacteria resistance can be attributed to genetic mutations that provide advantages for 

survival under selective pressure, such as in the presence of antibiotics.7 The appearance of 

resistance pre-dates the discovery of antibiotics, as proven by the identification of resistance 

genes in the genomes of ancient microorganisms.11 Nonetheless, the spread of bacteria 

resistance has been boosted by massive exposure to antibiotics,12 due to the extensive use 

and misuse not only in the public health sector but also in farming and agriculture.8,13,14 

The problem is being exacerbated by the limited success of the pharmaceutical industry in 

delivering new classes of antibiotics in the past decades, despite the promises held by 
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advances in recombinant DNA technology, structural biology and high throughput 

technology.
10,15–20

 

Table 1.1: Multidrug resistant bacteria 

 
Notorious MDR bacteria 

responsible for common nosocomial infection 

Gram positive Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), vancomycin-

resistant enterococci (VRE), Clostridium difficile
21

 

Gram negative MDR Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Acinetobacter baumannii, Escherichia 

coli and Klebsiella pneumoniae
6,9,22,23 

Mycobacteria MDR and the extensively drug-resistant (XDR) Mycobacterium 

tuberculosis 
24,25

 

Because of the high costs of these unsuccessful campaigns, industry has mainly withdrawn 

from the field or shifted to safer strategies such as focusing on “best-in-class” drug 

development, which consists of improving the potency of existing antibiotics or enlarging 

the spectrum by modification of known compounds active on consolidated targets.
26,27

 The 

latter approach provides very little potential for the development of new antibacterial agents 

capable of circumventing bacteria resistance, which has emerged towards all the mechanisms 

targeted by all classes of antibiotics currently in use.28 Therefore, despite the greater 

challenges and the high risk of failure, the development of new-target antibiotics (first class 

antibiotics) remains the best option to address the problem of bacteria resistance.14,29 
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1.1.1. Antibiotics: mechanisms of action, discovery and development 

Current antibiotics target a limited number of pathways involved in the structural integrity 

of the bacteria cell during growth and replication (Figure 1.1, Table 1.2),
30

 resulting in 

either a bactericidal (bacteria death) or bacteriostatic effect (growth suppression or 

attenuation).
31
 The latter distinction is often not binary, and some bactericidal antibiotics 

may display bacteriostatic effects towards either some specific microorganisms or at lower 

concentrations.31 Antibiotics disrupting biosynthesis of the cell wall (-lactams, vancomycin, 

fosfomycin, bacitracin), or interfering with the integrity of the cell membrane (polymyxins, 

daptomycin), tend to exert a bactericidal effect.32 Other antibiotics with bactericidal 

properties are the quinolones, which form a stable complex with the topoisomerase and the 

cleaved DNA, eventually leading to the arrest of the DNA replication machinery and the 

activation of stress responses and to compromised viability.32 Bacteriostatic activity is 

instead mostly displayed by antibiotics targeting protein synthesis, such as tetracyclines, 

macrolides and chloramphenicol.10,31 A notable exception is the aminoglycoside family, 

which cause alteration of the membrane structural integrity due to the generation of 

cytotoxic mistranslated peptides.33,34  

 

Figure 1.1: Target of antibiotics 

The cartoon depicts a bacteria cell and the respective pathways targeted by antibiotics: cell wall biosynthesis, 

membrane integrity, nucleic acid biosynthesis, protein biosynthesis, folic acid metabolism. Adapted from 

Chellat28 and Lewis.30 
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Table 1.2: Antibiotics, chemical scaffolds, targets and mechanism of resistance 

Antibiotic class Target Resistance 

-lactams 

Cell wall 

biosynthesis 

-lactamase 

PBP2a (reduced affinity for -

lactams ) 

Efflux pump 

Porin loss22 

 

Glycopeptides (Vancomycin) Altered peptidoglycan35  

Cyclic peptides (Bacitracin)  

Cyclic lipoproteins (Daptomycin) 

Cell membrane 

Interference with target 

interaction (not well understood)36  

Polymixins (Polymixin B) 
Modification of the outer 

membrane structure37 

Sulfonamides (Sulfamethoxazole) 

Folate synthesis 

Efflux pump 

Altered dihydropteroate synthase 

(DHPS)38 
 

Trimethoprim 
Efflux pump 

Altered dihydrofolate reductase 

(DHFR)38 

 

Tetracyclines (Doxycycline, Tigecycline) 

Protein synthesis: 

30S subunit 

Efflux pump 

Ribosomal protection  

Drug modification39,40 

 

Aminoglycosides 

Drug modification   

Ribosomal modification  

Efflux pump41 
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Antibiotic class Target Resistance 

Macrolides (Azithromicin, Erythromicin)  

Ribosomal modification  

Efflux pump 

Drug modification42 

 

Protein synthesis: 

50S subunit 

Oxazolidinones (Linezolid) 

Ribosomal modification43  

 

Lincosamides (Clindamycin) 

Ribosomal modification 

Efflux pump 

Drug modification42 

 

Choramphenicol  

Drug modification 

Efflux pump44 

 

Streptogramins (Streptogramin A and B) Ribosomal modification 

Efflux pump 

Drug modification45 

Quinolones (Ciprofloxacin, Levofloxacin)  

Altered topoisomerase II or IV 

Efflux pump46 

  

Topoisomerase II 

(gyrase) and 

topoisomerase IV 

 

Rifamycins (Rifampicin)   

 

RNA polymerase Altered RNA polymerase47 
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The majority of current antibiotics are natural products or their semisynthetic derivatives, 

developed to improve the spectrum of action and to overcome resistance.
48

 Their discovery 

can be dated back to the so-called Golden Age (1940-1960), when extensive screening of 

fermentation broths and microorganism extracts, mostly of soil-derived Actinomycetes 

(Waksman platform), were conducted in search of antimicrobial activity (Figure 1.2).30 In 

the 1960s, the appearance of clinical resistance prompted the medicinal chemistry 

optimisation of the existing classes, resulting in newer generations of semisynthetic 

antibiotics which maintain the core chemical scaffold but exhibit improved properties.
48

 The 

quinolones, a synthetic class of antibiotics, are an exception to this, and were accidentally 

discovered as side products during the synthesis of antimalarials.
49

 No new classes of 

antibiotics have been discovered since the 1960s. Antibiotic classes developed over the last 

two decades were actually discovered much earlier (Figure 1.2).20,48 

 

Figure 1.2: Time scale of antibiotic drug discovery 

The majority of current antibiotics were discovered during the Golden Age, including the recently FDA-

approved streptogramins (discovered in 1960s), oxazolidinones and mutilins (both discovered in 1950s ).50 

The lipopeptide daptomycin was instead discovered in the 1980s. Blue: from natural products, later 

medicinal chemistry optimisation produced newer generations; green: synthetic; purple: recently approved 

although previously discovered. Adapted from Fischbach48 and Lewis.20 
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1.1.2. Bacterial resistance and persistence, a threat to antibiotic efficacy  

1.1.2.1. Resistance acquisition 

Resistance occurs through a variety of mechanisms that prevent, or negatively affect, the 

interaction of the antibiotic with the respective target. Resistance can be intrinsic, acquired 

following an adaptive response, developed on genetic bases upon either chromosomal 

mutation (endogenous resistance) or via horizontal gene transmission (HGT, exogenous 

resistance).
4,51

  

Intrinsic resistance is linked to some peculiar features of bacteria that preclude antibiotic 

susceptibility, such as the lack of the antibiotic target or the presence of some structural 

elements that prevent the antibiotic from reaching the target (e.g. an outer membrane).51  

Adaptive responses entail transcriptional changes in response to environmental stimulation. 

Under particular conditions, such as temperature, osmolality, or in the presence of sub-

lethal concentrations of antibiotics,12 mechanisms that mediate resistance are supported and 

bacteria transiently become resistant.52 Unlike genetic-based resistance, adaptive resistance 

is not transferred to the daughter cells.  

 

Figure 1.3: Mechanism of genetic resistance acquisition 

The cartoon illustrates the mechanism of resistance acquisition arising from chromosomal mutation 

(endogenous) or from the acquisition of external genes by transformation (naked DNA), conjugation (the 

DNA is directly transferred from bacteria to bacteria), transduction (mediated by bacteriophage infection). 

Adapted from Levy4 and Chellat.28 
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Endogenous resistance arises from random genetic mutations caused by error-prone DNA 

synthesis, which allow bacteria to develop phenotypes that enable survival under antibiotic 

pressure (Figure 1.3).
51

 Although these mutations are often not advantageous for growth 

and virulence, cell fitness and virulence are usually restored by the appearance of 

compensatory mutations in the following generations.53 Exogenous resistance instead 

originates from the acquisition of mobile genetic elements derived from other bacteria, even 

of different taxonomic groups (horizontal gene transfer, Figure 1.3).
54

  

Resistance genes, carried by naked DNA, transposons, plasmid or bacteriophages, are taken 

up via mechanisms such as transformation (naked DNA and plasmids), conjugation 

(transposons and plasmids) and transduction (bacteriophages). By means of horizontal gene 

transmission, resistance developed in a specific microorganism can rapidly spread to other 

bacteria and MDR bacteria can arise by accumulation of genes responsible for resistance 

towards different antibiotics.
54

  

1.1.2.2. Mechanisms of resistance 

Three recurrent mechanisms of resistance can be distinguished: alteration of cell 

permeability and active efflux, genetic or post-translational modification of the target, and 

enzymatic modification of the antibiotic.51 The permeability to some antibiotics is mediated 

by porin proteins, which allow the crossing of small hydrophilic compounds through the cell 

membrane in a non-specific manner.55 For these antibiotics, mutations leading to loss of 

porin channels, alteration of their structure or down-regulation of their expression, result in 

the reduction of permeability with the consequent failure in reaching adequate cellular 

antibiotic concentration (Figure 1.4).56 Subjected to porin-dependent resistance are -

lactams, tetracyclines, fluoroquinolones and chloramphenicol.
56

 The other mechanism 

interfering with delivery in cells is the active efflux of antibiotic, which is mediated by the 

efflux pumps (Figure 1.4). The role of the efflux pumps in the bacteria is linked to the 

removal of possible toxins from the cytoplasm.56 More recently, their involvement in quorum 

sensing has also been hypothesized.56 Efflux pumps actively expel antibiotics. Even though 

some efflux pumps have shown a high specificity for their substrates (e.g. for tetracyclines), 

they are mostly not specific and as such contribute to the development of MDR bacteria.55 
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Efflux pump-mediated resistance is observed upon their over-expression, although in some 

cases it can be linked to an increase in affinity for the antibiotic.
56

 The level of expression 

of genes encoding for efflux pumps is controlled by some regulators, either global regulators, 

involved in the control of broad pathways, or by local regulators, located alongside the efflux 

pump genes.51,56 Resistance arises either as a consequence of mutations within these 

regulators or upon adaptive responses to environmental signals.
51,56

 The result of reduced 

permeability or active export of antibiotics causes a significant decrease in the intracellular 

concentration of antibiotics. Drugs such as aminoglycosides, fluoroquinolones, -lactams and 

tetracyclines are typically subjected to efflux pump-mediated resistance.
56

  

 

Figure 1.4 Mechanisms of antibiotic resistance 

The cartoon illustrates the strategies that bacteria have evolved to exert resistance to antibiotics. These 

mechanisms can be summarised as follow: interference with the antibiotic penetration in cells, inactivation 

of the antibiotics by enzymatic modification, neutralization of the antibiotic activity by preventing the 

interaction with the target. Adapted from Levy,4 Chellat28 and Lewis.30 

Another widespread mechanism of resistance involves alteration to the interactions between 

an antibiotic and its target, which occurs as a consequence of structural modification of the 

target (Figure 1.4).57,51 The latter can arise either from genetic mutation of the target gene 

or from target protection by enzymatic modification. In the first case, the mutated allele 

expresses for a target with lower affinity for the antibiotic. For example, the mecA gene 
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expresses for PBP2a, a penicillin-binding protein with lower affinity for -lactams, 

responsible for methicillin resistance of MRSA.
58

 In the second case, the target becomes 

inaccessible to the antibiotic due to an enzymatic modification of the active site. Examples 

include the methylation of either 16S or 23S rRNA subunits which, by preventing the 

binding to the target, cause resistance to aminoglycosides, macrolides, chloramphenicol, 

lincosamines, streptogramins and oxazolidonones.
59

 A similar mechanism is responsible for 

resistance to fluoroquinolones, due to a peptide binding to the targets topoisomerase IV and 

DNA gyrase,
60

 and to polymyxins, whose affinity for the lipopolysaccharide (LPS), their 

target, is reduced as a consequence of the attenuation of LPS negative charges, caused by 

the binding of a phosphoethanolamine.
61
 

A third common mechanism of resistance consists in the enzymatic modification, which 

either inactivates the antibiotic or prevents its interaction with the target (Figure 1.4).51,62 

Antibiotic inactivation is mostly based on enzymatic hydrolysis, a classic example of which 

is the hydrolysis of -lactams by -lactamases.63 Resistance by enzymatic modification, such 

as acylation, phosphorylation or transfer of nucleotidyl or ribitoyl groups, arises by 

preventing binding due to steric hindrance.
51

 Antibiotics with exposed hydroxyl or amino 

groups, such as aminoglycosides, macrolides, lincosamides and rifamycins, are particularly 

susceptible to this mechanism of resistance.62 

1.1.2.3. Persistence  

An alternative means of bacterial survival to antibiotic treatment is provided by the 

appearance of persistence, which is described as a physiological state characterised by a very 

slow growth, often defined as dormant state.64,65 Persistent cells stochastically originate from 

a fast growing colony, from cells in the stationary phase or from biofilms.
66,67

 It has been 

hypothesized that bacteria develop persistency as a way of dealing with unexpected stress.68–

70 While the population with the fast growing phenotype is susceptible to antibiotic 

treatment, the subpopulation of persistent cells, caught in a state of dormancy in which the 

antibiotics targets of are not available, survive the treatment.65 As opposed to genetically-

derived resistance, the persistent trait is not heritable. The appearance of persister cells 

provides a means for bacteria to circumvent the antibiotic treatment and propagate the 
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infection. Indeed, persistent cells can reverse back to a normal fast-growing phenotype, from 

which a normal population can derive.
64

 Furthermore, the persistence-mediated endurance 

of the infection can facilitate the appearance of resistance traits, either resulting from 

mutations or from horizontal acquisition.
12,65

 

1.1.3. Filling the void, the quest for new antibiotic targets  

In response to the threat of the increasing spread of bacteria resistance, exacerbated by the 

lack of success in the past decades in delivering first-in-class antibacterial agents, new 

strategies must be implemented to fill the void in the antibiotic pipeline. Among some of 

the approaches that have been suggested to discover new antibiotics, such as to address the 

problem of cell permeability (the major cause of failure of HTS and rational design based 

campaigns) with adequate attention to physicochemical properties,
30,71

 and a return to 

screening of natural products,20,30 a most logical approach could be pursuing the 

identification of novel targets.
10

 Current antibiotics target only a limited number of 

pathways, which are essential for bacterial growth and survival (section 1.1.1 and Table 

1.2). Resistance mechanisms are well established to oppose the disruption of these pathways. 

Therefore, the development of antibiotics hitting conventional antibacterial targets would 

be likely to suffer from the emergence of cross-resistance eventually.20 It has been reported 

that the “essential genes” for in vitro growth in rich media (the conditions used for Waksman 

platform, section 1.1.1), typically targeted by the available antibiotics, constitute only 7% 

of the E.coli genome.10 More genes have been found to be essential for growth under stress 

conditions (such as nutrient depravation or chemical stress)72 and many more have been 

identified from in vivo models as essential for survival in the host cells and for pathogenicity 

(virulence genes).10,73 Targeting these in vivo essential genes constitutes an alternative 

approach for the development of new antibiotics.71 Attenuated bacteria, upon treatment 

with antivirulence agents, could be easily cleared by the immune system. Examples of in 

vivo pathways with potential as new antibacterial targets are pathways involved in toxin-

mediated virulence, pathways such as quorum sensing, that regulates and coordinate the 

expression of virulence factors, and pathways involved in the colonization of the cells host 

(e.g. adhesion mediated by pili).71,74,75 An hypothesized advantage of this strategy could be 
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a lower likelihood of resistance development. In particular, the latter scenario may be 

envisaged for antibacterial agents strictly targeting the interactions with the host and 

virulence factors, where mechanisms essential for growth would not be disrupted and 

therefore bacteria would not be exposed to selective pressure.
71

 A possible drawback of this 

approach could be a narrower spectrum of activity, because of the species specificity of the 

mechanisms involved in bacteria-host interaction and the specificity of virulence factors.
71
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1.2. Drug Discovery by High Throughput Screening: the Screening Cascade 

In the past 25 years, the most common approach in early drug discovery consisted of 

screening campaigns of large libraries on highly conserved targets. A success rate of about 

50-60% has been estimated,
76,77

 with many drug candidates failing due to poorly validated 

targets, non-appropriated physical-chemical properties,
78

 lack of adequate animal model and 

unpredictable safety concerns emerging during clinical trials (due to both off target-effects 

and on-target toxicity).77,79 A long time is required from the target selection and the launch 

of screening campaigns until the approval of a new drug (about 13.5 years),
80

 hence the 

limited success rate is more representative of the efficiency of earlier, rather than current, 

HTS campaigns.  

Nowadays, drug discovery projects benefit not only from advances in screening technology, 

but also from a more rigorous approach within the drug discovery cascade to the steps both 

upstream and downstream of the HTS campaigns (Figure 1.5).
81

 The very first critical step 

for the success of a screening campaign consists in the target identification and validation.82 

Bioinformatics approaches are often applied for target identification,
83
 alternatively targets 

are identified by phenotypic screenings.82 Once a potential target has been selected, further 

investigation is required to build confidence in the target-disease relationship (e.g. by 

siRNA, proteomics, transgenic animal models)82 and to evaluate the target’s druggability.82  

Further to the improvements in automation and robotics, that have allowed greater 

miniaturization and throughput, significant efforts are directed towards the development 

and optimisation of the assays, of which the quality is evaluated not only by statistical 

analysis (Zꞌ-factor)84 but also by the ability to capture a greater variety of chemical scaffold, 

including weak inhibitors.81 Alongside the classic approach of using either in vitro 

biochemical assays or cell-based assays, screening by biophysical assays is becoming more 

common.85 The choice of one or the other method is dictated by factors such as the target 

and the library characteristics but also the throughput. Particular efforts have also been 

directed towards the improvement of compound libraries, often considered to be the main 

reason for screening campaign failure.78 Libraries generated by combinatorial chemistry are 

now available, characterised by a better exploration of the chemical space, to boost the 
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potential for the identification of new chemical entities, by compounds with drug-like 

physicochemical properties and filtered to remove known promiscuous compounds 

(PAINS)
81,86

 Alongside diverse chemical libraries, screening of target-based libraries and 

fragment libraries are increasingly applied, the first being collections of target substrate 

analogues, the second collections of low molecular weight molecules.78,81,87  

 

Figure 1.5: Drug discovery screening cascade 

The screening cascade describes the different steps for the progression towards the development of a new 

drug. The tools and the investigations required to allow the progression to the next stage were illustrated in 

the figure. 

After HTS, the activity of compounds that scored as “hits” is tested in secondary assays (or 

orthogonal assays). Both biochemical assays and biophysical methods (e.g. NMR, SPR, 

ITC) can be used as orthogonal assays, often in association.88 Orthogonal assays are aimed 

at confirming the activity of genuine hits and identifying and discarding possible 

spectroscopic artefacts (interference with the assay readout and format) and chemical 

artefacts (due to compound aggregation under the assay conditions).81 The compounds that 

are found to specifically modulate the activity of the target, independently from the method 

of investigation, are subjected to kinetic characterization and selectivity profiling (when 
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possible) and then advanced to the medicinal chemistry optimisation stage, where 

preliminary investigation of SAR is conducted.
82

 Previously, the selection of hits to follow 

up was based mainly on synthetic accessibility, affinity and functional behaviour 

(mechanism and selectivity), while the evaluation of other properties was postponed. This 

approach resulted in compounds with fully-optimised potency and selectivity, though at the 

expense of solubility, permeability and metabolic stability (poor ADME). Learning from the 

past, nowadays physicochemical properties favourable for ADME are taken in consideration 

from the early stage of the hit selection for follow up.
81,82

 The preliminary medicinal 

chemistry phase aims to define general SAR and to biochemically characterize the hits. This 

is followed by the hit-to-lead phase, in which more intense and systematic SAR studies are 

conducted, aided by structural information (X-crystallography, NMR, molecular 

modelling).82 The lead compounds are subjected to careful physicochemical properties 

profiling and the activity is investigated in relevant biological models to prove target 

engagement in complex biological systems.89,90 Compounds with optimal properties are 

advanced to pre-clinical studies, where PK/PD studies,91,92 ADME investigation,93,94 and 

efficacy and toxicity studies in animal models are conducted.82 Finally, compounds with a 

favourable efficacy/toxicity profile are admitted to clinical studies.  
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1.3. Polyphosphate Kinase from Intracellular Pathogens as a Novel Antibacterial 

Target 

1.3.1. Polyphosphate metabolism 

Polyphosphate (polyP) is an inorganic linear polymer comprising tens to hundreds of 

phosphate units (Pi), linked by phospho-anhydride bonds with energy comparable to those 

of ATP (Figure 1.6).95–100 PolyP was initially isolated from yeast101–103 and later identified 

in various microorganisms subjected to nutrient starvation.
104,105

 Widely distributed among 

bacteria, including some major pathogens,
97,106

 polyP can also be found in archaea, fungi, 

plants, insects and mammals.
99,107

 

 

Figure 1.6: Inorganic polyphosphate  

In bacteria, the enzyme responsible for the synthesis of polyP is the polyphosphate kinase 

(PPK). The first bacterial PPK to be purified to homogeneity, cloned and well characterised 

was the PPK from E. coli, which catalyses the synthesis of long polyP chains (about 750 

phosphate units), by transfer of the -phosphate of ATP onto polyP with a processive 

mechanism (Figure 1.7).108,109  

 

Figure 1.7: PolyP synthesis and degradation 

PPKs reversibly catalyze the synthesis and the degradation of polyP, using nucleotides either as phosphate 

donor or acceptor, respectively. The polyP can be also degraded by PPX, which catalyzes the hydrolysis of 

polyP into phosphate units.   
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PPK can also catalyse the reverse phosphorylation of nucleoside diphosphates (NDP) using 

polyP as a phosphate donor (Figure 1.7).
108,110

  

Following the identification of the ppk gene
111

 and the construction of ppk deletion mutants, 

it became clear from the detection in mutants of residual polyP that the latter could be 

synthesised in the ppk-knockout mutants by alternative sources.112,113 Later, a new 

phylogenetically distinct family of polyphosphate kinase was identified in Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa,
114

 which was designated as PPK2, to distinguish it from the previously 

characterised and non-homologous PPK (denominated PPK1). Like PPK1, PPK2 catalyses 

both the synthesis and the degradation of polyP, with a preference for the polyP-driven 

phosphorylation of NDP (section 1.3.3.1).
115

 PPK1 and PPK2 are widely conserved in 

microorganisms, including pathogens. In some cases, both of them can be found in the 

microbial genome, either in single or multiples copies. In other cases only the one or the 

other is present, and in some other cases none.
97,114

 

Another enzyme involved in polyP metabolism, responsible for polyP degradation, is the 

exopolyphosphatase (PPX).116 PPX catalyses the hydrolysis of polyP into Pi units with a 

processive mechanism.117 Variation in the catalytic efficiency towards polyP of different 

chain length and in the extent of polyP hydrolysis has been observed for PPX from different 

microorganisms.116,118 For instance, the E.coli PPX hydrolyses long polyP chains more 

efficiently while displaying a low activity towards small chains.117,118 In E.coli, the ppx gene 

is part of the ppk operon,108,111,117  suggesting co-regulation of their transcription (although 

not always this is the case).119 The E.coli PPX activity is subjected to inhibition by 

competitive binding of the metabolite guanosine-5ꞌ-diphosphate,3ꞌ-diphosphate (ppGpp, 

Figure 1.8), leading to accumulation of polyP.120  

The modulation of PPK and PPX activity, based on the phase of the growth cycle or in 

response to environmental variations, is the main mechanism for the regulation of the polyP 

content in most bacteria.116 Other enzymes have been reported to catalyse polyP-dependent 

reactions, although they are not widely represented in many bacteria. An extensive 

description can be found in the review Enzymes of inorganic polyphosphate metabolism, by 

Kulakovskaya and Kulaev.116 
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1.3.2. Polyphosphate role in bacteria survival and pathogenicity 

Initially regarded just as a fossil biopolymer, various other functions have been attributed 

to polyP, according to the organism of interest, the localization within the cell and the phase 

of the cellular cycle.
95,121

 PolyP has been regarded as a reservoir of phosphate, an available 

source of energy and a chelator for metal ions.  Its involvement in the formation of channels 

for bacteria competence and in RNA processing and degradation has also been 

reported.95,99,109,122 More recently, the role of polyP in the expression of virulence factors of 

many pathogens and in the regulation of the response to stress conditions and to nutrient 

starvation has been widely investigated.95,97,109,121,123 It has become clear that the latter are 

the most common and important functions of polyP, in view of their effect on microorganism 

viability and pathogenicity.  

1.3.2.1. Stationary phase adaptation and stress responses in bacteria 

Under adverse conditions, including various forms of stress and nutrient deprivation, 

bacteria enter the stationary phase, which allows them to survive for long periods without 

growth.109 The transition from the exponential growth phase to the stationary growth phase 

entails important changes in the physiology and morphology of the bacterial cell.
110

 At the 

transcriptional level, a switch is observed from the expression of the genes required during 

the growth phase to the expression of genes that allow long term survival in the stationary 

phase and development of resistance to physical and chemical stress (hence preventing cell 

damage).124–129 In E.coli, the transcriptional switch is mediated by the gene rpoS, which 

encodes for the RNA polymerase (RNAP) sigma factor 
s (also known as 38 or RpoS).129–

131 In the late stage of the exponential growth or in the occurrence of stress, the binding of 

the 
s 
factor to the RNAP is favoured over then binding of the housekeeping sigma factor 


70 (which promotes the expression of genes essential for growth).130,132,133 As a consequence, 

the expression of the genes controlled by 
s 

factor is induced and the transition to the 

stationary phase occurs.134 The genes activated by the 
s 

code for proteins involved in 

morphological changes, in the prevention and repair of DNA damage, in the resistance to 
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osmotic, thermal and oxidative stress, in the survival under nutrient starvation, and in the 

modulation of virulence.
129,135

 

Both the cellular concentration of the 
s 

factor and the interaction with the RNAP are 

mainly regulated by the alarmone ppGpp (Figure 1.9), the primary mediator of bacteria 

response to nutritional starvation (stringent response, section 1.3.2.3).
136–139

 A certain degree 

of modulation on the expression of the rpoS gene is also exerted by polyP (Figure 1.9).  

1.3.2.2. PolyP and the modulation of the rpoS gene: resistance to oxidative, thermal and 

osmotic stress.  

An increase of the polyP content has been detected in the stationary phase,
109

 and this has 

been linked to the positive modulation of polyP on the rpoS gene expression.
112,140,141

 

Mutants, constructed by either deletion of ppk and/or overexpression of ppx,
108,111,117

 

resulting in a phenotype containing low concentration of polyP, were used to investigate the 

role of polyP in the stationary phase.
112,140,141

 No significant differences in phenotype were 

observed between the wildtype and mutants during the exponential growth phase.112 On the 

other hand, the long term survival in the stationary phase significantly decreased for the 

polyP-deficient phenotypes.112,140 Mutants were also subjected to oxidative stress by 

exposure to H2O2 and to the quinone menadione (which generates oxygen radicals), to 

thermal stress by exposure to heat (55°C, 2 min) and to osmotic stress by exposure to high 

salt concentration (2.5 M NaCl for 21 h).140,141 A significant increase in sensitivity to the 

three forms of stress was observed for the polyP-deficient phenotypes. In each case, 

sensitivity comparable to the wildtype was restored by complementation with plasmids 

bearing the ppk gene. This observation validated the link between resistance to stress and 

polyP concentration (Figure 1.9).140,141 

It did not go unobserved that the increase of the resistance to thermal, oxidative and osmotic 

stress is a common feature that appears during the stationary phase. Indeed, the expression 

of the genes involved in the activation of responses to these forms of stress is promoted by 

the s factor.129,135 When the complementation of the polyP-deficient mutants with a 

plasmid carrying the rpoS gene resulted in the restoration of resistance to stress, it became 

clear that the mutant’s increased sensitivity actually resulted from low expression of the 
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rpoS gene, which in turn was a consequence of low polyP concentration.140,141 Mutant studies 

also suggested a possible involvement of polyP in the inhibition of the binding of
70 

factor 

to the RNAP while favouring the
s 
binding,

121,142
 although no further confirmation from 

following studies has been reported in the literature.  

1.3.2.3. Stringent response 

In the occurrence of nutrient starvation, the arrest of the exponential growth and the 

transition into the stationary phase is triggered by the activation of an adaptive mechanism 

known as stringent response. The stringent response is coordinated by the alarmones 

guanosine-3ꞌ-diphosphate-5ꞌ-triphosphate (pppGpp) and guanosine-3ꞌ,5ꞌ-diphosphate 

(ppGpp), which are together referred to as (p)ppGpp (Figure 1.8).
136,143–147

  

  

Figure 1.8: Synthesis and degradation of (p)ppGpp  

The synthesis of (p)ppGpp is catalysed by both RelA and SpoT, by transfer of a pyrophosphate unit from an 

ATP molecule onto either a GTP or a GDP molecule. The SpoT is capable of catalysing also the degradation 

of (p)ppGpp by hydrolysis. Under normal conditions SpoT exerts only hydrolase activity while RelA is 

inactive. Under starvation, RelA and the synthetase activity of SpoT are turned on. 

In E.coli, (p)ppGpp is synthesised by either the RelA or SpoT, which catalyse the 

phosphorylation of GTP or GDP using ATP as pyrophosphate donor (Figure 1.8). The 

SpoT is a bifunctional synthetase-hydrolase and catalyses also the degradation of (p)ppGpp 

into the corresponding guanosine nucleotides by hydrolysis of the 3ꞌ-pyrophosphate group 

(Figure 1.8).148 The cellular content of (p)ppGpp is regulated by the integrated activity of 

RelA and SpoT, which are activated by shortage of nutrients. In particular, amino acid 

starvation leads to (p)ppGpp accumulation mediated by RelA activity, stimulated by stalled 
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ribosomes (caused by uncharged t-RNA).149–151 Under normal conditions SpoT principally 

exerts hydrolase activity, maintaining the concentration of (p)ppGpp to basal levels.
152

 

However, the synthetase activity is enhanced, supporting the increase of (p)ppGpp levels,
152–

154
 in the occurrence of fatty acid starvation,

155–157
 carbon starvation,

148
 phosphate 

starvation158 and iron starvation.159  

During the exponential growth phase, ppGpp is present in basal level and is involved in the 

control of the growth rate and in the homeostasis of guanosine nucleotides.
145,160,161

 The 

increase of the cellular content of (p)ppGpp, caused by starvation, promotes the switch of 

bacteria physiology from the growth transcription profile to the stress adaptation 

profile.
136,146,162

 The ppGpp-mediated transcriptional change is promoted by the positive 

modulation of the expression of the rpoS gene and by the regulation of the RNAP activity 

(Figure 1.9).145 

 

Figure 1.9: Role of ppGpp in the transition from growth phase to stationary phase 

PpGpp positively modulate the concentration of the s factor by stimulating the expression of IraP and IraD, 

which prevent the association of RssB to the s factor. Therefore, the degradation of the s factor by ClpXP 

does not occur and the concentration of the s factor increase. A positive modulation of the s factor is also 

exerted by polyP. The s factor favours the expression of the stationary phase genes. The latter is also 

supported by the inhibitor control that the complex ppGpp/DskA exerts on the binding to the RNPA of the 

70 factor. 
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The rpoS gene is expressed during exponential growth, but the cellular concentration is 

maintained at a low level due to its association with an adaptor protein, RssB, which directs 

the 
s 
to the proteasome ClpXP for degradation.134,163 PpGpp stimulates the expression of 

anti-adaptor proteins, IraP and IraD, which bind to RssB blocking its activity and therefore 

leading to an increase of 
s
 cellular concentration.

136
 For the modulation of the RNAP 

activity, ppGpp requires the participation of the co-factor DksA.
164,165

 The complex 

ppGpp/DksA can operate either by destabilizing (promoters with GC-rich region) or 

favouring (promoters with TA-rich region) the formation of some RNAP-promoter 

complexes,145,166 or by altering the RNAP affinity for sigma factors (disfavouring the binding 

of sigma factor 
70 

while
 
favouring the binding of 

s factor).
134,138,167,168

 

A connection between the stringent response and polyP metabolism was first observed in 

bacteria exposed to a nutritional downshift from a rich to a minimal medium, in which 

accumulation of polyP was observed.105,169 Later, the increased concentration of polyP was 

linked to the inhibition exerted by pppGpp, and to a lower extent also by ppGpp, on the 

PPX activity (Figure 1.9).120 The role of polyP within the stringent response was 

investigated by means of ppk/ppx mutants, which in comparison to the wildtype showed an 

extended lag phase of growth following nutrient starvation.170 The mutants were also 

defective in protein degradation, which is promoted by the stringent response to increase 

the pool of free amino acids.170 It has been known since long time that in E. coli the 

degradation of stable proteins to provide free amino acids, together with the (p)ppGpp-

mediated downregulation of tRNA and rRNA, is characteristic of the adaptation response 

to amino acid starvation.171,172 In E. coli, the ATP-dependent proteases responsible for 

protein degradation are the Clp protease (ClpAP and ClpXP) and the Lon protease.173 A 

link between protein degradation and polyP was confirmed upon construction of clp and lon 

gene deletion mutants, which yielded a similar phenotype as the ppk/ppx mutants when 

subjected to nutritional downshift, and by co-purification of polyP with the Lon protease.174 

Further investigation showed that the binding of polyP to Lon protease stimulates the Lon-

dependent degradation of ribosomal proteins.174,175 The derived pool of free acids allows the 
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biosynthesis of the enzymes necessary to endure the starvation and later to resume the 

growth. 

1.3.2.4. DNA damage 

The polyP-deficient mutants have also been used to investigate possible involvement of 

polyP in the regulation of SOS gene expression. The SOS response is activated when DNA 

damage occurs.176 The expression of the SOS regulon is controlled by the gene umuDC, of 

which the transcription is repressed by the LexA protein and induced upon LexA 

degradation by the activated RecA protein.177–179 The viability of polyP-deficient mutants 

was tested upon exposure to mitomycin C and UV, as a model for DNA damage.180 The 

sensitivity of polyP-deficient mutants was significantly higher compared to the wildtype and 

was restored upon increase of polyP cellular concentration by complementation with the 

ppk gene.180 Reduction of the expression of both umuDC and of recA genes was detected for 

the mutant phenotypes. The decreased expression of umuDC was not dependent on a 

possible polyP interference with the activation of the protein RecA but was a consequence 

of the low expression of the recA gene (Figure 1.10).
180

  

A regulatory effect of polyP was also reported for another protein involved in DNA damage, 

the polymerase IV (Pol IV), which is responsible for adaptive mutation. Pol IV belongs to 

the family of Y-family of DNA polymerase, or error-prone polymerase, which are capable of 

functioning even in the presence of DNA lesions, inserting incorrect nucleotides at high 

frequency.181 Pol IV is expressed as part of the LexA-controlled SOS regulon, which is in 

turn activated by the stall of a normal polymerase (Pol III) at a DNA lesion. The activity 

of Pol IV results in a high mutation rate, which allow the bacteria to restore growth under 

non-lethal selective conditions (adaptive mutation). PolyP-deficient mutants showed a 

significant decrease in the adaptive mutation, which persisted when the concentration of 

polyP was significantly increased, suggesting that an optimal polyP concentration is 

required for the correct functioning of Pol IV.182 Despite the link of Pol IV with the RecA 

protein, in the absence of which no adaptive mutation occurs, and with RpoS, which controls 

the expression of Pol IV, the alteration of the adaptive mutation in polyP mutants was not 

dependent on the effect that polyP has on recA and rpoS expression. It appeared instead 
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that polyP dos not modulate the level of expression of Pol IV but does affect Pol IV activity 

although the mechanism remains unknown (Figure 1.10).
182

  

 

Figure 1.10: PolyP and the SOS response activation 

The expression of umuDC, which controls the SOS genes, is repressed by the transcriptional repressor LexA. 

When DNA damage occurs, binding of the RecA proteins to the single DNA strands causes activation of 

LexA autocleavage. The expression of the umuDC operon leads to the activation of the SOS response, 

including the error-prone polymerases IV and V.183 PolyP positively modulates the expression of RecA and 

the activity of Pol IV. 

 

1.3.2.5. Persistence  

The molecular mechanisms at the base of the persistence physiology are currently being 

investigated.184 The persistence phenotype was first linked to the gene hipA, which encodes 

for a kinase that is the toxin component of a toxin-antitoxin module. (TA module). A toxin-

antitoxin system is described as a complex of a stable protein, the toxin, that when free can 

disrupt an essential cellular function, and a degradable antitoxin component (RNA for 

antitoxin type I and III, protein for antitoxin type II), which suppresses the toxin activity 

upon binding to it.185 The locus hipAB, which codes for HipA toxin and the correspondent 
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HipB antitoxin,186 was found to be under the control of (p)ppGpp (Figure 1.11).66,187 Later, 

the involvement of polyP by activation of the Lon protease was elucidated (Figure 1.11).
66,188

 

A total number of 11 TA modules was identified as being involved in the activation of 

persistence. Further to the type II toxin-antitoxin hipAB locus, the remaining 10 type II 

TA modules code for mRNAases.184,188–190 The activation of these toxins, by degradation of 

the correspondent antitoxin, leads to the appearance of a phenotype in a bacteriostatic 

condition, characterised by a very slow growth rate (mediated by HipA), by the arrest of 

translation (mediated by the mRNAases) and by antibiotic tolerance. The resurrection from 

the persistent state is reversed by inactivation of the toxin upon binding of the respective 

antitoxin.
191

 

The switch to a persistence phenotype is considered a consequence of a stochastic increase 

of ppGpp in a very small percentage of the bacteria population (about 0.01%).66 Two of the 

functions exerted by ppGpp contribute to the appearance of the persistence phenotype: the 

growth control160 and the inhibition of PPX.120 Following an increase in ppGpp 

concentration, bacterial growth rate is significantly reduced and the accumulation of polyP, 

due to PPX inhibition, occurs. PolyP in turn activates the Lon protease, which degrades 

the antitoxin components of the TA modules.
190

 The activation of HipA mediates a positive 

feedback effect on the ppGpp concentration. Indeed, HipA inactivates glutamyl tRNA 

synthase (GltX) by phosphorylation, which results in the accumulation of deacylated 

tRNAs.192,193 The latter cause stalling of the ribosomes and consequent stimulation of RelA, 

leading to the accumulation of a greater concentration of ppGpp. The further increase of 

ppGpp concentration reinforces the persistence phenotype by supporting the activation of 

the Lon protease. The proteolytic activity is exerted not only on the antitoxin HipB but 

also on the antitoxins of mRNAase toxins, which promotes the disruption of translation. 

Persistence and drug tolerance were observed either in mutants overexpressing HipA or in 

mutants lacking HipA but overexpressing the mRNAase TA. No drug tolerance but only a 

slow growth phenotype was observed in mutants overexpressing HipA but lacking mRNAase 

TA.194 Cells accumulating ppGpp were drug tolerant only in the presence of mRNAase TA, 

suggesting that the role of ppGpp is to mediate the activation of toxin while the expression 

of a drug tolerant phenotype is to be attributed to the mRNAases.194  
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Figure 1.11: The role of ppGpp and polyP in bacteria persistence 

ppGpp is involved in the activation of persistence. Stochastic increase of ppGpp leads to the expression of 

the hipAB locus, which codifies for a toxin-antitoxin module. ppGpp also induces increase of polyP 

concentration, which in turn activates the Lon protease. Upon degradation of the antitoxin by the Lon 

protease, the free toxin induces appearance of the persistence state, by promoting the arrest of the translation 

and slow growth. Toxin also exerts a positive control on ppGpp, by inducing activation of RelA mediated by 

inhibition of GltX, which results in stalled ribosomes.  

Recently, the involvement in the activation of persistence of a type I TA module, 

hokB/sokB, has been reported.195,196 The toxin HokB is a membrane protein that causes a 

reversible, although severe, decrease of the membrane potential. The respective antitoxin, 

the sokB-RNA, is an antisense RNA that inhibits the translation of the hokB mRNA. The 

activation of HokB is mediated by the widely conserved GTPase Obg, by a mechanism 

dependent on ppGpp.196  

The mechanism involved in the switch of the persistent cells to normal phenotype has not 

been confirmed yet. It has been hypothesized that normalization of the ppGpp concentration 

occurs by interruption of the positive feedback loop, which may be achieved either by self-

inhibition of HipA upon auto-phosphorylation or by SpoT–mediated degradation of 

ppGpp.194,197 
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Despite the fact that much more remains to be discovered about the molecular mechanism 

of persistence, and the possible involvement of alternative regulator molecules or TA 

modules, it seems clear that ppGpp is a key mediator in the activation and coordination of 

persistence. PolyP in turn, is directly involved in the degradation of antitoxin and as such 

is essential for the implementation of persistence. 

1.3.2.6. PolyP and the expression of virulence factors  

For many pathogens, the role of polyP in pathways leading to the expression of virulence 

factors, and therefore pathogenicity, has been reported. The link between polyP metabolism 

and virulence has been investigated by construction of both ppk1 and ppk2 mutants and has 

been well characterised for the opportunistic pathogen P. aeruginosa. In particular, ppk1 

mutants of P. aeruginosa resulted in impaired motility, quorum sensing and biofilm 

formation.113,198,199 

Motility is a virulence factor required by many pathogens for their colonization and invasive 

capacity, and therefore for their ability to cause infection. Quorum sensing is a form of cell-

to-cell communication, mediated by the release of molecules called autoinducers.
200,201

 The 

sensing of autoinducers in the environment allows a single bacteria cell to detect the presence 

of other cells and to implement a coordinated response. At a concentration of autoinducers 

beyond a certain threshold, the activation-repression of genes responsible for biofilm 

formation,200 virulence202 and antibiotic resistance is triggered. Both motility and quorum 

sensing are required for the formation of biofilms. Biofilms are bacterial communities in 

which the cells adhere to a solid surface and to each other, eventually forming a three 

dimensional structure supported by an extracellular polysaccharide matrix.203 The first step 

of biofilm formation consists of the migration of free bacteria onto an abiotic site and their 

attachment to a surface by using flagella or pili, which requires the correct functioning of 

motility.204 Subsequently, small micro-colonies are formed which then differentiate into the 

biofilm by means of the coordinated biofilm gene expression, mediated by quorum sensing.200 

The biofilm bacteria cells are then cemented by a matrix made of exopolysaccharides. In P. 

aeruginosa alginate is the major component of the exopolysaccharide matrix.205 A link 

between the synthesis of alginate and PPK2 activity has been established. For the synthesis 
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of alginate GTP is required, and this in turn is in large part synthesised by PPK2.115,206 The 

disruption of the biofilm formation mediated by PPK1 and PPK2 is of particular relevance, 

given the role that biofilms have in bacterial survival under adverse conditions, in their 

tolerance to antibiotic treatment and in the development of antibiotic resistance.
123,207,208

 

The attenuation of the P. aeruginosa virulence in polyP deficient phenotypes was confirmed 

in ocular and burned-mouse models.
198,209

 Furthermore, a greater susceptibility to the 

treatment with antibiotics was observed for both ppk1 and ppk2 mutants.
210,211

 

A similar phenotypic profile has also been reported for mutants of the enteric intracellular 

pathogens Shigella flexneri and Salmonella typhimurium, which reportedly exhibited 

increased sensitivity to low pH, high temperature and antibiotics, and were impaired in 

biofilm formation and motility 212,213  

The ppk1 deletion mutants of Campylobacter jejuni, another gastric pathogen, were 

defective in survival during osmotic shock and under stringency conditions, although not 

affected with respect to motility, oxidative and thermal stress,214 and their virulence 

attenuation was confirmed in an intraepithelial cell infection model.214 Impairment of host 

invasion and intracellular survival was also observed for ppk2 mutants of C. jejuni.
215

  

A massive accumulation of polyP was detected during the infection stage of Helicobacter 

pylori216 and a decrease of the fitness was observed in ppk1 mutants.217 Although the 

mutants growth was not impaired, in association with the decrease of motility, the ability 

to colonize the mouse gastric mucosa was significantly reduced218 and the involvement of 

polyP in maintaining viability under anaerobic conditions was observed.216  

Further to the commonly observed effects on motility, biofilm formation and increased 

sensitivity to antibiotic, a role of polyP in the sporulation process was reported for the Gram 

positive Bacillus cereus, which is commonly used as a model of the highly pathogenic 

Bacillus anthracis.219  

A role of polyP in the pathogenicity of Mycobacterium tuberculosis, known for its ability to 

persist for long periods within infected tissues with a decreased susceptibility to antibiotics, 

has also been reported. M. tuberculosis possesses both a ppk1 and a ppk2 gene. The PPK1 

is involved in the regulation of the stress induced mprAB-sigE-rel signaling pathway, which 
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is responsible for the activation of the stringent response in M tuberculosis.220 In particular, 

polyP controls the expression of the two component system histidine kinase gene mprAB, 

which is involved in the regulation of the expression of the sigma factor 
E
. This in turn 

regulates rel expression, therefore affecting the ppGpp synthesis.
220

 On the other hand, the 

PPK2 was reported to affect the intracellular pool of GTP and to be involved in the 

activation of responses to survive low pH, hypoxic and thermal stress.
221

 Increased tolerance 

to isoniazid, impaired growth during macrophages infection were observed for the ppk2 

mutants.
221,222

 Interestingly, an increase of the expression of IL-2 and IL-10 cytokine was 

observed in the microphages infected with ppk2 mutants, suggesting a certain involvement 

of PPK2 in the interaction of M. tuberculosis with the host and in the activation of the 

immune response.222  

The involvement of polyP in pathogenicity has also been reported for the bacteria Vibrio 

cholerae, Burkholderia pseudomallei and Francisella tularensis, which are classified as 

biowarfare agents. Attenuation of motility and biofilm formation was reported for ppk 

mutants in both V. cholerae223 and B. pseudomallei, with the latter also presenting higher 

susceptibility to oxidative stress.224 In F. tularensis, polyP has been reported to modulate 

the transcriptional regulator MglA, from which the activation of the stringent response, the 

resistance to oxidative stress, and the regulation of virulence gene depends.225,226 

Furthermore, ppk mutants of F. tularensis reportedly exhibit defects in intracellular growth 

and resulted attenuated in virulence.227  
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1.3.3. Polyphosphate kinase 2 as a potential new antibiotic target 

1.3.3.1. Polyphosphate kinase 2 

The PPK2 enzymes belong to the large superfamily of P-loop (phosphate binding motif) 

NTPase kinases.228 P-loop kinases typically hydrolyse the - bond of nucleotide 

triphosphates and are structurally characterised by two conserved motifs, the Walker A and 

the Walker B motif, which bind the  and the  phosphate and a magnesium ion. PPK2 

enzymes do not share any sequence similarity with the PPK1 enzymes and were initially 

identified in P. aeruginosa.114 Homologues of PPK2 have been found in 34 species, including 

Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria
114

 and 722 PPK2-like sequences have been 

identified in the database of sequenced microbial genomes.229 Both PPK1 and PPK2 catalyse 

the transfer of a phosphate unit from a nucleotide onto the polyP chain and vice versa, with 

a processive mechanism. E. coli PPK1 preferentially catalyses polyP synthesis using 

exclusively ATP as substrate, while for polyP driven phosphorylation, all NDPs are used in 

the following order of preference: ADP>GDP>CDP>UDP.110 On the other hand, PPK2 

typically has a remarkable preference for the polyP degradation. The PPK2 from P. 

aeruginosa, the first to be characterised, showed a preference for GDP over ADP in the 

polyphosphate driven phosphorylation, whilst GTP and ATP are used equally well for the 

polyP synthesis.
115

 In the genome of P. aeruginosa a two-domain PPK2, which 

phosphorylates AMP (or GMP) rather than ADP (or GDP), was also identified.229 The 

successive identification of a single domain phylogenetically distinct PPK2, capable of 

phosphorylating AMP and then ADP,229–232 led to the proposition of a sub-classification of 

the PPK2 in three sub-classes. The distinction was made based on the ability to synthesize 

nucleoside triphosphate from either di- or monophosphates.232 Belonging to class I are PPK2 

enzymes with one-domain, which catalyse the formation of nucleoside triphosphates from 

nucleoside diphosphate. PPK2 enzymes with two-domains instead catalyse the synthesis of 

nucleoside diphosphates from their monophosphates and are classified as class II. And 

finally, PPK2s with one-domain, capable of catalysing the synthesis of nucleoside 

triphosphates both from their mono- and diphosphates, were classified as class III.232,233 
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1.3.3.2. The biowarfare agent Francisella tularensis as a model for intracellular pathogens 

1.3.3.2.1. Biowarfare agents 

The term bioterrorism designates the intentional use of biological agents as a means for 

mass destruction.
234,235

 During the early twentieth century, research programs for the 

development of bioweapons were undertaken by many countries.
234,236,237

 Bioterrorism is still 

considered to remain a serious threat to public health and safety.
234

 Potential biowarfare 

agents have been grouped in three categories.238 Category A includes agents that can be 

easily transmitted or spread from person to person and that have a potential for high 

mortality. The pathogens included in the category A are Bacillus anthracis, Yersinia pestis 

and Francisella tularensis.
238

 Category B includes agents which are moderately easy to 

disseminate and that have a moderate morbidity and a low mortality rate. The pathogens 

that belong to this category are Brucella spp., Burkholderia mallei and pseudomallei.238  

Finally a third category, the category C, includes emerging pathogens that could be 

engineered for mass dissemination because they are easily available, easy to produce and 

have a potential for high morbidity and mortality rate.
238

 The current measures against 

potential biowarfare agents consist of vaccination, passive antibody therapy and antibiotic 

therapy.239 However, neither vaccination nor antibody therapy are well-suited to face a 

bioterrorism event.234,239 Only the use of antibiotics, if administered early enough, can be 

sufficiently effective to treat infections caused by some of the biowarfare agents.
239,240

 

However, this resource is threatened by the emergence of resistance, either naturally 

occurring or potentially produced by bioengineering technologies. Resistant strains have 

been reported for B. anthracis, Y. pestis and B. pseudomallei (appropriate susceptibility 

tests are not available for F. tularensis).240 As a consequence, the development of 

antibacterial agents with a new mode of action, as a possible alternative for the treatment 

of resistant strains, is highly sought after. 

1.3.3.2.2. Francisella tularensis  

Francisella tularensis, a Gram-negative bacillus, is the causative agent of tularaemia,241 a 

rodent infection that can spread to humans.242 Humans are accidental hosts, and are usually 

infected via exposure to contaminated water or meat, by tick bites and by inhalation of 
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contaminated dust.242 No human-to-human transmission has been observed.243 However, F. 

tularensis, which is highly pathogenic and infectious (inoculation dose of only 10 

microorganisms) is regarded as a biowarfare agent.
243

 Exposure by inhalation is most likely 

to be exploited for a terrorist attack, by releasing F. tularensis in aerosols.
243

  

F. tularensis is a facultative intracellular pathogen that multiplies in microphages. The 

infection occurs via skin, mucous membranes, gastrointestinal tract and respiratory 

airways.
243

 At the site of inoculation, lesions and pus arise, eventually leading to ulcerations. 

As part of the inflammatory response, macrophages migrate to the site of entrance, in which 

F. tularensis replicates. Following this, bacteria spread to the nearby lymph nodes, where 

they further replicate, and then spread to other organs in the body.
243

 Swelling of the lymph 

nodes at the site of inoculation and fever are general characteristic symptoms of tularemia. 

Five forms of tularemia can be distinguished based on the exposure: ulceroglandular and 

glandular (swelling with and without ulceration) from skin exposure; oculoglandular from 

eye exposure; oropharyngeal from ingestion; pneumonic from inhalation.241 The latter is the 

most severe form, with development of haemorrhagic inflammation of the airways, which 

can progress to bronchopneumonia.
241,243

 

No licensed vaccine is available for the prophylaxis of tularemia, although a live vaccine 

strain was developed and is effective against administration of a low infection dose. The 

vaccine does not provide protection to high infection doses and cases of reversed virulence 

have been observed, which make the vaccine not safe for public use.244 Historically the 

antibiotic of choice for the treatment of tularemia has been the aminoglycoside 

streptomycin,245 which could also be replaced by gentamicin (another aminoglycoside). 

However, due to their nephrotoxicity and ototoxicity, aminoglycosides are only used in the 

most severe cases.244 Chloramphenicol and tetracycline are also active on tularemia, but 

problems of hematopoietic toxicity and relapses may arise, respectively.243 The current drug 

of choice is the fluoroquinolone ciprofloxacin.244,246 

F. tularensis is phagocytosed by macrophages and during the initial part of its life cycle 

resides in the phagosome. Here, by means of the acid phosphatase protein AcpA, F. 

tularensis inhibits the release of reactive oxygen species, activated to neutralize 
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phagocytosed particles or bacteria (respiratory burst).247 F. tularensis also causes arrest of 

the phagosome maturation. The increase of acidity in the phagosome leads to the burst and 

release of bacteria in the macrophage cytoplasm.
248

 Eventually, F. tularensis induces 

macrophage apoptosis and bacteria are freed.
249

 

For survival, intracellular pathogens have developed the ability to adapt to the different 

conditions encountered in the phagosome (reactive oxygen species, low pH, low nutrients) 

and in the cytoplasm (competition with the host cell for nutrients).
250

 One of the most 

important genes for the intra-macrophage growth and for virulence of F. tularensis is mglA, 

which codes for the macrophage locus protein A (MglA).
251

 MglA is involved in the 

activation of the general stress response, heat/cold shock response, oxidative stress and 

stringent response226 and in the regulation of the pathogenicity islands (FPI).252,253 The FPI 

are a group of genes that code for virulence factors and for the type VI-like protein secretion 

system, which is required for intra-macrophage growth.
254,255

 MglA forms an heterodimer 

complex with the stringent starvation protein A (SspA), and the complex binds to the 

RNAP, promoting the expression of the FPI genes (Figure 1.12).252 A third component, 

FevR (in some cases named PigR), a DNA-binding protein, and ppGpp also seem to be 

involved in the positive modulation of the gene expression mediated by the complex MglA-

SspA-RNAP.256 It was proposed that FevR directly interacts with the MglA-SspA complex, 

bound to RNAP, and that this interaction is promoted by ppGpp (Figure 1.12).
256,257

 The 

latter has been shown to be required for virulence by relA mutant studies, in which bacteria 

lacking ppGpp resulted attenuated in macrophages.258 A clear link between environmental 

and nutrient stress experienced in the host cell and FPI gene expression has been identified. 

The activation of stress responses and stringent response leads to the increase of ppGpp, 

which in turn results in the activation of the FPI genes by positive modulation of the FevR-

MglA-SspA-RNAP complex (Figure 1.12).259 The ppGpp-dependent promotion of the FPI 

genes can be linked to the regulation of the polyP concentration, which in the presence of 

ppGpp increases due to inhibition of PPX.225 PolyP is involved in a direct interaction with 

the MglA-SspA complex, on which it exerts a stabilizing function, hence favouring the FPI 

gene expression (Figure 1.12).225 MglA seems also to modulate the expression of PPK2 in 
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F. tularensis. This may explain the positive effect on the activation of stress responses, 

which in bacteria is commonly mediated by polyP (section 1.3.2.2 and 1.3.2.3).
225

  

 

Figure 1.12: F. tularensis pathogenicity island expression 

MglA exerts a control on the expression of F. tularensis pathogenicity islands (FPI), by formation of a complex 

with SspA and FevR. The complex MglA-SspA-FevR directly interacts with RNAP leading to the expression 

the FPI. The formation of the complex MglA-SspA-FevR is favoured by ppGpp, which directly promotes the 

aggregation of FevR to the MglA-SspA and indirectly promotes the formation of the MglA-SspA complex, 

via positive modulation of polyP. The latter is involved in the stabilisation of the MglA-SspA complex. 

Alongside the effect on the FPI expression, MglA is also involved in the activation of different stress 

responses.  

 

1.3.3.2.3. Virulence attenuation of F. tularensis ppk2 deletion mutants 

The relevance of polyP in the pathogenicity of F. tularensis has been investigated by the 

construction of ppk (FTT1564 gene) deletion mutants of F. tularensis, subspecies tularensis 

(strain SCHU S4).227 The ppk mutants, in which no polyP production was observed, were 

tested for intracellular growth in macrophages and for virulence attenuation in mice.227 By 

comparison with the wild type, growth defects in macrophages were observed after 24 h 

from inoculation and were even more significant after 48 h (Figure 1.13a). To test for 

virulence attenuation, mice were injected with two doses of wild type and mutants. Upon 

injection of the wild type (2 x 102 and 2 x 104 c.f.u.), no mice survived the challenge. On the 

other hand, all the mice survived when the lower dose of mutant (4.5 x 102 c.f.u.) was 
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administered, although some died at the higher dose (4.5 x 104 c.f.u., Figure 1.13b).227 

Alongside growth defects and attenuated virulence, the ppk deletion mutants also showed 

an increased sensitivity to the antibiotics that have been used for the treatment of F. 

tularensis infections (Figure 1.13c).
260

 

 

Figure 1.13: In vivo validation of FtPPK as potential target for antibiotics 

a) Comparison of wildtype F. tularensis (SCHU S4) and ppk mutants (FT1564) growth in macrophages. b) 

Virulence of wildtype and ppk mutant at different doses in mice model. c) Comparison of wildtype F. 

tularensis (SCHU S4) and ppk mutants (FT1564) antibiotic sensitivity. The figure was adapted with 

permission from Richards et al.227    

 

1.3.3.2.4. F. tularensis polyphosphate kinase  

The genome of F. tularensis contains a single copy of a polyphosphate kinase gene (FTT1564 

gene). The F. tularensis PPK (FtPPK) has been characterised as a class I PPK2-like 

enzyme.260 Catalytic activity was observed when using nucleoside di- or triphosphates, while 
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nucleoside monophosphates were not accepted as substrates.260 FtPPK showed substrate 

specificity for purine nucleotides, with no activity observed on the pyrimidine nucleotides. 

Unlike other PPKs characterised, no significant preference for the polyphosphate driven 

phosphorylation of nucleosides diphosphates over the polyP synthesis was observed when 

using GDP or GTP as substrate. A slight preference was instead detected for ADP over 

ATP. The efficiency in catalysing reactions from GDP or ADP was comparable.
260

 Divalent 

ions, either Mg
2+

 or Mn
2+

, and an optimal pH of 8 were required for activity.
260

 No binding 

of nucleotides was observed in the absence of polyP, which is probably required for the 

acquisition of an active confirmation.
260
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1.4. Project Aims 

The involvement of polyP in different adaptation responses and in pathways related to 

virulence and the activation of persistence suggests that the PPK enzymes may constitute 

suitable new antibacterial targets. Due to the widespread occurrence in the genome of 

various pathogens (e.g. P. aeruginosa, M. tuberculosis), PPKs could serve as a target for a 

broad spectrum antibiotic, although some limitations may arise for pathogens owning both 

a PPK1 and a PPK2.114 In humans, polyP is involved in blood clotting.261,262 To date, the 

human enzyme responsible for polyP synthesis or enzymes with sequence similarities to the 

bacterial PPKs have not been identified.263 Thus, a potential antibiotic targeting PPK would 

be likely to have little or no toxicity. 

 

Figure 1.14: Involvement of PolyP in adaptation responses, virulence and persistence 

PolyP exerts an integrated control on adaption responses, contributing to the activation of stress responses 

and the SOS damage response, by positively modulating the expression of the rpoS and recA gene, 

respectively. Upon stimulation of the Lon protease activity, polyP indirectly contributes in restoring the free 

amino acids pool and to the appearance of persistence. In many pathogens, polyP is also involved in the 

mechanisms that regulate motility, quorum sensing and biofilm formation.  

For the project reported herein, PPK from F. tularensis was used as a target for the 

development of a new class of antibiotics. The biowarfare agent Francisella tularensis 

possesses a single copy of a PPK2 enzyme (FtPPK). The FtPPK has been cloned and 
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kinetically characterised (section 1.3.3.2.4).260,264 Structural information are also available, 

both of the apo-form and in complex with polyP and with a non hydrolysable analogue of 

ATP (section 5.2.4).
264,265

 

The link between polyP and F. tularensis virulence has been confirmed by ppk deletion 

mutant studies (section 1.3.3.2.3).266 In the absence of polyP, F. tularensis reportedly 

exhibited growth defect and attenuated virulence. The involvement of polyP in F. tularensis 

virulence was also confirmed by the discovery of a direct interaction between polyphosphate 

and the MglA/SspA complex, which in F. tularensis regulates the expression of virulence 

genes (section 1.3.3.2.2).
225

  

The investigation of FtPPK as a target served the purpose, in the first place, of identifying 

a new chemical scaffold that could be further developed into a novel antibiotic for the 

treatment of F. tularensis. Given the potential as biowarfare agent, the development of a 

new antibiotic against F. tularensis is required as an alternative to the current drugs of 

choice, in case resistance arise. Possible antibiotics hitting antivirulence targets have been 

reported to have the potential of being used for prophylaxis.71 Hence, an antibiotic targeting 

PPK might also be used in the event of a bioterrorist attack. .  

Despite the main purpose of developing a new antibiotic for the F. tularensis, the potential 

for a broader spectrum of action remains, given the presence of PPK2 enzymes in various 

pathogens. In particular, the prospective of exploiting PPK2 as antibiotic target has been 

envisaged for important pathogens such as M. tuberculosis267,268 and P. aeruginosa.211  

The objective of the research project was to identify an inhibitor of the polyphosphate kinase 

2 from the biowarfare agent Francisella tularensis (FtPPK) and to evaluate its potential as 

an antibacterial agent. To pursue this goal, a high throughput screening approach was 

adopted. The optimisation of a primary assay to a standard suitable for HTS was required 

in conjunction with the development of alternative formats (secondary assays) to validate 

the inhibitors identified with the screening. Some preliminary investigation of the mode of 

inhibition was also undertaken. 
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Chapter 2  
 

Development and Optimisation of a Luminescence 

Coupled Assay for the Francisella tularensis 

Polyphosphate kinase 

2.1. Introduction  

When a target is selected for a screening campaign, the biochemical characterization of the 

target, including the investigation of the optimal conditions for catalysis and detailed 

kinetics analysis, provides a significant support to assist the design of a rigorous biochemical 

assay for high throughput screening (HTS). The choice of the biochemical assay to develop 

for HTS must take into account factors such as the assay throughput, hence the ability to 

deliver speed and adaptability to automation and miniaturization, but also factors such as 

sensitivity and the potential for accurate and reproducible measurement of enzyme 

activity.269 Another factor that cannot be ignored, especially for larger screening campaigns, 

is the cost.269 Assays with spectroscopic detection methods tend to fulfil the stated criteria 

and are the dominant assay formats applied for HTS.269,270 The design and optimisation of 

the biochemical assay, to ensure that the assay readout signal provides an accurate measure 

of the target activity, constitutes a non-trivial and critical step to the success of a screening 

program. This chapter describes the optimisation of a luminescence coupled assay to 

measure the FtPPK activity and its validation by kinetic characterization of the FtPPK is 

reported. 
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2.1.1. Principles of Enzyme Kinetics  

Enzymatic reactions are described in terms of rate of the catalysed reaction. For a general 

enzymatic reaction in which E is the enzyme, S the substrate, ES the enzyme-substrate 

complex, and P the reaction product, the kinetic characterization is conducted under the 

steady-state conditions, that is at a constant concentration of ES.
271–273

 The latter is a 

consequence of the balance between ES formation and ES disappearance, which is due to 

both dissociation back to E plus S and to the chemical conversion of ES into P and the free 

enzyme.
271

 

 

Eq. 2.1: Enzyme kinetics, the steady-state model 

k−1 and k1 are the dissociation and association rate constants of the complex ES, of which the ratio corresponds 

to the equilibrium constant Kd (or Ks); k2 is a first order kinetic rate constant for the conversion of ES into P, 

which for a simple reaction is equal to the catalytic constant Kcat.  

For the steady state conditions to apply, the following assumptions are made: the enzyme 

is in catalytic amount ([E]<<[S]); the concentration of S is in large excess compared to the 

concentration of E; the rate is measured under the initial rate conditions (approximately, 

less than 10% substrate consumption). Under these conditions, the concentration of S can 

be considered constant and the reverse reaction rate negligible. Therefore, the rate is 

exclusively a function of the ES concentration and as such is constant and proportional to 

the E concentration.271,272 

The progress of an enzymatic reaction in the presence of an initial substrate concentration 

S0, can be monitored by means of a time course, that is by measuring either the substrate 

concentration or the product formation at a series of selected time points. While in theory 

monitoring either one should not make any difference, in practice it is more accurate 

measuring a small increase in concentration of product rather than a small decrease in a 

large concentration of substrate. During the initial phase of the reaction, the product 

increases linearly with time and the rate is constant (initial rate, v0). With the progress of 

the reaction, this trend is broken due to the decrease of the substrate concentration, which 

leads to a decrease in rate. Eventually, the equilibrium with the backward reaction is 
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reached, at which point the rate is equal to zero.272 To allow for the deviation of the rate 

from perfect linearity, the increase of the product with time can be modelled as a pseudo-

first order process
a
 and is described by an exponential one-phase equation: 

 

Eq. 2.2: One phase pseudo-first order association equationb 

P is the product concentration a t time, Pmax is the product concentration at t∞ (which is equal to S0) and k is 

the rate constant.271,274 

By fitting points from a complete time course plot to Eq. 2.2 (which may include data 

ranging from the initial phase to the equilibrium phase of the reaction), the value of the 

rate constant k can be determined. The latter can in turn be used to calculate the apparent 

initial rate v0
app

 for the simplified enzyme reaction S → P according to the equation:  

 

Eq. 2.3: Apparent initial rate  

k is the rate constant and S0 is the concentration of substrate at t = 0. 271,274 

Alternatively, if, rather than points from a complete time course which deviates from strict 

linearity, only time points in the initial nearly linear phase of the reaction progress have 

been measured, the apparent initial rate v0
app

 can be defined as the slope of the linear 

regression of product concentration against time (Eq. 2.4).272  

 

Eq. 2.4: Linear regression equation  

When applied for the determination of the v0
app

, y is the reaction product, y
0
 is the intercept to the y axis and 

under steady state condition is expected to be equal to 0, a is the slope of the linear regression and a measure 

of v0
app

, x is time. 

                                        
a
 A reaction with two substrates follows a second-order kinetics, however if one of the two substrates 

is in very large excess the kinetics can be approximated to a pseudo-first-order kinetics 
b
 Eq.2.3 corresponds to 𝑆 =  𝑆0(𝑒−𝑘𝑡), which describes the substrate consumption with time.  
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As a rule of thumb, the upper limit of the linear phase of a reaction corresponds to 10% of 

substrate depletion. Below this limit only a small amount of substrate has been depleted, 

therefore it is possible to consider the substrate concentration approximately constant.  

Under steady-state conditions and at a fixed concentration of E (catalytic concentration), 

the initial rate v0 varies with the S concentration. At low concentration of S, a linear increase 

of v0 with S is observed. Once again, the trend breaks down at higher concentration of S 

due to the increasing saturation of E, eventually leading to a maximum velocity (Vmax), at 

which the enzyme is fully saturated. For a single substrate enzyme, the relation between v0 

and S is described by the Michaelis-Menten equation:  

 

Eq. 2.5: Michaelis Menten equation 

v is the reaction rate at the substrate concentration S, Vmax is the maximum rate under saturating conditions 

of S, Km is the Michaelis-Menten constant which is equal to the substrate concentration at which half of the 

Vmax is observed.275,276 

The value of Km and Vmax can be derived by fitting a plot of initial rate against substrate 

concentration to the Michaelis-Menten equation (Eq. 2.5), and Vmax in turn can be used to 

derive the value of the catalytic constant kcat according to the following equation: 

 
Eq. 2.6: Vmax equation  

Vmax is the maximum rate under saturating conditions of S, kcat is the catalytic constant and E is the enzyme 

concentration. 

The Km is often considered a measure of the affinity of S to E and is therefore comparable 

to the dissociation constant Kd.
271,273 However, this is true only in the special case where k2 

≪ k−1. The original Michaelis-Menten equation does not strictly apply to the steady-state 

model but was based on the assumption that the ES complex was in equilibrium only with 

E and S (k2 ≪ k−1). The relationship between Km and Kd is better described by the Briggs-

Haldane equation.271,273,277 The latter was derived from the elaboration of the steady-state 
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theory, hence taking into account the disappearance of the ES complex due to chemical 

conversion to P:
277

 

 

Eq. 2.7: Briggs-Haldane kinetics equation 

k−1 and k1 are the association and dissociation rate constant of ES and k2 is the rate constant of the conversion 

of ES into P.  

The Michaelis-Menten equation (Eq. 2.5) and the Briggs-Haldane equation (Eq. 2.7) have 

the same form and by comparison it is possible to derive Eq. 2.8, which defines the Km for 

all the enzymatic mechanisms.
271

  

 

Eq. 2.8: Relation between Km and ES formation and disappearence of rate constant 

Km is the Michaelis-Menten constant, k−1 and k1 are the association and dissociation rate constant of ES and 

k2 is the rate constant of the conversion of ES into P. 

The Eq. 2.8 can be re-written as Eq. 2.9, which describes the relation between Km and the 

dissociation constant Kd.
271 

 

Eq. 2.9 Relation between Km and Kd 

Km is the Michaelis-Menten constant, k−1 and k1 are the association and dissociation rate constant of ES and 

k2 is the rate constant of the conversion of ES into P. 
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2.1.2. Biochemical assays: Direct Assays and Coupled Assay  

Biochemical assays are experimental protocols developed to measure the properties of 

biomolecules. For enzymes, these properties usually relate to their catalytic activity (activity 

assays) or to their ability to bind ligands (binding assays). In the first case, the enzymatic 

reaction is monitored by direct or indirect measurement of substrate consumption or of 

product formation. In the second case, the binding of a ligand is measured by displacement 

for competitive binding of a labelled ligand of known affinity. Spectroscopic techniques (e.g. 

fluorescence, luminescence, UV-vis absorbance) or analytical techniques (HPLC, mass 

spectrometry, LC-MS) are used as readout methods based on the properties of the analyte 

of interest, which can be measured either in a continuous format or in a discontinuous 

format. In the first case, the progress of the reaction can be monitored in real time by direct 

measurement of the readout signal, which is generated during the reaction without the need 

for additional operations. In contrast, for discontinuous assays the reaction must be stopped 

to allow analyte analysis by appropriate methods. Continuous assays are spectroscopic-

based and are characterised by high throughput and by a greater versatility with regard to 

the format design. Discontinuous assays are mostly based on analytical techniques, and as 

such entail a low throughput, and are used to analyse compounds that are not 

spectroscopically active.  

An alternative to the direct measurement of the analyte of interest by either spectroscopy 

or by analytical techniques (direct assay), consists in the coupling to a secondary process 

that causes a detectable change in the system, or that converts the product of the reaction 

of interest into a second detectable analyte (indirect assay). Examples include the variation 

of the signal observed when the analyte displaces a spectroscopically-active ligand from 

binding with an enzyme or an antibody,
272,278

 or the chemical reaction of the analyte with 

a reagent resulting in a spectroscopically-active compound.272,278 Another special example 

involves the conversion of the analyte into a detectable compound by means of an enzyme-

catalysed reaction, known as coupled assay.272,278  

A coupled assay is a system constituted by a primary assay, in which the target of interest 

catalyses the formation of the respective product, and by a secondary assay, in which a 
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secondary enzyme catalyses the conversion of the product of the first reaction into a second 

product.
272,274,278–280

 A coupled assay can be described by the model: 

 

Eq. 2.10: Coupled assay model 

Primary assay or reaction of interest: conversion of A into B, with rate equal to v1, secondary assay or coupled 

assay: conversion of B into C, with rate equal to v2. 

The purpose of a coupled assay is to measure the rate of formation of B by detection of C, 

therefore for an ideal system the condition v2 = v1 must apply. Under this condition, the 

concentration of B will be constant because of the balance between the formation, catalysed 

by the primary enzyme, and the depletion, catalysed by the secondary enzyme (steady-state 

condition). This is possible only if the primary reaction is rate limiting, hence v1 ≪ v2, which 

ensures the immediate conversion of B into C. The rate measured by monitoring the 

production of C will therefore reflect the rate of formation of B. To ensure that v2 is 

proportional to B, the primary assay condition should be adjusted so that the steady state 

concentration of B is lower than the Km of the coupled enzyme for B (Km2). The Michaelis-

Menten model applies to the secondary reaction and, for B < Km2, the dependence of v2 on 

B follows a first order kinetics. On the other hand, if the condition v2 ≪  v1 applies, the 

product B will accumulate because of the slower conversion of B into C, of which the 

observed rate (measured as the accumulation of C) will no longer reflect the activity of the 

primary enzyme.  

The right relationship between v1 and v2 can be established by optimisation of the enzyme 

concentration, utilizing catalytic amounts for the primary enzyme and an excess of the 

secondary enzyme. A lag phase is typically observed at the beginning of a coupled assay 

when the secondary enzyme concentration is not fully optimised.272,274,278,279 This lag phase 

can be explained with the dependence of the coupled assay rate v2 on the concentration of 

B, which during the initial phase is building up towards steady state concentration and 

therefore is not sufficient to sustain v2 at the same rate as v1. However, as time progresses, 

the accumulation of B reaches the steady state concentration when v2 = v1. The time 

required for v2 to match v1 corresponds to the lag phase observed.279 
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Figure 2.1: Coupled assay time course 

Representation of a coupled assay time course with the respective variation of the concentration of A, B and 

C until equilibrium is approached. The substrate A exponentially decreases with time, while the primary 

reaction product B initially builds up until a steady state concentration is reached. The primary reaction 

product B is converted into the secondary reaction product C. A lag phase is observed in the early stages 

when the concentration of B is not enough to allow v2 to match v1. Further accumulation of B eventually 

leads to the establishment of the relation v2 = v1, at which steady state concentration of B is achieved and the 

production of C follows a pseudo first order kinetic model. The figure was adapted from Fersht, A. (1985).281 

It is of critical importance for the reliability of the coupled assay that the steady-state (v2 = 

v1) is reached while the primary reaction is still within the linear phase, hence while v1 is 

constant.274 Therefore, the lag phase must be minimized as much as possible. This can be 

achieved by increasing the concentration of the coupled enzyme so that it can catalyse the 

formation of C from low concentrations of B more quickly. The Michaelis-Menten model 

can be applied to the secondary reaction; hence, the Vmax of the coupled reaction (Vmax2) is 

proportional to the concentration of the coupled enzyme. The concentration of the coupled 

enzyme required to remove the lag phase can be theoretically calculated by means of an 

equation, derived by Storer and Cornish-Bowden (Appendix, section A2 1).278 Alternatively, 

experimental optimisation can be conducted by measuring the rate at increasing 

concentrations of the coupled enzyme while maintaining the primary enzyme concentration 

constant. For a fixed concentration of primary enzyme, observing no variation of the rate 

when varying the secondary enzyme suggests that an adequate excess of the secondary 

enzyme has been applied. 
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2.1.3. Development of a Luminescence Coupled Assay for Francisella tularensis 

Polyphosphate Kinase 

When developing an assay for high throughput screening (HTS), the appropriate detection 

method should be selected taking in consideration the ability to develop an homogeneous 

assay format and to deliver speed, accuracy and sensitivity and the adaptability to 

automation and miniaturization (section 3.1.2). Spectroscopic techniques based on photon 

emission (fluorescence and chemiluminescence) are the dominant methodology applied for 

HTS, due to their easy adaptation to different targets and because they allow assays to be 

developed in a continuous format.
269

 

For the development of a FtPPK assay, it was decided to monitor the polyP degradation in 

the presence of ADP, resulting in the formation of a shorter polyP chain and ATP. A 

luminescence coupled assay was chosen as the readout method to measure the ATP 

production (Scheme 2.1).  

 

Scheme 2.1: FtPPK luminescence coupled assay reaction 

The FtPPK catalyses the transfer of a phosphate unit from the polyP chain onto ADP (kinase reaction). The 

produced ATP can then be quantified by a secondary reaction catalysed by the luciferase (luminescence 

reaction). The ATP is consumed by the luciferase for the oxidation of the luciferin, which is accompanied by 

emission of light (560 nm). The intensity of the light emitted is proportional to the concentration of ATP.  

The same assay was previously used by Ault-Riché in an early investigation of the PPK 

activity under stress conditions.169 The luminescence assay is based on the bioluminescence 

reaction catalysed by the Potinus pyralis firefly luciferase. In the presence of magnesium 

ions and molecular oxygen, the luciferase oxidizes the luciferin to oxyluciferin.282–285 The 

reaction requires ATP and is accompanied by emission of light (max 560 nm). Under 
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optimised conditions, the intensity of the light emitted is proportional to the concentration 

of ATP. Hence, by coupling the luminescence assay to the FtPPK reaction, the production 

of ATP can be monitored as a function of the light emitted. For kinase reactions, ATP 

constitutes the usual source of phosphate, hence reactions are often monitored in a substrate 

depletion format (ATP consumption). For the FtPPK, it was possible to design a format 

based on product formation.
286

 Because of the great sensitivity of the luminescence assay, 

which allows accurate detection of small variation of ATP concentration, it was possible to 

measure the enzyme activity strictly applying initial rate conditions (less than 10% substrate 

consumption). A great advantage provided by the luminescence assay is the inherent low 

background signal. Indeed, for luminescence, the transition to an excited state is not 

generated by absorption of light but is promoted by energy derived from an exothermic 

chemical reaction.287–291 For the same reason, when luminescence assays are applied for the 

screening of compound libraries, possible signal interference due to spectroscopically-active 

compounds is strongly reduced (termed the inner-filter effect).292 Nonetheless, a potential 

source of compound-mediated signal interference can derive from possible effects exerted on 

the luciferase. The latter is the main drawback of using a luminescence coupled assay for 

high throughput screening.
293

 The problem can be adequately addressed by application of 

an orthogonal luciferase-independent assay (counter-screening). 

2.1.3.1. Luminescence assay: mechanism and kinetics of light emission  

Bioluminescence is a form of chemiluminescence, in which the light emitting reaction is 

catalysed by the enzyme luciferase. It is a widespread phenomenon that has been observed 

in many organisms including bacteria, fungi, insects, mollusks and fishes.294 Luciferase 

enzymes from various organisms have been isolated and studied.294,295 All the luciferases 

catalyse the oxidation of their substrate, known as luciferin, accompanied by the emission 

of light.296 The structures of luciferins for different luciferases are quite diverse, as are the 

mechanisms of the reaction catalysed.296,297 Nevertheless, a common pattern can be 

identified, which consists in the oxidation of luciferin by means of molecular oxygen, 

followed by the formation and the breakage of a four-member ring dioxetanone-intermediate 

resulting in the release of CO2 and in the formation of a carbonyl compound in an 
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electronically excited state (Scheme 2.2). Light emission eventually results from the 

relaxation of the excited state.
296

  

 

Scheme 2.2: General scheme for the luminescence reaction mechanism 

Luciferase from the beetle Photinus pyralis, also known as Firefly luciferase (FLuc), is the 

luciferase that the most has found application for bioassays. The luminescence assay has 

been used, in particular, as an analytical method for detection and quantification of ATP, 

both in biochemical assays and in cell-based assays.
286,287,298–301

 Another widespread 

application of FLuc has been as a gene-reporter, either on its own or in conjunction with 

other luciferases with a different spectroscopic profile (e.g. with Renilla reniformis 

luciferase).
287,298,302–305

 

FLuc is a member of the ANL family of the adenylating enzymes superfamily (the Acyl-

CoA synthetases, the NRPS adenylation domains, and the Luciferase enzymes),306 which 

also includes the acyl- and aryl-CoA synthetases and the adenylation domains of non-

ribosomal peptide synthetase.283,306–308 The family is characterised by a shared two-step 

mechanism, involving a first step of carboxylate activation by adenylation, yielding an acyl-

AMP intermediate. The seconds step consists of either the formation of a thioester or, for 

the luciferase, an oxidation step.306  

The FLuc is a monomeric enzyme constituted by a 550 amino acid residues (62 kDa).309,310 

The monomer folds in two distinct domains: the N-terminal domain (1-436 aa) and a small 

C-terminal domain (440-550 aa), linked by a flexible loop.311–313 The active site is located 

between the surfaces of the two domains, where residues conserved among the adenylating 

enzymes have been identified.311 A characteristic of FLuc, as well as other enzymes belonging 

to the ANL family, is the C-terminal loop rotation of ~140° during catalysis, which orients 
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different faces of the same domain to the active site, depending on whether the first step or 

the second step are being catalysed.
313

  

The substrate firefly luciferin, simply known as D(-)-Luciferin (D-LH2), is a benzothiazolyl-

thiazoline derivative, with S stereochemistry at the position 4 (Figure 2.2).
282,283,314,315

 

 

Figure 2.2: Structure of D-Luciferin 

Luciferin is formally the (S)-2-(6’-hydroxy-2’-benzothiazolyl)-2-thiazoline-4-carboxylic acid. The 

stereochemistry is commonly reported using the denomination of D-Luciferin. 

The mechanism of the bioluminescence reaction catalysed by FLuc entails two distinct steps: 

the adenylation of D-LH2, leading to the formation of the luciferase-bound intermediate 

luciferin-acyl adenylate (FLuc:D-LH2-AMP complex), and the oxidation of the latter to the 

complex FLuc:Oxyluciferin in an electronically excited state, of which the relaxation induces 

emission of light (Scheme 2.3). 

 

Scheme 2.3: Mechanism of the FLuc bioluminescent reaction 

The luciferin adenylation occurs via a phosphoryl transfer mechanism. The nucleophilic 

attack by the carboxylic function in position C4 of the D-LH2 thiazoline ring, on the 

electrophilic -phosphoryl moiety of ATP, results in the displacement of the good leaving 

group PPi and in the formation of the D-LH2-AMP intermediate (Scheme 2.4).282,316–318 The 

Mg2+ ion forms a complex with the - and the -phosphate of the ATP, contributing to the 

neutralization of the negative charges, controlling the orientation of the ATP phosphate 

groups and activating the PPi leaving group. The stereochemistry at the C4 of D-LH2 is 
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crucial to the luminescence reaction. Although FLuc catalyses the adenylation of the other 

enantiomer, L(+)-Luciferin (L-LH2), no luminescence is generated.
282,283,319

 

 

Scheme 2.4: Bioluminescence mechanism, D-LH2-adenylation 

The adenylation step occurs even in the absence of oxygen. The latter is required in the 

second step for the formation of the key intermediate luciferin-dioxetanone (Scheme 2.5), 

which breaks down via an oxidative decarboxylation of luciferin with concomitant emission 

of light (Scheme 2.6).  

 

Scheme 2.5: Bioluminescence mechanism, D-LH2-AMP oxidation to the dioxetanone intermediate 
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The addition of the AMP moiety to the luciferin has the effect of increasing the acidity of 

the H in position C4, allowing the generation of a very reactive carbocation intermediate 

that reacts by nucleophilic attack with O2 (Scheme 2.5)
282,320

 The resulting hydroperoxide 

intermediate in turn exerts an intramolecular nucleophilic attack on the carbonyl group, 

causing the displacement of the AMP moiety and the formation of the highly strained four-

membered ring luciferin-dioxetanone (Scheme 2.5).
282,321–323

 The spontaneous breakdown of 

the strained dioxetanone intermediate generates CO2 and oxyluciferin (Scheme 2.6).
282,324–

328
 The process is accompanied by the release of a large amount of energy, which promotes 

the transition of the oxyluciferin to the excited singlet state.
282,329,330

 The subsequent decay 

to the ground state results in the release of a photon with yellow-green emission (max 560 

nm, pH=7.8). 

 

Scheme 2.6: Bioluminescence mechanism, dioxetanone intermediate breakdown and light emission  

Factors such as the pH, the temperature and heavy metal cations can cause a redshift of 

the emission spectrum (up to max 620 nm).328,331,332 It was initially hypothesized that the 

colour modulation could be attributed to the enzyme-assisted keto-enol tautomerism of 

oxyluciferin (red emission from the keto-form, yellow-green emission from the enol 

form).328,331,333 However, this hypothesis was dismissed when emission of yellow-green light 

was observed from an oxyluciferin analogue constrained in the keto-form.334 Later, it was 

found that the anionic keto-form constitutes the only light emitter and that different colour 

emission could be ascribed to different oxyluciferin conformations derived from the twisting 

around the C2-C2ꞌ bond.335,336 Recent papers have proposed that not just the oxyluciferin 

conformation but also conformational changes affecting the whole active site 

microenvironment influence the colour emission.337,338  
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According to early reports, luciferase catalyses the light emitting reaction with a very high 

efficiency; the ratio of photons emitted per D-LH2 molecule consumed, or quantum yield, 

was reported to be 88%.
332

 However, a recent study revised this value to 41%.
339

 The FLuc 

light emission kinetics has a characteristic flash pattern. The peak of light intensity is 

reached after 0.3 sec, followed by an initial fast decay (0.8 sec to reach 50% inhibition) and 

then a slow decay with emission of low intensity light that may last for hours.
340

 This 

characteristic kinetic pattern has been explained by product inhibition.
282,283,341,342

 Indeed, 

the FLuc is inhibited by oxyluciferin, with a competitive mechanism (Ki = 0.5-2 M), and 

by the dehydro-luciferyl-AMP (L-AMP), which is the product of a side reaction (20% of D-

LH2 is converted into L-AMP).
341

 Further to the luminescent reaction, the FLuc catalyses 

side reactions that do not result in the emission of light and are therefore called dark 

reactions. The most important of these reactions is the oxidation of the D-LH2-AMP into 

D-L-AMP by reaction with O2 (Scheme 2.7).
318,343–345

 

 

Scheme 2.7: Luciferase dark reactions 

L-AMP is a powerful inhibitor, for which a profile as a tight binding competitive inhibitor 

has been reported (Ki = 3.8 nM).318,341 By reaction with the PPi-Mg2+ released during the 
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luminescence reaction or with CoA, the L-AMP is converted into dehydroluciferin (L)346,347 

or into the dehydroluciferyl-CoA (L-CoA),
348,349

 respectively (Scheme 2.7). The inhibitor 

effect of oxyluciferin and L-AMP has been proposed to be responsible for the rapid decay of 

light emission. The subsequent attenuation of light decay was instead attributed to the 

conversion of L-AMP into L or L-CoA, which are weaker inhibitors and as such more easily 

subjected to displacement by competition with D-LH2. 
282,346

 

2.1.3.2. Thermostable Photinus pyralis Firefly Luciferase 

The main issue encountered when working with FLuc is rapid and irreversible inactivation 

of the enzyme. The consequent variation in the catalytic activity can significantly 

compromise the accuracy and the sensitivity of the assay and cause discrepancies in the 

ATP detection throughout the course of the experiment. Stabilizing additives can help to 

preserve the activity of the enzyme during ongoing experiments and over a relatively long 

time at -80°C. Nonetheless, the wildtype form of FLuc remains highly susceptible to heat 

inactivation. To address problems with thermo-instability, it is common practise to engineer 

the wild-type enzyme by insertion of mutations which confer greater stability at higher 

temperatures. A major concern in this case is retention of the catalytic efficiency, which can 

be compromised by the mutations.350 For the FtPPK-luminescence coupled assay, a 

thermostable form of P. pyralis firefly luciferase, engineered by insertion of four point 

mutations (E354K, T214A, I232A, F295L), has been chosen.351 An increase of about 7°C in 

the thermostability for the four-point mutation FLuc (4mutFLuc) compared to the wildtype 

(wtFLuc) has been reported.351 No variation of the bioluminescent spectrum and of the 

kinetics of light emission have been observed. The Km for ATP was approximately the same 

(wtFLuc: 73 M; 4mutFLuc: 79 M) while a five-fold increase of the Km for luciferin 

(wtFLuc: 10 M; 4mutFLuc: 50 M) and a decrease of catalytic efficiency (wtFLuc: 7800 

RLU/nmole; 4mutFLuc: 4350 RLU/nmole) were reported.351 The variation observed are not 

significant enough to disfavour the use of the four point mutation FLuc for luminescence 

assay. Indeed, it is possible to account for the increased Km of luciferin by appropriately 

adjusting the luciferin concentration; on the other hand, the increased stability of the 
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luciferase compensates to some degree for the attenuation of the catalytic activity, which 

would equally be observed for the wildtype luciferase due to inactivation.  
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2.2. Results and Discussion 

To measure the activity of the FtPPK, a luminescence-based coupled assay was developed 

and optimised. The FLuc and the FtPPK were expressed in E. coli (BL21 DE3) with an N-

terminal His6-tag to allow Ni-affinity chromatography purification. The luminescence assay 

was optimised to maximize the luminescence signal, the assay dynamic range defined and 

then coupled to the FtPPK reaction. The coupled assay conditions were gradually optimised 

and carefully balanced to ensure that the luminescence signal was exclusively a function of 

the FtPPK activity. A format that enabled the measurement of FtPPK activity consistently 

and in high throughput was established. The optimised assay was then validated by 

application to kinetics characterization of the FtPPK. For the avoidance of confusion and 

to maintain the logical progression of the assay optimisation process, in the following 

sections the experiments are reported in chronological order, including some experiments 

that led to a miscalculation of the FtPPK kinetic parameters, which were later amended 

following further optimisation of the assay conditions.  

2.2.1. Expression and Purification of FLuc and FtPPK  

2.2.1.1. Thermostable P. pyralis Firefly Luciferase expression and purification 

The FLuc expression plasmid (pET16b::luc, Figure 2.3) was prepared by J. Docherty, who 

also investigated the optimal conditions for the expression and the purification of FLuc.
352

  

 

Figure 2.3: FLuc plasmid restriction digest 

1% agarose gel of the pET16b::luc plasmid showing: unrestricted plasmid (7325 bp), double digested plasmid 

and corresponding restricted luc gene (1688 bp), single digested plasmid restricted with either XhoI or NcoI 

enzyme. 
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For protein expression, the plasmid was transformed into E.coli BL21 (DE3) Rosetta. 

Expression studies revealed that a better yield was obtained from freshly transformed cells 

by induction with 400 M IPTG at 0.6 OD600 and overnight growth at 27°C.
352

 Under these 

conditions 7.87 ± 1.5 g/L of cell paste were recovered from a 5 L culture. The N-terminal 

His6-tagged FLuc (62 kDa) was purified by immobilized Ni2+ affinity chromatography 

(Figure 2.4).  

 

Figure 2.4: FLuc purification 

a) Ni-affinity chromatography: UV-vis chromatogram recorded at 280 nm. The FLuc (62 kDa) was eluted by 

imidazole gradient (Buffer A: 50 mM Imidazole, Buffer B: 500 mM Imidazole). The FLuc eluted between 10% 

and 45% buffer B; b) Bradford analysis of fractions 41-50; c) SDS-PAGE analysis: Ft: flow through. W: 

washing, F#: fraction number. The concentration of the fractions loaded on the SDS-PAGE was adjusted to 1 

mg/mL. 

The lysis buffer was supplemented with lysozyme and with protease inhibitor to facilitate 

cell lysis and reduce luciferase proteolysis during purification.353 To favour elution of loosely 

but not specifically bound proteins, NaCl, NaH2PO4 and a low concentration of imidazole 

(50 mM) were included in the purification buffers (section 7.4.1.3).352 Following a washing 
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step with the low imidazole buffer, the FLuc was eluted by imidazole gradient (50 mM to 

500 mM imidazole) over 250 mL volume. SDS-PAGE analysis of the fraction showed that 

a good degree of purity with only minor apparent impurities was achieved (Figure 2.4c). 

The FLuc was dialyzed in storage buffer (Table 7.28). The latter was supplemented with 

(NH4)2SO4, ethylene glycol, glycerol, EDTA and DTT, which have been reported to stabilize 

the luciferase for long term storage at -80°C.
354–358

 Typically, the yield of the FLuc 

purification was 17.6 ± 2.3 mg per grams of cell paste.  

2.2.1.2. Francisella tularensis Polyphosphate kinase expression and purification 

The expression plasmid for FtPPK (pET16b:Ftppk, 6476 bp) was prepared by L. Batten264 

and includes the F. tularensis (subspecies tularensis SCHU S4) FtPPK gene (FTT1564) on 

a NcoI/PstI fragment that encodes an N-terminal His6 tag (Figure 2.5). 

 

Figure 2.5: FtPPK plasmid restriction digest 

1% agarose gel of the pET16b::Ftppk plasmid showing: unrestricted plasmid (6476 bp), double digested 

plasmid and corresponding restricted Ftppk gene (1236 bp), single digested plasmid restricted with either 

NcoI or PstI enzyme. 

Batten went on to investigate the expression and purification of FtPPK.260,264 FtPPK codon 

analysis revealed abundance of codons deemed rare in E. coli, hence the FtPPK was 

expressed in E. coli BL21 RosettaTM pLysS (DE3),264 optimised for heterologous 

expression.359,360 Optimal conditions for FtPPK expression have been identified as induction 

by 400 M IPTG at 0.6 OD600 followed by overnight growth at 27°C,260,264 typically yielding 
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8.1 ± 0.9 g/L of cell paste. The insertion of the His6 tag allowed purification of the FtPPK 

(33 kDa) by Ni affinity chromatography (Figure 2.6a).  

 

Figure 2.6: FtPPK purification – Ni affinity chromatography 

a) Ni-affinity chromatography: UV-vis chromatogram recorded at 280 nm. The FtPPK (33 kDa) was eluted 

by imidazole gradient (Buffer A: 50 mM Imidazole, Buffer B: 500 mM Imidazole). The FtPPK eluted between 

40% and 100% buffer B; b) Bradford analysis of fractions 55-75; c) SDS-PAGE analysis: L: lysate, Ft: flow 

through, W: washing, F#: fraction number, P: pooled fractions. The concentration of the fractions loaded on 

the SDS-PAGE was adjusted to 1 mg/mL. 

The FtPPK was eluted by a gradient of imidazole from 50 mM to 500 mM. The degree of 

FtPPK purity was typically very high with few minor proteins observed at low concentration 

co-eluting in the first fractions (Figure 2.6c). To remove imidazole, the FtPPK was dialyzed 

into the storage buffer containing 300 mM NaCl and 20% glycerol (Table 7.32). The yield 

of the FtPPK purification was 3.15 ± 0.8 mg/g of cell paste. For crystallography, the FtPPK 

was further purified by size exclusion chromatography. The first FtPPK batch used for the 

optimisation of the FtPPK-luminescence couple assay, kindly donated by A. Parnell, had 

been purified for crystallography purposes and therefore gel filtered. For the sake of 

consistency, it was decided to extend this practice to all the FtPPK batches later produced. 
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The FtPPK (33 kDa) was gel filtered in storage buffer (Table 7.32) using the resin Superdex 

75 (S75). The elution volume of pure FtPPK was about 130 mL (Figure 2.7). 

 

Figure 2.7: FtPPK purification – size exclusion chromatography 

a) Size exclusion chromatography: UV-vis chromatogram recorded at 280 nm. Two consecutive injections of 

FtPPK (3 mL, about 10 mg/mL). b) SDS-PAGE analysis of fractions corresponding to the section indicated by 

the asterisk on the adjacent UV chromatogram. FtPPK: 33 kDa. The fractions loaded on the SDS-PAGE were 

diluted four fold; the ratio of concentration was maintained as eluted from the column.  
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2.2.2. Optimisation of the Luminescence Assay 

2.2.2.1. Preliminary luminescence assay conditions 

A preliminary investigation of the in-house expressed thermostable FLuc activity was 

undertaken by J. Docherty,352 using the buffer previously adopted by L. Batten for the 

FtPPK characterization studies.
264

 The same buffer was adopted for the optimisation of the 

luminescence assay and its composition was: 50 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 0.3 M NaCl, 

80 mM (NH4)2SO4 and 20% glycerol at pH 7.8. The FLuc activity was tested at the 

concentration of 1 M in the presence of 7.5 M luciferin and a range of ATP concentrations 

(150 M – 5 mM), conditions arbitrarily chosen as the starting point for the luminescence 

assay optimisation. The assays were manually prepared in triplicate in a 96 well plate full 

area (200 L volume). The FLuc was incubated at 37°C in the presence of luciferin and the 

assays started by addition of ATP. The luminescence signal was measured after 30 seconds 

from the initiation of the assays.  

 

Figure 2.8: Luminescence assay – preliminary conditions 

The luminescence signal reached saturation in the presence of concentration of ATP above 1 mM. Preliminary 

assay conditions: 200 L assay volume, 1 M FLuc, 7.5 M luciferin, 150 M – 5 mM ATP, 37°C. Gain: 2050.c 

Increase of the luminescence signal was observed up to 600 M ATP, above which enzyme 

saturation occurred (Figure 2.8). The activity of the recombinant FLuc, expressed and 

purified according to the method developed by J. Docherty,352 was confirmed and the 

                                        
c
 The gain is a parameter that can be adjusted to regulate the sensitivity of the POLARstar Omega 

BMG plate reader to the luminescence signal. A higher gain would result in amplification of the 

signal, a lower gain would reduce the intensity of the signal recorded.  
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arbitrarily defined assay conditions were adopted as the starting point for a step by step 

optimisation of the luminescence assay. 

2.2.2.2. Luminescence assay: optimisation of FLuc to rate limiting concentration  

One of the basic principles of enzymology is the requirement of only catalytic amounts of 

enzyme for the enzymatic reactions to occur. In the presence of an excess of substrate the 

rate of the reaction and therefore the concentration of product at t time is proportional to 

the concentration of the enzyme. Hence a higher concentration of FLuc in the assay would 

be expected to give a higher intensity of the luminescence signal. Practical consideration 

concerning the cost of the luciferin reagent and the time required to express and purify FLuc 

should be taken into account when optimizing the FLuc concentration. Ideally, the lowest 

concentration of both FLuc and luciferin that does not compromise the signal intensity 

should be used.  

 

Figure 2.9: Luminescence assay – preliminary FLuc concentration  

Comparison of the luminescence signal produced by 1 M FLuc (black circles) and 100 nM FLuc (red circles). 

The data up to 150 M ATP were fitted to a linear regression equation (Table 2.1). Assay conditions: 200 L 

assay volume, 1 M or 100 nM FLuc, 7.5 M luciferin, 15.6 – 500 M ATP, 37°C. Gain: 2550.  

Table 2.1: Preliminary FLuc concentration optimisation 

FLuc RLU/ATP (RLU M-1) R2 

1 M 121.1 ± 0.8 0.99 

100 nM 10.1 ± 0.1 0.99 

 
 

Under the preliminary assay conditions, the concentration of FLuc was in the same order 

of magnitude as the luciferin (section 2.2.2.1). The first step towards the optimisation of 
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the luminescence assay was to reduce the FLuc concentration by one order of magnitude 

while the luciferin concentration (7.5 M) was unchanged. To identify a range of 

concentration at which the luminescence signal was proportional to the ATP concentration, 

the latter was reduced as well by one order of magnitude (15.6 – 500 M ATP). A ten-fold 

decrease of the light emission rate was observed with the decrease of the FLuc concentration, 

showing that under the applied conditions the FLuc was rate limiting (Figure 2.9 and Table 

2.1). The range of linearity between luminescence signal and ATP concentration was defined 

by fitting the data to the linear regression equation (Eq. 2.4). The data were corrected by 

subtraction of the background signal, hence the constraint y
0
= 0 was applied according to 

the assumption that an ATP concentration of 0 M, no emission of luminescence occurs. A 

relation of proportionality between luminescence and ATP was observed up to 150 M 

ATP, above which deviation from linearity occurred (Figure 2.9). The concentration of 100 

nM FLuc was adopted as standard for the following optimisation steps.  

2.2.2.3. Luminescence Assay Buffer: pH and Additives 

Optimal conditions for activity have been extensively investigated to improve the efficiency 

of luciferase application for analytical purposes.
361–364

 Buffers such as Tris, tricine and 

glycylglycine have been reported to favour the activity of the luciferase while HEPES and 

phosphate buffer exert an inhibitory effect.
361

 The optimal pH for activity has been reported 

to be 7.75,362 preferentially adjusted by acetic acid, which exerts the least inhibitory effect 

on the luciferase activity.363,364 In the preliminary work of J. Docherty352 and L. Batten,264 

Tris acetate was used for the FLuc storage buffer (Table 7.28) while for the assay buffer 

chloride was adopted as a counter ion to adjust the pH to 7.8. The same buffering systems 

and pH were adopted for the luminescence assay without any further experimental 

optimisation, given the correlation with literature reports.  

One of the major issues when developing a luminescence assay is the precarious stability of 

the luciferase and its inactivation with time. These properties are due to the high content 

of hydrophobic amino acids, resulting in a high tendency to aggregate,365,366 and to the 

presence of several thiol groups, two of which essential for catalysis, being susceptible to 

oxidation thereby leading to loss of activity.367 To improve stability, DTT and EDTA at 
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0.5-1 mM concentration are commonly included in luciferase buffers.354,355,358 These additives 

are routinely added to protein buffers to prevent protein disruption due to non-site-specific 

oxidation and metal-induced site-specific oxidation of cysteine, respectively.
368

 EDTA is also 

included to prevent activity of metal-dependent proteases that may be present in the 

system.358 The FLuc storage buffer (Table 7.32) was supplemented with 5 mM DTT and 2 

mM EDTA. To prepare a FLuc solution at the working concentration (10x stock of the final 

assay concentration), the FLuc storage buffer was used for dilution (section 7.4.3.9), hence 

it was decided not to further supplement the assay buffer with these additives.  

 

Figure 2.10: Luminescence assay – BSA effect  

Comparison of the luminescence signal produced in the presence of BSA (black circles) and in the absence of 

BSA (red circles). The data up to 150 M ATP were fitted to a linear regression equation (Table 2.2). Assay 

conditions: 200 L assay volume, 100 nM FLuc, 7.5 M luciferin, 15.6 – 500 M ATP, 37°C. Gain: 2250. 

Table 2.2: Luminescence assay: effect of BSA 

BSA RLU/ATP (RLU M-1) R2 

0.1 mg/mL 81.3 ± 0.4 0.99 

No BSA 43.6 ± 0.3 0.99 
 

 

To address the hydrophobicity problem and the consequent loss of activity due to 

aggregation or adhesion to the labware surfaces, BSA has been included as stabilizing agent 

in luciferase buffers.355,356,358 The effect of BSA on the activity of FLuc was directly 

investigated by comparison of the luminescence produced in the presence of 0.1 mg/mL (1.3 

M) BSA and in its absence. To derive the rate of light emission, data up to 150 M ATP 

were fitted to the liner regression equation (Eq. 2.4). When BSA was added to the assay 
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solution, a significant increase of the signal intensity produced for a given concentration of 

ATP (Figure 2.10 and Table 2.2). Therefore, BSA was adopted as a standard component of 

the luminescence assay. 

2.2.2.4. Luminescence assay: luciferin optimisation 

To maximise the luminescence signal, the optimal concentration of luciferin was 

investigated. Initially, a range of luciferin concentration between 0.19 M and 50 M was 

tested in the presence of 31.25, 62.5 and 125 M ATP. The luminescence signal was 

measured 30 seconds after the start of the assays and the data were reported in terms of 

rate of light emission (RLU sec-1) against concentration of luciferin (Figure 2.11a).  

 

Figure 2.11: Luminescence assay – Luciferin optimisation 

a) Rate of light emission at 0.19 – 50 M luciferin in the presence of: 125 M ATP (black circles), 62.5 M ATP 

(red circles), 31.25 M ATP (blue circles). The rate was measured in end point format, 30 sec after the start of 

the luminescence assay. b) Rate of light emission at 20-100 M luciferin in the presence of: 300 M ATP. The 

rate was measured in end point format, 52 sec after the start of the luminescence assay. Assay conditions: 

200 L assay volume, 100 nM FLuc, 1.3 M BSA, 0.19-50 M luciferin and 31.25-125 M ATP or 20-100 M 

luciferin and 300 M ATP, 37°C. Gain: 1650. 

Table 2.3: Luminescence assay: luciferin optimisation 

Luciferin ATP  Km (M) R2 

0.19-50 M  125 M 22.9 ± 1.1 0.99 

0.19-50 M 62.5 M 36.6 ± 2.9 0.99 

0.19-50 M 31.25 M 25.1 ± 1.4 0.99 

20-100 M 300 M 27.70 ± 3 0.98 
 

 

The data were fitted to the Michaelis-Menten equation (Eq. 2.5). The Km values for luciferin 

in the presence of increasing concentrations of ATP were comparable (Table 2.3), suggesting 
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that maximum luminescence signal should be observed above 60 M luciferin. To confirm 

this hypothesis the experiment was repeated using a higher range of luciferin concentrations 

(20 – 100 M) in the presence of 300 M ATP, a wide excess in comparison to the expected 

ATP concentration produced by the optimised FtPPK assay. The luminescence signal was 

measured after 52 seconds and the data were fitted to the Michaelis-Menten equation (Eq. 

2.5). The estimated Km was comparable to the values obtained at lower concentrations of 

ATP and accordingly the rate of light emission did not increase significantly beyond the 

luciferin concentration of 70 M (Figure 2.11b and Table 2.3). In accordance with the data 

obtained and in consideration of the luciferin reagent cost, it was decided not to use an 

excess of luciferin but just the concentration required to reach saturation of the luminescence 

signal. Hence, the standard concentration of luciferin adopted for the luminescence assay 

was 70 M. 

2.2.2.5. Luminescence assay: temperature optimisation 

The rate of enzymatic reactions is greatly affected by temperature. An increase of the 

catalytic efficiency is observed with the increase of temperature. However, above a certain 

temperature, enzymes become subject to denaturation.272,274,369 An optimal temperature can 

be experimentally defined at which the catalytic activity reaches its maximum and beyond 

which a decline is observed. The luminescence assay was initially measured at 37°C, the 

temperature applied for the FtPPK characterisation by L. Batten.260,264 A range of 

temperatures (20°C, 25°C, 30°C, 35°C, 36°C and 37°C) were investigated by J. Docherty in 

her preliminary studies of the FLuc activity, according to which the intensity of the 

luminescence signal was higher at 30°C.352 Because good quality data were reported by J. 

Docherty, the experiment was repeated testing only the following three temperatures: 25°C, 

30°C, 37°C. The assay volume was reduced to 100 L and the FLuc activity measured at a 

range of ATP concentrations between 3.9 and 62.5 M, following incubation at the 

temperature of interest for 20 minutes. The luminescence was recorded after 43 seconds and 

the data, reported in terms of rate against concentration of ATP, were fitted to a linear 

regression equation (Eq. 2.4), where y
0
= 0. A higher FLuc activity was observed at 30°C 

(Figure 2.12). This temperature was adopted as standard for the luminescence assay. 
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Figure 2.12: Luminescence assay – temperature optimisation 

Comparison of the luminescence signal produced at the following temperatures: 37°C (black circles), 30°C 

(red circles), 25°C (blue circles). The rate was measured in end point format, 43 sec after the start of the 

luminescence assay, the data were fitted to a linear regression equation (Table 2.4). Assay conditions: 100 L 

assay volume, 100 nM FLuc, 1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 3.9-62.5 M ATP, 25°C, 30°C and 37°C. Gain: 1500.  

Table 2.4: Luminescence assay: temperature effect 

T v/ATP (RLU sec-1 M-1) R2 

37°C 5.7 ± 0.2 0.96 

30°C 10.9 ± 0.2 0.99 

25°C 8.1 ± 0.3 0.97 

 

 

 

2.2.2.6. Luminescence assay: ATP standard curve 

Following optimisation of the luminescence assay conditions, the relation between 

luminescence and ATP was investigated over a wide range of ATP concentrations (9.37-

2000 M). To explore such a wide range of concentrations without compromising on the 

accuracy of the ATP sample preparation, and therefore trying to reduce as much as possible 

the experimental error, three ATP standard curves were prepared by two-fold serial dilution 

from 2000 M, 1600 M and 600 M ATP. To monitor for the possible variation of the 

signal between standard curves and hence to determine whether the data could be merged, 

one ATP sample from the first standard curve was included in the second and in the third 

standard curve. The luminescence signal was measured after 14 seconds from the start of 

the luminescence assay. The data from the three standard curves were consistent and 

therefore merged and analysed as a single data set (Figure 2.13). The upper limit of the 
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luminescence assay dynamic range was defined by fitting the data up to 100 M ATP to a 

linear regression equation (Eq. 2.4), where y
0
= 0. As previously observed (section 2.2.2.2), a 

relation of proportionality was observed between ATP concentration and light emitted up 

to 150 M ATP (R
2
 0.99), above which deviation from linearity occurred (Figure 2.13b). 

 

Figure 2.13: Luminescence assay – ATP standard curve 

a) Standard curve 1 (15.6-2000 M ATP, blue circles), standard curve 2 (25-1600 M ATP, red circles) and 

standard curve 3 (9.37-600 M ATP, green circles). b) and c) same data reported in a) showing the range of 

linearity (9.37-150 M) reported in terms of rate of luminescence emission and RLU versus ATP 

concentration. Assay conditions: 100 L assay volume, 100 nM FLuc, 1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 9.37-2000 

M ATP, 30°C. Gain: 1500.  

A decrease of the luminescence signal with time was detected, in accordance with the 

luciferase flash-pattern kinetics (Figure 2.14a). The latter is characterised by a very quick 

increase of light intensity, followed by a rapid decay that later becomes more gentle.340,370–

373 As well as the intensity of light emitted, the light decay, which is due to product 

inhibition, is more pronounced at higher concentration of ATP (Figure 2.14a).301 Upon 

fitting the ATP standard curve full data set to the Michaelis-Menten equation (Eq. 2.5) the 

value derived for the apparent Km (K𝑚
𝑎𝑝𝑝) for ATP was 1371 ± 64.73 M, a value about 20 
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fold higher than what reported for the recombinant wildtype luciferase or for the four-

mutations luciferase (Km for ATP: 73 M and 79 M, respectively).
351

  

 

Figure 2.14: Luminescence assay – ATP standard curve, light decay. 

a) Light decay with time reported for each concentration of ATP included in the standard curve 1: 2000 M 

(blue rhombus), 1000 M (red rhombus), 500 M (green rhombus), 250 M (purple rhombus), 125 M (black 

rhombus), 62.5 M (orange rhombus). The decay was steeper up to 250 sec after which it becomes gentler. b) 

Light decay per each ATP concentration of the standard curve 1 after the following delays from the start of 

the assay: 47 s (blue circles), 94 s (red circles), 141 s (green circles), 187 s (purple circles), 234 s (black circles), 

282 s (orange circles). The data were fitted to the Michaelis-Menten equation (Eq. 2.5, Table 2.5). Assay 

conditions: 100 L assay volume, 100 nM FLuc, 1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 62.5-2000 M ATP, 30°C. Gain: 

1500. 

Table 2.5: Luminescence assay: ATP standard curve kinetics 

Time Km
app

(RLU sec-1 M-1) R2 

14 s 1371 ± 64.7 0.99 

47 s 624.5 ± 50.1 0.99 

94 s 303.3 ± 28.3 0.98 

141 s 199.6 ± 16.9 0.97 

187 s 156.5 ± 14.8 0.97 

234 s 135.7 ± 11.9 0.97 

282 s 124.7 ± 10.3 0.97 

 

 

The initial high K𝑚
𝑎𝑝𝑝 can be justified by product inhibition, which according to the kinetics 

of competitive inhibitors272,274,369 has the effect of shifting the K𝑚
𝑎𝑝𝑝 towards higher 

concentrations. On the other hand, the decrease of the K𝑚
𝑎𝑝𝑝 with time reflects the 

displacement of the inhibitor dehydro-luciferyl-AMP from the active site and conversion 

into dehydroluciferin, to which the lower decay rate can be attributed (section 2.1.3.1 and 
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Figure 2.14b). The decay of light emission is a feature of the luminescence assay that 

potentially could interfere with the correct determination of the ATP concentration on the 

basis of the signal intensity. Both the light decay and the established luminescence assay 

dynamic range (upper limit: 150 M ATP) should be taken into account during the 

optimisation of the coupled assay to ensure the relation of proportionality between the 

concentration of ATP produced and the luminescence signal. 
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2.2.3. Development and Optimisation of the FtPPK Coupled Assay 

The possibility of using a luminescence coupled assay to measure the activity of the FtPPK 

has been previously explored by L. Batten, who developed a FtPPK coupled assay using a 

commercially available luciferin-luciferase reagent, which was then applied for validation of 

the FtPPK kinetics parameters.
264

 The conditions of the optimised independent 

luminescence assay (section 2.2.2) were adopted as starting point for the development of the 

FtPPK coupled assay with the in-house expressed luciferase (FLuc), and were integrated 

with the FtPPK assay components. The coupled assay was step-by-step optimised until a 

format was obtained that allowed to reproducibly and accurately measure the FtPPK 

activity. The FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay was validated by kinetic characterization of the 

FtPPK and was later optimised for high throughput screening.  

2.2.3.1. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: preliminary conditions 

For the preliminary FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay, no changes were made to the assay buffer 

(50 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 80 mM (NH4)2SO4, 0.3 M NaCl, 20% glycerol, pH 7.8), of 

which the composition had been in the first place defined by L. Batten to favour the activity 

of the FtPPK, according to literature.
264

 The concentration of the FtPPK (300 nM) and the 

concentration of the substrates (200 M polyP25, 1 mM ADP) were arbitrarily chosen. The 

conditions for the luminescence assay were 100 nM FLuc, 70 M luciferin, 1.3 M BSA, as 

defined upon optimisation (section 2.2.2). In its preliminary format ADP and polyP were 

added to the assay buffer, the primary assay was initiated by addition of FtPPK and the 

coupled assay by addition of a mixture of FLuc-BSA-luciferin. ATP standard curves were 

prepared in parallel to the coupled assay to convert the luminescence in concentration of 

ATP produced and to account for possible variation of the FLuc activity. To measure the 

FtPPK activity, a continuous assay and a discontinuous assay format were compared. For 

the continuous format, the luminescence assay was started 15 seconds after the FtPPK assay 

was initiated and the luminescence signal measured every 3 seconds (Figure 2.15a). While 

for continuous assay the activity is monitored by measuring the variation of the signal 

produced by a single assay, in a discontinuous format multiple assays are stopped at the 

desired time points and the signal measured. Various methods can be used to quench assays: 
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the enzyme activity can be disrupted by either denaturation (by heat, by addition of an 

acid or of an organic solvent) or by addition of a metal chelator (such as EDTA), which 

captures the ions required for catalysis. None of these quenching methods could be applied 

to the FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay because the FLuc, on which activity the assay readout 

depends, would be quenched in addition to FtPPK. A virtual quenching method was used 

by L Batten for her FtPPK-luminescence coupled assay, where the luciferin-luciferase 

reagent was added to the FtPPK reaction after variable delays and the luminescence signal 

measured.
264

 Accordingly, a similar format based on the principle of a delayed addition of 

the FLuc, rather than a real quenching step, was developed and optimised for the FtPPK-

FLuc coupled assay. Following the start of the FtPPK assay, a mixture of FLuc-BSA-

luciferin was added after a variable delay (according to the time point to measure) and the 

luminescence signal measured after the same delay from the start of the luciferase assay 

(Figure 2.15b). 

 

Figure 2.15: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: continuous and discontinuous format comparison 

a) FtPPK time course measured by a continuous assay format. The dotted line corresponds to 350 sec. b) 

FtPPK time course measured by a discontinuous assay format. Assay conditions: 100 L assay volume, 300 

nM FtPPK, 200 M polyP25, 1 mM ADP, 100 nM FLuc, 1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 30°C. Gain: 1500. 

The data from both the continuous format and the discontinuous format were comparable, 

with a peak of luminescence obtained after approximately 150 seconds, in correspondence 

to the maximum concentration of ATP produced (Figure 2.15). As reported in section 

2.2.2.6, two factors affect the intensity of the luminescence signal: the concentration of ATP 

and the kinetics of light decay. For the continuous format, although masked during the 

initial part of the time course due to the ATP concentration increasing with time, the decay 
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effect became obvious after the ATP production reached the plateau. No measures could be 

taken to account for the light decay, with the consequence that the relationship 

luminescence-ATP, as defined by the standard curve, was less likely to be maintained and 

the signal measured would not exclusively reflect the FtPPK activity. For the discontinuous 

format, while the delay between the initiation of the FtPPK assay and the initiation of the 

FLuc assay allowed to build up ATP, the consistent delay between the start of the luciferase 

reaction and the luminescence measurement, which was applied to the same extent as for 

the ATP standard curve, allowed to account for the light decay kinetics. Indeed, the signal 

from the coupled assay was directly comparable to the signal from the standard curve and 

therefore any variation could be attributed only to the ATP concentration. The 

discontinuous format was adopted as standard and later further optimised. The signal 

produced by the coupled assay under the preliminary conditions was well above the range 

of linearity of the ATP standard curve (Figure 2.13). Hence, although validating the 

possibility of using a discontinuous format for the measurement of the FtPPK activity, the 

data reported in Figure 2.15b were not representative of a real FtPPK time course.  

2.2.3.2. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: temperature effect 

The optimal temperature for luciferase activity was defined as 30°C (section 2.2.2.5 and J. 

Docherty).352 On the other hand, the temperature applied by L. Batten for the HPLC-based 

kinetic characterisation of the FtPPK was 37°C.264 Before further optimising the 

concentration of the assay components, the performance of the FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay 

was tested at 30°C and 37°C, applying the preliminary conditions and the discontinuous 

format as described in section 2.2.3.1. The data were fitted to the one phase-association 

equation (Eq. 2.2). A decrease of the luminescence signal was observed when the 

temperature was raised to 37°C while the rate constant k and the half-time t1/2 were 

comparable (Figure 2.16 and Table 2.6). Hence, the temperature had a greater effect on the 

FLuc activity, to which the increase was detrimental, while it did not significantly affect 

the rate of ATP production catalysed by FtPPK. In view of these results, a temperature of 

30°C was maintained as standard parameter for the FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay. 
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Figure 2.16: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: effect of the temperature  

Comparison of the FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay performance at 30°C (red circles) and 37°C (black circles). No 

significant changes were observed on the FtPPK activity (same k and t1/2) while a significant decrease of 

luminescence occurred. The data were fitted to the one-phase association equation Eq. 2.2. Assay conditions: 

100 L assay volume, 300 nM FtPPK, 200 M polyP25, 1 mM ADP, 100 nM FLuc, 1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin. 

Gain: 1500. 

Table 2.6: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: effect of the temperature 

T (°C) Pmax (x 104 RLU) k (s-1) t𝟏/𝟐 (s) R2 

30 30.5 ± 0.5 0.015 ± 0.001 44.65 ± 4.9 0.96 

37 17.67 ± 0.5 0.016 ± 0.002 42.12 ± 8.6 0.80 

 

 

2.2.3.3. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: preliminary optimisation of the FtPPK concentration  

Two issues were encountered when measuring the FtPPK time course under the arbitrarily 

chosen preliminary conditions (300 nM FtPPK, 200 M polyP25, 1 mM ADP): firstly, only 

two time points (30 seconds and 50 seconds) could be measured at the mid-late region of 

the apparent linear phase of the time course, and secondly, the luminescence signal produced 

was well above the upper limit of the dynamic range of the ATP standard curve (150 M 

ATP). As a consequence, the initial phase of the time course, critical for a correct 

determination of the apparent initial rate (v0
app

), was not accurately measured and the 

relation of proportionality between the luminescence signal and the ATP concentration did 

not apply. To address these problems the concentration of the FtPPK was reduced to slow 

down the reaction rate and consequently produce less ATP within the time frame 

investigated. Three time courses were measured at 300 nM, 100 nM and 30 nM FtPPK, 

maintaining the concentration of the other components unchanged. The data were fitted to 
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the empirically chosen one-phase association equation (Eq. 2.2) and from the resulting 

parameters the v0
app

 was derived according to the first order kinetic rate equation (Eq. 2.3). 

As opposed to the experiment previously described (section 2.2.3.2) and in line with the 

reduction of the FtPPK concentration, a decrease of the luminescence signal in parallel to 

a decrease of the apparent initial rate (v0
app

) and of the half-time (t1/2) was observed (Figure 

2.17 and Table 2.7). The variation of the RLU at the estimated plateau was not proportional 

to the variation of FtPPK concentration when the concentration was decreased from 300 

nM to 100 nM (Figure 2.17a).  

 

Figure 2.17: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: FtPPK concentration preliminary optimisation 

The FtPPK time course measured at the 300 nM (black circles), 100 nM (red circles) and 30 nM FtPPK (blue 

circles). A decrease of the luminescence signal and of the v0
app

 was observed in parallel to the decrease of the 

FtPPK concentration. The data were fitted to the one-phase association equation (Eq. 2.2). Assay conditions: 

100 L assay volume, 300 nM or 100 nM or 30 nM FtPPK, 200 M polyP25, 1 mM ADP, 100 nM FLuc, 1.3 M 

BSA, 70 M luciferin, 30°C. Gain: 1500. 

Table 2.7: FtPPK concentration preliminary optimisation 

FtPPK (nM) Pmax (x 104 RLU) k (x 10-3 min-1) v0

𝒂𝒑𝒑
(x 103 RLU s-1) 𝐭𝟏/𝟐 (s) R2 

300  25.5 ± 0.9 13 ± 1.3 33.5 ± 0.1 52.77 ± 9.4 0.90 

100 20.43 ± 2.6 3.6 ± 0.7 0.736 ± 0.1 192.4 ± 54.7 0.95 

30 7.37 ± 1.7 2.9  ± 1 0.220 ± 0.05 231.8 ± 95.5 0.89 

 

 

A proportional decrease of the RLU at plateau and of the v0
app

 was instead observed when 

the concentration was lowered from 100 nM to 30 nM FtPPK, consistent with the hypothesis 

that at the latter concentration range the FtPPK was rate limiting. It was concluded from 

these results that a concentration of 30 nM was appropriate as the standard FtPPK 
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concentration. At this concentration the FtPPK appeared to be rate limiting, furthermore 

the intensity of the luminescence signal was well within the dynamic range of the ATP 

standard curve, ensuring that a relation of linearity between signal detected and 

concentration of ATP produced would be maintained. 

2.2.3.4. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: effect of the BSA 

In view of the improvement to the luminescence signal obtained in the presence of BSA, the 

effect on the FtPPK activity was investigated. The addition of BSA to prevent adsorption 

onto the vessel surfaces which results in decrease of the active enzyme concentration is a 

common practise.270 In addition to the BSA included in the preparation of the FLuc-luciferin 

mixture, BSA was also added to the FtPPK stock solution. A time course was measured in 

the presence and in the absence of additional BSA.  

 

Figure 2.18: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: BSA effect 

Comparison of the FtPPK time course without further addition of BSA (black circles) and following addition 

of further BSA to the FtPPK solution (red circles). An improvement in the luminescence signal was observed 

when the FtPPK reagent was supplemented with 1.3 M BSA. Assay conditions: 100 L assay volume, 30 nM 

FtPPK /± 1.3 M BSA, 200 M polyP25, 1 mM ADP, 100 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 30°C. Gain: 

1500. 

The luminescence signal was further enhanced by the addition of BSA, although it was not 

possible to deconvolute whether the activity of the FtPPK was favoured or whether the 

BSA further improved the performance of the FLuc (Figure 2.18). The extra addition of 

BSA was adopted as part of the standard assay procedure, and the overall concentration of 

the BSA in the FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay was 2.3 M (0.2 mg/mL), half of which was 
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included in the preparation of the FLuc-luciferin reagent and the remaining half in the 

preparation of the FtPPK solution. 

2.2.3.5. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: FtPPK time course measurement  

The optimised conditions described in the previous sections (30 nM FtPPK, 100 nM FLuc, 

70 M luciferin, 2.6 M BSA, 30 °C, section 2.2.3.1 to 2.2.3.4) were applied for the 

measurement of a long FtPPK time course in the presence of 200 M poly P25 and 1 mM 

ADP. Alongside the time course assays, an ATP standard curve was prepared and measured 

in parallel. The latter became a standard practice, not only to be able to report the FtPPK 

activity in terms of ATP produced but also to monitor the FLuc activity (e.g. control 

experiments to account for the day-to-day activity variability or possible FLuc inactivation-

with time). The time course data were reported in terms of RLU and in terms of ATP 

concentration, extrapolated by means of the ATP standard curve (Figure 2.19). The data 

were fitted to the one phase-association equation (Eq. 2.2) and v0

app
 derived according to 

Eq. 2.3. Despite the correction of the data by subtraction of the background signal, the 

intercept to the y axis of time course was not zero, which suggested that possibly the 

protocols applied for the assay measurement required further optimisation (e.g. the actual 

time point measured was later than intended compared to the initiation of the FtPPK assay) 

or that the conditions applied for the control assay should be modified.d 
A proportional 

increase of the signal with time was observed up to 300 seconds and the corresponding ATP 

produced was within the dynamic range of the ATP standard curve (< 150 M ATP, section 

2.2.2.6). On the other hand, the ATP concentration derived from the luminescence signal 

produced at the time points measured after 300 seconds was higher than the upper limit of 

the luminescence assay dynamic range. Given that the v0

app
 could be measured in the 

presence of 1 mM ADP without exceeding the ATP standard curve dynamic range, the 

coupled assay was applied for a preliminary kinetic characterisation of the FtPPK. 

                                        
d
 At this stage, the control assays were prepared by taking out the ADP, which was subsequently 

found to contain ATP traces.   
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Figure 2.19: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: time course 

a) FtPPK time course reported in terms of RLU; b) FtPPK time course reported in terms of ATP concentration.  

The data were fitted to an exponential one phase-association equation (Eq. 2.2) and the v0
app

 derived 

according to Eq. 2.3. Assay conditions: 100 L assay volume, 30 nM FtPPK /1.3 M BSA, 200 M polyP25, 1 

mM ADP, 100 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 30°C. Gain: 1500. 

Table 2.8: FtPPK time course 

FtPPK (nM) Pmax (M) k (x10-3 s-1) v0

app
 (M s-1) R2 

30 382.5 ± 22 1.67 ± 0.2 0.64  ± 0.04 0.98 
 

 
 

 

2.2.3.6. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: preliminary FtPPK kinetics investigation 

The use of the coupled assay for the investigation of the FtPPK kinetics parameters served 

two purposes: the validation of the coupled assay itself and the determination of the Km in 

view of the development of a format for high throughput screening. Kinetics characterisation 

of the FtPPK was carried out by L. Batten by means of an HPLC-based assay and by means 

of a luminescence coupled assay using a commercially available luciferin-luciferase 

reagent.260,264 While the HPLC assay was not adequate to reliably determine the Km for 

polyP25 and some reservations were kept on the value obtained by the luminescence assay 

(5.35 ± 1.84 M), the Km for ADP was defined by both assays as 369 ± 70 M and 286 ± 

14 M, respectively.260,264 The agreement of these values with the parameters determined 

by the FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay would allow validation of the coupled assay and counter-

validate the characterisation done by L. Batten. It is particularly important for the success 

of a screening campaign that the correct kinetic parameters for the enzyme of interest are 

known. Indeed, to increase the chances of identifying inhibitors of all modalities, Km 
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concentration of substrates is preferably used for HTS (section 3.1.2).270,374 To determine 

the 𝐾𝑚, the apparent initial rate is measured over range of substrate concentrations between 

0.2-5 Km.
272,274,374

 For an enzymatic reaction involving more than one substrate, the Km for 

the substrate of interest is determined maintaining the other substrate at a saturating 

concentration. To measure the Km for ADP the concentration of polyP25 was set at 200 M 

and the concentration of ADP was varied between 7.8 M and 2400 M. To measure the 

Km with polyP25, the latter was titrated between 6.25 M and 600 M while the ADP 

concentration was maintained at 1500 M. The ADP concentration to use for the Km with 

polyP25 was experimentally defined as saturating concentration by measuring a time course 

at 1000 M, 1500 M, 2000 M and 3000 M ADP, in which a comparable luminescence 

was obtained at 1500 M and 2000 M ADP and inhibition observed at 3000 M ADP 

(Appendix, section A2 4). Short time courses (30 – 110 seconds) were prepared and the 

apparent initial rate (v0
app) was defined by fitting the data to a linear regression equation 

(Eq. 2.4) where y was the ATP produced, x was the time point measured and the slope 𝑎𝑥 

was a measure of the v0
app. To determine the kinetics parameters the v0

app
 was plotted against 

ADP concentration and the data fitted to the Michaelis-Menten equation (Eq. 2.5). Similar 

values of Vmax and Km were obtained in repeat experiments (on different days) for both 

ADP and PolyP25 (Figure 2.20 and Table 2.9). The Km for ADP (759.8 ± 55.47 M and 

711.5 ± 55.44 M) was found to be approximately two-fold higher than that determined by 

L. Batten.264 Similarly, the Km for polyP25 (30.53 ± 3.23 M and 31.13 ± 6.3 M) was six-

fold higher. Two different values of Vmax were obtained for the polyP25 characterisation, the 

second of which was in accordance with the Vmax obtained from the experiment to determine 

the Km for ADP (Table 2.9). It is likely that the lower Vmax obtained was a consequence of 

inactivation of the FLuc. Two different formats were used for these experiments, the second 

of which was improved in the time required for the kinetic measurement.  
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Figure 2.20: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: preliminary kinetic characterisation 

a) Determination of Km for ADP, measured varying the ADP concentration between 7.8 M and 2400 M, 

while the polyP25 was 200 M. b) Determination of Km for polyP25, measured varying the polyP25 

concentration between 6.25 M and 600 M, while the ADP was 1500 M. In both cases the data were 

produced using two different formats differing for the FtPPK addition step (section 7.4.3.6.1 and 7.4.3.6.2): 

Exp1 (black circles), Exp2 (red circles). The data were fitted to the Michaelis-Menten equation (Eq. 2.5). Assay 

conditions: 100 L assay volume, 30 nM FtPPK /1.3 M BSA, 8.7-2400 M ADP for KmADP or 1500 M for 

KmPolyP, 200 M polyP25 for KmADP or 6.25-600 M for KmPolyP, 100 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 30°C. 

Gain: 1500. 

Table 2.9: Preliminary kinetics characterisation of FtPPK 

Substrate Km (M) Vmax (M s-1) kcat (s-1) R2 

ADP (Exp1) 759.8 ± 55.5 1.36 ± 0.04 45.3 ± 1.3 0.99 

ADP (Exp2) 711.5 ± 59.9 1.27 ± 0.1 42.33 ± 2 0.99 

PolyP25 (Exp1) 30.53 ± 3.2 0.67 ± 0.02 22.3 ± 0.7 0.98 

PolyP25 (Exp2) 31.13 ± 6.3 1.29 ± 0.1 43 ± 2 0.91 
 

 

Although in line with Km values reported in literature for other PPK2-like enzymes (e.g. 

Km with ADP for P. aeruginosa PPK2 was 750 M;115 Km with polyP for Sinorhizobium 

meliloti PPK2 was 21 ± 3.9 M),375 the Km values measured with the FtPPK-FLuc coupled 

assay exceed the values previously determined by L. Batten.264 Two factors could potentially 

be accounted for the differences observed: either the coupled assay was not fully optimised 

in terms of relative concentrations of the primary and secondary enzymes or the format 

used for the time courses was not accurate in the measurement of the time points. In both 

cases, the likelihood of the measurement of a distorted initial rates would be high. Hence, 

further optimisation of the assay format and of the assay conditions was pursued.  
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2.2.4. FtPPK-FLuc Coupled Assay Optimisation: Towards an HTS Format 

Following the development of a coupled assay to measure the FtPPK activity, further 

optimisation was aimed to improve the assay quality to a level suitable for HTS. The 

optimisation process was guided by the statistical parameter Z'-factor,
84
 defined by the 

following equation: 

 

Eq. 2.11: Zꞌ factor 

𝜇𝑐+/𝑐−  is the mean and 𝜎𝑐+/𝑐−  the standard deviation of the signal from the positive and negative control 

assays, respectively. 

In other words, the Z' is a coefficient that takes into account the assay dynamic range and 

the variability of the signal: the first corresponding to the signal window between the 

positive control and the negative control band (|𝜇𝑐+ −  𝜇𝑐−|), the second represented by the 

amplitude of the variation band (defined as 𝜇 ± 3𝜎). The greater is the dynamic range and 

the smaller the variation band, the higher the Zꞌ value would be. Assays with a Z' ≥ 0.5 are 

considered suitable for HTS, assays with Z' ≥ 0.7 are considered excellent. Particularly 

critical for the achievement of a good Zꞌ and therefore for obtainment of a good screening 

window is the width of the variation band 𝜇 ± 3𝜎. Hence, to improve the assay quality, the 

problem of the data variability should be addressed. On the other side, reducing the 

background signal and intensifying the luminescence signal can help to increase the screening 

window. The experiments reported in the section below were aimed at increasing the assay 

quality by developing a format that achieved lower data variability across the microplate 

as well as increased the dynamic range. Further assay optimisation was done in the presence 

of DMSO (library solvent), of which a concentration compatible with the assay was 

determined. To reduce the data variability, a new assay format was investigated, while to 

improve the dynamic range, the background signal was reduced by purification of ADP (to 

remove traces of contaminating ATP) and the assay signal intensified by increasing the 

concentration of the FLuc.  
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2.2.4.1. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: effect of the library solvent (DMSO).  

DMSO is the solvent most commonly used for HTS libraries due to its propensity to dissolve 

relatively hydrophobic compounds while remaining miscible with aqueous solutions.
374,376

  

This optimisation step is required, as in the presence of an organic solvent, the activity of 

enzymes may be attenuated. In view of the application of the coupled assay for HTS, it was 

decided to investigate the effect of the DMSO earlier during the optimisation process to 

allow further optimisation in the presence of all the assay components. To determine the 

optimum concentration of DMSO, to ensure adequate solubility of the library without 

significantly compromising the activity of the enzymes, the tolerance of the FtPPK and of 

the FLuc to DMSO was experimentally determined (Figure 2.21).  

 

Figure 2.21: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: effect of DMSO 

a) Effect on the FLuc activity reported as variation of the rate of light emitted with the increase of the DMSO 

concentration; b) Effect on the FtPPK activity reported as rate of ATP production with the increase of the 

DMSO concentration. Assay conditions: 100 L assay volume, 35 nM FtPPK /1.3 M BSA, 700 M ADP, 30 

M polyP25, 100 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 30°C. Gain: 1700.e 

DMSO was titrated between 0 and 10% v/v final concentration in FtPPK-FLuc coupled 

assays and in ATP standard curves prepared alongside. A significant decrease of the FLuc 

activity was observed, while the activity of the FtPPK appeared constant with the increase 

of the DMSO concentration (Figure 2.21). As a compromise between compound solubility 

                                        
e
 A new batch of FtPPK was used for the experiments. Because of the concentration of the new stock 

and for the sake of consistency, it was easier to prepare a FtPPK solution yielding a 35 nM final 

concentration. 
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and FLuc activity, a concentration of 5% v/v DMSO was chosen as standard for the coupled 

assay.  

2.2.4.2. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: format optimisation and incubation time 

Various factors can negatively contribute to the data variability. A major role may be played 

by suboptimal performance of the instruments used to prepare the assays (liquid handling 

workstation and plate reader) or by imperfect programming of the operation protocols for 

the assay measurement (plate reader control protocols). On the other hand, data variability 

could also result from the assay format and conditions that may affect the enzyme activity. 

To address the issues falling into the first category, an extensive investigation of the 

performances of the plate reader and of the liquid handling workstation was conducted, 

alongside the design of various control protocols until a format was defined that enabled 

measurement of the FtPPK time course in a precise and reproducible manner. Of equal 

significance to the achievement of a more reliable format was the correction of the assay 

format regarding the preparation of the assay solution and its initiation. Previously the 

FtPPK assays were started by addition of the FtPPK to the assay solution in which both 

the substrates were included. In the new protocol, the FtPPK was added to the assay 

solution while the ADP was left out and later injected to initiate the assays. This allowed 

the incubation of the FtPPK with MgCl2, polyP25 and the other components of the assay 

solution added as stabilising agents. The choice of incubating the FtPPK with the polyP25 

and not with the ADP was dictated by some experiments done by A. Parnell showing that 

incubation with polyP25 favoured the FtPPK activity while no ADP binding was observed 

in the absence of polyP25.
265 Furthermore, the new format developed allowed a better 

equilibration of the enzyme to the assay temperature, the latter being a potential additional 

source of data variability if not uniform across the microplate. Hence, incubation steps of 

various lengths of time prior the start of the FtPPK assay were investigated to ensure 

equilibration of the plate at the assay temperature (30°C). The newly optimised format and 

the following conditions were applied: 35 nM/1.3 M FtPPK/BSA, 700 M ADP, 30 M 

poly P25, 100 nM/1.3 M FLuc/BSA, 70 M luciferin, 5% v/v DMSO. Optimisation of the 

plate reader control protocols allowed to monitor the time course during the early phase 
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(the earliest time point that could be measured was 12 seconds), resulting into a more 

accurate measurement of the apparent initial rate (v0
app, Table 2.10). Within the interval of 

time investigated (70 seconds) a linear increase of the ATP concentration with time was 

observed, which was preceded by a lag phase (Figure 2.22a and b). The latter was probably 

either a format artefact (e.g. a mixing effect) or was due to the time required to the FtPPK 

to build up ATP to a steady state concentration (section 2.1.2).
301

  

 

Figure 2.22: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay, new format: time course and incubation time 

FtPPK-FLuc time course measured after being incubated for 3 min at 30°C. a) time course reported in terms 

of RLU; b) time course reported in terms of ATP produced. The initial rate was determined by fitting the 

data below 60 seconds to the linear regression equation Eq. 2.4. c) Effect of the incubation prior assay 

initiation (0 s, 60 s, 180 s, 300 s, 600 s). Assay conditions: 100 L assay volume, 35 nM FtPPK /1.3 M BSA, 

700 M ADP, polyP25 30 M, 100 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 5% DMSO, 30°C. Gain: 1700.  

Table 2.10: Effect of the incubation time on the initial rate 

Incubation time v0

app
 (M s-1) R2 

0 min 2.07 ± 0.07 0.98 

1 min 2.44 ± 0.06 0.99 

3 min 2.19 ± 0.03 0.99 

5 min 2.23 ± 0.05 0.99 

6 min 2.3 ± 0.04 0.99 
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Overall, a very low variation of the data for each triplicate was observed, suggesting that 

the optimisation of the format was effective towards improving the data reproducibility. 

For each time course the v0
app was defined by fitting the data up to 60 seconds to the linear 

regression equation Eq. 2.4, where y was the ATP produced, x was the time point measured 

and the slope ax was a measure of the v0
app

. The v0
app

 was then plotted against the incubation 

time (Figure 2.22c). No significant variation in the assay rate was observed when the 

incubation time was increased, hence 5 minutes was adopted as standard incubation time 

prior to initiation of the coupled assay measurement.  

2.2.4.3. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: optimisation of the FLuc concentration 

Widening the assay dynamic range by increasing the difference between the signal produced 

by assays in which full activity is observed (positive control assays) and assays in which no 

activity is observed (negative control assays) can positively contribute towards the 

improvement of the Zꞌ factor (Eq. 2.11). This task can be accomplished by minimizing the 

background signal, namely the signal that can not be attributed to the FtPPK activity, but 

also by further intensifying the luminescence signal by increase of the FLuc concentration. 

A relatively significant luminescence was detected from control assays in which ADP and 

polyP25 but not FtPPK were present. This was tracked down to ATP impurities in the 

commercial ADP sample. The issue was addressed by purification of ADP by anion exchange 

chromatography (DEAE sepharose) to reduce the ATP contaminants (Appendix, A2 5). To 

intensify the luminescence signal, the concentration of the FLuc was optimised. In addition 

to improve the screening window, an increase of the FLuc concentration, hence of the ratio 

between secondary and primary enzyme, would ensure that the primary enzyme (the 

FtPPK) is rate limiting, overall improving the reliability of the coupled assay (section 2.1.2). 

To define a new optimal FLuc concentration, the FtPPK time course was measured by 

coupling to a range of FLuc concentrations between 50 and 330 nM. Due to precipitation 

occurring above 330 nM, it was not possible to investigate any higher FLuc concentration. 

The coupled assay rate was reported for each concentration of FLuc, both in terms of RLU 

sec-1 and in terms of ATP sec-1 (Figure 2.23a and b respectively). In the latter case, the 
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luminescence was converted into ATP concentration by means of ATP standard curves 

prepared at the respective FLuc concentration.  

 

Figure 2.23: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: optimisation of the FLuc concentration   

a) FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: rate of light emission. A linear increase of the rate was observed with the 

increase of the FLuc concentration. b) FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: rate of ATP production. Above the 

concentration of 100 nM FLuc the rate was constant regardless the increase of the FLuc concentration. Assay 

conditions: 100 L assay volume, 35 nM FtPPK /1.3 M BSA, 700 M ADP, 30 M polyP25, 50-333 nM FLuc/1.3 

M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 5% DMSO, 30°C. Gain: 1700. 

Table 2.11: Effect of the FLuc concentration  

on the rate of ATP production  

FLuc (nM) v0

app
 (M s-1) R2 

50 2.9 ± 0.06 0.99 

100 3.4 ± 0.08 0.99 

125 3.4 ± 0.09 0.99 

165 3.3 ± 0.06 0.99 

200 3.7 ± 0.05 0.99 

250 3.6 ± 0.09 0.99 

300 3.5 ± 0.1 0.99 

330 3.5 ± 0.2 0.98 

. 

A linear increase of the rate of light emission was observed with the increase of the FLuc 

concentration (Figure 2.23a) while the rate of ATP production was constant, within error, 

in the presence of a FLuc concentration above 100 nM (Figure 2.23b and Table 2.11). The 

data obtained showed that the increase of the FLuc concentration produced the desired 

increase of the luminescence signal and confirmed that when applying a concentration of 

FLuc above 100 nM, the rate measured was exclusively a function of the FtPPK activity. 
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The latter was not true when the concentration of FLuc was below 100 nM, in which case 

a lower rate of light emission corresponded to a lower rate of ATP production (Figure 2.23b).  

 

Figure 2.24: ATP standard curve in the presence of 300 nM FLuc 

Linear relation between luminescence and ATP concentration up to 150 M ATP (luminescence assay 

dynamic range). Assay conditions: 100 L assay volume, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 15.6-600 

M ATP 5% DMSO, 30°C. Gain: 1700. 

To maximise the signal, a concentration of FLuc equal to 300 nM was chosen as standard 

for the coupled assay. An extended ATP standard curve and a FtPPK time course were 

measured in the presence of 300 nM FLuc. Being determined by the FLuc kinetics, no 

variation of the ATP standard curve dynamic range was observed, of which the upper limit 

was confirmed to be 150 M ATP (Figure 2.24).  

 

Figure 2.25: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: time course measured by 300 nM FLuc 

a) time course reported in terms of RLU; b) time course reported in terms of ATP produced. A linear increase 

of the ATP produced with time was observed up to 50 s. Assay conditions: 100 L assay volume, 35 nM 

FtPPK /1.3 M BSA, 700 M ADP, 30 M polyP25, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 5% DMSO, 30°C. 

Gain: 1700. 
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Although the coupled assay signal increased linearly with time, the corresponding ATP 

produced by 35 nM FtPPK (in the presence of 30 M PolyP25 and 700 M ADP) at time 

points later than 40 seconds, exceeded the dynamic range of the ATP standard curve. 

Therefore, the v0
app could be determined by fitting the data to the linear regression equation 

(Eq. 2.4) only up to 50 seconds (Figure 2.25). The obtained data suggested that a further 

optimisation of the FtPPK concentration was required, to ensure that the concentration of 

the ATP produced during the measured initial phase of the time course would be within 

the ATP standard curve dynamic range. The improvement would allow a more accurate 

measurement of the FtPPK apparent initial rate and therefore a more reliable investigation 

of the FtPPK kinetics. 

2.2.4.4. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: optimisation of the FtPPK concentration  

The optimisation of the primary and secondary enzyme concentration is a critical step for 

the development of a coupled assay, in which the rate measured is exclusively a function of 

the primary enzyme catalysis (section 2.1.2). The concentration of the FtPPK adopted so 

far, following a preliminary optimisation (section 2.2.3.3), has proven to be rate limiting in 

the presence of varying concentrations of FLuc (section 2.2.4.3). However, the ATP 

produced during a 70 seconds time course exceed the experimentally defined upper limit of 

the luminescence assay dynamic range (section 2.2.4.3). The second requirement for a well 

optimised coupled assay is that the secondary enzyme immediately catalyses the turnover 

of the primary enzyme product into detectable signal. To fulfil this condition not only the 

secondary enzyme needs to be in excess but the concentration of the primary enzyme should 

be optimise so that the product concentration does not exceed the relative Km of the 

secondary enzyme. At this stage of the project, it was realized that the content of NaCl in 

the assay buffer (300 mM) had a deleterious effect on the activity of the FLuc. The 

optimisation of the NaCl concentration (to 25 mM, Appendix, section A2 6), resulted in a 

significant increase of the luminescence signal. As a consequence, the assay sensitivity to 

low concentration of ATP was further improved, therefore favouring the investigation of 

the coupled assay at lower FtPPK concentration. To investigate the optimal FtPPK 

concentration, the luminescence assay (300 nM FLuc) was coupled to a range of FtPPK 
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concentration between 1.5 nM and 50 nM and the respective time courses measured (Figure 

2.26).  

 

Figure 2.26: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: optimisation of the FtPPK concentration   

a) FtPPK time course reported in terms of luminescence signal; b) FtPPK time course reported in terms of 

ATP produced. The concentration of FtPPK investigated were: 50 nM (black circles), 25 nM (red circles), 12.5 

nM (blue circles), 6.25 nM (green circles), 3.12 nM (purple circles), 1.5 nM (orange circles). c) v0
app

 of ATP 

production plotted against FtPPK concentration. A linear relation was observed between rate measured and 

FtPPK concentration between 3 and 50 nM. Assay conditions: 100 L assay volume, 1.5 - 50 nM FtPPK /1.3 

M BSA, 700 M ADP, 30 M polyP25, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 5% DMSO, 30°C. Gain: 

1700. 

Table 2.12: Effect of the FtPPK concentration  

on the rate of ATP production  

FtPPK (nM) v0

app
 (M s-1) R2 

50 0.93 ± 0.008 0.99 

25 0.4 ± 0.007 0.99 

12.5 0.16 ± 0.004 0.99 

6.2 0.07 ± 0.001 0.99 

3.1 0.03 ± 0.001 0.99 

1.5 0.02 ± 0.001 0.93 

.     
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A relation of linearity was observed between the FtPPK concentration and the rate 

measured, which decreased proportionally to the decrease of the FtPPK concentration 

(Figure 2.26c). The trend was broken below 2 nM FtPPK, supposedly in correspondence of 

the lower limit of the luminescence assay dynamic window. The experiment confirmed that 

at the range of FtPPK concentrations tested and under the applied optimised coupled assay 

conditions the FtPPK was rate limiting. To ensure that within the time frame measured (0- 

70 seconds) the ATP production proceeds linearly with time and at a concentration well 

below the FLuc Km (79 M ATP),
351

 the concentration of FtPPK adopted as standard for 

the coupled assay was 10 nM. 

2.2.4.5. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: kinetic characterisation of FtPPK applying the 

optimised coupled assay conditions  

Following the further optimisation of the coupled assay, the kinetic characterisation of the 

FtPPK was re-attempted applying the following conditions: 10 nM FtPPK, 300 nM FLuc 

and 70 M luciferin. To measure the Km for ADP, time courses were prepared at 200 M 

polyP25 while the ADP was varied between 9.9 M and 2500 M, the same conditions 

applied for the preliminary kinetics investigation (section 2.2.3.6). The data were fitted to 

the Michaelis-Menten equation (Eq. 2.5) and the derived Km for ADP was 407.2 ± 50.9 M 

(Figure 2.27a and Table 2.13). The new Km value was about two-fold lower than what 

previously determined (759.8 ± 55.47 M and 711.5 ± 59.88) and therefore better in 

accordance with what reported by L. Batten (369 ± 70 M and 286 ± 14 M).264 The 

difference between the two measurements was probably due to the further optimisation of 

the FtPPK and of the FLuc concentration and to the optimisation of the assay format 

(section 2.2.4.3 and 2.2.4.4), which allowed a more accurate measurement of v0
app

. The Km 

for polyP25 was also investigated maintaining the ADP concentration at 2500 M while the 

polyP25 was varied between 1.5 and 400 M. Substrate inhibition was observed at polyP25 

concentrations higher than 50 M (Figure 2.27b). The data were fitted to the substrate 

inhibition equation:272,273 
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Eq. 2.12: Substrate inhibition 

𝑣 is the reaction rate, Vmax is the maximum rate, [S] the concentration of substrate, Km the Michaelis-Menten 

constant and Ki  the substrate dissociation constant. 

The following kinetic parameters were derived: Km 1.4 ± 0.26 M, Vmax 0.45 ± 0.02 M s
-1
, 

Ki 621 ± 128 M (Table 2.13). The measurement of the Km for ADP was repeated in the 

presence of 30 M polyP25, at which Vmax was approached but no inhibition observed (Figure 

2.27c). A further decrease of the Km and a higher value for Vmax were obtained (206 ± 30.9 

M and 0.3 ± 0.01 M s
-1 

respectively, Table 2.13). Because a slight inhibition was observed 

at 2500 M ADP (Figure 2.27c), the Km measurement for polyP25 was repeated once more 

at 1500 M ADP and the range of polyP25 concentration extended to lower concentrations 

(0.78 – 400 M). Inhibition above 50 M polyP25 was confirmed and the kinetics parameters 

obtained were comparable to the previous measurement: Km 1.27 ± 0.15 M, Vmax 0.52 ± 

0.01 M s
-1
, Ki 606 ± 108 M (Figure 2.27d and Table 2.13). To investigate whether the 

FtPPK activity or the FLuc activity was inhibited by high concentration of substrates, ATP 

standard curves were prepared in the presence of the same amount of ADP and polyP25 

used for the Km measurements. Increasing concentration of ADP did not significantly affect 

the activity of the FLuc at concentrations below 1000 M while above this value a mild 

inhibition was observed (Figure 2.28a). The effect of polyP25 on the FLuc activity reflected 

the pattern observed in the Km measurement, with the inhibition becoming more significant 

above 50 M polyP25 (Figure 2.28b). The differences in the rate of light emission observed 

between the set of experiments in which either ADP or polyP25 was titrated (Figure 2.28a 

and b) could be explained with the use in the second case of a fixed concentration of 1500 

M ADP, at which a mild inhibition of the FLuc occurs, according to the data reported in 

Figure 2.28a. To correct for the FLuc inhibition, the FtPPK kinetic characterisation was 

repeated alongside ATP standard curves containing the corresponding concentration of ADP 

and polyP25. However, due to the extension of the time required to prepare and measure 
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the experiments, in conjunction with the FLuc instability with time, it was not possible to 

produce data of a satisfactory quality.  

 

Figure 2.27: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: optimisation of the FtPPK concentration  

a) Km for ADP, measured varying the ADP concentration between 9.76 M and 2500 M, while the polyP25 

was 200 M. b) Km for polyP25, measured varying the polyP25 concentration between 1.5 M and 400 M, 

while the ADP was 2500 M. c) Km for ADP, measured varying the ADP concentration between 9.76 M 

and 2500 M, while the polyP25 was 30 M. d) Km for polyP25, measured varying the polyP25 concentration 

between 0.78 M and 400 M, while the ADP was 1500 M.  The data were fitted to the Michaelis-Menten 

equation (Eq. 2.5) and to the substrate inhibition equation (Eq. 2.12). Assay conditions: 100 L assay 

volume, 10 nM FtPPK /1.3 M BSA, ADP and polyP25 as per respective experiment, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M 

BSA, 70 M luciferin, 30°C. Gain: 1700. 

Table 2.13: Kinetics characterisation of FtPPK by coupled assay 

Substrate Fixed substrate Km (M) Vmax (M s-1) kcat (s-1) R2 

ADP (Exp1) 200 M polyP25 407.2 ± 50.9 0.18 ± 0.01 18 ± 0.8 0.99 

ADP (Exp2) 30 M polyP25 206 ± 30.9 0.3 ± 0.01 30 ± 1 0.98 

PolyP25 (Exp1) 2500 M ADP  1.4 ± 0.3 0.45 ± 0.02 45 ± 2 0.93 

PolyP25 (Exp2) 1500 M ADP 1.27 ± 0.1 0.52 ± 0.01 52 ± 1 0.98 
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Figure 2.28: Effect of ADP and polyP25 on the FLuc activity   

a) Effect of ADP (9.76 M and 2500 M) in the presence of 30 M polyP25 on the FLuc activity; b) Effect of 

PolyP25 (0.19 M and 400 M) in the presence of 1500 M ADP on the FLuc activity. Assay conditions: 100 

L assay volume, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 3.9-31.2 M ATP, 70 M luciferin, ADP 9.76-2500 M and 30 M 

polyP25 or 0.19-400 M polyP25 and 1500 M ADP, 30°C. Gain: 1700. 

Although, in the presence of polyP25 at concentrations higher than 50 M, the inhibition of 

the FLuc activity may interfere with the correct determination of the concentration of ATP 

produced, and therefore with the measurement of Vmax, it is believed that the determination 

of the Km values would not be significantly affected. Indeed, the FLuc inhibition becomes 

significant only at substrate concentrations that would not greatly affect the data fitting to 

the Michaelis-Menten equation or to the substrate inhibition equation. 
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2.3. Summary 

The methods developed by J. Docherty352 and L. Batten264 were adopted without any further 

optimisation for the heterologous expression of the thermostable FLuc and of the FtPPK 

and for the subsequent purification by Ni-affinity chromatography (followed by gel filtration 

for the FtPPK). Starting from some preliminary conditions derived from J. Docherty
352

 and 

L. Batten’s264 work, the luminescence assay was optimised and then coupled to the FtPPK 

assay. The assays were prepared in a buffer supplemented with MgCl2 (required for 

catalysis) and (NH4)2SO4 (which favours the FtPPK activity) with the following 

composition: 50 mM Tris HCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 80 mM (NH4)2SO4, 300 mM NaCl, 20% 

glycerol, pH 7.8.
264

  

The initial optimisation, aimed to develop a format suitable for the measurement of a 

FtPPK time course, entailed:  

i. the determination of the optimal concentration of luciferin to maximise the 

luminescence signal;  

ii. the effect of BSA on both FLuc and FtPPK activity and the determination of the 

optimal temperature for the coupled assay;  

iii. a preliminary adjustment of the enzymes concentration to produce ATP within the 

dynamic range of the luminescence assay and the development of a preliminary 

format for the measurement of the FtPPK time course.  

The preliminary optimisation process resulted in the following assay conditions: 30 nM 

FtPPK /1.3 M BSA, 100 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 30°C. These were applied 

for a preliminary kinetic characterisation of the FtPPK to validate the coupled assay format. 

However, the kinetic parameters derived were exceeding the values previously determined 

by L Batten,264 suggesting that some further optimisation of the coupled assay was required.  

In view of the application of the coupled assay for HTS, the effect of DMSO on the enzymes 

activity was tested. While the FtPPK was not affected by DMSO, a decrease of the FLuc 

activity was observed with the increase of the DMSO concentration. A concentration of 5% 

DMSO provided the best compromise between enzyme activity and solubility of possible 

hydrophobic compounds. To improve the assay quality for HTS, the assay optimisation was 
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aimed to maximise the screening window by reducing the signal from the negative control 

assays and by intensifying the signal from the positive control assays. The first goal was 

achieved by ion-exchange purification of the ADP to remove ATP impurities. The second 

goal was achieved by increasing the concentration of the FLuc and by optimisation of the 

content of NaCl in the assay buffer, which proved to be detrimental for the activity of the 

FLuc (optimum NaCl: 25 mM). The optimisation of the FLuc concentration, in conjunction 

with the further optimisation of the FtPPK concentration, allowed to establish an optimal 

ratio between primary and secondary enzyme, at which the FtPPK proved to be rate 

limiting and the ATP produced (time course: 16 - 70 seconds) was well within the 

luminescence assay dynamic range.   

The newly optimised conditions (10 nM FtPPK /1.3 M BSA, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 

70 M luciferin, 5% DMSO, 30°C; 25 mM NaCl in the assay buffer; ADP purified by ion-

exchange), together with a further optimised format, allowed the accurate and reproducible 

measurement of the FtPPK activity and were applied for the kinetic characterisation of the 

FtPPK. The Km values obtained (Km for ADP: 206 ± 30.9 M, Km for polyP25: 1.27 ± 0.15 

M) were better comparable to the values reported by L. Batten (Km for ADP: 369 ± 70 

M and 286 ± 14 M, measured by HPLC assay and luminescence assay respectively; Km 

for polyP25: 5.35 ± 1.84 M, measured by luminescence assay).264 Substrate inhibition was 

observed within the experiments for the Km determination for polyP25, due to the inhibition 

of the FLuc activity (above 50 M polyP25). A mild inhibition of the FLuc activity caused 

by high concentration of ADP (above 2000 M ADP) was also observed. Although probably 

altering the measurement of Vmax, it is believed that the Km determination was not 

significantly affected by the FLuc inhibition. Indeed, no measurable FLuc inhibition 

occurred below 1500 M ADP and 30 M polyP25, concentrations used for the Km 

measurements.
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Chapter 3  
 

High Throughput Screening 

3.1.  Introduction 

The purpose of conducting a screening campaign is to identify chemical entities that inhibit 

the target of interest (hit compound), to be later progressed to the lead state by medicinal 

chemistry optimisation and ultimately leading to the development of a compound with drug-

like physical chemistry profile and appropriate toxicology profile, that can eventually be 

advanced to clinical studies. Following the development of an assay to measure the activity 

of the target of interest, it is of critical importance to transfer the assay to a format suitable 

for high throughput screening (HTS) and conveniently optimised to allow the identification 

of active compounds.  

3.1.1. Inhibition modality  

An inhibitor (I) is defined as a molecule that reduces the catalytic activity by formation of 

a complex with the enzyme (EI complex). It is possible to classify inhibitors based on their 

mode of action.273,377,378 A first distinction can be made between inhibitors that reversibly 

bind to the enzyme (reversible inhibitors) and inhibitors that covalently bind to the enzyme 

(irreversible inhibitors). While irreversible inhibitors can not be displaced from the EI 

complex, reversible inhibitors form dynamic complexes and their interaction with the 

enzyme can be described in terms of equilibrium dissociation constant (Ki, inhibitor 

constant) and in terms of free energy of binding (Gbinding):
272,274,281,374 
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Eq. 3.1: Inhibitor dissociation constant 

[EI], [E] and [I] are: the concentration of the enzyme-substrate complex, the concentration of the free enzyme 

and the concentration of the free inhibitor, respectively; kon and koff are the association and the dissociation 

rate constant of the inhibitor to the enzyme. 
 

 

Eq. 3.2: Relation between Gbinding and Ki 

H is the enthalpy of binding and S the entropy of binding at the temperature T. 

Reversible inhibitors can be further classified in three different categories based on the effect 

reciprocally exerted by inhibitor (I) and substrate (S) to the respective binding affinity for 

the enzyme (E).272–274,281,374 The binding affinity of the substrate (S) to the enzyme (E) is 

quantified by the dissociation constant Kd. Likewise, the affinity of an inhibitor (I) for the 

enzyme is expressed by the inhibitor dissociation constant Ki (Figure 3.1a). If substrate and 

inhibitor bind simultaneously to the enzyme, both the substrate Kd and the inhibitor Ki are 

modified to an extent that is defined by the constant (Figure 3.1a). The constant can 

have the following values: equal to 1 when the binding of the substrate to the enzyme does 

not affect the inhibitor binding affinity; equal to infinite when the binding of the substrate 

to the enzyme prevents the binding of the inhibitor; < 1 when the binding of the substrate 

to the enzyme favours the binding of the inhibitor. In most cases, when the inhibitor is 

bound to the enzyme at saturating concentration no product formation is observed and 

which is a constant referring to the inhibitor effect on the catalysis rate, is equal to 0. 

The models described define the three most common inhibition modality of reversible 

inhibitors: competitive, non-competitive and uncompetitive inhibition. Competitive 

inhibitors are characterised by exclusive binding to the enzyme, competing with the 

substrate for the active site ( = ∞,  = 0, Figure 3.1b). An increase of Km for the substrate 

to which the inhibitor competes is observed in the presence of increasing concentration of 

competitive inhibitor, because of substrate displacement from the active site. On the other 

hand, the Vmax is not affected, since increasing concentration of substrate can displace back 
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the inhibitor from active site, leading to the restoration of full enzyme activity. Due to the 

competition for the same site, the apparent Ki increases with the increase of the substrate 

concentration.  

 

Figure 3.1: Inhibition modality 

a) Schematic describing the inhibitor (I) modality based on the effect on the substrate (S) binding affinity to 

the enzyme (E): competitive inhibitor,  = ∞; non-competitive inhibitor,  = 1; uncompetitive inhibitor,  < 1. 

 provides a measure of the inhibitor effect on the rate of catalysis: = 0, enzyme activity blocked; 0 <1, enzyme 

activity partially blocked; enzyme activity enhanced b) Cartoon describing the competitive inhibition: 

either S or I can bind to the active site. c) Cartoon describing the non-competitive inhibition: I and S binds to 

different sites without affecting the respective affinity. d) Cartoon describing the uncompetitive inhibition: I 

can bind only to the complex ES. Adapted from Copeland.374,379  

Non-competitive inhibitors bind to a different site than the active site, independently from 

the substrate ( = 1,  = 0, Figure 3.1c). No variation of Km, hence of the affinity of the 

substrate to the enzyme, is observed in the presence of non-competitive inhibitors. Likewise, 

the inhibitor Ki is not affected by the substrate concentration. Because no displacement of 

the inhibitor can be exerted by increasing the concentration of the substrate, a lower Vmax 

is observed in the presence of non-competitive inhibitors. Previous binding of the substrate 

to the enzyme is instead required for the uncompetitive inhibitors, which exclusively bind 
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to the enzyme-substrate complex ( < 1,  = 0, Figure 3.1d). Both a variation of the 

apparent Km and Vmax is observed in the latter case, alongside to a lower Ki with the increase 

of the enzyme-substrate complex concentration.  

Further to the three inhibition models described, which are well characterised in relation to 

the ES complex formation, the following inhibitor types, which present distinct additional 

features, have been identified: partial inhibitors, allosteric inhibitors, tight-binding 

inhibitors and time-dependent inhibitors.
272,273,380

 A partial inhibitor is defined as molecule 

that reduces the rate of product formation allowing the persistence of some residual activity 

(0 <  even in the presence of saturating concentration of inhibitor. Partial inhibitors 

are rare and often apparent partial inhibition is actually due to problems of inhibitor 

solubility.272,380 Allosteric inhibitors bind to a different site than the active site and cause a 

change of the enzyme conformation that negatively affect either the formation of the 

enzyme-substrate complex or the catalytic process. Allosteric inhibition is therefore due to 

the stabilization of the enzyme in an inactive conformation.381 Tight-binding inhibitors are 

compounds with a very high affinity for the enzyme and as such dissociate very slowly and 

could be mistaken for irreversible inhibitors. Tight-binding inhibitors may display 

competitive, non-competitive and uncompetitive binding mode and are characterised by an 

apparent Ki very close to the enzyme concentration.272 Slow binding inhibitors instead are 

characterised by a small association constant (kon) and by a small dissociation constant 

(koff). As a result of the slow association step, the inhibition will increase with the reaction 

time, resulting in a non linear initial rate.272 Often slow binding inhibitors are also tight-

binding compounds.382 The same phenotype as for a non-competitive inhibition modality is 

displayed by these inhibitors and more detailed analysis is required to define the right type 

of inhibition.272  

3.1.2. HTS: considerations for the format development and optimisation 

The design of a rigorous biochemical assay constitutes a key factor for the success of a 

screening program.374 Equally important is the adjustment of the assay condition to increase 

the assay sensitivity for the identification of active compounds. Ideally, the identification of 

as many active compounds as possible, including weaker compounds, and different inhibition 
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modalities is desirable. The apparent potency displayed by an inhibitor is affected by assay 

conditions such as enzyme and substrate concentration or by the measurement of the 

enzyme activity at an earlier or later time point of a time course.
270,379

  

Except for the special case of partial inhibitors (including some allosteric partial inhibitors), 

the activity of an enzyme in complex with an inhibitor (EI) is completely blocked, while the 

activity of the remaining free enzyme (E) is unmodified. This results in attenuation of the 

overall rate of catalysis, although the reaction will continue until the substrate has been 

depleted. The most significant difference between the rate measured in the presence and in 

the absence of an inhibitor is detected during the initial phase of the reaction (initial rate 

v0), when the product formation is linear with time (less than 10% substrate depletion).
374,379

 

To favour throughput and data handling, assays for HTS are measured in end point format, 

for which a time point that is a measure of v0 is ideally selected. A variable that strongly 

affects the displayed potency of inhibitors with different modalities is the substrate 

concentration,272,273,379 and the optimisation of this can be crucial for the success of the HTS. 

The relation between the potency (IC50) of inhibitor of different modalities and the ratio 

between the substrate concentration (S) the respective Km is illustrated in Figure 3.2b.  

 

Figure 3.2: Behaviour of competitive, uncompetitive and non-competitive inhibitors 

a) Time courses in the absence (open circles) and in the presence of a competitive inhibitor (full circles). 

Eventually the reaction will reach equilibrium and the whole substrate will be converted into product. b) 

Variation of the apparent inhibition (IC50) with the increase of the substrate concentration (ratio S/Km) for 

different inhibition modes. Adapted from Copeland.379 

Non-competitive inhibitors are not sensitive to variation of the substrate concentration, due 

to their ability to bind both to the free enzyme E and to the ES complex (Figure 3.1c). In 
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contrast, the apparent potency of competitive inhibitors and uncompetitive inhibitors is 

significantly affected by the concentration of the complex ES. At [S] = Km ([S]/Km = 1) the 

concentration of the free E and of the complex ES is equivalent. For [S] < Km the 

concentration of free E available for the formation of EI complex is greater than the 

concentration of the ES complex and competitive inhibitors will display a greater potency. 

The opposite occurs for [S] > Km when the substrate competition for the binding to the free 

E results in a higher concentration of ES complex over the EI complex. On the contrary, 

uncompetitive inhibitors, which binds only to the complex ES, will display a greater potency 

in the presence of a higher concentration of ES over the free E. Hence, the identification of 

competitive inhibitors will be favoured by the ratio [S]/Km < 1 while uncompetitive 

inhibitors by the ratio [S]/Km > 1. To permit unbiased identification of inhibitors displaying 

all inhibition mode, the substrate concentration in HTS format is often set to Km.379 

However, due to issues with sensitivity, to improve the signal:noise ratio and therefore the 

screening window, it may be required to either adjust the substrate to higher concentration 

or to delay the assay measurement to a higher substrate consumption. In both cases, the 

detection of weaker inhibitors, particularly with competitive modality, can be 

compromised.
270,379,383

 

For the adaptation of the FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay for HTS format, these principles were 

taken into account. The initial investigation of a format suitable for HTS and the final 

optimisation phases of the FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay were conducted simultaneously. 

Hence, assay conditions that were not fully optimised were used in the preliminary phases 

of the HTS format development and later replaced by optimal parameters. The optimisation 

of format and assay conditions were guided by the statistical parameter Zꞌ-factor (section 

2.2.4, Eq. 2.11), used to monitor the assay quality at each stage of the development process.  

3.1.3. HTS: monitoring the assay performance during the screening 

If the Z' factor allows to assess the assay quality during the format optimisation, the Z 

factor is the corresponding coefficient derived from monitoring the assay performance during 

the screening, calculated by taking into account the effect of the compound library on the 
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assay.84 The same equations used to derive the Z' (Eq. 2.11) is applied for the Z factor, with 

the terms 𝜇𝑐− and 𝜎𝑐− exchanged for 𝜇𝑠 and 𝜎𝑠, as reported below:  

 

Eq. 3.3: Z-factor 

𝜇𝑠 and 𝜎𝑠 are the mean and the standard deviation of the signal from the assays containing the library 

compounds and 𝜇𝑐 and 𝜎𝑐 are the mean and the standard deviation of the control assays. 

To calculate the Z factor for inhibition format, assays producing a signal comparable to 

100% activity inhibition are used, that is either assays in which a known inhibitor was added 

or assays in which no activity is observed due to the lack of the targeted enzyme or of a 

substrate. In comparison to the Zꞌ factor obtained during the format development, a lower 

Z factor is usually observed during the screening due to the effect of the library on the 

assay.   

3.1.4. HTS: data normalization  

The application of a correct data processing is a critical factor for the success of an HTS 

program and to reduce the inherent incidence of false positive (hits that are not real 

inhibitors) and false negative (genuine inhibitors failed to be identified).384–386 The latter 

arise from the interference of experimental and technical errors from which data variation, 

leading to a misrepresentation of the assay performance, derives.384–386 While it is easier to 

rule out false positives by testing the library in replicates and by means of a secondary 

screen, the only tool that can be used to reduce the rate of false negatives is the application 

of statistical analysis to correct for the effect of possible error on the data variability.384–386 

It is possible to distinguish between two types of data variability. The first is randomly 

generated variability, whereas the second is derived from technical factors such as the assay 

format, poor instrument performances or failure (liquid handling workstation or plate 

reader), row or column bias (edge effect) or unintended differences in library compound 

concentrations.384–386 Data variation can be observed within the same microplate or from 

plate to plate. In both cases, normalization of the raw data allows homogenization of the 

data which therefore become more meaningfully comparable. The normalization methods 
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most commonly applied for HTS data processing are the Normalized Percentage Inhibition 

(NPI) method, the Z-score method and the B-score method.
384

 The first two methods allow 

minimization of unspecific variability while the third method allows correction for 

systematic errors. The Normalized Percentage Inhibition method is a control-based 

normalization method that allows normalization of plate to plate variability based on control 

assays prepared in each microplate. Data can be normalized by NPI according to the 

following equation: 

 

Eq. 3.4: Normalized percentage inhibiton 

𝑥𝑖  is the signal from the assay containing the potential inhibitor and 𝑐−  and 𝑐+ are the signal from the 

negative control assays (high intensity signal, comparable to 0% inhibition) and from the positive control 

assays (low intensity signal, comparable to 100% inhibition). 

To monitor for the variation of the signal between plates, it is common practice to include 

control assays, usually assays containing a weak inhibitor, an inactive compound or simply 

DMSO. For practical reasons, control assays are commonly prepared on external columns 

or rows of the plate. However, an important caveat of this arrangement of controls is that 

the external wells are commonly subjected to bias due to factors such as a quicker 

evaporation, uneven equilibration to the assay temperature or consistent faults in the 

reagent pipetting/delivery. Hence, the downside of using the NPI method is that possible 

errors introduced in the control assays can affect the whole data normalization, leading to 

possible attribution of a higher or lower activity than actually observed for the compounds 

screened, ultimately creating false positive or false negative. On the other hand, the 

application of a control-based normalization method is advantageous when many active 

samples are screened within the same microplate.385  

The other normalization method commonly applied is the Z-score method, a non-control 

based method which relies on the assumption that assays containing a library compound 

can be regarded as negative controls, given that most of the library compounds would not 

display any target activity. Z-score normalization can be applied according to the following 

equation:  
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Eq. 3.5: Z-score  

𝑥𝑖 is the signal from the assay containing the potential inhibitor, �̅� is the mean of the whole population of 

assays containing library compounds and 𝜎𝑥 the respective standard deviation. 

The Z-score is a method that identifies hits as outliers with respect to the normal 

distribution of the population.385 The advantage of using a non-control-based normalization 

method is the possibility to neutralize signal shift from plate to plate due to possible day-

to-day variability of the enzyme activity in response to slight variation of the experimental 

conditions (e.g. reagents and assay preparation). The major problems encountered with the 

application of the Z-score consist in the lack of sensitivity towards positional effects (as well 

as the NPI) and in the susceptibility to many outliers (e.g. many active compounds) which 

would alter the mean distribution and the standard deviation, potentially resulting in the 

generation of many false negatives.385 To normalize the data taking into account positional 

effects, the B-score method has been developpled.
385

 As for the Z-factor, the B-score exploits 

the plate population as the normalization control, therefore neutralizing plate-to-plate 

variability, but in addition a robust statistical analysis
387

 is applied to reduce the sensitivity 

to the outliers, and a two-way median polish, which helps to account for row and column 

effect (Appendix, section A3 2).
388

 Usually, both the Z-score and the B-score methods are 

considered more appropriate for data normalization than the control-based NPI 

method.384,385 It has been shown that the B-score method performs better when systematic 

variation occurs, otherwise it is preferable to apply the Z-score method.385 Because of the 

complexity of the B-score calculations (powerful statistical software are required), the 

method was not applied for the FtPPK screening. However the screening data were 

processed by both the Z-score and the NPI method, to counter-balance for the respective 

limitation and therefore to reduce the rate of both false positive and false negative.385 To 

reduce the sensitivity to the outlier effects and to the commonly observed deviation of the 

data from a normal distribution,389 a robust statistical analysis387 was applied to both 

methods. Hence, the mean (�̅�) and the standard deviation (𝜎𝑥) were substituted with the 
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corresponding terms in robust statistic: median (�̃�) and median absolute deviation (𝑀𝐴𝐷𝑥) 

respectively. The robust Z-score (ZR-score) normalization was applied according to Eq. 3.6: 

 

Eq. 3.6: Robust Z-score  

𝑥𝑖 is the signal from the assay containing the potential inhibitor, �̃� is the median of the whole population of 

assays containing library compounds plus the negative control assays containing only 5% DMSO (activity 

comparable to 0% inhibition) and 𝑀𝐴𝐷𝑥 is the median absolute deviation of the whole population of assays. 

Because data variation within the negative control assays, ascribable to systematic error, 

was observed during the PKIS screening (section 3.2.2.1), for the normalization with the 

NPI method the term 𝑐− (Eq. 3.4) was substituted by the median of all the assays in which 

full activity of the target would be observed (�̃�), namely the negative control assays and the 

assays containing the library compounds.f Hence, the robust NPI (NPIR) normalization was 

applied according to Eq. 3.7: 

 

Eq. 3.7: Robust Normalized Percentage Inhibiton 

𝑥𝑖 is the signal from the assay containing the potential inhibitor, �̃� is the median of the whole population of 

assays containing library compounds plus the negative control assays containing only 5% DMSO (activity 

comparable to 0% inhibition) and �̃�+ is the median of the positive control assays (activity comparable to 100% 

inhibition). 

 

3.1.5. Hit selection 

The aim of an HTS campaign is to identify starting points, hits, for drug Optimisation 

efforts. A hit is defined as a compound for which a variation of activity beyond a defined 

threshold (selection criterion) is observed.84,374,384,390 The criteria for hit declaration can be 

arbitrarily established based on the screening performance and on practical considerations, 

such as capacity limitations.374,384 The hit selection threshold limit is usually set to ≥ 3 

                                        
f
 Negative control assays (no library compound but only 5% DMSO): 0% inhibition; Assays containing 

the library compound: comparable to % 0 inhibition, based on the assumption that most of the 

library compounds will not display activity.  
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standard deviation of the mean of the signal from assays containing the library 

compounds,
84,374,384

 which statistically provides a 99.73% confidence of diversity.
84

 If a low 

hit rate is obtained, the hit threshold can be adjusted to ≥ 2 standard deviation, in which 

case the confidence of diversity is reduced to 95%.84 Hence, it is common practise to either 

increase or reduce the hit threshold according to the hit rate, with the unavoidable 

consequences of either increasing the false positive or the false negative rate.
374,384

 For the 

FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay the hit threshold applied was equal to ≥3 MAD
g
 computed with 

respect to the median of the normalized data.  

 

                                        
g
 The MAD is the term used in robust statistical analysis, corresponding to the standard deviation 

of the classic statistical analysis.  
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3.2. Results and Discussion  

3.2.1. Coupled Assay Optimisation for HTS 

3.2.1.1. HTS format development: preliminary investigation of assay quality  

The development of a format suitable for HTS started with the design of a preliminary 

format based on the measurement of FtPPK rate by means of short FtPPK activity time 

courses (3 time points), prepared in replicates on a 96 well microplate. The format was 

applied for the evaluation of the assay quality after the purification of ADP and the 

optimisation of the FLuc concentration (section 2.2.4.3) but prior to the optimisation of the 

FtPPK concentration and of the NaCl content of the assay buffer (section 2.2.4.4). The 

substrate concentration applied were equal to the Km values obtained from the preliminary 

kinetic investigation (section 2.2.3.6). A total number of 18 sets of FtPPK time course assays 

(positive control assays, time point measured in triplicate: 16 s, 23 s, 30 s) and 6 sets of 

negative control assays (lacking FtPPK, each measured in triplicate) were prepared per 

microplate.
h
 ATP standard curves (3 sets) were included as well to monitor the activity of 

the FLuc with time. To validate the effect of the FLuc concentration on the screening 

window, the FtPPK assay was coupled to both 100 nM FLuc and to 300 nM FLuc (FLuc 

concentrations used as standard prior and after FLuc optimisation). For each set of assays 

the FtPPK apparent initial rate (v0
app) was defined by fitting the three time points to the 

linear regression equation (Eq. 2.4). The assay quality was then assessed by calculating the 

Zꞌ factor according to Eq. 2.11. Excellent Zꞌ values were obtained for both the assays coupled 

to 100 nM FLuc (Zꞌ = 0.75) and for the assays coupled to 300 nM FLuc (Zꞌ = 0.84), which 

was due in both cases to the low variability of the positive control assays and negative 

control assays (μ+/-c ± 3σ+/-c). The screening window (|𝜇+𝑐 − 𝜇−𝑐|) of the assays coupled to 

300 nM FLuc was further improved due to the higher intensity of the luminescence signal, 

confirming the positive effect exerted on the assays quality by the optimisation of the FLuc 

concentration (Figure 3.3).  

                                        
h
 Within the optimisation process of the HTS format it was referred as positive control assays to 

those assays in which full activity was observed (including all the assay components) and negative 

control assays to those assays in which no activity was observed (no FtPPK included).  
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Figure 3.3: HTS preliminary format, rate measurement  

Screening window and Zꞌ factor comparison between FtPPK assays coupled to 300 nM FLuc (Zꞌ 0.84) and to 

100 nM FLuc (Zꞌ 0.75). The data were reported as initial rate versus assay number. FtPPK assays coupled to 

300 nM FLuc were shown as: black circles, v0
app

 from positive control assays; black open circles, rate from 

negative control assays; FtPPK assays coupled to 100 nM FLuc were reported as equivalent in red circles. 

Dashed lines, ±3𝜎+𝑐, dotted lines: 𝜇+𝑐; black arrow: screening window corresponding to Zꞌ 0.84; red arrow: 

screening window corresponding to Zꞌ 0.75. Assay conditions: 100 L volume, 35 nM FtPPK /1.3 M BSA, 

700 M ADP, 30 M polyP25, 300 nM or 100 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 5% DMSO, 30°C. Gain: 

1700. 

 

3.2.1.2. Development of an end-point format in 384 well plate  

Following the assessment of the assay quality using a preliminary format, a new format in 

which the assays were measured in end-point mode was developed. The FtPPK activity was 

measured by a single time point (32 seconds), chosen within the linear phase of the time 

course and therefore a function the initial rate. A total number of 80 FtPPK-FLuc assays 

were prepared on a 96 well plate: 40 positive control and 40 negative control assays. In 

addition, 2 sets of ATP standard curve assays were included, to monitor the FLuc activity 

with time. The Z' for this plate was 0.88, which confirmed the good quality of the assay 

(Figure 3.4). The application of the end-point mode to the HTS format allowed a significant 

increase in throughput, improving both the number of compounds that could be screened 

per plate and the time required to measure the whole microplate. 
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Figure 3.4: HTS format, end-point mode in 96 well microplate 

A single time point (32 s) within the linear phase of the time course was measured (Zꞌ = 0.88). Black circles: 

positive control assays; red open circles: negative control assays; black dashed lines: ±3𝜎+𝑐; red dotted line: 

𝜇+𝑐. The data were reported as signal measured from each assay plotted against position on the microplate 

(column 1, then column 2, etc.). The positive control assays and the negative control assays were prepared in 

alternating columns. Assay conditions: 100 L volume, 35 nM FtPPK /1.3 M BSA, 700 M ADP, 30 M 

polyP25, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 5% DMSO, 300 seconds incubation, 30°C. Gain: 1700. 

To further improve the throughput, the end-point format was transferred to a 384 well 

microplate, although the final assay volume was not changed (100 L volume). The 384 well 

microplate was divided in four subsections, each prepared and measured as the 96 well plate 

(section 1 or quarter 1: wells AH1-12; section 2: wells AH13-24; section 3: wells IP1-12; 

section 4: wells IP13-24). A total number of 320 FtPPK assays were prepared, 160 positive 

controls and 160 negative controls assays, and 8 sets of ATP standard curve assays. The 

signal, and therefore the activity of the enzymes, was overall consistent during the entire 

experiment (40 minutes required to measure the whole plate of assays), except for a slight 

decrease of the intensity in the last quarter of the plate measured (IP13-24). Despite using 

the same protocols for the assay preparation and measurement (section 7.5.1.2), a greater 

data variability (μ+/-c ± 3σ+/-c) was observed in comparison to the 96 well format (Figure 

3.5), perhaps caused by the smaller well size of the 384 well microplate (which might have 

affected both the performance of the liquid handling robot and the accuracy of the signal 

measurement). The Z' measured for the 384 well microplate was 0.73, well above the 0.5 

limit required to ensure a good separation of the positive control and negative control assay 
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bands.84 The end-point format in 384 well microplate was adopted as standard for the high-

throughput screening. 

 

Figure 3.5: HTS format, end point mode in 384 well microplate 

Measurement of a single time point (30 s) within the linear phase of the time course (Zꞌ = 0.73). Black circles: 

positive control assays; red open circles: negative control assays; upper black dashed lines: ±3𝜎𝑐+; upper red 

dotted line: 𝜇𝑐+; lower black dashed lines: ±3𝜎𝑐−; lower red dotted line: 𝜇𝑐−; The data were reported as signal 

measured from each assay plotted against position on the microplate: the data from # 1 to 96 corresponded 

to the wells AH1-12 (column 1, then column 2, etc.); the data from # 97 to 192 corresponded to wells AH13-

24, the data from # 193 to 288 corresponded to well IP1-12; , the data from # 289 to 384 corresponded to well 

IP13-24. Assay conditions: 100 L volume, 35 nM FtPPK /1.3 M BSA, 700 M ADP, 30 M polyP25, 300 nM 

FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 5% DMSO, 300 seconds incubation, 30°C. Gain: 1700. 

 

3.2.1.3. HTS format development: plate layout to apply for HTS and Z' reproducibility 

The next step in the development of a format suitable for HTS was the designation of a 

screening layout and the assessment of the assay day-to-day variability. For each 384 well 

microplate 280 FtPPK-FLuc assays were prepared: 40 assays to be used as negative control 

(no variation of the signal, comparable to 0% inhibition); the remaining 240 assays to screen 

80 library compounds in triplicate. A total of 40 positive control assays (no FtPPK, maximal 

variation of the signal, comparable to 100% inhibition) and 8 sets of ATP standard curve 

assays were also included (section 7.5.1.3). To reduce the data variability potentially due to 

the introduction of experimental errors during the preparation of the assays due to multi 

injections steps, the latter were reduced in number by adjusting the assay preparation 

protocols (section 7.5.1.3). To reduce the signal drifting across the microplate potentially 
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due to uneven equilibration to the same temperature (30°C), various incubation times prior 

assay initiation were investigating, resulting in an optimum of 20 minutes (Appendix, 

section A3 3.1.1). To assess the Z' reproducibility, screening simulations were repeated on 

different days. Based on 5 independent experiments prepared on 5 different days, a Z' 

approaching 0.70 was obtained in average (Figure 3.6 and Appendix, section A3 3.1.1,)i  

 

Figure 3.6: HTS format, end point mode in 384 well microplate, screening layout 

Measurement of a single time point (32 s) within the linear phase of the time course (Zꞌ = 0.70). Green open 

circles: screening negative control assays (0% inhibition); black circles: assays due to contain the library 

compound; red open circles: positive control assays (100% inhibition); upper black dashed lines: ±3𝜎−𝑐 ; 

upper red dotted line: 𝜇−𝑐 ; lower black dashed lines: ±3𝜎+𝑐; lower red dotted line: 𝜇+𝑐 ; The data were 

reported as signal measured form each assay plotted against position on the microplate: the data from # 1 to 

96 corresponded to Q1, wells AH1-12 (row1, then row 2, etc.); the data from # 97 to 192 corresponded to Q2, 

wells AH13-24; the data from # 193 to 288 corresponded to Q3, well IP1-12; the data from # 289 to 384 

corresponded to Q4, well IP13-24. Assay conditions: 100 L volume, 35 nM FtPPK /1.3 M BSA, 700 M ADP, 

30 M polyP25, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 5% DMSO, 20 minutes incubation, 30°C. Gain: 

1700. 

The Z' was also measured with respect to individual plate subsections (or quarter, 

resembling the 96 well plate format). In the latter case, the Z' values oscillated above and 

below 0.70 based on the position of the quarter on the microplate and on the sequence of 

the assay measurements (Appendix, section A3 3.1.1). A general trend was identified: a 

larger data variability was observed for quarter 1 (Q1, wells AH1-12) and quarter 3 (Q3, 

wells IP1-12) and a slightly lower intensity of the signal was observed for the last quarter 

                                        
i
 The lower intensity of the luminescence signal compared to the experiment reported in Figure 3.5 

was due to the use of a new batch of FLuc which resulted less active.  
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measured (Q4, wells IP13-24), possibly due to a slow inactivation of the enzymes. Overall, 

the performances of the format were judged suitable for screening and therefore applied for 

the screening of the PKIS library (section 3.2.2.1), although later the coupled assay 

conditions were further optimised and significantly improved (section 3.2.1.4). 

3.2.1.4. End-point format in 384 well plate, optimal coupled assay conditions  

Following the optimisation of the FLuc concentration (section 2.2.4.3), the assay quality 

was initially considered satisfactory and the end point format in 384 well microplate was 

applied for the screening of the PKIS library (section 3.2.1.3 and 3.2.2.1, respectively). 

However, a later further investigation of the coupled assays conditions, particularly the 

effect of the NaCl on the FLuc activity (Appendix, section A2 6) and optimisation of the 

FtPPK concentration (section 2.2.4.4), led to a superior assay quality. The newly optimised 

conditions were adopted for the kinetics characterization of the FtPPK yielding two different 

and more reliable values of Km  (Km for ADP: 206 ± 30.9 M, Km for polyP25: 1.27 ± 0.15 

M, section 2.2.4.5). The optimised conditions and the newly derived Km values (10 nM 

FtPPK/1.3 M BSA, 200 M ADP, 1.5 M polyP25, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M 

luciferin, 5% DMSO, 20 minutes incubation, 30°C) were adopted for the HTS format and 

the Zꞌ factor investigated. To compensate for the possible detrimental effect on the Zꞌ caused 

by the lower FtPPK and substrates concentration, a format in which the FtPPK activity 

was measured after 60 seconds was developed alongside the 30 seconds end-point format. 

Despite the significantly lower intensity of the signal produced by the 30 seconds end-point 

format, the two Zꞌ factors were comparable (30 seconds format: Zꞌ = 0.78; 60 seconds format: 

Zꞌ = 0.76, Figure 3.7). Due to the advantage provided in terms of the shorter time required 

to measure the whole microplate, the 30 seconds end-point format was initially chosen as 

standard and the Zꞌ factor day-to-day reproducibility investigated. On average, the Zꞌ was 

mostly above 0.7 for the single quarters while it was approaching 0.65 when computed for 

the whole microplate, due to the widening of the variation band (𝜇−𝑐 ± 3𝜎−𝑐) caused by the 

signal drift across quarters (Appendix, section A3 3.1.2).  
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Figure 3.7: HTS end point format, 384 well microplate, optimal conditions 

Zꞌ comparison between HTS format to which the fully optimised coupled assay was applied and the FtPPK 

activity was measured after either 30 seconds (a, Zꞌ = 0.78) or after 60 seconds (b, Zꞌ = 0.76). Green open circles: 

screening negative control assays (0% inhibition); black circles: assays due to contain the library compound; 

red open circles: positive control assays (100% inhibition); upper black dashed lines: ±3𝜎−𝑐 ; upper red dotted 

line: 𝜇−𝑐 ; lower black dashed lines: ±3𝜎+𝑐; lower red dotted line: 𝜇+𝑐 . The data were reported as described in 

the legend of Figure 3.6. Assay conditions: 100 L volume, 10 nM FtPPK /1.3 M BSA, 200 M ADP, 1.5 M 

polyP25, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 5% DMSO, 20 minutes incubation, 30°C. Gain: 1700. 

The small window between the negative control assays signal and the positive control assays 

signal (|𝜇−𝑐 −  𝜇+𝑐|), a consequence of the low luminescence derived from the ATP produced 

after 30 seconds, negatively impacted the Zꞌ particularly in the occurrence of a greater data 

variation (example reported in Appendix, section A3 3.1.2, Figure A3 7d). This, and the 

deterioration of the Zꞌ observed during the screening of the PKIS library, led to the 

investigation of alternative conditions to improve the quality and the reproducibility of the 

HTS format.  

Since it was not possible to reduce the data variability, due to the inherent experimental 

errors derived from the performance of the liquid handling workstation and the performance 

of the plate reader, it was attempted to improve the screening window by increasing the 

signal from the negative control assays (no inhibition), by either changing the concentration 

of the substrates or by further extending the time point measured. Because of the 

characteristics of the Reynolds library, a collection of nucleoside analogues (section 3.2.2.2) 

therefore are likely to compete with ADP rather than with polyP25, it was decided to 

increase the concentration of polyP25 to 30 M (saturating concentration, section 2.2.4.5) 

while maintaining ADP at Km concentration. In parallel, the effect of extending the 
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measurement of the FtPPK activity to 90 seconds (which was well within the linear phase 

of the time course)
j
 while maintaining the concentration of both substrates at Km was 

investigated. The expected increase of the luminescence signal from the negative control 

assays was observed in both cases and a better Zꞌ was obtained for the format in which the 

FtPPK activity was measured after 90 seconds (Zꞌ = 0.72) compared to the format in which 

the concentration of PolyP25 was raised to 30 M (Figure 3.8). Once again, the Zꞌ value was 

affected by the downward drift of the signal, which for the experiment with 30 M polyP25 

more severely broadened the negative control band (no inhibition), defined by considering 

all the assays on the entire microplate (Figure 3.8a).   

  

Figure 3.8: HTS end point format, optimal conditions, improvement of the screening window 

Zꞌ comparison between HTS format: a) 30 M polyP25, 30 seconds, Zꞌ = 0.65; b) 1.5 M polyP25, 90 seconds, Zꞌ 

= 0.72.  Green open circles: screening negative control assays (0% inhibition); black circles: assays due to 

contain the library compound; red open circles: positive control assays (100% inhibition); upper black dashed 

lines: ±3𝜎−𝑐 ; upper red dotted line: 𝜇−𝑐 ; lower black dashed lines: ±3𝜎+𝑐; lower red dotted line: 𝜇+𝑐 . The 

data were reported as described in the legend of Figure 3.6. Assay conditions: 100 L volume, 10 nM FtPPK 

/1.3 M BSA, 200 M ADP, 1.5 or 30 M polyP25, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 5% DMSO, 20 

minutes incubation, 30°C. Gain: 1700. 

Since a good Zꞌ factor and a comparable luminescence signal was obtained from both 

formats, it was decided to adopt as standard the format in which the concentration of both 

substrates was maintained at 𝐾𝑚 value and the FtPPK activity was measured after 90 

seconds. In the attempt to attenuate the downward drift of the signal, which most probably 

was the consequence of enzyme inactivation, the incubation time at 30°C of the microplate 

                                        
j
 Proven by investigation of the FtPPK activity by HPLC assay under the applied conditions (10 nM 

FtPPK, 200 M ADP and 1.5 M polyP25 (section 4.2.3.1.2, Figure 4.13). 
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prior initiation of the assays was reduced from 20 minutes to 15 minutes (Figure 3.9). 

Applying a 20 minutes incubation, a wide decrease of the signal was observed when the 

HTS format was repeated (Figure 3.9b). Oh the other hand, although the problem was not 

completely solved, an attenuation of the signal drift was observed when the incubation time 

was reduced to 15 minutes (Figure 3.9a). The latter parameter was adopted as a new 

standard for the HTS format.   

 

Figure 3.9: HTS end point format, optimal conditions, incubation time 

Zꞌ comparison between HTS format with the following incubation times: a) 15 minutes, Zꞌ = 0.71; b) 20 

minutes, Zꞌ = 0.55. Green open circles: screening negative control assays (0% inhibition); black circles: assays 

due to contain the library compound; red open circles: positive control assays (100% inhibition); upper black 

dashed lines: ±3𝜎−𝑐 ; upper red dotted line: 𝜇−𝑐 ; lower black dashed lines: ±3𝜎+𝑐; lower red dotted line: 𝜇+𝑐 . 

The data were reported as described in the legend of Figure 3.6. Assay conditions: 100 L volume, 10 nM 

FtPPK /1.3 M BSA, 200 M ADP, 1.5 M polyP25, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 5% DMSO, 

30°C. Gain: 1700. 
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3.2.2. High Throughput Screening  

Typically, library containing between 10,000 and 100,000 compounds have been used for 

large screening campaigns.
77

 Despite the library size, the poor structural diversity as well as 

inappropriate physicochemical properties have been considered one of the major factors for 

the limited success of HTS programmes.
391

 More recently efforts have been directed towards 

the improvement of the library quality, favouring a wider exploration of the chemical space, 

therefore increasing the chemical diversity and the chance for novelty, as well as favouring 

compounds with lead-like properties.
391

 Another approach has also emerged, consisting in 

the development of focused libraries, that is a collection of compounds that could better 

match the properties of a specific class of targets.
87

 These small libraries are usually designed 

based on target, substrate or known ligand properties, often by various substitutions of few 

chemical scaffolds.87 Despite being detrimental for diversity and novelty relative to bigger 

unbiased libraries, the screening of small target-focused libraries usually yields a higher hit 

rate. Furthermore, structure activity relationship (SAR) information can be derived by 

comparison of the activity of analogues of the same chemotypes contained in the library.
87

  

The FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay was applied for the screening of two small focused libraries: 

the PKIS library392 and the Reynolds library,393 the first a collection of kinase inhibitors, 

the second a collection of nucleoside analogues.  

3.2.2.1. PKIS library  

The PKIS (Published Kinase Inhibitor set) library is a collection of 358k protein kinase 

competitive inhibitors and corresponding inactive analogues, released by GlaxoSmithKline 

and available for public use. The inhibitors are competitive for ATP and as such could 

potentially bind to the luciferase, which is commonly used for kinase assays. 

Characterization of the PKIS library with respect to the activity on Photinus pyralis 

luciferase in the presence of 10 M ATP and 10 M luciferin has confirmed that 10% of the 

library (35 compounds) inhibit the luciferase, in some cases with potency below 1 M.392 

                                        
k
 The number of compounds provided with the library stock microplates was 358, although in the 

paper
392

 related to the activity on the FLuc is reported that the library contains 367 compounds.  
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3.2.2.1.1. PKIS library screening: assay performance  

For the screening of the PKIS library, the end-point assay format on a 384 well microplate 

of the FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay was applied under the conditions reported in Table 3.1. 

At the stage of the PKIS screening, the coupled assay was considered well optimised (section 

2.2.4.3) and the assay quality suitable for HTS (section 3.2.1.3). However, later the assay 

conditions and the format were further improved (section 2.2.4.4 and 3.2.1.4). The PKIS 

library was screened at the concentration of 10 M in 5% DMSO. 80 compounds were 

screened per plate in conjunction to 40 negative control assays (containing 5% DMSO) and 

40 positive control assays (no FtPPK, containing 5% DMSO), prepared in alternate wells 

beside the assays containing the library compounds (Appendix, section A3 1.2.1 and A3 

1.2.2). A total number of 354 compounds was screened (4 x 80 compounds per plate + 1 x 

34 compounds per plate). Each compound was screened in triplicate. The use of replicates 

provides a more precise estimation of the real compound activity (duplicates reduce the 

measurement imprecision by 29%, triplicates by 42%) and positively impacts on the 

reduction of the false positive rate and in the detection of low active but potentially 

interesting compounds (rate of false negative).384 The assay performance during the PKIS 

screening was monitored by measuring the Z' factor (Eq. 2.11) and the Z factor (Eq. 3.3) 

for each plate. A general pattern was observed, consisting in a lower variability within the 

plate subsections resembling a 96 well microplate (quarters) and a higher variability across 

the whole microplate from quarter to quarter (raw data in the Appendix, section A3 3.2 and 

Figure A3 8). Hence the Z' factor and Z factor were also derived for each quarter other than 

for the whole 384 well microplate (Appendix, Table A3 9). On a visual inspection of the 

raw data, numerous outliers, either real inhibitors or just caused by error, were identified. 

To reduce the impact of the outliers on the assessment of the screening performance, both 

the Z' factor and Z factor were calculated applying a robust statistic (median and MAD). 

Because of the data variation across quarters within the same microplate, the overall plate 

Zꞌ and Z factor were in some cases just approaching 0.40, however the values for the 

individual quarters were typically higher. The measurement of the Zꞌ factor was mostly 

negatively affected by systematic error (control assays prepared at the edges of the 96 well 

subsection) as clearly deducible by comparison with the other assay from the same 
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subsection. The value of the Z factor was instead affected by the many outliers, which could 

be potentially judged as hits since reproducibly was observed within the triplicates 

(Appendix, section A3 3.2, Table A3 9, Figure A3 8). 

Table 3.1: PKIS screening conditions 

Component/parameter Condition  

Buffer  50 mM Tris HCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 300 mM NaCl, 

80 mM (NH4)2SO4, 2.6 M BSA, 20 % glycerol, 

pH 7.8 

 

Enzyme concentration: FtPPK (primary enzyme): 35 nM  

 FLuc (secondary enzyme): 300 nM  

Substrate concentration: 30 M poly P25, 700 M ADP  

 70 M luciferin  

Library concentration  10 M  

DMSO concentration  5%  

Assay temperature  30°C  

Incubation time  20 minutes  

Time point measured 30 seconds  

Assays set up per plate  
 

Library compound  80 (in triplicate)  

Negative control  
40 (no library compound, 5% DMSO, 100% 

activity) 

 

Positive control 40 (no FtPPK, no library compound, 5% DMSO 

100% inhibition) 

 

 

3.2.2.1.2. PKIS library screening: data normalization and hit selection  

The raw data were normalized applying the ZR-score method (Eq. 3.6) and the NPIR method 

(Eq. 3.7), which facilitated comparison of the data from different microplates (Figure 3.10). 

While the Z-score normalization method takes into account the distribution of the 

population and its variability across the microplate, the NPI method is a control based 

method and the normalization is done with respect to assays in which full activity and no 

activity is observed (control assays). As a consequence, applying the ZR-score normalization, 
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the data variability is re-scaled allowing direct comparison of the data from different 

microplates.  

 

Figure 3.10: PKIS screening, data normalization and hit selection 

a) PKIS screening data normalized by NPIR. Red dashed line: 3 MAD hit threshold (plate JOL 49% NPIR., plate 

JOM 45% NPIR., plate JON 37% NPIR., plate JO7 34% NPIR., and plate JO8 28%. NPIR.); green dashed line: 2 

MAD hit threshold (plate JOL 32% NPIR, plate JOM 30% NPIR.). b) PKIS screening data normalized by ZR-

score. Red dashed line: 3 MAD hit threshold (-3 ZR-score). The data were reported as average of the triplicate 

and respective error bar and were plotted against plate, and within the plate against compound number (# 1 

to 80). Assay conditions: 100 L volume, 35 nM FtPPK /1.3 M BSA, 700 M ADP, 30 M polyP25, 300 nM 

FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 10 M library compound, 5% DMSO, 20 minutes incubation, 30°C. Gain: 

1700. 

The same is not observed when the NPIR method is applied, in which case the original 

degree of variability in comparison to the data from other microplate is maintained (for 

example, refer to the relation between the variability of plate JOL and JO8 when the data 

were normalized by NPIR and by ZR-score, Figure 3.10a and b, respectively). As a 
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consequence, while the same hit selection threshold could be applied to the whole screening 

data set normalized by ZR-score, a different threshold was calculated plate-wise for the data 

normalized by NPIR to avoid missing potential inhibitors demonstrating weaker but still 

interesting activity. In both cases the hit criterion was set to median ± 3 MAD of the 

normalized data, which corresponded to -3 ZR-score and to the following NPIR values: plate 

JOL 49%, plate JOM 45%, plate JON 37%, plate JO7 34%, and plate JO8 28%. 

Reassuringly, the same compounds were selected as hits by both normalization methods 

applying the hit criterion of 3 MAD. However, by visual inspection of the data obtained 

from plate JOL and JOM, it appeared that the high hit selection NPI threshold was due to 

the presence of many outliers in the microplates. Hence for these two plates the NPI hit 

selection criterion was lowered to 2 MAD (late JOL 32%, plate JOM 30%). Compounds 

with value of mean plus standard deviation of the triplicate measurement beyond or across 

the threshold limit were declared hits (Appendix, Table A3 10). A hit rate of <1% and ~5-

10% is usually scored from the screening of unbiased libraries and from target-focused 

libraries, respectively.374 For the PKIS screening a hit rate of 8.6% (31 compounds) was 

obtained by selection based on the ZR-score while hit selection based on the NPIR yielded 

11.1% hit rate (40 compounds). As previously mentioned, some of the library components 

(10%) have been reported to be FLuc inhibitors,392 which may help to rationalize such a 

high hit rate. 
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3.2.2.2. Reynolds library  

The Reynolds library is a collection of nucleoside and nucleotide analogues (736 compounds), 

kindly donated by Prof Robert Reynolds (Chemistry, University of Alabama). The library 

is mostly composed by adenosine and uridine analogues but includes also some guanosine, 

thymine and peptidyl nucleoside analogues.
393–396

 Subsets of the library have been screened 

against a various range of biological assays aiming to identify chemical entities to be 

progressed towards the development of antibiotics, antimalarial drugs and anti-cancer drugs. 

Biological activity has been reported for some components of the library, particularly among 

the adenosine-5ꞌ-carboxamide and sulfanilamide derivatives394 and the peptidyl-uridine 

derivatives
395

      

3.2.2.2.1. Reynold library screening: assay performance 

The Reynold library (RL) was screened against the fully optimised FtPPK-FLuc coupled 

assay (section 2.2.4.4) applying the end-point format in 384 well microplate (section 3.2.1.4), 

according to the conditions reported in Table 3.2. The library was screened at the 

concentration of 10 M in 5% DMSO. 80 compounds were screened per plate in conjunction 

to 40 negative control assays (containing 5% DMSO) and 40 positive control assays (no 

FtPPK, containing, 5% DMSO) prepared in alternate wells beside the assays containing the 

library compounds (Appendix, A3 1.2.1 and A3 1.2.2). A total number of 736 compounds 

(7x 80, 1x 67, 1x 70 and 1x 39 compounds per plate) were screened in triplicate to reduce 

the rate of false positives and false negatives. The assay performance during the RL 

screening was monitored by measuring the Z factor (Eq. 3.3) for the whole microplate and 

for individual quarters within the same microplate (Appendix, Table A3 11). The Z-factor 

was calculated from the raw data (Appendix, Figure A3 14 and Figure A3 15), applying 

both classical statistical analysis (ZC-factor, computed based on mean and standard 

deviation) and robust statistical analysis (ZR-factor, computed based on median and MAD). 

By comparison between the ZC-factor and the ZR-factor it was possible to identify the plates 

with potential inhibitors, in which case the ZC-factor was below 0.5 and considerably lower 

than the ZR-factor. Overall, the screening performance was very good with the ZR-factor 

computed for the whole 384 microplate above 0.6. The only exception was constituted by 
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plate 8 in which the ZR-factor was 0.44, which however could be justified by the occurrence 

of 6 potential inhibitors (Table A3 11 and Figure A3 15). The very good performance of the 

screening was also reflected in the ZR-factor calculated for individual quarters which was 

mostly approaching 0.8 unless potential inhibitors were included.   

Table 3.2: Reynolds library screening conditions 

Component/parameter Condition  

Buffer  50 mM Tris HCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 25 mM NaCl, 

80 mM (NH4)2SO4, 2.6 M BSA, 20 % glycerol, 

pH 7.8 

 

Enzyme concentration: FtPPK (primary enzyme): 10 nM  

 FLuc (secondary enzyme): 300 nM  

Substrate concentration: 1.5 M poly P25, 200 M ADP  

 70 M luciferin  

Library concentration  10 M  

DMSO concentration  5%  

Assay temperature  30°C  

Incubation time  15 minutes  

Time point measured 90 seconds  

Assays set up per plate  
 

Library compound  80 (in triplicate)  

Negative control  
40 (no library compound, 5% DMSO, 100% 

activity) 

 

Positive control 40 (no FtPPK, no library compound, 5% DMSO 

100% inhibition) 

 

 

3.2.2.2.2. Reynolds library screening: data normalization and hit selection 

To correct for intra-plate and inter-plate signal variability the raw data were normalized 

applying the ZR-score method (Eq. 3.6) and the NPIR method (Eq. 3.7). In comparison to 

the PKIS screening, a better degree of uniformity was obtained between inter-plate data 

not only following normalization by ZR-score but also when the NPIR method was applied, 

probably due to the better performance of the coupled assay during the RL library screening 

(Figure 3.11).   
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Figure 3.11: Reynolds library screening , data normalization and hit selection 

a) RL screening data normalized by NPIR. Red dashed line: 3 MAD hit threshold (20.5 % NPIR); b) RL 

screening data normalized by ZR-score. Red dashed line: 3 MAD hit threshold (-3 ZR-score). The data were 

reported as average of the triplicate and respective error bar and were plotted against plate number, and 

within the plate against compound number (e.g. RT13-PL2, compound # 13, plate 2 from RL). Assay 

conditions: 100 L volume, 10 nM FtPPK /1.3 M BSA, 200 M ADP, 1.5 M polyP25, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M 

BSA, 70 M luciferin, 10 M library compound, 5% DMSO, 15 minutes incubation, 30°C. Gain: 1700. 

Hence, as well as for the ZR-score normalized data, the same hit selection threshold could 

be applied to the whole set of NPIR normalized data. As described for the PKIS screening, 

the hit selection criterion was set to median ± 3 MAD of the normalized data, corresponding 

to –3 ZR-score and 20.5% NPIR. Compounds of which the mean plus the standard deviation 

of the triplicate measurement fell beyond or across the threshold limit were declared hits. 

Once again, the hit selection from the data normalized by the two different methods was 

intended to reduce the false negative rate. Indeed, some compounds missed by the ZR-score-
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based hit selection threshold were declared hits by NPIR-based selection, and vice versa 

(Figure 3.12). The molecules selected by both or either the ZR-score or the NPIR method 

were declared hits (Appendix, Table A3 12). For the Reynold library screening a hit rate of 

4.5% was obtained. In total a number of 33 compounds were declared hits, of which 23 were 

selected by both normalization methods while 3 more compounds were selected only by the 

ZR-score method and 7 more by the NPIR method (Appendix, Table A3 12).  

 

Figure 3.12: ZR-score and  NPIR hit selection comparison 

For each compound the ZR-score normalized data were plotted against the NPIR respective value. ZR-score-

based hit selection threshold (-3 ZR-score): red dashed line; NPIR-based hit selection threshold (20.5% NPIR): 

green dashed line. Some compounds were selected as hits only by either one or the other selection threshold. 
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3.3. Summary 

A format suitable for HTS screening was developed and optimised. The preliminary 

investigation of the HTS format preceded the final stage of the coupled assay optimisation, 

hence the following FtPPK assay condition were applied: 35 nM FtPPK /1.3 M BSA, 300 

nM/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 5% DMSO, 30°C. To favour the identification of inhibitors 

of all modalities (competitive, non-competitive, uncompetitive) the substrate concentrations 

were adjusted to 700 M ADP and 30 M polyP25, which were estimated as Km applying 

the coupled assay under the pre-optimised conditions. A preliminary HTS format was 

designed on a 96 well microplate based on the measurement of v0
app from a three time point 

time course. The format yielded a screening window suitable for HTS (Zꞌ = 0.7-0.8), well 

within the assay conditions broadly considered adequate for HTS (Zꞌ > 0.5).  

To increase the throughput an end-point format was developed, in which the activity of the 

FtPPK was measured by a single time point (30 seconds) within the linear phase of the time 

course. Originally developed in 96 well microplate, the end-point format was adapted to a 

384 well microplate to permit further increase of the throughput. The day-to-day signal 

variation was investigated and the problem of the signal drifting across the microplate 

addressed by optimisation of the plate incubation time at the assay temperature. A format 

for HTS in 384 well plate with the Zꞌ-factor reproducibly approaching 0.7 was obtained. 

Having concluded this was both sufficiently sensitive and with adequate throughput, the 

coupled assay was applied for the screening of the PKIS library. 

The PKIS library, a collection of kinase inhibitors (358 compounds), was screened against 

the FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay, in the presence of 35 nM FtPPK, 300 nM FLuc, 70 M 

luciferin and at the ADP and polyP25 concentrations of 700 M and 30 M, respectively. 

Each compound was screened in triplicate at the concentration of 10 M and the data 

normalized by ZR-score and NPIR method to reduce the rate of false positive and false 

negative. The hit selection criterion applied was 3 MAD, corresponding to -3 ZR-score and 

variable NPIR. For two plates of which the performance was strongly affected by the data 

variation and by the presence of potential genuine inhibitors (confirmed by the triplicate) 
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the hit selection criterion was adjusted to 2 MAD for the data normalised by NPIR. The hit 

rate was 11.1% (40 compounds, 9 of which were selected only by NPIR method). 

Following the PKIS screening, the FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay condition and format were 

further investigated, leading to a better optimised assay in which the concentration of the 

FtPPK was reduced to 10 nM and the format improved to allow a more accurate 

measurement of the FtPPK activity. The optimal coupled assay was applied for the kinetic 

characterization of FtPPK resulting in more reliable measurements of the K𝑚: 200 M for 

ADP and 1.5 M for polyP25. Hence, the PKIS library was actually screened under 

saturating concentrations of substrates, which most likely prevented the identification of 

real FtPPK inhibitors with competitive mode of action. Due to the limited availability of 

PKIS library material, it was not possible to repeat the PKIS screening under optimal 

conditions. On this basis, it seems reasonable to conclude that it may be worthwhile 

rescreening this library in the future. 

The performance of the end-point HTS format was tested applying the optimal FtPPK-

FLuc coupled assay conditions (10 nM FtPPK /1.3 M BSA, 300 nM/1.3 M BSA, 70 M 

luciferin, 5% DMSO, 30°C) and FtPPK substrate concentration at K𝑚 (200 M for ADP 

and 1.5 M for polyP25). The decrease of the FtPPK concentration and the consequent 

production of ATP at lower concentration resulted in a reduction of the assay dynamic 

range (|𝜇𝑐+ −  𝜇𝑐−|). This made the format more subject to worsening of the assay 

performance due to data variation (drop of the Zꞌ-factor). To address the problem, two 

options were investigated: the extension of the measured time point to 90 seconds; the 

increase of the polyP25 concentration to 30 M (saturating concentration). Formats of 

comparable quality were obtained, hence it was decided to maintain the concentration of 

polyP25 at K𝑚. The performance of the 90 seconds end-point format in experiments to assess 

the day-to-day reproducibility (Zꞌ-factor around 0.7) was judged adequate for HTS and the 

format was applied for the Reynold library screening.  

The Reynolds library, a collection of nucleoside and nucleotides analogues (736 compounds), 

was screened against the FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay, in the presence of 10 nM FtPPK, 200 

M ADP, 1.5 M polyP25, 300 nM FLuc, 70 M luciferin, 5% DMSO at 30°C. Each 
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compound was screened in triplicate at the concentration of 10 M and the data normalized 

by ZR-score and NPIR method. The hit selection criterion applied was 3 MAD, corresponding 

to -3 ZR-score and 20.5% NPIR. The hit rate was 4.5% (33 compounds, 23 identified by both 

methods, 3 only by ZR-score and 7 only by NPIR). 
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Chapter 4  
 

Hit Validation and Characterization 

4.1. Introduction 

Within the flow chart of a drug discovery cascade (Figure 1.5), the step following the 

identification of hit compounds consists in the confirmation of the identified hits. The 

occurrence of false positive compounds, which caused attenuation of the assay signal by 

interference with the assay format or by unspecific interaction with the target of interest, is 

extremely common during a screening campaign. Compounds that are spectroscopically 

active (e.g. light-absorbing compounds) may interfere with the signal intensity, causing 

either attenuation or enhancement.
374

 Compounds with detergent-like properties, or tending 

to aggregate, or particularly reactive, could inhibit the enzymes by unspecific interactions, 

hence leading to false positive hits.
86,397,398

 When a coupled assay is used, false positives can 

originate from the inhibition of the secondary enzyme rather than the target of interest. 

Under analogous conditions to the primary assay, in terms of assay reagents and 

concentrations, real inhibitors should display activity towards the target of interest 

independent of the assay format. Hence, to confirm the hits selected with the primary 

screening, alternative biochemical assays (secondary activity assays) and/or biophysical 

analysis can be applied.  

The first step for the identification of false positives within the active compounds selected 

by the FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay, was a counter screen with an independent FLuc activity 

assay (i.e. in the absence of FtPPK but including ATP as a reagent), to identify possible 

FLuc inhibitors. Binding to the FtPPK and FtPPK inhibition was then investigated by 

thermal shift assay and by an alternative biochemical assay, respectively. In addition, the 
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development of an absorbance-based PPX-Malachite green coupled assay to detect polyP 

formation or consumption, to be used as a secondary assay, was attempted but was judged 

not suitable for hit identification (Appendix, section A4 2). Eventually, an HPLC-based 

assay was developed and optimised, which allowed direct monitoring of the FtPPK activity, 

minimizing the occurrence of possible artefacts. 

4.1.1. Thermal shift assay 

The thermal shift assay, also known as differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF), is a 

biophysical technique that in recent years has found increasing application for hit validation 

in the workflow of drug discovery programs.85,399–403 The technique allows the investigation 

of protein-ligand interactions on the basis of an increase of the protein melting temperature 

observed upon ligand binding.
401

 The stability of a protein is related to the Gibbs free energy 

of unfolding (Gunf), which is defined as the difference in energy between the unfolded state 

and the native state and is a function of temperature (Eq. 4.1).
404,405

 

 

Eq. 4.1: Gibbs free energy of unfolding 

Gunf is the protein Gibbs free energy of unfolding, Gu is the energy of the protein in its unfolded state and 

Gn is the energy of the protein in the native state.  

For Gunf > 0, the protein is mainly in its folded state and therefore stable. With the increase 

of temperature, the Gunf decreases and with it the protein stability. When Gunf reaches 0 

an equilibrium between the native state and the unfolded state occurs. Further increase of 

the temperature causes a shift of the equilibrium towards the unfolded state. The 

temperature at which Gunf = 0 is known as melting temperature (Tm). The latter can be 

experimentally measured by exploiting the increased hydrophobicity of the environment as 

a consequence of the progressive exposure of the protein hydrophobic cores upon 

denaturation. Environment sensitive fluorescent dyes, which are quenched in a hydrophilic 

environment but in contrast are fully fluorescent in a hydrophobic environment, can be used 

to probe the temperature induced denaturation.400,406 In the presence of the dye and upon 

increase of the temperature, an increase of the fluorescence signal will be observed, due to 
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the partitioning of the fluorescent dye into the increased hydrophobic environment produced 

by protein denaturation. Protein melting curves can be derived by plotting the variation of 

the fluorescence signal against the temperature, where the midpoint of the melting curve 

corresponds to Tm. In the presence of a ligand that binds to the protein, the binding energy 

contributes to stabilize the protein in the native conformation by raising the energy of the 

native state and therefore the Gunf. As a consequence, a shift of Tm to higher temperature 

(Tm) is observed in correlation to the binding affinity and to the ligand 

concentration.
400,407–411

 Kd and thermodynamic parameters can be derived from the 

Tm.
399,412,413

,
414

 However, a direct comparison of ligand potency can not be made on the 

basis of the Tm, which is affected to a different extent by entropic and enthalpic 

contribution to the binding energy.401,405,415,416 For example, for a similar Kd a greater shift 

of the Tm would be observed for binding based on entropically driven interaction. Vice 

versa, compounds causing a similar Tm are unlikely to have the same Kd, as a result of 

various possible combination of entropic/enthalpic contributions.403 The influence of the 

binding entropy and enthalpy on the Tm has also been credited with explaining the 

anomalous behaviour of some validated inhibitors that have failed to cause any temperature 

shift.
403

 The interpretation of the thermal shift assay data might be further complicated by 

factors such as the ligand affinity for both the native and the unfolded state, the use of an 

excess of dye (which could compete with the ligand for the binding to the protein) and a 

high fluorescence signal observed before temperature increase (which may be attributed to 

either protein aggregation or to the presence of hydrophobic molecules that favour the dye 

emission).403 Furthermore, a negative shift of the Tm in the presence of small molecules has 

often been observed and attributed to factors such as the ligand binding to the protein 

unfolded state, covalent modification of the protein and destabilization of the chelation of 

ions required by the protein.403  

A protein melting curve measured by thermal shift assay is described by a sigmoidal curve, 

obtained by plotting the fluorescence signal versus the temperature variation. Initially, a 

slight decrease of the signal is observed due to the dissociation of the dye from the exposed 

hydrophilic residues. To follow, the signal proceeds approximately horizontally until the 

increase of temperature begins to cause protein unfolding. When the Tm is approached, a 
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rapid increase of the fluorescence signal is observed due to the rapid denaturation of the 

protein. In the final phase, a decrease of the fluorescence signal occurs because of the 

dissociation of the dye from the protein, which may aggregate and/or precipitate. The Tm 

corresponds to the inflection point of the curve and can be defined by fitting the curve to 

the Boltzmann equation:401  

 

Eq. 4.2: Boltzmann equation for Tm determination 

𝐹𝑇 is the fluorescence intensity at temperature T, 𝐹𝑛 is the fluorescence measured when the protein is in the 

native state (minimum intensity), 𝐹𝑢 is the fluorescence measured when the protein is in the unfolded state 

(maximum intensity) and a is the slope of the curve. 

Alternatively, the Tm can be derived by extrapolation of the lowest point of the curve 

generated by plotting the negative first derivative of fluorescence intensity against 

temperature (-dRFU/dT).401 

4.1.2. Nucleotide analysis by reversed-phase ion-pair chromatography 

Reversed-phase ion-pair (RP IP) HPLC methods have been widely applied for nucleotide 

analysis.417–437 Due to their polarity, nucleotides are weakly retained on a reverse phase 

column. However, their retention time can be increased by supplementing the aqueous and 

the organic phases with ion pairing agents, cationic molecules that neutralise the nucleotide 

negative charges (Figure 4.1). The consequent attenuation of the nucleotide polarity results 

into a greater retention time, with the nucleotide monophosphate eluting first, followed by 

nucleotide diphosphates and then nucleotide triphosphates (in order of the resulting degree 

of polarity). Further to the lower polarity, the retention of the nucleotides is also mediated 

by the interactions of the alkyl chains of the ion pairing agent with the C18 chains of the 

stationary phase (Figure 4.1). Methods with different alkyl ammonium salts as ion pairing 

agents have been developed for nucleotide analysis.417–437 The choice of the ion pairing agent 

is dictated by the sample composition (e.g. complex mixture of nucleotides with similar 

retention time), the degree of resolution required and by the analytical technique applied 
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(HPLC versus LC-MS systems). For HPLC analysis coupled to UV detection, the tetrabutyl 

ammonium hydroxide (TBAH), or the correspondent hydrogen sulphate salt (TBAHS), has 

been used as ion pairing agent.
417–424

 For LC-MS systems, requiring volatile compounds to 

improve the compatibility of the LC with the MS detection, chromatographic methods 

containing as ion pairing agents salts of hexylamine (HA),425,426 triethylamine (TEA)427–431 

and dimethylexylamine (DMHA)
432–437

 have been used for nucleotide analysis.  

 

Figure 4.1: Principles of ion pairing reverse phase chromatography for nucleotides 

Beads coated with C-18 chains, which confer non-polar character, constitute the matrix of the stationary 

phase. The mobile phase is constituted by a polar system (e.g. buffer with low percentage of organic solvent) 

supplied with an ion pairing agent. The nucleotide charge is neutralized by the ion-pairing agent. The 

nucleotide-ion pairing agent complex is retained by interaction of the hydrophobic tail with the C-18 chains. 

Elution is driven by decrease of the mobile phase polar character, upon increase of the organic solvent 

content. TBHA: tetrabutyl ammonium hydroxide; HA: hexylamine; DMHA: dimethylhexylamine; TEA: 

triethylamine. 
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4.2. Results and discussion 

4.2.1. Hit validation: Counter Screening by Independent Luminescence Assay  

To assess the potential activity towards the FLuc, the identified hits were tested using an 

independent luminescent assay. The same conditions applied for the coupled assay were 

adopted: 300 nM FLuc and 70 M luciferin. The concentration of ATP was set to 10 M, 

which correlates approximately to the amount of ATP produced by FtPPK at the time 

point measured for the HTS end-point format. The hits were tested in triplicate at the 

concentration of 10 M. Negative control assays (0% FLuc inhibition), in which either only 

DMSO or inactive library compounds were included, and positive control assays (100% FLuc 

inhibition), in which no FLuc was added, were prepared. The data were reported in terms 

of RLU and were normalized by the Normalized Percentage Inhibition (NPI) method 

(section 3.1.4, classical statistic, Eq. 3.4), where 𝑥𝑖 was the signal from the assay containing 

the hit tested, 𝑐− was the average of the signal measured from the negative control assaysl 

and 𝑐+was the average of the signal from the positive control assays.m The normalization 

allowed comparison of each compound in the independent luminescence assay and in the 

coupled assay.  

Since ATP is not only the product of the polyP degradation but also a substrate in the 

opposite polyP synthesis, it is reasonable to expect that some molecules functioning as FLuc 

inhibitors could also inhibit the FtPPK activity (and vice versa). Hence, it was decided not 

to discard any hits on the basis of the independent luminescence assay. However, the 

comparison of the data from the two inhibition screens (FtPPK coupled assay and 

independent FLuc uncoupled assay) did allow the identification of molecules that selectively 

inhibited FtPPK activity, when a significant difference was observed.  

4.2.1.1. PKIS hits 

The PKIS library has been characterised with respect to the activity on the Photinus pyralis 

firefly luciferase, revealing a 10% hit rate for inhibition.392 To identify possible FLuc 

                                        
l
 Including both the assays containing DMSO and the assays containing an inactive library compound  
m
 While for the screening data normalization the modified NPIR method was applied, for the 

normalization of the independent luminescence assay the classic NPI method was applied. 
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inhibitors, the PKIS hits were tested with the independent luminescence assay. As expected, 

some degree of FLuc inhibition was observed for most of the hits (Figure 4.2). By comparison 

between the inhibition of the independent luminescence assay and the inhibition of the 

coupled assay, the latter appeared to be mostly a reflection of the FLuc inhibition (Figure 

4.3). 

 

Figure 4.2: PKIS hits, independent luminescence assay counter screen 

Luminescence signal (RLU) generated by independent luminescence assay: blue symbols, assays with the 

PKIS hits; green open circles, assays with DMSO; green full circles, assays with inactive PKIS compound; red 

circles, assays with no FLuc. The hits (40 compounds) were tested in triplicates (same symbol for triplicate 

assays). Assay conditions: 100 L volume, 300 nM FLuc/2.6 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 10 M ATP, 10 

Mlibrary compound, 5% DMSO, 15 minutes incubation, 30°C. Gain:1700 

 

                     

Figure 4.3: PKIS hits, comparison between coupled assay NPI and luminescence assay NPI  

For each compound the ZR-factor (blue bar), the coupled assay NPIR (red bar) and the independent 

luminescence assay NPI (green bar) were reported. The data were plotted in order of ZR-factor, from the 

compound with higher ZR-factor value (left) to the compound with lower ZR-factor value (right).The data for 

compound n°5 was missing.  
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Figure 4.4: Structures of the PKIS hits that did not show significant activity towards the FLuc. 

 

Table 4.1: Performance of the PKIS library hits that did not inhibit the FLuc  

Ranked* Plate position ZR-score 
Coupled assay 

NPIR 

FLuc assay 

NPIR 

2 JO8-26 -6.99 ± 0.1 90.9 ± 1.4 34.7 ± 0.8 

18 JOM-69 -3.7 ± 0.74 55.4 ± 11 25.5 ± 7.3 

24 JO8-19 -3.4 ± 0.68 42.7 ± 9.2 16.1 ± 2.1 

Hit Selected only by NPI method  

36 JOM-55 -2.31 ± 0.22 34.6 ± 3.3 13 ± 4.2 

37 JO8-31 -2.29 ± 0.33 27.8 ± 4.5 0.2± 2.3 

39 JO7-20 -2.21 ± 0.41 25.3 ± 4.7 -7.1 ± 3.9 

40 JO7-4 -2 ± 1.26 22.9 ±14.5 -6.6 ± 5.1 

*Ranking based on the ZR-score  

 

Only a small minority of compounds showed a significant difference between the observed 

NPI of the coupled assay and the NPI of the independent luminescence assay (Table 4.1). 

Among these compounds, it is likely that compounds JO8-31, JO7-20 and JO7-4 scored as 

hits in the coupled assay only because they are weak inhibitors of the FLuc. Indeed, careful 

comparison shows that they are structural analogues of compounds for which significant 

inhibition of the FLuc was observed in the independent luminescence assay (Appendix, 

section A3 3.2). Further investigation of the remaining compounds to assess their ability to 

inhibit the FtPPK was required. 
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4.2.1.2. Reynolds library hits 

The hits identified from the Reynold library screening were counter-screened with the 

independent luminescence assay to identify FLuc inhibitors. A significant or modest activity 

towards the FLuc was observed for most of the hits, with only few reporting a mild activity 

or being inactive against FLuc (Figure 4.5).  

 

Figure 4.5: RL hits, independent luminescence assay counter screen 

Luminescence signal (RLU) generated by independent luminescence assay: blue symbols, assays with the RL 

hits; green open circles, assays with DMSO; green full circles, assays with inactive RL compound; red circles, 

assays with no FLuc. The hits (34 compounds) were tested in triplicates (same symbol for triplicate assays). 

Assay conditions: 100 L volume, 300 nM FLuc/2.6 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 10 M ATP, 10 Mlibrary 

compound, 5% DMSO, 15 minutes incubation, 30°C. Gain: 1700. 

 

              

Figure 4.6: RL hits, comparison between coupled assay NPI and luminescence assay NPI  

For each compound the ZR-factor (blue bar), the coupled assay NPIR (red bar) and the independent 

luminescence assay NPI (green bar) were reported. The data were plotted in order of ZR-factor, from the 

compound with higher ZR-factor (left) to the compound with lower ZR-factor (right). 
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Figure 4.7: Structures of the RL hits that did not show significant activity towards the FLuc. 

 

Table 4.2: Performances of the RL library hits that did not inhibit the FLuc  

Ranked* Plate position ZR-score 
Coupled assay 

NPIR 

FLuc assay 

NPIR 

10 RL20-PLT2 -6.2 ± 0.7 50.8 ± 6.1 -4.9 ± 1.6  

19 RL48-PLT6 -3.2 ± 1.6 20.4 ± 10.2 -4.3 ± 2.6 

20 RL42-PLT9 -3.1 ± 0.4 45.3 ± 3.8 10 ± 1.6 

21 RL18-PLT2 -3.1 ± 0.04 18.6 ± 0.2** 5.2 ± 2.3 

23 RL13-PLT5 -3. ± 0.9 19.8 ±  5.6 -6.7 ± 3.3 

26 RL2-PLT1 -2.4 ± 1.2 12.2 ± 5.9** -1.8 ± 3.3 

Hit Selected only by NPI  

29 RL65-PLT8 -2.35 ± 0.48 40.97 ± 8.39 -4.2 ± 1.8 

31 RL65-PLT2 -2.29 ± 0.4 18.73 ± 3.26 2.3 ± 2.2 

33 RL11-PLT8 -2.20 ± 1.04 20.54 ± 9.75 -7.2 ± 1.4 

*Ranking based on the ZR-score; ** selected only by ZR-score    

 

By comparison of the inhibition of the independent luminescence assay with the inhibition 

of the coupled assay, it appeared that most of the hits from the Reynolds library were likely 

to be false positives (Appendix, Table A4 2). Nonetheless, a few compounds were identified 
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for which a significant difference was observed (Table 4.2). With the exception of compound 

10 (RL20-Plt2), these compounds scored as weak inhibitors of the coupled assay, indeed 

their ZR-score or NPIR was very close to the hit selection threshold. Although the activity 

towards the FLuc was assessed, the results were not considered conclusive for hit validation. 

To exclude the possibility of having performed as false positive independently from the FLuc 

inhibition, or to investigate the possible inhibition of the FtPPK in conjunction to the 

inhibition of the FLuc, a direct investigation of the activity towards the FtPPK was still 

required. 
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4.2.2. Hit Validation by Thermal Shift Assay  

4.2.2.1. Thermal shift assay protocol optimisation 

A range of environment sensitive fluorescent dyes have found application for thermal shift 

assay.400,403 Among them, SYPRO Orange has become the most popular because of its 

optical profile (excitation 470 nm, emission 596 nm), in particular the emission in the far 

red, which reduces the likelihood of background fluorescence interference from small 

molecules or proteins.
401,438–440

  

 

Figure 4.8: FtPPK and SYPRO Orange concentration optimisation 

a) and b) Melting curves derived in the presence of 1 M FtPPK and variable concentrations of SYPRO 

Orange:1x SYPRO Orange (green), 2x SYPRO Orange (blue), 5x SYPRO Orange (purple), 10x SYPRO Orange 

(orange), 20x SYPRO Orange (red). c) and d) Melting curves derived in the presence of 5x SYPRO Orange 

and variable concentrations of FtPPK: 0.5 M FtPPK (purple), 1 M FtPPK (light blue), 2 M FtPPK (orange), 

5 M FtPPK (red), only FtPPK without dye (green), only SYPRO Orange (blue) The data were reported as the 

negative first derivative of fluorescence intensity (RFU) versus temperature (a and c) and as florescence 

intensity (RFU) against temperature (b and d). Assay conditions: 0.5 – 5 M FtPPK, 1x - 20x SYPRO Orange, 

5% DMSO. Temperature increase: 25-95°C, rate 0.5°C/min. 

Following this trend, SYPRO Orange was adopted for measuring the protein melting curve 

of FtPPK. To define optimal assay conditions, a range of FtPPK concentrations and SYPRO 
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Orange concentrations were screened in parallel. Assay solutions were prepared with 1x, 2x, 

5x, 10x and 20x SYPRO Orange
n
 and each of them was tested with 0.5 M, 1 M, 2 M 

and 5 M FtPPK (Appendix, section A4 1.1, Figure A4 1). To measure background 

fluorescence (not due to protein denaturation), control assays with only FtPPK or SYPRO 

Orange were also prepared. Melting curves were measured by FRET channel, applying a 

gradient of temperature from 25˚C to 95˚C at the rate of 0.5˚C/min.
441,442

 An increase of 

the fluorescence signal was observed with the increase of both the FtPPK and the SYPRO 

Orange concentration. The melting curve was more pronounced and better defined for 

FtPPK > 1 M and SYPRO Orange > 5x, while below 1 M FtPPK and 2x dye solution 

it was not possible to observe a distinct melting curve. The maximum signal intensity was 

recorded in the presence of 10x SYPRO Orange, however the Tm was slightly shifted towards 

lower temperature in comparison to what observed for the other assay conditions (Figure 

4.8a). A strong Tm downshift, in conjunction to a lower signal intensity, was observed in 

the presence of 20x SYPRO Orange (Figure 4.8a). The high concentration of SYPRO 

Orange seemed to be detrimental for the stability of the FtPPK, possibly as a consequence 

of dye aggregation. 

 

Figure 4.9: FtPPK melting curve under optimal conditions  

FtPPK melting curve (blue open circles). Green line: the data beyond were not considered for the fitting to 

Eq. 4.2; Red line: curve derived from fitting to Eq. 4.2 (R2 = 0.98). Tm : 53.64 ± 0.11 °C. Assay conditions: 1 M 

FtPPK, 5x SYPRO Orange, 5% DMSO. Temperature increase: 25-95°C, rate 0.5°C/min. 

                                        
n
 Due to proprietary rights, the concentration of the SYPRO orange is not specified but the dye 

solution is sold as a 5000x stock. 
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A distinct and well defined melting curve was instead observed at the concentration of 5x 

SYPRO Orange, which was chosen as standard for the thermal shift assay (Figure 4.8b). 

For the FtPPK, the concentration of 1 M appeared to be a good compromise between 

protein consumption and signal intensity (Figure 4.8c and d), hence it was adopted as 

standard. Under the defined standard conditions (1 M FtPPK, 5x SYPRO Orange, 5% 

DMSO) the FtPPK Tm was estimated to be 53.64 ± 0.11 °C (Figure 4.9). The Tm was 

derived by fitting the data to the Boltzmann equation (Eq. 4.2). Because of the rapid 

decrease of the signal after the maximum fluorescence intensity was reached, only the data 

up to the third measurement after the peak of fluorescence were flitted to Eq. 4.2.
416

 

4.2.2.2. PKIS hit validation by thermal shift assay 

The thermal shift assay was applied for the validation of the hits obtained from the screening 

of the PKIS library (section 3.2.2.1). The hits were tested in duplicate at the concentration 

of 100 M applying the optimised conditions: 1 M FtPPK, 5x SYPRO Orange, 5% DMSO, 

temperature increase from 25 to 95°C (rate 0.5°C/min). Control assays were prepared 

alongside to measure the melting curve of the FtPPK and to measure the background signal 

due to the library compound. The Tm was derived by fitting the melting curve to the 

Boltzmann equation (as described in section 4.2.2.1). For each compound the Tm was 

calculated according to Eq. 4.3.  

 

Eq. 4.3: Calculation of the Tm shift (Tm) 

𝑇𝑚
ℎ  was the melting temperature of the FtPPK in the presence of the hits and 𝑇𝑚

𝑑 was the melting temperature 

of the FtPPK in the presence of 5% DMSO. 

 

A Tm > 3 standard deviation from the average of the FtPPK Tm measured in the presence 

of 5% DMSO was considered significant. The FtPPK Tm variation observed from plate to 

plate was on average equal to 0.26°C. To calculate the Tm and the threshold of the 

variation significance, it was considered the average of FtPPK Tm derived from the assays 

prepared within the same microplate as the hit of interest.  
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Figure 4.10: PKIS hits tested by thermal shift assay 

FtPPK melting temperature variation observed in the presence of the PKIS library hits. The Tm of hits tested 

within the same microplate were reported with bars of the same colour. The dashed lines indicate the 

variation significance threshold for the data set of the corresponding colour, calculated as 3SD of the mean 

of the FtPPK Tm measured in the presence of 5% DMSO.  Assay conditions: 1 M FtPPK, 5x SYPRO Orange, 

100 M hit, 5% DMSO. Temperature increase: 25-95°C, rate 0.5°C/min. 

Most of the PKIS library hits caused a decrease in Tm of FtPPK (Appendix, Table A4 1). 

Only in three cases a positive shift of the Tm was observed and this was significant only for 

compound JO8-3 (Tm = 0.5 ± 0.1 °C, blue bar in Figure 4.10). However, a better analysis 

of the data showed an unusual behaviour of the FtPPK melting curve in the presence of 

JO8-3. In comparison to the other assays, a very low fluorescence signal was observed in 

the presence of JO8-3, suggesting that some interference with the dye, possibly aggregation, 

caused quenching of the signal. None of the PKIS screening hits were confirmed on the basis 

of the thermal shift assay, and overall these results were considered inconclusive.   

4.2.2.3. RL hit validation by thermal shift 

The thermal shift assay was applied for the validation of the Reynolds library hits under 

the same conditions as for the PKIS hit validation: 1 M FtPPK, 5x SYPRO Orange, 5% 

DMSO, temperature increase from 25 to 95°C (rate 0.5°C/min). For a ligand binding to the 

respective target, an increase of the Tm with the increase of the ligand concentration is 

expected.401,411 Because of the higher availability of the Reynolds library compounds, each 

hit compound was tested in triplicate at three different concentrations: 10 M, 50 M and 

100 M.  
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Figure 4.11: RL hits tested by thermal shift assay 

FtPPK melting temperature variation observed in the presence of the Reynolds library hits (100 M). The Tm 

of hits tested within the same microplate were reported with bars of the same colour. The dashed lines 

indicate the variation significance threshold for the data set of the corresponding colour calculated as 3SD of 

the mean of the FtPPK Tm measured in the presence of 5% DMSO.  Assay conditions: 1 M FtPPK, 5x SYPRO 

Orange, 10 M or 50 M or 100 M hit, 5% DMSO. Temperature increase: 25-95°C, rate 0.5°C/min. 

Control assays were prepared in the same microplate to measure the FtPPK Tm and the 

background signal due to the library compound. As for the PKIS hits, the Tm  was derived 

by fitting the melting curve to the Boltzmann equation (Eq. 4.2, as described in section 

4.2.2.1), the Tm calculated according to Eq. 4.3 and the criterion for variation significance 

set to > 3 standard deviation of the average of the FtPPK Tm measured within the same 

microplate. The data obtained in the presence of 100 M hit were reported in Figure 4.11. 

Once again, most of the hits produced a negative shift of the Tm, which was more 

pronounced with the increase of the hit concentration (Appendix, Table A4 2). A positive 

but mild shift of the Tm was observed in the presence of compounds RL60-Plt7 (Tm = 1.2 

± 0.4 °C), RL37-Plt7 (Tm = 0.7 ± 0.3 °C) and RL20-Plt2 (Tm = 0.3 ± 0.4 °C). A slight 

increase of the Tm was observed from 10 M to 50 M, although the trend was broken at 

100 M (Appendix, Table A4 2). Because of the mild Tm shift detected, and given the lack 

of a strong correlation between ligand concentration and respective Tm, the data were 

judged not enough robust to validate compounds RL60-Plt7, RL37-Plt7 and RL20-Plt2 as 

real hits of the FtPPK, but support from other methods was sought. 
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Table 4.3: RL library hits, Tm at different concentrations 

Compound 10 M,Tm  (°C) 50 M,Tm  (°C) 100 M,Tm  (°C) 

RL60-PLT7 0.8 ± 0.6 1.4 ± 0.3 1.2 ± 0.4 

RL37-PLT7 0.02 ± 0.5 0.8 ± 0.8 0.7 ± 0.3 

RL20-PLT2 0.20 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.3 0.3 ± 0.4 
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4.2.3. Hit Validation: HPLC Assay  

4.2.3.1. FtPPK HPLC based assay optimisation  

Since the thermal shift assay proved unsuitable as a method for validation of the FtPPK 

hits, an HPLC-based assay was developed. A great advantage provided by an HPLC based 

assays is the direct quantification of the analyte of interest, although issues of sensitivity 

may arise for the detection of low analyte concentrations. The FtPPK activity was 

investigated by detection of ATP formation and ADP consumption (Scheme 4.1), using 

reversed-phase ion-pair (RP IP) chromatography.  

 

Scheme 4.1: FtPPK-HPLC based assay  

4.2.3.1.1. Method optimisation for FtPPK assay quenching and HPLC analysis  

A RP IP method with N,N-Dimethylhexylamine (DMHA) as ion pairing agent on a C18 

column was previously used by L. Batten for the investigation of the FtPPK activity and 

was adopted as a starting point for the development of an HPLC-based assay suitable for 

hit validation.264 For the nucleotide elution the mobile phase was constituted by water and 

methanol supplemented with the ion pairing agent. The aqueous mobile phase (mobile phase 

A) composition was: 15 mM DMHA, 5% MeOH in water, pH 7; the organic mobile phase 

(mobile phase B) composition was: 15 mM DMHA, 80% MeOH in water, pH 7. The 

nucleotides were eluted by a gradient of low to high percentage of organic mobile phase, 

applying the following program: 0 min 25% B, 5 min 25% B, 27 min 60% B, 28 min 100% 

B (DMHA method 3). In comparison to the original method applied by L. Batten,264 the 

DMHA method was optimised to improve the resolution between ADP and ATP (Appendix, 

section A4 3.1). To stop the FtPPK reaction for time courses preparation, three methods 

were investigated: quenching by formic acid (1 M), quenching by heat (95°C, 5 min), 

quenching by EDTA (50 mM). While the first two methods rely on protein denaturation 
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upon exposure to harsh conditions, the third method relies on the chelation of ions required 

for catalysis (MgCl2, for the FtPPK).  

 

Figure 4.12: Comparison of the FtPPK assay quenched by heat and by EDTA 

FtPPK time course prepared by heat quenching (95°C, 5 min); b) FtPPK time course prepared by EDTA 

quenching (50 mM). ADP: black circles; ATP: red circles. Sum of [ADP] + [ATP]: blue open circles. The data 

were fitted to Eq. 2.2 and 𝑣0 calculated according to Eq. 2.3. Assay conditions: 100 L assay volume, 35 nM 

FtPPK, 700 M ADP, 30 M polyP25, 2.6 M BSA, 5% DMSO, 30°C. HPLC analysis method: DMHA method 

3 (Experimental, Table 7.53). 

Table 4.4: FtPPK time course, assays stopped by EDTA 

 k (x 10-3 sec-1) R2 

ADP consumption 3.27 ± 0.12 0.99 

ATP formation 2.78 ± 0.12 0.99 
 

… 

 

The possibility of using formic acid as a quenching agent was ruled out because of the 

interference with the HPLC analysis (Appendix, section A4 3.1). Both heat denaturation 

and addition of EDTA proved to be compatible with the nucleotide analysis by DMHA 

method (Appendix, Figure A4 14) and their effectiveness in stopping the FtPPK assay was 

tested by preparation of a time course. Upon heat quenching the same amount of ATP was 

produced at each time point, showing that the method was not adequate to stop the FtPPK 

reaction, which proceeded to completion in each sample (Figure 4.12a). An increase of the 

ATP concentration and a corresponding decrease of ADP with time was instead observed 

by quenching the FtPPK assay with EDTA (Figure 4.12b). In view of the obtained results, 

quenching by EDTA was adopted a standard method to stop the FtPPK reaction for HPLC 

analysis. 
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4.2.3.1.2.  HPLC based-FtPPK assay: investigation of the conditions to apply for end-

point format assay 

For hit validation, ideally the same conditions applied for HTS (enzyme and substrate 

concentration) should be adopted. For the FtPPK screening the concentration of the 

substrates was set to Km values (200 M ADP and 1.5 M polyP25), which resulted in the 

production of ATP below 20 M at the time point chosen for the coupled assay end-point 

format.  

 

Figure 4.13: FtPPK time course in the presence of 1.5 M and 30 M polyP25.   

HPLC chromatograms of the time points measured for the FtPPK time course: a) in the presence of 30 M 

polyP25; b) in the presence of 1.5 M polyP25; c) comparison of the ATP concentration produced during the 

time course with 30 M polyP25 (blue circles) and with 1.5 M polyP25 (red circles). To determine 𝒗𝟎 the data 

below 190 sec were fitted to Eq. 2.4. Assay conditions: 100 L assay volume, 10 nM FtPPK, 2.6 M BSA, 200 

M ADP, 1.5 M or 30 M polyP25, 5% DMSO, 30°C. HPLC analysis method: DMHA method 3 

(Experimental, Table 7.53). 

Table 4.5: FtPPK time course 

[PolyP25] v0 (M sec-1) R2 

30 M 0.14 ± 0.0001 0.99 

1.5 M 0.10 ± 0.001 0.99 
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The same conditions were applied for the HPLC-based FtPPK assay. A time course was 

measured to define the reaction linear phase and determine the time point at which to stop 

the FtPPK assay for the end point format. In the presence of 1.5 M polyP25, which provided 

only about 37.5 M of Pi units, a limited amount of ATP could be produced. Therefore, in 

anticipation of possible issues of poor sensitivity at low micromolar concentration, and 

consequent issues in accurate and reproducible measurements, the FtPPK time course was 

also investigated in the presence of 30 M polyP25 (saturating concentration). Overall, the 

two time courses were prepared in parallel applying the following condition: 10 nM FtPPK, 

200 M ADP and either 1.5 M polyP25 or 30 M polyP25. In the presence of 30 M polyP25 

the product formation was linear up to 300 seconds while in the presence of 1.5 M polyP25 

a linear regression was observed up to 180 seconds (Figure 4.13). For the end point format, 

the last time point well within the linear phase was chosen, to ensure that FtPPK activity 

was measured as a function of apparent initial rate (critical for the identification of 

competitive inhibitors) and in the attempt to address possible issues of sensitivity. For the 

FtPPK assays prepared with 1.5 M polyP25 this time point was 180 minutes. For the 

FtPPK assays prepared with 30 M polyP25, the time point was extended to 300 minutes. 

4.2.3.1.3. HPLC based-FtPPK assay: end point format optimisation 

Although successfully applied for FtPPK activity measurement, the DMHA method was not 

optimal for the analysis of nucleotides in the FtPPK buffer. Issues were encountered in 

particular with the lack of baseline resolution between the AMP and ADP peaks, and an 

irregular and high background signal in the region corresponding to the ATP retention time. 

In addition, a wide and double peak (as opposed to a single and sharp peak) was observed 

for ATP elution (Figure 4.13a and b). With the aim of improving the sensitivity for small 

amounts of analyte, which could be partially achieved by solving these issues, an alternative 

method for RP IP chromatography was investigated. In particular, a method in which 

DMHA was substituted by trimethylamine ammonium acetate (TEAA) as the ion pairing 

agent was developed (TEAA method), which provided a significant decrease of the base line 

signal and an improved resolution and peak shape of AMP/ADP/ATP (for the TEAA 

method development refer to Appendix, section A4 3.2).428,431 The mobile phases 
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composition for the TEAA method was: mobile phase A, 0.1 M TEAA in water, pH 7; 

mobile phase B: 0.1 M TEAA in 20% water/ 80% MeOH, pH 7. The elution program was: 

0 min 5% B, 24 min 5% B, 25 min 10% B, 35 min 10% B, 36 min 100% B.  

The suitability for hit validation of the HPLC-based FtPPK assay in end point format was 

assessed by investigating the screening window and the data variability, based on replicates 

of the FtPPK assays prepared at Km concentration of ADP (200 M) and at either 1.5 M 

polyP25 (Km for polyP25) or 30 M polyP25 (saturating concentration). The assays were 

quenched by EDTA (50 mM) after 180 sec or 300 sec, respectively. A total number of 12 

replicates were prepared per experiment, which was repeated on four different days to 

investigate day-to-day variability. To evaluate the assay quality at each concentration of 

polyP25, the whole data set was considered for statistical analysis. The data variability was 

measured in terms of mean () and standard deviation (or SD) and by the coefficient of 

variation (CV):  

 

Eq. 4.4: Coefficient of variation  

Negative control assays were prepared in which no FtPPK was added and using ADP 

purified by anion exchange chromatography (Appendix, section A2 5). At the ADP 

concentration used for the assays (200 M) no ATP traces were detected by HPLC. Hence, 

no signal was generated by the negative control assays and the screening window was 

marked only by the edge of the data variation band, which was set to the mean + 2SD. For 

the assays with 30 M polyP25 the upper limit of the screening window corresponded to 19.1 

M ATP, for the assays with 1.5 M polyP25 the upper limit was 10.3 M (Figure 4.14). A 

common trend was identified in both assay formats: for each set of experiments a decrease 

of the activity (lower ATP produced) in the order of assay measurement was detected. As 

a consequence, a substantial data variation was observed which strongly compromised the 

potential for hit identification. It was anticipated that this issue could be addressed by 

shortening the time required to complete the measurement of a set of assays. Although the 

CV observed was lower for the assays measured in the presence of 1.5 M polyP25 (an 
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observation that could not be readily rationalized), the screening window was higher for the 

assays measured in the presence of 30 M polyP25 due to the higher concentration of ATP 

produced. 

 

Figure 4.14: HPLC based FtPPK assay in end point format 

Screening window and data variation of the HPLC based FtPPK assay: a) 30 M polyP25, assays quenched 

after 300 sec; b) 1.5 M polyP25, assays quenched after 180 sec. Dotted line: mean; dashed line: mean ± 2 SD. 

For each condition 4 sets of assays were tested. For each set of assays (group of 12, in the graph sharing the 

same colour shade) the data were reported from left to right in order of measurement. Assay conditions: 100 

L assay volume, 10 nM FtPPK, 2.6 M BSA, 200 M ADP, 1.5 M or 30 M polyP25, 5% DMSO, 30°C. HPLC 

analysis method: TEAA, water/methanol system. 

Table 4.6: Statistical evaluation of the HPLC based FtPPK assay in end point format 

Parameter 30 M polyP25 1.5 M polyP25 

Mean ± SD 47.8 ± 14.3 M  17.1 ± 3.3 

CV 30%  19.5% 

Hit validation 

(mean + 2SD) 
< 19.1 M  < 10.3 M 

 
 

Compounds that displayed > 20.5% inhibition were selected as hits. Therefore, for the 

purpose of validating possible weak but real inhibitors, a 20% decrease of activity should be 

accurately detected by the HPLC based assay, which corresponds to a variation of about 10 

M ATP for the assay format with 30 M polyP25 and about 3.5 M ATP for the assay 

format with 1.5 M polyP25.
o Because of the low sensitivity of the HPLC analysis, while it 

                                        
o
 Calculated as 20% variation from the average of ATP produced by the assays format with the 

respective concentration of polyP25 (Table 4.6).  
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was judged possible, although subjected to the reduction of the data variability, to measure 

a variation of about 10 M ATP, it was considered unlikely that a variation in the range of 

± 3 – 4 M ATP could be accurately measured and discriminated from the control assays. 

Hence, the HPLC-based FtPPK assay format with 1.5 M polyP25 was discarded. 

4.2.3.1.4. HPLC based-FtPPK assay: establishing final conditions for the end-point 

format for hit validation 

Despite efforts to improve the chromatography of analytes, issues of sensitivity imposed a 

deviation from the ideal conditions for hit validation, in which both substrates would be 

maintained at 𝐾𝑚 concentration. In particular, the polyP25 concentration was adjusted to 

saturating concentration (30 M), which potentially disfavours the identification of possible 

polyP competitive inhibitors. The ADP concentration was instead maintained at 𝐾𝑚 (200 

M), keeping the potential for the validation of inhibitors competitive with ADP. The 

accurate measurement of the FtPPK time course under these conditions was the first step 

towards the establishment of a definitive assay format for hit validation (Figure 4.15). To 

allow measurement of initial rate, a critical requirement for the detection of competitive 

inhibition, the time point chosen for the end-point format was 7 minutes (420 sec), which 

approximately corresponded to the top end of the linear phase (Figure 4.15a). On the other 

hand, the higher concentration of ATP produced at this time point (81.1 ± 2.6 M) resulted 

in an improvement of the assay screening window. To evaluate the possible sensitivity of 

the assays towards detection of inhibition, the chromatograms of the assay quenched after 

7 minutes (80.8 M ATP produced) was compared with the chromatogram of assays 

quenched at 3 min and at 5 min time points. The ATP produced at 3 min (40 M ATP) 

and 5 min (64 M ATP) corresponded to the ATP produced if 50% inhibition or 20% 

inhibition of the activity observed at 7 min had occurred, respectively (Figure 4.15b). The 

difference in the peak area of ATP produced in the absence of inhibition and in the 

occurrence of 20% inhibition was judged sufficient to identify possible weak inhibitors, 

assuming that a low data variability was achieved.  
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Figure 4.15: HPLC based FtPPK time course for hit validation format 

a) FtPPK time course (in triplicate), time points measured over 40 minutes, initially at 1 minute interval, later 

every 5 minutes: ADP, black circles; ATP red circles; ADP in control assay, green open circle; time point 

chosen for end point format (7 min), green square. b) HPLC chromatogram corresponding to: control assay 

(no FtPPK, 0 M ATP), black dashed line; 100% activity measured at 7 min time point (81 M ATP), black 

line; peaks corresponding to ~80% activity (64 M ATP), red line; peaks corresponding to ~50% activity (40 

M ATP). Assay conditions: 100 L assay volume, 10 nM FtPPK, 2.6 M BSA, 200 M ADP, 30 M polyP25, 

5% DMSO, 30°C. Assays quenched by EDTA (50 mM). HPLC analysis method: TEAA, water/80% methanol 

system. ADP retention time: 17-22 min; ATP retention time: 25 min-30 min. 

Table 4.7: FtPPK time course, conditions for hit validation 

 k ( min-1) R2 

ADP consumption 0.11 ± 0.003 0.99 

ATP formation 0.13 ± 0.004 0.99 
 

 

A protocol was optimised to apply the FtPPK assay in end-point format for hit validation 

(assay conditions: 10 nM FtPPK, 200 M ADP, 30 M polyP25). For each set of 

experiments, a total number of 3 hits were tested in duplicate at the concentration of 10 

M (same concentration applied for HTS). The experiment included 4 FtPPK assays with 

5% DMSO to monitor the activity of the FtPPK, 2 negative control assays in which no 

FtPPK was added, and a control assay for each hit compound tested to monitor the hit 

retention time (no FtPPK added). Each assay was independently started by addition of 

ADP and quenched after 7 min by addition of EDTA. To attenuate the data variability due 

to inactivation, the assay protocol was optimised to reduce as much as possible the interval 

of time between the first and the last assay measured. To monitor possible data variability 

due to loss of activity, a FtPPK assay with DMSO was measured before and after the assay 
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duplicates containing the hit. This format was applied for the validation of both the PKIS 

library hits and the Reynolds library hits.  

Table 4.8: Hit validation by HPLC assay  

Component/parameter Condition  

Buffer  50 mM Tris HCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 25 mM NaCl, 80 

mM (NH4)2SO4, 2.6 M BSA, 20 % glycerol, pH 

7.8 

 

Enzyme concentration: FtPPK (primary enzyme): 10 nM   

Substrate concentration: 200 M ADP, 30 M polyP25  

Library concentration  10 M  

DMSO concentration  5%  

Assay temperature  30°C  

Incubation time  20 minutes  

Time point measured 7 minutes (quenched by EDTA 50 mM)  

Assays set up per 

experiment 
 

 

Hit compound  3 (in duplicate)  

Negative control  
4 (no library compound, 5% DMSO, 100% 

activity) 

 

Positive control 2 (no FtPPK, no library compound, 5% DMSO 

100% inhibition) 

 

HPLC analysis   

Mobile phase A 0.1M TEAA, water, pH 7  

Mobile phase B  0.1M TEAA, 80% MeOH in water, pH 7  

Elution method 0 min 5%B, 24 min 5%B, 25 min 10%, 35 min 

10%B 

 

Retention time ADP: 19-24 min; ATP: 28-31 min.  

 

………………………
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4.2.3.2. PKIS hit validation by HPLC assay 

The PKIS library hits (Appendix, Table A4 1) were tested in duplicate at the concentration 

of 10 M applying the HPLC based FtPPK assay in end-point format (Table 4.8). For the 

statistical analysis the whole set of data was considered, that is both control assays (5% 

DMSO) and assays with the hit compounds.  

 

Figure 4.16: PKIS hit validation 

The FtPPK assay control (5% DMSO, green open circles) and the FtPPK assays containing the hit compounds 

(alternating light blue rhombus and dark blue circles, same colour and shape for duplicates) were plotted as 

ATP produced against number of assay. Black dotted line: median, red dashed line: hit validation criterion 

(median ± MAD). The data highlighted with the blue circles corresponded to the assays containing the 

selected hit compounds.  Assay conditions: 100 L assay volume, 10 nM FtPPK, 2.6 M BSA, 200 M ADP, 

30 M polyP25, 10 M hit compound, 5% DMSO, 30°C. Assays quenched after 7 min by EDTA (50 mM). 

Table 4.9: Statistical evaluation of PKIS hit validation  

Mean ± SD CV 
 Median ± 

MAD 

Hit validation 

(median - 2MAD) 

69.4 ± 10.9 M  15.9%  68.2 ± 6.8 M 54.6 M 

 
 

Both classic and robust statistical analysis was applied (means and SD and median and 

MAD, respectively). A noticeable improvement of the CV was observed in comparison to 

that observed before protocol optimisation (Table 4.6). A certain degree of consistency was 

observed for the control assays while a greater variation was observed for the assays 

containing the hit compounds. To attenuate the effect of the experimental error, robust 

statistical analysis was applied for the determination of the hit validation criterion which 
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was defined as median – 2MAD, corresponding to a concentration of ATP produced equal 

to 54.6 M ATP. Two compounds were selected as possible real hits: compound J07-4 (55.7 

± 1.4 M ATP produced) and compound JOM-69 (38.4 ± 4.9 M ATP produced). 

 

 
Table 4.10: PKIS hits JO7-4 and JOM-69 performance 

Performance JO7-4 JOM-69 

ZR-score* -2 ± 1.3 -3.7 ± 0.7 

NPIR%* 2.9 ± 14.5  55.4 ± 11 

FLuc NPIR%* 2.7 4 ± 11.1 25.6 ± 7.3 

Tm ** n/a -0.20 ± 0.39 

HPLC NIPR%*  17.6 ± 0.5 %  43.3 ± 7.2 % 

*10 M concentration; **100 M concentration 

 

 
 

 

Figure 4.17: PKIS hit, JO7-4 compound  

a) HPLC chromatogram showing the UV trace of the FtPPK assays measured in the presence of 5% DMSO 

(dashed green line) and the FtPPK assays measured in the presence of 50 M JO7-4 (red line). b) Comparison 

of the ATP produced by the FtPPK control assays and by the assays containing the hit compound JO7-4. 

Assay conditions: 100 L assay volume, 10 nM FtPPK , 2.6 M BSA, 200 M ADP, 30 M polyP25, 10 or 50 M 

hit compound,  5% DMSO, 30°C. Assays quenched after 7 min by EDTA (50 mM). 
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While compound JO7-4 was selected as a hit of the FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay only on the 

basis of the NPIR% hit selection criterion, compound JOM-69 scored as hits according to 

both the ZR-score and the NPIR% hit selection criterion (Table 4.10). Unfortunately, no 

more of compound JOM-69 was available for further investigations. Compound JO7-4 

instead was re-tested at 10 M and at 50 M (Figure 4.17). At the latter concentration, a 

24.3 ± 3.3% inhibition was observed, suggesting that compound JO7-4 could potentially be 

a weak inhibitor of the FtPPK.     
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4.2.3.3. RL hit validation by HPLC assay 

As for the PKIS hits, the HPLC based FtPPK assay in end format (Table 4.8) was applied 

for the validation of the Reynolds library hits. Each compound (Table A4 2) was tested in 

duplicate at the concentration of 10 M (Figure 4.18).  

  

Figure 4.18: RL hit validation 

The FtPPK assay control (5% DMSO, green open circles) and the FtPPK assays containing the hit compounds 

(alternating light blue rhombus and dark blue circles, same colour and shape for duplicates) were plotted as 

ATP produced against number of assay. Black dotted line: median, red dashed line: hit validation criterion 

(median ± MAD). The data highlighted with the blue circles corresponded to the assays containing the 

selected hit compounds. Assay conditions: 100 L assay volume, 10 nM FtPPK, 2.6 M BSA, 200 M ADP, 30 

M polyP25, 10 M hit compound, 5% DMSO, 30°C. Assays quenched after 7 min by EDTA (50 mM). 

Table 4.11: Statistical evaluation of RL hit validation  

Mean ± SD CV 
 Median ± 

MAD 

Hit validation 

(median - 2MAD) 

68.9 ± 14.2 M  20.7%  65.8 ± 6.5 M 52.8 M 

 

 

To evaluate the assay performance, the same statistical analysis as for the PKIS hit 

validation was applied (Table 4.11). The derived hit validation criterion (median – 2MAD) 

corresponded to a concentration of ATP produced equal to 52.8 M. The only compound 

selected by the hit validation criterion was RL42-Plt9 (46.7 M ± 1.1 M ATP produced).   

On a careful visual inspection of the data, it was noticed that for another compound, RL41-

Plt8, the activity of the FtPPK, although comparable with the activity observed in the 
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control assays containing 5% DMSO, was significant lower in comparison to the activity 

observed in the presence of the other hit compounds tested within the same experiment 

(Figure 4.18).  

 

Table 4.12: RL hits RL42-Plt9 and RL41-Plt8 performance 

Performance RL42-Plt9 RL41-Plt8 

ZR-score* -3.1 ± 0.3 -5.6 ± 0.1 

NPIR%* 45.3 ± 3.8  97.2 ± 1.2 

FLuc NPIR%* 10.1 ± 1.6 92.5 ± 0.1 

Tm ** -0.2 ± 0.3 -17.2 ± 0.3 

HPLC NIPR%*  29.1 ± 1.7 %  8.1 ± 1.5 % 

*10 M concentration; **100 M concentration 
 

.  

Figure 4.19: RL hit, RL42-Plt9 and RL41-Plt8   

a) HPLC chromatogram showing the UV trace of the FtPPK assays measured in the presence of 5% DMSO 

(dashed green line) and the FtPPK assays measured in the presence of 50 M RL41-Plt8 (blue line) and of 50 

M RL42-Plt9 (red line). b) Comparison of the ATP produced by the FtPPK control assays (green block) and 

by the assays containing the hit compound RL41-Plt8 (10 M light blue block, 50 M dark blue block) and 

the hit compound RL42-Plt9 (10 M light red block, 50 M dark red block). Assay conditions: 100 L assay 

volume, 10 nM FtPPK , 2.6 M BSA, 200 M ADP, 30 M polyP25, 10 or 50 M hit compound,  5% DMSO, 

30°C. Assays quenched after 7 min by EDTA (50 mM). 
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In conjunction with compound RL42-Plt9, selected by the validation threshold, it was 

decided to further investigate the activity of compound RL41-Plt8 as well (Table 4.12), 

which interestingly had some structural features in common with compound RL42-Plt9. 

Both compounds were re-tested at the concentration of 10 M and at 50 M. For compound 

RL41-Plt8 no significant reduction of the FtPPK activity was observed in the presence of 

10 M concentration, however when the concentration was increased to 50 M a 46 ± 8.6 

% inhibitions was observed (Figure 4.19). For compound RL42-Plt9 the inhibition observed 

in the presence of 10 M compound was confirmed (19.1 ± 2%) and a 73.5 ± 0.1% inhibition 

was detected in the presence of 50 M. In light of time constraints, it was decided to focus 

on further investigation of the activity of compound RL42-Plt9, which of these two appeared 

to be the most active.  

4.2.3.4. Structure confirmation of compound RL42-Plt9 

To allow characterization with respect to the binding affinity, mode of binding and 

mechanism of action by both biochemical analysis and co-crystallization with the FtPPK, 

it was necessary to re-synthesize compound RL42-Plt9. Before engaging in the synthesis, 

the chemical identity of the compound was investigated. The low amount available did not 

allow analysis of the compound by NMR. The identity and the purity of the RL42-Plt9 

library stock was investigated by electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectrometry in positive 

mode. Two peaks were observed on the RP UHPLC chromatogram: a peak with 0.23 min 

retention time and a peak with 1.73 min retention time. For the first peak an ion with 

157.09 m/z was observed, which could be attributed to DMSO (equal to (2m+H)+). For the 

second peak, ions corresponding to 551.27 m/z and 552.25 m/z were observed, which could 

be attributed to (M + H)+ of RL42-Plt9 (RL42-Plt9 calculated Mw: 550.58). The mass 

spectrometry analysis provided one piece of data supporting the chemical identity of 

compound RL42-Plt9 and indicated that no other major component was observable under 

these conditions. 
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4.3. Summary 

For the validation of real FtPPK inhibitors and the identification of false positives, the 

FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay hits were counter screened by the independent luminescence 

assay. Comparison between the inhibition of the coupled assay and the inhibition of the 

luminescence assay identified strong FLuc inhibitors, likely to be false positive hits, and also 

possible genuine hits. Because of the possibility that FLuc inhibitors could also inhibit the 

FtPPK, further validation by thermal shift assay and by secondary biochemical assay was 

sought.  

The conditions for the thermal shift assay were optimised by testing a range of 

concentrations for the FtPPK and SYPRO Orange dye. Optimal conditions were identified 

as: 1 M FtPPK and 5x SYPRO Orange. Both the PKIS library hits and the RL hits were 

tested with the thermal shift assay. Among the PKIS hits, a significant Tm shift was 

observed only for compound JO8-3. However, due to some anomalies of the melting curve, 

the data were judged inconclusive. Among the RL library hits, which were tested at three 

different concentrations (10 M, 50 M, 100 M), a significant shift of the Tm was observed 

for compounds RL37-Plt7, RL60-Plt7 and RL20-Plt2. However, the expected correlation 

between increase of the Tm shift and increase of the concentration was not observed for any 

of the three compounds.  

The thermal shift assay proved inadequate to provide a definitive validation of the PKIS 

and of the RL library hits. Although the obtained data could simply reflect the lack of real 

or sufficiently potent FtPPK inhibitors, it is also possible that the thermal shift assay might 

have not been sufficiently sensitive to detect binding to the FtPPK. It has been observed 

that some proteins (e.g. not globular proteins or multi-domain protein) are not responsive 

to the thermal shift assay.443 On reflection, the suitability of the thermal shift assay to 

investigate FtPPK binding should have been validated beforehand, by testing the effect of 

the binding of any of the substrates as a positive control. Furthermore, the thermal shift 

assays were prepared without including the FtPPK substrates. Possible conformational 

changes occurring in the presence of the substrates and potentially relevant for the binding 

of any of the identified hits, may explain why no significant Tm shift was observed.  
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Eventually, the adaptation of an HPLC-based method for hit validation was considered. An 

important caveat when applying HPLC analysis during inhibitor discovery projects is that 

the throughput is relatively low (compared, for example, to HTS with 384 wells). Use of 

HPLC methods are therefore best applied after an initial high throughput stage, when 

validation of a relatively small number of hits is required. For FtPPK, a RP IP method, 

using DMHA as ion pairing agent, was optimised for ADP and ATP analysis, in conjunction 

with the development of an experimental protocol for the measurement of the FtPPK time 

courses as well as for assay measurement in end point format. The FtPPK reaction was 

investigated applying the conditions used for the HTS (Km concentration of substrates: 200 

M ADP and 1.5 M polyP25). However, to address possible issues of sensitivity, due to the 

low concentration of polyP25 at Km, the FtPPK reaction was also investigated in the presence 

of saturating concentration of polyP25 (30 M polyP25). To further improve the detection 

sensitivity by reducing the background signal, an alternative method, using TEA as ion 

pairing agent, was optimised. The quality of the HPLC-based FtPPK assay in end point 

format was assessed by determination of the data variability (Mean ± SD and CV). 

Although in the presence of 1.5 M polyP25 a lower data variability was achieved, a better 

screening window and a greater potential for a more reliable detection of at least 20% 

inhibition was observed for the FtPPK assays prepared with 30 M polyP25. Despite the 

likely lower sensitivity to competition for polyP in the presence of saturating polyP25 

concentration, the following conditions were applied for hit validation: 10 nM FtPPK, 200 

M ADP and 30 M polyP25. The assays were stopped after 7 minutes (initial rate 

measurement) by addition of EDTA (50 mM).  

Among the PKIS library initial active compounds, two were reselected as possible real hits: 

compound J07-4 and compound JOM-69. While compound JOM-69 was not readily 

available for further investigations, compound JO7-4 was re-tested and a 24.3 ± 3.3% 

inhibition was confirmed at the concentration of 50 M.  

Of the Reynolds library hits, inhibition of the FtPPK for compounds RL42-Plt9 and RL41-

Plt8 was initially detected at 10 M and confirmed at 50 M concentration (46 ± 8.6 % 

and 73.5 ± 0.1% inhibitions, respectively). Compounds RL42-Plt9 and RL41-Plt8 shared 
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some structural similarities at the naphthyl-methyl amide moiety. Similarities were also 

detected between compound RL41-Plt8 and compound RL60-Plt7 and RL37-Plt7, the latter 

two selected by thermal shift assay (section 4.2.2.3). Interestingly, neither compound RL42-

Plt9 nor compound RL41-Plt8 were detected by thermal shift assay, further suggesting that 

perhaps the thermal shift assay was not conducted under ideal conditions.  

At this point in the project, to allow a more detailed characterization of the identified 

inhibitors, further supplies of compound were required. Neither compound RL42-Plt9 nor 

RL41-Plt8 were commercially available, therefore it was necessary to engage into in-house 

synthesis. To rationalize the project workload, only compound RL42-Plt9, which showed 

the greater activity, was selected to take forward. 
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Chapter 5  
 

Synthesis and Characterisation of the Validated Hit 

Compound RL42-Plt9 

5.1. Introduction 

Following the validation of hit compounds as real inhibitors of the chosen target, 

characterization studies to define the potency and the mode of action are undertaken. The 

first step entails IC50 measurements of the hit compounds derived from alternative sources, 

either re-synthesised or purchased, if commercially available. The IC50 determination, in 

addition to provide information about the compound potency, also allows to rule out possible 

inhibition due to unspecific binding or to aggregation.
86,444,445

 Furthermore, investigation of 

the inhibition mode (e.g. reversible or covalent binding, competitive, non-competitive, 

uncompetitive, tight binding or slow binding inhibition) are required to clarify the 

mechanism of action. The latter, in conjunction with the determination of the binding 

affinity, constitutes a significant tool that complements structural information, both of 

which are crucial in guiding the hit to lead optimisation of inhibitor. Ideally, structural 

information derived from direct co-crystallization studies of the inhibitor in the active site, 

is desirable. Alternatively, computational modelling, aided by information on the mode of 

action and based on analogies with substrate occupancy, can be used. As part of the 

investigation leading to the hit to lead progression, a structure activity relationship (SAR) 

for a series of compounds can be developed. The SAR characterization involves the 

identification of a chemical scaffold essential for binding as well as the investigation on the 

effect that the introduction of various functional groups may have on the interaction with 

the active site. Initial SAR can often be developed based on the activity of structurally 
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related analogues identified during the HTS. The SAR is often further developed during the 

optimisation phase of the project when more analogues are synthesised and tested. 

In this chapter, some preliminary characterization of the binding of compound RL42-Plt9 

with the FtPPK was reported. After being re-synthesised, compound RL42-Plt9 was 

investigated by biochemical assays, including measurement of potency by IC50, mechanism 

of action and the spectrum of activity by testing with a PPK from a different microorganism. 

To follow, some SAR analysis and some structural characterization were attempted. Only 

those techniques that proved informative were described hereby; other techniques which 

gave problems or did not prove informative were reported in the Appendix (e.g. ITC studies 

and co-crystallization studies, section A5 1.3 and A5 2 respectively). 
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5.1.1. Inhibitor binding affinity: correlation between IC50, Ki and mode of binding 

The potency of an inhibitor for the target of interest is mostly expressed in terms of the 

concentration that causes 50% attenuation of the observed enzyme activity (IC50). Despite 

being a convenient parameter to assess the inhibitor activity, due to the simple experimental 

determination, the IC50 values do not represent an absolute measure of the binding 

affinity.272 Factors such as the mode of inhibition, substrate concentration and in some case 

the enzyme concentration (e.g. for tight binding inhibitors), strongly affect the IC50.
272,374 

To a lesser extent, small variation of the experimental conditions (e.g. pH, ionic strength, 

temperature)272,374 can also result in variation of the observed IC50. A more robust measure 

of an inhibitor potency is provided by the inhibitory constant Ki, a thermodynamic 

parameter that describes the affinity of the inhibitor for the target of interest (section 3.1.1, 

Eq. 3.1). Once the binding mode has been established, appropriate conditions can be set to 

derive an IC50 value that can be correlated to the Ki (Table 5.1 and Appendix, section A5 

1.1).446 

Table 5.1: IC50 – Ki relationship  

[S] to Km Competitive Uncompetitive Non-competitive 

[S] = Km Ki = IC50/2 Ki = IC50/2 Ki = IC50 

[S] >> Km Ki << IC50 Ki = IC50 Ki = IC50 

[S] << Km Ki = IC50 Ki << IC50 Ki = IC50 
 

 

5.1.1.1. IC50 determination  

For an inhibitor that binds to the target of interest in a reversible manner and with a 1:1 

stoichiometry, the binding is saturable.272,374 In the presence of a fixed concentration of 

enzyme and substrate, an increase of inhibition can be observed with the increase of the 

inhibitor concentration, due to the increase of the amount of the EI complex over the ES 

complex (section 3.1.1, Figure 3.1). When all the enzyme available is engaged in the 

formation of the EI complex, hence saturation has been reached, no more activity is observed 

(100% inhibition). Titration curves of inhibitor concentrations (usually 11 concentrations, 

prepared by three fold or two fold dilutions) versus inhibition observed, are known as 
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concentration-response plots.272 From these curves it is possible to derive the concentration 

at which 50% inhibition occurs, commonly known as IC50 (half-maximal inhibitory 

concentration). To define the level of inhibition at a specific concentration of inhibitor, the 

following equation can be applied:
374

 

 

Eq. 5.1: IC50 curve, percentage inhibition calculation 

The ratio vi/v0 defines the fractional activity, which reflects the activity of the free enzyme. The relation (1- 

vi/v0) instead refers to the amount of enzyme bound. Experimentally, vi is the rate measured in the presence 

of the inhibitor (hence due to the activity of the fraction of free enzyme), v0 is the rate measured in the absence 

of inhibitor. 

To define the IC50 value, the concentration-response plots, reported as inhibition observed 

against log of the inhibitor concentration, were fitted to a sigmoidal curve, described by a 

four-parameter equation (Eq. 5.2). The upper asymptote of the sigmoidal curve corresponds 

to the maximum of inhibition while the lower asymptote to the maximum of activity. The 

curve mid-point is equal to half response (the IC50) and the mid-point slope describes the 

steepness of the curve (Hill coefficient (h), Appendix, section A5 1.1).272,374 

 

Eq. 5.2: IC50 detemination, Hill equation 

ymin is the response obtained when no inhibition occurs (or in the absence of inhibitor); ymax is the response 

obtained when 100% inhibition occurs; h is the Hill coefficient; I is the inhibitor concentration; IC50 is the 

concentration of inhibitor causing half response. . 
 

 

5.1.1.2. Mechanism of action studies 

An important step in the characterization of an inhibitor is the investigation of the 

mechanism of action (MOA), hence if the inhibitor binds in an irreversible or reversible 

manner, and in the latter instance if it is a competitive, non-competitive, uncompetitive, 

slow binding, tight binding or allosteric inhibitor. MOA studies provide information on how 
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an inhibitor interacts with the respective target and these information can be used to guide 

the medicinal chemistry optimisation and to interpret the inhibitor behaviour in cells.
380

  

The first step of MOA studies consists in the investigation of reversibility.
374,379

 Specifically, 

if an irreversible mechanism is detected, further investigation should focus on trying to 

define if the irreversible binding occurs by affinity labelling (e.g. by nucleophile-driven 

alkylation or acylation) or derives from the enzyme-dependent transformation of an 

unreactive compound into a highly reactive intermediate (mechanism-based 

inhibitor).
379,447,448

 If the binding is characterised as reversible, experiments should be aimed 

to define if the inhibition mode is competitive, non-competitive or uncompetitive.  

To test for reversibility, activity assays and mass spectrometry can be applied. In the first 

case, the reversibility can be assessed by investigation of displacement upon addition of 

substrate in high concentration and consequent effect on inhibition.374,380,449 In the second 

case, irreversible binding can be confirmed by detection of species with mass corresponding 

to the inhibitor-enzyme adduct by mass spectrometry. Reversible binding inhibitors can be 

further characterised by biochemical assay, in view of the effect that inhibitors of specific 

modalities have on Km and Vmax.
272,273,374 The latter can be defined by measuring the 

apparent initial rate (v0
app

) at varying concentrations of substrate (usually 0.2 Km to 5 Km) 

and at varying concentrations of inhibitor (usually three concentrations causing low, 

medium and high degree of inhibition, plus a DMSO control with no inhibitor). Applying 

suitable graphical analysis (described in detail in Appendix, section A5 1.2), the Ki and 

mode of inhibition can be determined.  
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5.2. Results and discussion 

5.2.1. Synthesis of the Reynolds library hit RL42-Plt9  

Despite being part of a collection of nucleoside analogues donated by Prof. R. C. Reynolds 

(University of Alabama),393–396 no synthetic routes have been reported to date in the 

literature for compound RL42-Plt9 (10). The convergent route described in Scheme 5.1 was 

proposed for the synthesis of the E/Z isomers of RL42-Plt9. The key step was the formation 

of the double bond by a Wittig reaction to link the naphthylmethyl amide moiety to the 

protected adenosine derivative.  

 

Scheme 5.1: RL42-Plt9 synthetic route   

The first branch of the route consisted in a two-step procedure to synthesize the 

phosphonium salt (4). The 2-chloro-N-(naphthalen-1-ylmethyl)acetamide (3) was prepared 

by nucleophilic substitution of the 2-chloro-acetylchloride 2 with the amine 1. To drive the 

reaction to completion, K2CO3 was included in the reaction mixture.450 The chloroacetamide 
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derivative (3) was then converted into the respective phosphonium salt by treatment with 

triphenylphosphine.451,452 NMR analysis confirmed the formation of the phosphonium salt. 

Indeed, a change from a singlet into a doublet (J = 14.55 Hz) of the signal for the carbon 

in  to the carbonyl was observed, due to the coupling with phosphorous.
453

 Generation 

from the phosphonium salt and isolation of stabilized ylides with amide or ester functional 

groups in conjugation to the negatively charged carbon has been reported by treatment with 

either NaOH at pH 7
454,455

 or trimethylamine (Et3N).
456,457

 Both conditions were tested to 

prepare ylide 5, however degradation to the acetamide derivative and triphenylphosphine 

oxide formation were observed.
454,458,459

 To minimize ylide decomposition, it was decided to 

attempt in situ generation of the ylide in the presence of aldehyde, which was prepared in 

parallel. Preparation of the 5'-aldehyde from nucleosides has been reported in the literature, 

by oxidation under mild conditions by means of a diimide-activated Moffatt reaction,
460–469

 

by treatment with the iodo-compound Dess-Martin periodinane (DMP)465,470–478 or by 

treatment with o-iodoxybenzoic acid (IBX, a precursor of DMP).
479–483

 

 

Scheme 5.2: Mechanism of Dess-Martin oxidation 
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For the synthesis of the adenosine 5'-aldehyde derivative 8, the Dess-Martin oxidation was 

selected. This choice was driven by the possibility of applying mild conditions, such as 

conducting the reaction at room temperature and at neutral pH.
484

 The latter was 

particularly convenient to prevent possible depurination of the adenosine and/or loss of the 

protecting group at the 2' and 3' position. In comparison to other reactions (e.g. Swern 

oxidation), another reason for the selection of the Dess-Martin reagent lies in the greater 

retention of the configuration at stereogenic centres, observed following oxidation to 

epimerization-sensitive aldehydes.
484–487

 The latter consideration is particularly relevant 

since the adenosine aldehyde 8 is potentially subjected to epimerization at the position to 

the aldehyde function.  

The Dess Martin oxidation is based on a two steps mechanism.
488–490

 The first step consists 

of the displacement of an acetyl group from the iodine (I
v
) upon alcohol attack (fast step). 

In the second step, driven by the removal of the -proton of the alcohol, the carbonyl 

functional group is formed. The consequent breakage of the bond between the iodine and 

the oxygen results in the release of the carbonyl compound and into the reduction of the 

iodine compound to iodinane (I
III

), accompanied by the release of another acetyl group (slow 

steps, Scheme 5.2).488 It has been reported that in the presence of an excess of alcohol491 or 

in the presence of water492 the reaction proceeds faster, due to the formation of the 

intermediates 7c or 7a, respectively (Scheme 5.2). The increased rate was attributed to the 

greater electron donating character of the alkoxy group, which favours the dissociation of 

the acetyl group, making the intermediate 7c more labile than the intermediate 7b (Scheme 

5.2). Although potentially increasing the reaction rate, excess of alcohol and exposure to 

water can negatively impact on the reaction yield by trapping part of the starting material 

in a periodinane intermediate or by formation of the aldehyde hydrate.  

In the first attempt, the Dess-Martin reaction was prepared in reagent grade DCM and in 

the presence of 1.3 Eq DMP. Despite awareness of the possible side reaction, it was decided 

to add to the mixture 1.4% v/v of water, to test for the reactivity of the aldehyde towards 

the formation of the corresponding hydrate. Due to the similar Rf of the adenosine derivative 

6 and the aldehyde 8, it was not possible to monitor the reaction by TLC. However, the 

conversion of 6 in the correspondent aldehyde 8 was confirmed by mass spectrometry ((M 
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+ NH4)
+: 427 m/z; aldehyde 8 Mw: 409.14 ) and NMR (appearance of aldehyde H at 9.28, 

section 7.7.1.5). The NMR also revealed that about 30% of the starting material was 

unreacted. Therefore, to drive the reaction towards completion, more DMP (1.3 Eq) was 

added and the reaction time was extended to 24 h. No significant improvement was observed 

in the degree of conversion of the starting material. Since multiple products were detected 

on TLC analysis of the reaction mixture, the latter was purified by column chromatography 

(CHCl3:MeOH – 95:5, spots Rf: 0.74, 0.55, 0.25) and each product analysed by NMR and 

mass spectrometry. The spots with Rf 0.74 and Rf 0.25 were identified as the 5'-carboxylic 

acid derivative of 8 and the product of depurination of the adenosine 6, respectively. The 

spot with Rf 0.55 was constituted by a mixture of unreacted starting material 6, the desired 

aldehyde 8 and the corresponding hydrate. In the presence of acetic acid, released during 

the DMP reaction, the addition of water to the reaction mixture certainly favoured the 

formation of the aldehyde hydrate, which in turn was oxidised to the carboxylic state, as 

well as the depurination reaction. To prevent or attenuate the formation of side products, 

the Dess-Martin reaction was repeated under dry conditions (anhydrous DCM and N2 

atmosphere). Since no significant effects were observed when more DMP reagent was added 

and the reaction time extended, the initial concentration of DMP (1.3 Eq) was applied and 

the reaction quenched after 6 hours. Again, upon analysis of the crude, the unreacted 

adenosine derivative 6 was detected by NMR (20%) and the same pattern of spots was 

observed on TLC analysis. The DMP reaction yield (58%) remained sub-optimal despite 

the anhydrous conditions. It is likely that the formation of the side products was mainly 

driven by the acidic conditions derived from the release of acetic acid. To prevent possible 

degradation/oxidation with time, it was decided to avoid the aldehyde purification by 

column chromatography and to attempt the Wittig reaction on the crude-aldehyde (stored 

at – 20°C).  

Various examples of Wittig reaction applied to the synthesis of nucleoside derivative have 

been reported in the literature.461,482,493–501 Due to the difficulties encountered with the 

isolation of ylide 5, for the synthesis of compound 9, an alternative approach was adopted. 

The ylide 5 was generated in situ by addition of Et3N to the phosphonium salt 4 in the 
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presence of the crude aldehyde. Anhydrous conditions were applied, to prevent or limit both 

the ylide degradation and the formation of the aldehyde hydrate. It was anticipated that as 

soon as the ylide was produced, reaction with the aldehyde would occur and the desired 

Wittig product would be formed. An excess of phosphonium salt 4 (2 Eq) was used to 

compensate for possible ylide decomposition, in case of accidental introduction of moisture. 

The synthesis of the Wittig product was confirmed by both NMR and mass spectrometry. 

The reaction yielded a mixture of E and Z isomers which were separated by column 

chromatography (Rf 0.28 and 0.17, CHCl3:EtOAc - 40:60). The overall yield, calculated with 

respect to the sum of the both isomers and from the crude aldehyde, was 74%. In accordance 

with the general stereoselectivity of a Wittig reaction wherein a stabilized ylide is used, the 

E isomer was the major product (75:25 ratio for E:Z isomers). The isomers were assigned 

by NMR, exploiting the characteristic difference of the coupling constant of two hydrogen 

involved in a double bond, with the coupling constant for the E isomer being higher than 

for the Z isomer (usually 15-18 Hz and about 10Hz, respectively). Accordingly, the isomer 

with Rf 0.28 was identified as the Z isomer (5ꞌ H:  5.7, J = 10.3 Hz) while the isomer with 

Rf 0.17 was identified as the E isomer (5ꞌ H:  6.9, J = 15.3 Hz). The final synthetic step 

consisted in the deprotection of OH in position 3' and 5' by removal of the 3',5'-

isopropylidene group from the two isomers. Acid catalysed deprotection was initially 

investigated using the sulfonic resin Dowex 50Wx8 (hydrogen form) in methanol502,503 but 

different ratios of compound 9:resin and variations of reaction time resulted in significant 

depurination. The deprotection was successfully achieved under milder conditions by 

treatment with 80% formic acid at room temperature465 and appeared to be slightly faster 

for the Z isomer (6 hours) compared to the E isomer (8 hours). The deprotection yield was 

higher for the Z isomer (95%) than for the E isomer (80%). The total yield for the synthesis 

of the pure isomers 10 from the adenosine derivative 6 was: 29.5 % for the E isomer and 

8% for the Z isomer.
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5.2.2. Characterization of the confirmed hit compound RL42-Plt9 

5.2.2.1. Investigation of the E and Z isomers activity by HPLC based assay 

The binding of a specific isomer to an enzyme may be favoured or disfavoured (e.g. due to 

steric hindrance) because of the specific topography that the enzyme active site may have. 

The total synthesis of compound RL42-Plt9 (section 5.2.1) provided access to both the E 

and the Z isomers.  

 

Figure 5.1: Activity of the E and Z isomer of the RL42-Plt9 inhibitor 

a) Region of the HPLC chromatogram of assays containing no inhibitor (green dashed line positive), E-isomer 

RL42-Plt9 (red line) and Z-isomer RL42-Plt9 (blue line) at 100 M concentration. Retention time: ADP 13-17 

min, ATP 18-24 min. b) Percent inhibition of assays (in duplicate) containing 50 M or 100 M of E-isomer 

(blue blocks) or Z-isomer RL42-Plt9 (red blocks). Assay conditions: 100 L volume, 10 nM FtPPK, 10 mM 

MgCl2, 30 M polyP25, 200 M ADP, 50 M or 100 M RL42-Plt9, 5% DMSO. 

The activity of the pure E and Z isomers on the FtPPK was investigated by HPLC assay 

in end-point format (assays stopped after 420 minutes, section 4.2.3.1.4). No information 

were yet available with regard to the respective potency, hence assays were prepared with 

isomers at the arbitrarily chosen concentration of 50 M and 100 M. Control assays with 
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no inhibitor but containing only DMSO were also prepared alongside. The activity of the 

RL42-Plt9 isomers was reported in terms of % inhibition (derived according to Eq. 5.1). 

The FtPPK activity observed in the presence of the Z-isomer was comparable to the activity 

observed in the absence of inhibitor (Figure 5.1a). When the E-isomer was tested, 

concentration dependent inhibition of the FtPPK was observed (34.7 ± 1.2% at 50 M, 54.8 

± 0.9% at 100 M). The significant difference in activity of the two isomers could be possibly 

explained by the non rotatable nature of the double bond, which locks the N-

naphthylmethyl-amide moiety either in a favourable or unfavourable orientation within the 

active site. The activity of the re-synthesised RL42-Plt9 appeared to be lower in comparison 

to the library stock tested for hit validation (section 4.2.3.3).    

5.2.2.2. IC50 characterization by HPLC assay 

Concentration-response curves for IC50 determination were prepared for both isomers: to 

assess the relative potency of the E-isomer and to investigate if the Z-isomer inhibited the 

FtPPK at higher concentration. The IC50 curves were generated by the HPLC assay in end 

point format (assays stopped after 420 sec, section 4.2.3.1.4), in triplicate. The range of 

inhibitor concentration investigated was 0.78 M – 400 M, prepared by two fold serial 

dilution. Due to compound solubility limits, it was not possible to investigate the activity 

at higher concentration of RL42-Plt9. Negative control assays (5% DMSO, no RL42-Plt9,) 

and positive control assays (RL42-Plt9, no FtPPK) were prepared to mimic no inhibition 

and 100% inhibition, respectively. The same substrate concentrations adopted for the hit 

validation by HPLC assay were maintained for the IC50 measurement: 200 M ADP (Km 

for ADP) and 30 M polyP25 (saturating concentration for polyP25). Ideally, since the mode 

of inhibition was not yet clear, Km concentration for both substrates should have been 

adopted. However, the polyP25 concentration was maintained at 30 M (Km for polyP25: 1.5 

M) to prevent issues due to the limited sensitivity of the HPLC. Furthermore, given the 

structure of compound RL42-Plt9 (a nucleotide analogue), inhibition by competition with 

ADP was judged as the most likely mode of action. The observed % inhibition (derived 

according to Eq. 5.1) was plotted against log of inhibitor concentration (Figure 5.2).  
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Figure 5.2: IC50 of E and Z isomer of inhibitor RL42-Plt9 

E and Z isomer concentration-response plots. E-isomer: red circle; Z-isomer: blue circle. Higher concentration 

of RL42-Plt9 could not be investigated due to solubility issues. A data point corresponding to 100% inhibition 

was included (green circle) for comparison. Assay conditions: 100 L volume, 10 nM FtPPK, 10 mM MgCl2, 

30 M polyP25, 200 M ADP, 0.78 - 400 M RL42-Plt9 (either E or Z isomer), 5% DMSO. 

Table 5.2: IC50 determination of RL42-Plt9 

RL42-Plt9 IC50M) 𝒉 R2 

E-isomer 99 ± 9 1.5 0.98 

Z-isomer 609 ± 300 3 0.47 

 
 

To derive the IC50 values, the data were fitted to the four parameters symmetrical sigmoidal 

curve described by the Hill equation (Eq. 5.2), constraining the maximum asymptote (ymax) 

to 100% inhibition. An IC50 of 99 ± 9 M was observed for the re-synthesised E-isomer 

(Table 5.2), which was weaker than previously anticipated (section 5.2.2.1 and 4.2.3.3). The 

Hill coefficient for the E-isomer was 1.5, which slightly deviates from the expected unit 

value for 1:1 stoichiometry. The activity of the Z-isomer towards the FtPPK was confirmed 

to be negligible, with some marginal inhibition observed only at the top concentration tested 

(400 M).  
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5.2.2.3. Mode of binding investigation 

Given the presence of a Michael acceptor function in the structure of compound RL42-Plt9 

(Figure 5.3), it was hypothesized that compound RL42-Plt9 could bind to the FtPPK by a 

covalent mechanism. Various compounds containing a Michael acceptor function have been 

reported as covalent inhibitors,
448,504–507

 with the formation of a covalent adduct (affinity 

labelling)447,448 resulting from the attack of a nucleophilic residue to the C of the Michael 

acceptor function (Michael addition, Figure 5.3). Affinity labelling of inhibitors containing 

a Michael acceptor functional group has been reported most often for enzymes with a 

cysteine residue in their active site (e.g. for cysteine protease and for kinases)504,508 and has 

also been observed for other nucleophilic amino acids such as serine and threonine.
448,508,509

 

 

Figure 5.3: Michael acceptor function in RL42-Plt9  

a) General affinity labelling mechanism of action: example of nucleophilic attack of a cysteine residue to a 

compound containing an electrophilic Michael acceptor function, resulting in the formation of a covalent 

adduct. b) Compound RL42-Plt9, Michael acceptor highlighted. 

Michael addition reactions have been mainly exploited to create covalent irreversible 

inhibitors, although more recently, to address the problem of off-target effects, efforts have 

been directed towards the development of reversible covalent inhibitors, by addition of 

electron-withdrawing groups that increase the reactivity of the Michael acceptor.510,511 For 
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the FtPPK, no cysteine, serine or threonine residues are present in the catalytic pocket of 

the active site. However, numerous lysine and arginine residues are present within the active 

site cleft of the FtPPK; in their deprotonated state, these could potentially act as 

nucleophiles, consistent with the hypothesis that compound RL42-Plt9 may function as a 

Michael acceptor. 

5.2.2.3.1. Biochemical analysis of the reversibility of inhibitor binding  

The first step in the characterization of RL42-Plt9 mediated inhibition was to investigate 

whether the binding to the FtPPK occurred with a reversible or irreversible mode. A jump 

dilution assay was prepared to investigate the reversibility of binding.374,449 Compound 

RL42-Plt9 was incubated with FtPPK and PolyP25 for 30 minutes at 300 M (the highest 

concentration at which no issues of solubility were observed). The assay was then diluted 

by addition of ADP to yield a final concentration of 15 M RL42-Plt9. The assay 

components were prepared to the appropriate concentrations that upon dilution by ADP 

resulted in the following final assay condition: 10 nM FtPPK, 30 M polyP25, 200 M ADP, 

5% DMSO. Control assays were prepared alongside with no inhibitor, with 15 M inhibitor 

(10% inhibition) and with 300 M inhibitor (90% inhibition). If irreversible binding (either 

tight binding or covalent binding) occurs, inhibition comparable to the control assays 

containing 300 M inhibitor should be observed, as the concentration of the EI complex 

would not be affected by the dilution step nor subjected to displacement by competition. 

On the other hand, if the inhibition detected after dilution is comparable to the inhibition 

detected in the presence of 15 M inhibitor, a reversible binding profile is revealed. Indeed, 

upon dilution with ADP, a shift of the equilibrium between the EI complex and the free 

inhibitor will occur, increasing the free enzyme, with the observed result of no inhibition. 

The FtPPK time course assays were initiated by addition of ADP and quenched at different 

time points by addition of EDTA. The FtPPK activity was monitored over 30 minutes. The 

data were reported as ATP produced against time and each data set was empirically fitted 

to a one phase exponential association equation (Eq. 2.2). The activity detected after 

incubation and successive dilution with ADP was comparable to the activity measured for 

the control assay prepared with 15 M RL42-Plt9 (Figure 5.4).  
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Figure 5.4: Reversible/irreversible binding investigation 

Comparison of: FtPPK time course measured after incubation with polyP25 and 300 M RL42-Plt9 followed 

by dilution to 15 M (blue circles); FtPPK time courses measured from control assays in the absence of 

inhibitor (green open circles), in the presence of 15 M inhibitor (red open circles) and 300 M inhibitor (red 

open triangles). The FtPPK activity observed after dilution was comparable to the activity observed in the 

control assay with 15 M RL42-Plt9. Assay conditions: 5 L volume, 20x 10 nM FtPPK, 20x 30 M polyP25, 

300 M RL42-Plt9, 5% DMSO, incubated for 30 min then diluted to 100 L by addition of 95 L 200 M ADP. 

Control assay conditions: 100 L volume, 10 nM FtPPK, 30 M polyP25, 200 M ADP, 0 or 15 or 300 M RL42-

Plt9, 5% DMSO. 

Despite the pre-incubation with FtPPK of compound RL42-Plt9 at a concentration that 

should have resulted in about 90% inhibition, the low degree of inhibition observed revealed 

that compound RL42-Plt9 was displaced upon dilution with ADP, hence suggesting binding 

by a reversible mechanism. 

5.2.2.3.2.  Investigation of irreversible binding by mass spectrometry 

Alongside the jump assay, the reversibility of binding of compound RL42-Plt9 was also 

investigated by mass spectrometry. Aiming to uncover the possible formation of a covalent 

adduct and the requirement for Mg2+ ion and polyP25, the conditions reported in Table 5.3 

were tested. Control samples in which compound RL42-Plt9 was not included were also 

tested in parallel. The samples were analysed by ESI+ mass spectrometry. The expected 

mass of the FtPPK-RL42-Plt9 adduct was 33564.48 Da (FtPPK mass: 33012.9 Da; RL42-

Plt9 Mw: 550.58). A distinct peak for compound RL42-Plt9 (absent in the control samples) 

was observed in each spectrum, alongside the typical protein charge envelope resulting from 

different multi-protonated states of the enzyme, which corresponded to a species with mass 
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of 33017.4. No formation of the covalent adduct RL42-Plt9-FtPPK was detected for any of 

the conditions tested. In accordance with the jump dilution assay (section 5.2.2.3.1), the 

mass spectrometric analysis suggested that RL42-Plt9 may bind to FtPPK by a reversible 

mechanism.  

 

Figure 5.5: Covalent adduct investigation by mass spectrometry  

a) ESI+ spectrum of FtPPK in the presence of RL42-Plt9, MgCl2 and polyP25; b) Deconvoluted peak of a); c) 

ESI+ spectrum of control sample in which compound RL42-Plt9 was not included; d) Deconvoluted peak of 

c. RL42-Plt9 Mw: 550.58; FtPPK Mw: 33012.9 Da; Expected mass for RL42-Plt9 covalent adduct: 33564.48 Da. 

Conditions: 60 M FtPPK, 10 mM MgCl2, 100 M polyP25, 100 M RL42-Plt9. 

Table 5.3: Sample tested by mass spectrometry  

Experiment Conditions  Investigated 

1 FtPPK, RL42-Plt9, MgCl2  Binding in the absence of PolyP25 

2 FtPPK, polyP25, RL42-Plt9, MgCl2  Requirement of Mg2+ and PolyP25 for binding 

3 FtPPK, RL42-Plt9  Binding in the absence of Mg2+ and PolyP25  

4 FtPPK, polyP25, RL42-Plt9  Binding in the absence of Mg2+  
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5.2.2.3.3. Type of inhibition: competitive with ADP 

Further characterization of the mode of binding of compound RL42-Plt9 was conducted, 

aiming to define if the binding occurs by competitive, non-competitive or uncompetitive 

mechanism. Given the structural analogy with a nucleotide, the investigation of a mode of 

binding competitive with ADP was prioritized. The apparent initial rate (v0
app) was measured 

at a range of ADP concentrations between 30 M and 2 mM and, per each concentration, 

in the absence of inhibitor and in the presence of 50 M, 100 M and 150 M RL42-Plt9. 

The polyP25 was maintained at a saturating concentration (30 M), to ensure production of 

ATP within the HPLC detection range. The concentration of the FtPPK was reduced to 

2.5 nM, to slow down the reaction rate and therefore allow an accurate measurement of the 

v0
app even at higher concentration of ADP. In light of the large number of individual 

observation required for this experiment and the relatively low throughput of the HPLC-

based FtPPK assay, it was not possible to conduct this experiment in replicates. For each 

concentration of substrate and inhibitor, a 10 points time course was measured (up to 6 

minutes) and the v0
app derived by fitting the linear phase to a linear regression equation (Eq. 

2.4). Lineweaver-Burk plots and Dixon plots (Appendix, A5 1.2) were generated by plotting 

the reciprocate of rate against the reciprocate of concentration for each inhibitor 

concentration, or the reciprocate of rate against inhibitor concentration for each substrate 

concentration, respectively (Figure 5.6). In the Lineweaver-Burk plot, the lines, derived by 

fitting the data to a linear regression equation (Eq. 2.4), intercepted the 1/v0
app axis and the 

1/[ADP] axis at different points, indicating a variation of both the Vmax
 app and the Km

 app, a 

behaviour observed for non-competitive inhibitors (Figure 5.6a). The same mechanism of 

action was confirmed by the pattern observed in the Dixon plot, where the lines converged 

at  1/v0
app

 = 0 (Figure 5.6b). According to the Dixon plot, in the presence of Km concentration 

of ADP (200 M) and saturating concentration of polyP (30 M), RL42-Plt9 binds to the 

FtPPK with a Ki of approximately 50 M and with a non-competitive mechanism with 

respect to ADP.  
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Figure 5.6: Mode of action investigation with respect to ADP  

a) Lineweaver-Burk plot: reciprocate of v0
app

 against reciprocate of ADP concentration, measured in the 

presence of 150 M RL42-Plt9 (black dots), 100 M RL42-Plt9 (blue dots), 50 M RL42-Plt9 (red dots), DMSO 

(green dots). b) Dixon plot: reciprocate of v0
app

 against RL42-Plt9 concentration, measured in the presence of 

62 M ADP (black triangles), 125 M ADP (red triangles), 250 M ADP (blue triangles), 500 M ADP (green 

triangles), 1000 M ADP (purple triangles). Assay conditions: 100 L volume, 2.5 nM FtPPK, 30 M polyP25, 

62 M - 2 mM ADP, 0 M, 50 M, 100 M, 150 M RL42-Plt9, 5% DMSO. 
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5.2.2.4. RL42-Plt9 activity with different PPK2-like enzymes  

A broad spectrum of action is regarded as a very important property for an antibacterial 

agent. Although the major aim of this research project was to identify a new compound for 

the development of a new antibiotic for the biowarfare agent Francisella tularensis, or a 

compound that could act as a coadjuvant of currently available antibiotics, a molecule with 

a wider spectrum of action would be of greater interest and value. To investigate its 

potential as inhibitor for other PPK2 enzymes, the activity of compound RL42-Plt9 has 

been tested on the PPK2 from Meiothermus ruber (MrPPK).
232

  

According to the PPK2 classification proposed by Motomura, the FtPPK belongs to class 

I, while the MrPPK belongs to class III (section 1.3.3.1).
232

 While FtPPK prefers purine 

diphosphate as substrate,
260

 MrPPK can synthesize ATP by conversion of AMP into ADP 

and then by further phosphorylation of ADP, this last step being rate limiting.232 The two 

enzymes are structurally closely related in overall fold, but specific sequence differences 

between the FtPPK and the MrPPK relate to those amino acid residues involved in 

nucleotide recognition.
512

  

5.2.2.4.1. MrPPK time course  

MrPPK was kindly donated by Dr J. N. Andexer, from the University of Freiburg 

(Germany). The activity of MrPPK is being investigated in Andexer group and their 

optimal conditions use MgCl2 as cofactor, at pH 8 (50 mM Tris buffer) and at 37°C, 

conditions slightly different than those reported by Motomura.232 Data provided by Andexer 

supported the previous report232 of a quicker phosphorylation of AMP in comparison to 

ADP: in the presence of 1.5 M MrPPK and 10 mM polyP, the conversion of AMP (2 mM) 

into ADP and ATP (produced in a 2:1 ratio, respectively) was faster (75% after 45 minutes) 

than the conversion of ADP (2 mM) into ATP (less than 30% after 45 minutes).16 To date, 

only data relative to the substrate specificity but not a full kinetic characterization of 

MrPPK has been published.232 For the investigation of the RL42-Plt9 activity on the 

                                        
16

 J. Alexander personal communication.  
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MrPPK, the assay conditions were arbitrarily adapted based on the observations of the 

Andexer group and on the previous conditions used for the FtPPK assay (Figure 4.15). 

 

Figure 5.7: MrPPK reaction time course 

a) Time course using 200 M AMP as substrate (blue open circles): ADP and ATP were produced (red and 

green circles, respectively); b) Time course using 200 M ADP as substrate (red open triangles): AMP and 

ATP were produced (blue and green triangles, respectively). Assay conditions: 100 L assay volume, 10 nM 

MrPPK, 200 M AMP or ADP, 1 mM polyP25, 5% DMSO, 37°C. Due to time constraints, the assays were not 

prepared in replicate. 

In particular, a concentration of enzyme and nucleotides comparable to the FtPPK assay 

was adopted also for the MrPPK activity measurement. Assays were prepared at pH 8.0 

(Tris base), in the presence of 10 nM MrPPK, 10 mM MgCl2, 200 M AMP or ADP. A 

concentration of 30 M polyP25 was showed to be enough to saturate the FtPPK, however 

for MrPPK the PolyP25 was increased to 1 mM, given the high concentrations used by both 

Motomura and Andexer (5 mM and 10 mM respectively).232 Prior to testing the RL42-Plt9 

effect, the MrPPK activity was investigated under the reported conditions by measuring 

two long time courses in parallel (over 22 hours), one with AMP as substrate the other with 

ADP. As previously for the FtPPK, the MrPPK was pre-incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C 
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in the presence of polyP25, the assays were started by addition of the respective nucleotide 

substrate and quenched at each time point by EDTA (50 mM). The assays were analysed 

by HPLC, applying the method developed for the FtPPK assay (section 4.2.3.1.2). In line 

with previous reports, the pattern of substrate consumption and product formation observed 

when using AMP as substrate was analogous to the kinetics of a consecutive reaction (Figure 

5.7a).
271

 The AMP was rapidly converted into ADP, which was then slowly converted into 

ATP (suggesting k1>>k2). When ADP was used as substrate, not only ATP production was 

observed but also some AMP was produced and then partially consumed (Figure 5.7b). 

Whether AMP or ADP was used as substrate, the rate constant for ATP production was 

the same (0.13 ± 0.03 and 0.13 ± 0.07, respectively, derived by fitting the data to Eq. 2.2). 

Equally, when equilibrium was reached, the concentration of AMP, ADP and ATP were 

comparable independently from the initial substrate. The two time courses, initially 

measured to confirm that the MrPPK received was active, provided a useful reference to 

set the condition for testing the effect of RL42-Plt9 on the MrPPK activity.  

5.2.2.4.2. Effect of compound RL42-Plt9 on MrPPK activity 

The activity of compound RL42-Plt9 on the MrPPK was tested using both AMP and ADP 

as substrate and applying the same conditions adopted for the time course (section 

5.2.2.4.1). The concentration used for compound RL42-Plt9 was 100 M, the IC50 value for 

FtPPK (section 5.2.2.2). Time courses were measured in the absence and in the presence of 

compound RL42-Plt9. The data obtained were difficult to interpret, and should be confirmed 

by replicates (only single experiments were analysed for these time courses). A significant 

effect on the MrPPK activity was observed mostly after 60 minutes and indeed was more 

evident in the time courses measured in the presence of ADP as substrate, which was left 

to run for longer. When using AMP as substrate, the concentration of AMP, ADP and ATP 

was comparable for the first 30 minutes, however after 60 minutes the concentration of ADP 

was lower in the presence of RL42-Plt9 while the ATP produced was higher (Figure 5.8a). 

The same pattern was observed when ADP was used as substrate (Figure 5.8b). In this case 

as well, the effect was more significant after 60 minutes. Not only a higher extent of ADP 

depletion and ATP synthesis was observed in the presence of RL42-Plt9 after 60 minutes, 
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but also the concentration of AMP was slightly lower. A possible explanation of the data 

observed could be that compound RL42-Plt9 interferes with the conversion of ADP into 

AMP, hence the lower concentration of AMP detected. Perhaps blocking of the 

dephosphorylation of ADP, the phosphorylation activity and therefore the synthesis of the 

ATP is favoured. It could be possible that the effect is more evident later during the time 

course as a consequence of a possible covalent mechanism when interacting with MrPPK. 

Evidently these are just hypotheses and further investigation would be required, however it 

appeared clear that compound RL42-Plt9 was capable of exerting a certain effect on the 

MrPPK activity. 

 

Figure 5.8: MrPPK time course in the presence of RL42-Plt9 

a) Time course using 200 M AMP as substrate: in the presence of RL42-Plt9 (full circles) and in the absence 

of RL42-Plt9 (open circles); b) Time course using 200 M ADP as substrate: in the presence of RL42-Plt9 (full 

triangles) and in the absence of RL42-Plt9 (open triangles). AMP: blue, ADP: red, ATP: green. Assay 

conditions: 100 L assay volume, 10 nM MrPPK, 200 M AMP or ADP, 1 mM polyP25, 100 M RL42-Plt9, 5% 

DMSO, 37°C.  
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5.2.3. Structure activity relationship 

Taking advantage of the presence in the library of a range of analogues of compound RL42-

Plt9, a preliminary structure activity relation (SAR) investigation was undertaken. The 

analogues shared the nucleotide moiety (most of them were adenosine derivatives) and 

Michael acceptor moiety but differed in the functional group attached to the amide (Figure 

5.9). The RL42-Plt9 analogues (from the library stock) were tested at the concentration of 

100 M, corresponding to the IC50 value determined for RL42-Plt9.  

 

Figure 5.9: SAR 

Variations of the amide side chain for RL42-Plt9. The analogues were tested at the concentration of 100 M 

in duplicate.  

A significant loss of activity was observed in the absence of the aromatic rings, suggesting 

their involvement in the interaction with the active site (compounds RL29-Plt9 and RL43-

Plt9, Figure 5.9). The other differences among the analogues were: the presence of either a 
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single aromatic ring or a bicyclic aromatic system; the presence of either a methyl or an 

ethyl link between the amide function and the aromatic groups. Exceptions to these 

instances were compounds RL45-Plt9 and RL38-Plt9, in which a single non aromatic ring 

was attached to the methyl-amide function, and compound RL26-Plt9, in which the second 

cyclic ring was not aromatic. These compounds scored lower activity, suggesting the 

importance of the aromatic system for the interaction with the active site. A higher degree 

of inhibition was observed for molecules with two aromatic rings fused to form a bicyclic 

system (compounds RL40-Plt9, RL39-Plt9, RL54-Plt9, Figure 5.9). In comparison with 

compound RL42-Plt9, in place of the naphthyl system, these compounds have an indolic 

system, linked to the amide function by a C2 chain. Compound RL54-Plt9 also has an 

additional methoxy group in position 5 of the indolic system. The activity of compound 

RL54-Plt9 appeared comparable to the activity of compound RL49-Plt9. Furthermore, 

compounds RL54-Plt9 presents some additional structural features that may positively 

affect the interaction with the active site, namely a longer distance between the amide 

function and the aromatic system, and two sites which could engage in the formation of H-

bonds: the methoxy group as H acceptor and the N-H of the indolic system as H-donor. 

 

Figure 5.10: SAR, RL42-Plt9 nucleoside analogues 

Analogues of RL42-Plt9 included in the Reynolds library with modification to the double bond and to the 

nucleoside moiety. The analogues were tested at the concentration of 100 M in duplicate. 
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Within the Reynolds library a few analogues of compound RL42-Plt9 were found, two of 

which had a pyrimidine nucleobase, and one where the Michael acceptor function was 

removed by saturation of the double bond (Figure 5.10). Negligible activity was observed 

for the compounds with the pyrimidine in place of the adenine (compounds RL34-Plt9 and 

RL20-plt10, Figure 5.10), in line with the inability of the FtPPK to use pyrimidine 

nucleotides as substrates (section 1.3.3.2.4). Interestingly, the activity of compound RL22-

Plt9 (Figure 5.10) did not disappear in the absence of the double bond but was only 

attenuated. This data supported the hypothesis that compound RL42-Plt9 binds to FtPPK 

by a mechanism that does not involve the Michael acceptor-mediated formation of a 

covalent bond (section 5.2.2.3.1 and 5.2.2.3.2). 
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5.2.4. Structural investigation of RL42-Plt9 binding to the active site 

5.2.4.1. Modelling into the active site 

Following the unsuccessful attempts to co-crystallize compound RL42-Plt9 with FtPPK 

(Appendix, section A5 2), the compound was modelled in the FtPPK active site using the 

crystallography model determined by A. Parnell
265

 by co-crystallization of the FtPPK with 

the non-hydrolysable ATP analogue AMPPCP.  

5.2.4.1.1. FtPPK structural features  

The FtPPK belongs to the P-loop family of kinases513 and the structure, determined to a 

resolution of 2.2 Å, is constituted by four monomers, each consisting of six -sheets and 

twelve -helices (Figure 5.11a and b).
260

 The -sheets strands are centrally positioned, 

surrounded by ten -helices. The two remaining helices (-8 and -9) fold above the -

sheets forming the lid loop module.
260

 The three well conserved features of the PPK2-like 

family, the Walker A motif, the Walker B motif and the lid loop,375 were identified for the 

FtPPK by alignment with previously characterised PPK2 enzymes and confirmed by the 

apo structure (Figure 5.11b and c).260 In FtPPK, the conserved Walker B motif was 

identified with the amino acids 117-119 and is part of the sequence Asp117-Phe132 that is 

involved in the catalysis and defines the adenine binding pocket. The Walker A motif, 

corresponding to the amino acids 60-68, is located to the left of the Walker B motif and 

delimits the area of the binding pocket in which the di-phosphate or tri-phosphate chain 

binds. The binding cleft is defined by the flexible lid module, which was identified with the 

amino acids 168–198. A positively charged region, constituted by Arg and Lys residues, was 

recognized as the PolyP binding site (Figure 5.11d). The model generated by A. Parnell,265 

from the co-crystallization of the FtPPK with polyP25 and with the non-hydrolysable ATP 

analogue AMPPCP (Figure 5.12), allowed confirmation of the role of conserved amino acids 

within the Walker A and the lid module and to identify the residues within the adenine 

binding pocket involved in the nucleotide binding.  
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Figure 5.11: FtPPK apo structure 

a) FtPPK monomers arrangement within the asymmetric unit. b) FtPPK monomer with the respective -sheet 

strands and -helices labelled. The Walker A motive, the Walker B motive and the lid module were 

highlighted in blue, dark purple and red, respectively. c) FtPPK monomer topology with colors 

corresponding to figure b. d) FtPPK electrostatic surface model, showing the polyP binding pocket, the lid 

module, the ADP binding pocket and key amino acids. Figures taken with permission from Batten et al.260  
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In the first model proposed by A. Parnell, derived from the co-crystallization of polyP25 

with FtPPK, the binding of the polyP in the positively charged channel below helix α-8 was 

confirmed.
265

 The electron density map allowed the building of a model with a 9 unit polyP 

chain kept in place by interaction with several positively charged Arg and Lys residue, 

(Figure 5.13a).265 Of particular relevance is the residue Arg178, belonging to the lid loop, 

which orientates the polyP25 in the active site to a conformation favourable for the catalysis 

(Figure 5.14). In a second model elaborated by Parnell, the FtPPK-AMPPCP model, an 

nucleotide derived from di-phosphorylation of the AMPPCP (AMPPCP-PP, Figure 5.12) 

was captured, providing insights in the nucleotide binding interactions and in the catalytic 

mechanism (Figure 5.13b).
265

  

 

Figure 5.12: AMPPCP and AMPPCP-PP intermediate captured in the FtPPK active site 

The nucleotide binding pocket (Figure 5.13b) was confirmed to be shaped by the amino 

acids Asp117-Phe132 and by the base binding loop identified as helix 6 (amino acids 87-

90).265 The adenine was held in place by pi-stacking interactions with the Phe132 and by 

hydrophobic interaction with the Lys89 and with Pro90 from helix 6. The orientation of the 

ribose in the active site was defined by interactions of the 3ꞌ-OH with the Asn122, via a 

network of H-bonding, involving both 3ꞌ and 2ꞌ-OH and two molecules of water, and by van 

der Waals interaction of the ring oxygen with Val126 (Figure 5.13b). The residues Asp62 

(from the Walker A motif) and Asp192 (from the lid module) were responsible for the 

coordination of the Mg2+ ion, essential for catalysis, which was in turn coordinated also to 

the  and the -phosphate of the nucleotide and to the first of the two phosphates 

presumably transferred from the polyP25 to the AMPPCP analogue (Figure 5.13c).  
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Figure 5.13: FtPPK-polyP and AMPPCP model 

a) FtPPK-polyP25 model; b) FtPPK-AMPPCP-PP complex model: base interactions, c) FtPPK-AMPPCP-PP 

complex model: Mg2+-phosphate chain interactions. The lid loop was colored in yellow; the Mg2+ was 

represented by a green sphere; basic amino acid were colored in blue, acidic amino acids were colored in red. 

Figures taken with permission from A. Parnell thesis.265 

The amino acids Asp117, Arg118 (from the Walker B motif) and Lys66 (from the Walker 

A motif) were confirmed to be involved in the catalysis.265 Their role and a mechanism of 

action was inferred based on the observed interactions with the AMPPCP-PP intermediate 

(Figure 5.14c). It was proposed that the -phosphate of the nucleotide participated in a 

nucleophilic attack to the terminal phosphate of the polyP chain, which was activated by 

coordination with the Mg2+ ion and by polarization of the P=O due to H-bonding with 
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Arg118. The latter was also proposed to be involved in the stabilization of the intermediate, 

in conjunction with a further H-bond to a water molecule bridging to Asp117. The following 

formation of ATP and PolyPn-1 by collapse of the intermediate was proposed to be favoured 

by the Lys66 which stabilized the leaving polyP chain by H-bonding or by protonation. The 

mechanism proposed and the role of the amino acids Asp117, Arg118, Arg178 and Lys66 

was supported by mutation studies.
265

 Mutants of Arg178 and Lys66 showed a lower Kd for 

polyP, confirming their role in the polyP binding to the active site. A lower Kcat was reported 

for the Asp117 mutant while the FtPPK activity was severely compromised for the Arg118 

mutant.  

 

Figure 5.14: FtPPK proposed mechanism of action   

The proposed mechanism of action of the phosphate transfer from the polyP chain to the nucleotide and the 

opposite extension of the polyP chain was illustrated. a) nucleophilic attack; b) formation of intermediate 

followed by elimination of the PolyPn-1 chain; c) nucleophilic attack of PolyP on the activated ATP -

phosphate. The PolyP chain was highlighted in blue, the nucleotide in red. The black arrows refer to the 

nucleotide phosphorylation, the red arrows to the opposite polyP extension. Figure adapted from A. Parnell 

thesis.265  
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5.2.4.1.2. Modelling of compound RL42-Plt9 in the FtPPK active site  

The elaboration of a model of the binding of RL42-Plt9 into the FtPPK active site would 

be of value for the understanding of the mechanism of action and for later medicinal 

chemistry optimisation. Due to the lack of success with the co-crystallization studies, 

molecular dynamic modelling of RL42-Plt9 was attempted on the basis of the FtPPK-

AMPPCPP complex model produced by A. Parnell.265 Various software are available for 

simulation of ligand-protein interaction, such as AutoDock Vina, GOLD, eHiTS.514–516 

However, due to time constraints, to investigate the possible orientation of the RL42-Plt9 

side chain in the active pocket, a preliminary study by manual docking followed by a brief 

perturbation was performed using the crystallography software Phenix
517

 and visualized 

using either PyMOL,
518

 or Coot
519

 (Figure 5.15).  

 

Figure 5.15: Modelling workflow diagram 

The diagrams describe the steps applied for the modelling of compound RL42-Plt9 in the FtPPK active site 

on the basis of the AMPPCP-PP interactions. The starting input, the .cdx file of the RL42-Plt9 structure and 

the .pdb file of the FtPPK-AMPPCP-PP model were highlighted in a purple box; the inputs and the out puts 

were highlighted in a green box; the software and the operations applied were highlighted in a red box.   
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A .pdb file and respective restraint file (.cif) of the ligand were generated with Phenix 

eLBOW. One of the monomers from the FtPPK-AMPPCP model (.pdb file kindly provided 

by A. Parnell)
265

 was selected as a starting point for modelling. The ligand and the FtPPK-

AMPPCP .pdb files were opened in Coot and the RL42-Plt9 manually modelled by 

superimposition to the AMPPCP adenine and ribose. Due to structural rigidity, the side 

chain of the RL42-Plt9 was orientated in the binding pocket to loosely match the position 

of the PCP-PP chain of the AMPPCP-PP. The .pdb files of RL42-Plt9 and of the FtPPK 

protein backbone were merged in a single .pdb file. The complex was then subjected to 

molecular dynamic perturbation by applying the Simple Dynamic function in Phenix. The 

operation allowed reciprocal adjustment of the ligand and of the protein conformation. The 

overall model of the single monomer FtPPK:RL42-Plt9 complex and a zoomed image of the 

active site were shown in Figure 5.16. To compare the interactions of the RL42-Plt9 virtually 

docked in the active site with the interactions of the AMPPCP analogue determined by co-

crystallization, the two models were overlaid (Figure 5.16 c). No significant differences were 

observed for the protein conformation. The ligand RL42-Plt9 appeared slightly displaced 

relatively to the position occupied by AMPPCP-PP with a consequent loose overlay of the 

adenines. Nonetheless, in the RL42-Plt9 model the pi-stacking interactions of the purine 

with the Phe132 and the ring staking with C and C of the Lys89 appeared to be 

maintained (Figure 5.16b and c). The benzoyl group bound to the amino group in position 

6 did not appear to be involved in any interactions with the active site. A significant 

difference was observed for the ribose conformation. The AMPPCP ribose presented a C-2 

endo conformation while the conformation adopted by the ribose in the RL42-Plt9 appeared 

more similar to a C-3 endo conformation (Figure 5.16c). It is difficult to say whether the 

latter would have been naturally preferred by RL42-Plt9 or whether it was a modelling 

artefact. Indeed, during the initial manual structural overlay of RL42-Plt9, issues with the 

rigidity of the model, probably due to the C5ꞌ-C6ꞌ double bond, were encountered, which 

did not allow to change the ribose conformation to C-2 endo. In the RL42-Plt9 model the 

van der Waals contact of the ring oxygen with Val126 observed for the AMPPCP model 

was maintained, as well as the interactions of the OH groups with water and Asn122. 

However, opposite interactions were observed for the OH groups of RL42-Plt9, with the 3ꞌ-
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OH interacting with a water molecule and Asn122 and the 2ꞌ-OH interacting with another 

water molecule, in turn bridging to residue Glu127 (Figure 5.16b). 

 

Figure 5.16: Model of the binding of RL42-Plt9 to FtPPK 

a) RL42-Plt9 orientation within the monomer; b) interactions of RL42-Plt9 with the active site region; c) 

overlay of the FtPPK:RL42-Plt9 model with the FtPPK:AMPPCP-PP structure determined by A Parnell.265 For 

the FtPPK:RL42-Plt9 complex, the protein is shown in pale yellow, the lid-loop in orange, the RL42-Plt9 in 

blue, Mg2+ in green. For the FtPPK:AMPPCP-PP complex, the protein is shown in pink, the lid loop in violet, 

the AMPCPPP is shown in green. 
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The anticipated interactions between the Mg2+ ion and the C=O group of the RL42-Plt9 

side chain were not observed. Although the carbonyl group pointed towards the right 

direction, the distance from the Mg
2+

 was greater than that required for coordination 

(typically 2.1-2.2 Å). However, it is worth noting that, following dynamic perturbation, the 

Mg2+ was slightly left-drifted in comparison to its original position within the 

FtPPK:AMPPCP model (compare Figure 5.13c with Figure 5.16c). According to the 

preliminary SAR studies (section 5.2.2.4), the naphthyl-methyl amide functional group of 

compound RL42-Plt9 appears to be critical to retain significant activity towards the FtPPK. 

The generated model does not indicate any likely interactions of the acrylamide moiety of 

compound RL42-Plt9 with the surrounding amino acids. Since the removal of the double 

bond resulted in a significant reduction of the activity (section 5.2.3), it could be 

hypothesized that the presence of the double bond may serve the purpose of maintaining a 

certain degree of rigidity that allows the positioning of the aromatic system in a favourable 

orientation within the active site. The preliminary SAR investigation revealed the relevance 

of a bicyclic aromatic system to preserve the activity, whereas loss of activity was observed 

in the presence of only one aromatic ring or in the presence of a second non aromatic ring 

(e.g. compounds RL37-Plt9, RL77-Pl9, RL26-Plt9, section 5.2.3). In the generated model, 

the aromatic system is placed at the center of the catalytic pocket, under the lid-loop (Figure 

5.17a), a position corresponding approximately to the binding site of the terminal 

phosphates of the polyP chain (Figure 5.13a). It is possible to hypothesize that the naphthyl 

group could engage in pi-cation interactions with the Arg178 (hence rationalizing the 

requirement for an aromatic bi-cyclic system, Figure 5.16b), which has been proposed to be 

involved in the binding of the polyP in proximity to the catalytic site (Figure 5.11 and 

Figure 5.14).265 Speculating that the different orientation of the adenosine moiety of RL42-

Plt9 was a perturbation artefact, and assuming that in reality it would match the AMPPCP 

adenosine position in the active site, therefore being slightly left shifted, a possible additional 

interaction of the naphthyl group with the Trp186 by pi-stacking could be anticipated 

(Figure 5.17). For compound RL54-Plt9, the analogue that showed a comparable activity 

to RL42-Plt9 (section 5.2.3), in which an ethylene linker instead of a methylen linker 

connects the amide function with the aromatic bicyclic system, the latter could be in an 
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even more favourable position for the pi-stacking with the Trp186. Furthermore, the 

methoxy group of compound RL54-Plt9 could possibly engage in the formation of an H 

bond with some amino acid residues of the lid loop. On the basis of the obtained model, it 

is possible to speculate that the binding of compound RL42-Plt9 interferes with the binding 

of polyP in a position favourable to access the catalytic site, hence preventing the 

phosphorylation to occur.  

 

Figure 5.17: Model of the binding of RL42-Plt9 to FtPPK, electron density surface 

a) Model of the FtPPK:RL42-Plt9 complex showing the active site surface; b) FtPPK:RL42-Plt9 complex active 

site from a different angle. The uniform yellow surface was selected to emphasize the perspective of the 

active site cleft.  
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5.3. Summary 

Compound RL42-Plt9, the confirmed hit from the Reynolds library screening, was re-

synthesised via a concise convergent route. The double bond linking the adenosine moiety 

to the naphthyl-methyl amide moiety was prepared by Wittig reaction. The two isomers 

were obtained in a 75:25 ratio of E/Z-isomers. Overall, the active E-isomer was obtained in 

a 29.5% yield. The bottleneck of the synthetic procedure was the oxidation of the adenosine 

to the correspondent aldehyde by Dess-Martin reaction (58% yield). It was hypothesized 

that the low yield could be attributed to side reactions (hydrate formation and depurination 

of the starting material), favoured by the acidic environment due to acetic acid release 

during the reaction.  

The activity of the pure E and Z isomers on the FtPPK was tested by HPLC assay (at 50 

M and 100 M). No significant activity was observed for the Z isomer while a concentration 

dependent activity was confirmed for the E isomer (34.7 ± 1.2% at 50 M, 54.8 ± 0.9% at 

100 M). The E isomer of compound RL42-Plt9 was further characterised by IC50 

measurement and the mechanism of binding investigated. Based on the preliminary 

assumption that compound RL42-Plt9 would compete with ADP for binding, derived from 

the structural analogy with adenosine, the experiments for RL42-Plt9 characterization were 

prepared at Km concentration of ADP (200 M) and in the presence of saturating 

concentration of polyP25 (30 M). The latter helped to maintain a good degree of sensitivity 

for the HPLC assay.  

Under the conditions applied, the IC50 for FtPPK was 99 ± 9 M. Given the presence of a 

Michael acceptor functional group within the structure of compound RL42-Plt9, possible 

covalent binding was investigated by biochemical assay (jump dilution assay) and by mass 

spectrometry. However, in both cases evidence for a reversible mechanism of binding was 

provided. The mechanism of binding was further investigated with respect to ADP, testing 

the effect on the reaction rate of different concentration of RL42-Plt9 at different 

concentration of ADP. The data suggested that binding of RL42-Plt9 occurred in a non-

competitive modality and a Ki of about 50 M was estimated by Dixon plots. This data was 

not necessary in conflict with the estimated IC50, but could be rationalized in view of the 
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conditions applied for the IC50 measurement, where an excess of polyP25 was used. Indeed, 

in the hypothesis of a possible RL42-Plt9 competition with polyP, the use of polyP 

concentration > Km would result into the detection of a weaker binding, hence of an IC50> 

Ki. 

The activity of compound RL42-Plt9 was also tested on MrPPK, a PPK2 enzyme belonging 

to class III. As opposed to FtPPK (class I), which can only use nucleotide diphosphates for 

the synthesis of nucleotide triphosphates, the MrPPK can also phosphorylate nucleotide 

monophosphates. In the presence of RL42-Plt9, an increase of the ATP produced, in 

correspondence to an increase of the ADP consumed, was observed at equilibrium, as well 

as an attenuation of the AMP concentration. It was hypothesized that the binding of RL42-

Plt9 would interfere with the dephosphorylation of ADP, perhaps favouring the ATP 

synthesis. Although of difficult interpretation and certainly requiring further investigation, 

the effect of RL42-Plt9 on the MrPPK activity anticipates the possibility of binding to other 

PPK2 enzymes.  

Despite the attempts, the co-crystallization of compound RL42-Plt9 with the FtPPK was 

not successful. To gain some insights into the possible interactions with the active site, the 

RL42-Plt9 was modelled into the FtPPK binding pocket using Phenix (Simple Dynamics 

function), guided by a model derived by co-crystallization of the FtPPK with the non-

hydrolysable AMP-PCP. By superimposition of the adenosine moieties of RL42-Plt9 and 

AMP-PCP, it was possible to define the possible orientation of RL42-Plt9 within the active 

site. Although a more powerful modelling software would have probably provided a greater 

accuracy and reliability, the model generated by Phenix highlighted some potentially key 

interactions between compound RL42-Plt9 and the FtPPK active site. In particular, the 

positioning of the aromatic bicyclic system at the catalytic active site and its possible 

interaction with Arg178 helped to rationalize the preliminary SAR and why the expected 

competition for binding with ADP was not confirmed by biochemical assays. Indeed, it was 

hypothesized that adenosine moiety contributes to the binding by anchoring the molecule 

to the nucleoside binding pocket, while the N-methyl-acrylamide moiety serves the purpose 

of protruding the aromatic bicyclic system slightly beyond the catalytic active site. But it 
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is actually the position of the bicyclic aromatic system under the lid-loop, potentially 

favoured by interactions with the Arg178 and the Trp186, that was considered to play the 

major role into RL42-Plt9 activity, possibly by preventing the polyP from binding or getting 

access to the catalytic site. The hereby formulated hypothesis certainly require validation 

by further biochemical investigation of the mode of action of RL42-Plt9 with respect to 

polyP (e.g. competitive, non-competitive or uncompetitive) but also by crystallographic 

model derived by co-crystallization of RL42-Plt9 with the FtPPK. 
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Chapter 6  
 

Conclusion and future work 

6.1. Conclusion 

6.1.1. FtPPK-FLuc assay development and screening 

A luminescence coupled assay was optimised to measure the activity of the FtPPK (FtPPK-

FLuc assay) as a function of the polyP-driven phosphorylation of ADP. The optimisation 

of the FtPPK concentration (primary enzyme) and of the FLuc concentration (secondary 

enzyme) constituted the critical step to ensure that the detection signal was a measure of 

FtPPK activity (optimal concentrations: 10 nM FtPPK and 300 nM FLuc). The optimised 

FtPPK-FLuc assay was validated by kinetic characterization of the FtPPK, where the Km 

for ADP was defined as 206 ± 30.9 M and the Km for polyP25 as 1.27 ± 0.15 M. 

The protocol for the FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay was optimised in an end point format for 

HTS. The substrate conditions were adjusted to Km concentrations for both the ADP and 

the polyP25 (200 M and 1.5 M, respectively) to allow detection of possible competitive 

inhibitors. The FtPPK activity was measured as a function of the apparent initial rate (v0) 

by stopping the assay after 90 sec (a time point well within the linear progression of the 

FtPPK time course). The end point format assay was adapted to a 384 well plate to an 

optimal standard for HTS (Z'-factor > 0.7). 

The optimised FtPPK-FLuc assay in end point format was applied for the screening of two 

small libraries: the PKIS library (a collection of 358 kinase inhibitors, competitive with 

ATP, provided by GSK) and the Reynolds library (a collection of 736 nucleoside and 

nucleotide analogues, provided by R. Reynolds from the University of Alabama). The 

libraries were screened at 10 M concentration (5% DMSO). The hits cut-off criterion was 
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set in both cases as 2MAD, to allow selection of weak inhibitors although increasing the 

potential for a greater false positive rate. The hit rate was 11.1% for the PKIS screening 

and 4.5% for the Reynolds library screening.  

6.1.2. Hit validation  

The first step towards the validation of the obtained hits was a counter screening with the 

independent luminescence assay to identify compounds that inhibited the FLuc (false 

positive). Most of the hits, both from the PKIS and from the Reynolds library screening, 

showed activity towards the FLuc. Some of them were identified as possible real FtPPK 

inhibitors by comparison of the performance in the coupled assay and in the independent 

luminescence assay.  

Validation of the hits was attempted also by thermal shift assay at the concentration of 100 

M for the PKIS hits and at 50 M and 100 M for the RL42-Plt9 hits. None of the PKIS 

hits showed any significant Tm. Among the Reynolds library hits, compounds RL60-Plt7, 

RL37-Plt7 and RL20-Plt2 showed an increase of the Tm significant with respect to the 

remaining hits although not big in magnitude. Overall, the thermal shift assay was not 

judged suitable for hit validation and the development of an alternative biochemical assay 

was sought.  

An HPLC-based FtPPK assay in end point format was developed for hit validation, in which 

the FtPPK reaction was monitored as a function of ATP production. Conditions analogous 

to the coupled assay were applied for hit validation (10 nM FtPPK, 200 M ADP), except 

for polyP25, which was used at saturating concentrations (30 M), due to issues with the 

detection sensitivity of HPLC analysis. An end point format of the HPLC-based assay was 

developed, where the activity of the FtPPK was stopped by addition of EDTA after 7 

minutes, a time point at the top although still within the linear phase of the FtPPK time 

course. The format was validated by assessing the ability of reproducibly detect a 20% 

inhibition, hence proving suitable for hit validation.  

The HPLC-based FtPPK assay in end point format was applied for the validation of the 

hits (10 M) from the PKIS and the Reynolds library screening. Among the PKIS library 
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hits, two compounds were identified as potential FtPPK inhibitors: compound JO7-4 and 

compound JOM-69. However, none of them was followed up due to limited availability.  

Among the Reynolds library hits, two compounds were selected: compound RL42-Plt9 and 

compound RL41-Plt8. Both compounds were re-tested at 50 M, which allowed to confirm 

FtPPK inhibition. Due to limited availability, it was necessary to re-synthesize the 

compound of interest for further characterization. Hence, it was decided to follow up only 

on compound RL42-Plt9, which appeared to be more potent.  

6.1.3. Characterization of the confirmed hit RL42-Plt9 

The key-step for the synthesis of compound RL42-Plt9 was the formation of the double 

bond between the naphthyl-methyl-amide moiety and the adenosyl moiety by Wittig 

reaction. In preparation for the Wittig reaction, a 5'-adenosine aldehyde was prepared by 

mild oxidation of the correspondent adenosine by Dess-Martin reagent and the ylide of the 

naphthyl-methyl-amide was generated in situ to attenuate decomposition. Compound RL42-

Plt9 was synthesised as a couple of E:Z isomers in a 75:25 ratio. Overall, the yield of the E 

isomer, the active isomer, was only 29.5%. 

The activity on the FtPPK of both pure isomers of compound RL42-Plt9 were tested by 

HPLC assay at 50 M and 100 M. While concentration dependent activity was observed 

for the E isomer, the Z isomer did not show any significant inhibition. An IC50 of 99 ± 9 

M  was determined for compound RL42-Plt9, in the presence of Km concentration of ADP 

and saturating concentration of polyP. Investigation by biochemical assay and by mass 

spectrometry revealed reversible binding while the mechanism of binding was defined as 

non-competitive with respect to ADP. A Ki of 50 M was determined by Dixon plots. For 

RL42-Plt9 characterization, polyP was maintained at saturating concentration while ADP 

at Km for IC50 measurement or titrated for MOA studies, based on the assumption that 

RL42-Plt9, being an adenosine analogue, would compete with ADP.  

By comparison with the activity of RL42-Plt9 analogues included in the Reynolds library, 

a preliminary SAR was formulated, which was rationalized with the support of a model of 

the RL42-Plt9 binding into the FtPPK active site. According to the formulated model, the 
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adenosine moiety of RL42-Plt9 contributes in anchoring the molecule in the active site by 

interaction with the nucleoside binding pocket. No interactions were observed for the benzyl 

amide functional group at the N6 position of the adenine. Substitution of the adenine with 

a pyrimidine base resulted in the loss of activity. The acrylamide moiety did not appear to 

be involved in any significant interactions, although it was speculated that the carbonyl 

group could potentially be involved in the coordination of the Mg
2+

 ion. About a two-fold 

reduction, but not a complete loss of activity, was observed in the absence of the double 

bond, confirming that the Michael acceptor function is not involved in the mechanism of 

action. It was hypothesized that perhaps the double bond confers a certain degree of rigidity 

to the system, contributing to place the bicyclic aromatic system in a favourable position. 

Indeed, the naphthyl group was located to the left of the catalytic site, just under the lid-

loop and interactions with the Arg178 and Trp186 were hypothesized. The bicyclic aromatic 

system proved to be essential for retention of activity, which was instead significantly 

attenuated in the presence of a single aromatic ring and completely lost in the presence of 

a non-aromatic ring. Activity was fully retained in the presence of an indole group in place 

of the naphthyl group. Whether a methyl group or an ethyl group as a linker to the 

acrylamide moiety favours the positioning of the aromatic system for the hypothesized 

interactions with Arg178 and Trp186 remains to be investigated. 

It was speculated that the ability of compound RL42-Plt9 to inhibit the FtPPK is ascribable 

to the interference with the binding of polyP into the active site. In particular, it has been 

hypothesized that the Arg178 is involved in the binding of the terminal phosphates of the 

polyP chain in proximity to the catalytic site. In the presence of compound RL42-Plt9, the 

access of the polyP into the active site is limited, probably due to either steric hindrance or 

to the limited availability of Arg178, which could potentially be engaged in interactions 

with the aromatic bicyclic system. If this will be confirmed to be the case, it is possible to 

envisage the possibility of using compound RL42-Plt9 as a scaffold for the development of 

a more potent inhibitor that not only can bind to the nucleoside pocket (a common feature 

for kinase inhibitors) but that also provides the potential for interactions with an area of 

the active site whose topography is potentially very specific for polyP binding enzymes. 
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6.2. Future work 

6.2.1. Complementary MOA studies for RL42-Plt9 binding characterization 

To improve our understanding of PPK2 inhibition, further characterization of the potency 

and mechanism of action of compound RL42-Plt9 should be undertaken. In particular, IC50 

measurements should be repeated in the presence of Km concentration of polyP and the 

mode of binding (competitive, non-competitive and uncompetitive) should be investigated 

with respect to polyP, while maintaining the concentration of ADP at saturating 

concentration. If the hypothesis formulated on the interactions of compound RL42-PLt9 

with the active site are correct, it is likely that competition with polyP will be observed, 

and possibly a lower IC50 value.  

For additional insights on RL42-Plt9 interaction within the active site, the ability of 

compound RL42-Ptl9 to bind directly to the apo enzyme or the requirement for either polyP 

or ADP (or both), possibly responsible for inducing conformational changes favourable to 

catalysis, can be investigated by ITC. The latter can be used also to clarify if interaction of 

compound RL42-Plt9 with the Mg2+ ion occurs during binding and to what extent they 

affect the affinity (e.g. if Mg2+ is required for binding or if it favours binding). 

To validate the interaction of compound RL42-Plt9 with the Arg178 and Trp186, the 

activity of RL42-Plt9 could be tested with FtPPK mutants where these amino acids are 

mutated in alanine residues. This study could include both single mutants (R178A already 

prepared by A. Parnell)265 but also double mutants (R178A plus W186A mutants) could be 

tested. Attenuation or abrogation of the RL42-Plt9 activity should be observed for 

compound RL42-Plt9 if the interactions with these amino acids are important or essential, 

respectively, for activity.  

6.2.2. Binding affinity determination by biophysical methods 

Measurements of binding affinity by IC50 curves or by biochemical assays provide only an 

estimate of an inhibitor potency, due to the impact of experimental conditions (e.g. substrate 

concentration) on the activity displayed. An accurate measurement of potency is provided 

by the direct measurement of the binding event to the active site. The technique that is 

probably best suited to this purpose is ITC, which allows not only to directly measure the 
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binding affinity (Ka) but also to define the thermodynamic profile H and S).520,521 Some 

preliminary ITC experiments conducted during this project were not successful, principally 

due to issues with solubility of compound RL42-Plt9 in conjunction to the estimated low 

binding affinity (IC50 = 99 ± 9 M, although this was measured in the presence of polyP 

excess). According to the modelling studies of the RL42-Plt9 interaction with the active 

site, the adenine N6-benzoyl amide is not involved in any binding interactions. The removal 

of this functional group may improve the molecule solubility, allowing investigation of the 

binding of the resultant inhibitor at higher concentrations. To address the difficulties to 

detect the binding due to the low affinity of compound RL42-Plt9, displacement experiments 

can be attempted.
522,523

 Indeed, the binding of a ligand with low affinity can be characterised 

exploiting the binding of a ligand with higher affinity, by titration of a high affinity ligand 

into a solution of the respective target incubated with the inhibitor of low affinity (at 

concentrations comparable to the expected Kd). Knowing the Ka and the H of the high 

affinity ligand, derived by a titration into a solution of only target, the corresponding 

parameters can also be derived for the ligand of low affinity.522,523 If the competitive binding 

with respect to polyP is confirmed by MOA studies, the affinity of RL42-Plt9 can be 

determined from displacement experiments of polyP, whose binding to the FtPPK (Kd: 0.6 

M) has succesfully been characterised by A. Parnell using ITC.265  

Another biophysical method that can be applied for the investigation of the RL42-Plt9 

binding to the FtPPK is the Saturation Transfer Difference (STD) NMR.524–526 STD is based 

on the nuclear Overhauser effect, where transfer of magnetization occurs through space via 

spin diffusion from the target to the bound ligand. STD can be used for determination of 

Kd and enable identification of the ligand atoms that are directly involved in the binding 

with the protein (binding epitope).527 Investigation of RL42-Plt9 binding by STD would 

provide an alternative method to directly confirm the interaction with the active site, 

potentially validating the proposed binding model in case co-crystallization studies are not 

going to be succesful.  
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6.2.3. Optimisation of the synthetic route for the synthesis of RL42-Plt9 and respective 

analogues 

The major problem encountered for the synthesis of compound RL42-Plt9 was the recovery 

of the desired isomer (E isomer) in a less than optimal yield (29.5%). In particular, the 

latter was affected by the adenosine oxidation step but also by the formation of the Z 

isomer.  

It was hypothesized that yield of the adenosine oxidation suffered from the formation of 

aldehyde hydrates and depurination of the starting material, possibly favoured by the acidic 

environment due to the release of acetic acid during the reaction. To improve the yield of 

the oxidation step, buffering of the reaction mixture with NaHCO3 could be attempted, 

although the concentration of NaHCO3 should be carefully balanced to prevent possible 

elimination at C-3ꞌ with formation of a double bond with C-4ꞌ, to which adenosine aldehyde 

are susceptible under basic conditions.528  

To improve the selectively towards the E isomer of compound RL42-Plt9, the Horner-

Wadsworth-Emmons reaction could be investigated as an alternative to the Wittig reaction. 

In the Horner-Wadsmorth Emmons (HWE) reaction the formation of a double bond occurs 

by reaction of an aldehyde with a phosphonate rather than with an ylide.481,529,530 Although 

a stabilized ylide was used for the Wittig reaction, the recovery of the E:Z isomers was in a 

75:25 ratio. If the HWE is reaction is applied, a range of phosphonates can be tested, where 

bulkier phosphonates have been reported to improve the selectivity towards the E isomer 

(Scheme 6.1).531,532 

 

Scheme 6.1: Horner-Wadsmorth Emmons reaction 
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6.2.4. Medicinal chemistry optimisation of compound RL42-Plt9 and further SAR 

investigation 

The following suggestions on possible structural modifications to investigate the role of 

specific moieties and in the attempt of improving the affinity for the active site are based 

on the FtPPK:RL42-Plt9 model described in section 5.2.4.1. 

In support of biochemical experiments and crystallography, to define the role of the 

naphthyl-methyl acetamide moiety, the adenosine moiety should be removed and the ability 

of the naphthyl-methyl acetamide to interact on its own with of RL42-Plt9 should be 

investigated. The removal of the adenosine moiety may result in significant attenuation of 

the activity, as observed for the RL42-Plt9 analogues with a pyrimidine in place of the 

adenine. Hence, the naphthyl-methyl acetamide could be dealt with as if it were a fragment 

(e.g. binding assessed at high concentration and by biophysical methods). 

Investigation of the role of the bicyclic aromatic system in the binding should involve 

testing: the substitution with heteroatoms of the C in position ortho and meta of the ring 

attached to the methyl-amide function; the variation of the ring size (e.g. an indole system 

in place of the naphthyl, Figure 6.1). To build additional interactions, possibly with the 

region within the active site involved in the polyP binding, functional groups may be added 

in the second ring of the aromatic bicyclic system (e.g. to form H bonds with the Lys187). 

 

Figure 6.1: Possible aromatic bicyclic system substitutions 

Modification of the linker between the naphthyl group and the acrylamide functional group 

could also result in the modulation of the enzyme activity. In particular, the following 

modifications may be investigated: the effect of the linker length (e.g. (CH2)n with 1<n<4), 
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with the purpose of locating the aromatic bicyclic system in a more favourable position for 

the potential interaction with Arg178 and the Trp186; introduction of a substituent with a 

negative charge (e.g. carboxylic acid) in  to the amide group, to target interaction with 

the Lys66 (involved in the polyP binding);
265

 substitution of the linker with possible isosters 

(Figure 6.2).533 

When modelled, the benzoylamide group at the N6 of the adenine did not appear to engage 

in any interactions with the active site but appeared to be protruding out from the 

nucleoside cleft. The removal of this functional group could be advantageous due to the 

potential increase of the overall polarity of compound RL42-Plt9, therefore improving the 

solubility in hydrophilic environment (including assay solution and cell culture). Finally, 

the substitution of the ribose and/or the adenine moiety with various bioisosters should be 

investigated to improve the binding affinity to the nucleoside cleft.  

6.2.5. Optimisation of a crystal form for co-crystallization of compound RL42-Plt9 and 

respective analogues.  

The co-crystallization of compound RL42-Plt9 with the FtPPK is a critical objective, to 

help clarify the RL42-Plt9 mechanism of binding by identification of the key-interaction 

with the active site and to identify new possible interactions to increase the inhibitor 

potency. To achieve this goal two approaches can be taken: the identification of a new 

crystal form and soaking of compound RL42-Plt9 into known crystal forms of the protein. 

 

Figure 6.2: Possible linker substitutions 
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Either way, the crystallization conditions, in terms of RL42-Plt9 concentration and 

substrate concentration, must be carefully defined based on the pre-determined binding 

parameters. In the preliminary co-crystallization experiments a 1:1 ratio of RL42-Plt9 and 

polyP25 (500 M) was used. However, under these conditions it is likely that the FtPPK 

active site was saturated with polyP25, given the high affinity of polyP (Km: 1.5 M) and 

the low affinity of RL42-Plt9 (estimated Ki: 50 M), and in view of the newly hypothesized 

scenario where RL42-Plt9 may compete with the polyP for binding to the active site. 

Perhaps future co-crystallization and soaking experiments should be done in the absence of 

polyP and with an excess concentration of RL42-Plt9. However, the presence of polyP25 at 

low concentration may be required for co-crystallization with RL42-Plt9. The latter 

hypothesis is formulated on the basis of the structural analogy of RL42-Plt9 with ADP and 

given the unsuccessful attempts of A. Parnell to co-crystallize ADP with FtPPK in the 

absence of polyP, later rationalized with the requirement of polyP for the binding of ADP 

(investigated by ITC).265 

6.2.6. Investigation of RL42-Plt9 activity on other PPK2s  

The Arg178 and the Trp186, as well as the other amino acids constituting the lid-loop, are 

highly conserved in all the PPK2 enzymes.229 If the hypothesized interaction with these 

amino acids is confirmed, then compound RL42-Plt9 hold a greater potential for binding to 

PPK2s from different subclasses and from a wide spectrum of microorganisms. To 

investigate the possible spectrum of action, the activity of compound RL42-Plt9 should be 

tested on other PPK2-like enzymes from relevant pathogens (e.g. PPKs from P. aeruginosa, 

M. tuberculosis, Y. pestis, B. pseudomallei), belonging to the same class as the FtPPK (class 

I) but also to class II and III.  

In conclusion, following the development of a suitable assay for HTS, an inhibitor of the 

FtPPK was identified. Supported by some preliminary characterization, including insights 

into the mechanism of action, the elaboration of a preliminary SAR and of a model of the 

interactions with the active site, compound RL42-Plt9 constitutes a valid starting point for 
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the development of a more potent inhibitor with the potential to selectively target 

polyphosphate kinases due to the possible interactions with the polyP binding site. 
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Chapter 7  
 

 

Experimental 

7.1. Materials 

Chemicals: biochemistry and molecular biology 

All the reagents, unless otherwise specified were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich or Fischer 

Scientific. Bacto-tryptone and yeast extract was purchased from Oxoid. DTT, IPTG and 

antibiotics were purchased from Melford laboratory. EDTA-free Protease inhibitor cocktail 

(cOmplete
TM

)
 
was purchased from Roche. SYPRO® Orange Protein Gel Stain was 

purchased from ThermoFischer.  

Chemicals: synthesis 

All reagents were of synthetic grade (purchased from Sigma Aldrich, Fluka, Fisher 

Scientific). 1-naphthylmethylamine, triphenylphosphine and Dess-Martin periodinane were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. N6-Benzoyl-2,3'-isopropylidene adenosine was purchased 

from Carbosynth. Anhydrous DCM and Et3N were obtained from Prof. B. Linclau 

laboratory (University of Southampton). 

Compound libraries 

The Reynolds library was kindly donated by Prof. Robert C. Reynolds, Southern Research 

Institute (Birmingham, Alabama, USA). The PKIS library was obtained from 

GlaxoSmithKline.  

Chromatography 

Chelating sepharose Fast Flow resin, Superdex 75 resin and DEAE-sepharose Fast-Flow 

resin were purchased from GE Healthcare Life Sciences. Silica Gel 60 and pre-coated 
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aluminium sheets of Silica Gel 60 for TLC were purchased from Merck. Analytical HPLC 

column (Gemini C18 110A, 150 x 4.6 mm) and respective safety guard cartridges (Gemini 

C18, 4 x 3.00 mm) were purchased from Phenomenex. HPLC grade solvents were purchased 

from Fischer Scientific. Ion pairing agents DMHA and TEA were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich. 

E. coli strains 

E. coli K12 JM109 was purchased from New England Biolabs. BL21 Rosetta
TM

 pLysS (DE3) 

was purchased from Merck. 

Enzymes 

FLuc, FtPPK and BpPPX were expressed and purified in house from the correspondent 

plasmid. MrPPK was expressed and purified by A. Parnell from the plasmid donated by Dr 

J. N. Andexer (University of Freiburg, Germany). 

Luminescence assay and HTS 

D-Luciferin was purchased from Apollo Scientific. ADP was purchased from Sigma and 

purified by anion exchange. PolyP was purchased from Merck and the average chain length 

was estimated to be 25 Pi units (by 31P-NMR).264 White 96 well plates (polystyrene, half 

are medium binding, max volume 170L) and white 384 well plate (polystyrene, flat 

bottom, lumitrac, medium binding, max volume 120 L) were purchased from Greiner Bio-

One. Tips for the liquid handling workstation were purchased from Beckman Coulter.  

Plasmids and primers 

The rLuc plasmid was purchased from GeneArt and the expression plasmid was prepared 

by J. Docherty.352 The FtPPK gene was amplified by PCR from the F. tularensis genome 

by L. Batten.264 The FtPPK expression plasmid was prepared by L. Batten.264 
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7.2. Equipment 

Automated assay preparation 

Assays were prepared in appropriate microplates by addition of working solution using 

Beckman Coulter Biomek3000 laboratory automation workstation at room temperature. 

Centrifugation 

Sorvall Evolution RC centrifuge (4°C), adapted with rotors of different size, were used to 

pellet cell culture and to clarify lysates prior protein purification. Small volume samples 

were centrifuged in a bench centrifuge Eppendorf 5415D at room temperature. 

Data analysis 

Row data were pre-analysed by using Microsoft Excel. For graphical representation and 

statistical analysis, GraphPad Prism 6 was used. To draw chemical structures 

ChemBioDraw Ultra 12.0 was used. For the crystallographic model, WinCoot and Phenix 

were used. PyMol was used for .pdb file visualization and to create images of the model.  

Fast protein liquid purification (FPLC) chromatography 

The ÄKTAPrime chromatography system (GE Healthcare) was used to operate Nickel 

chromatography (Ni-sepharose Fast Flow) and anion exchange chromatography (DEAE 

sepharose Fast Flow).  

Gel imaging  

The SynGene Genius Imager system was used for imagining of SDS-PAGE gels. 

H igh pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC)  

The HPLC analysis was carried out using a Gilson 321 Pump workstation, with H1 heads 

and a Gilson 234 Autoinjector system and a dual wavelength UV-vis 155 detector. 

Chromatograms were generated by Gilson Unipoint Software 5.11. 

pH  measurement 

The pH was determined using a SevenCompact S220 Mettler Toledo pH meter connected 

to a Inlab Power PRO-ISM Mettler Toledo electrode. The equipment was calibrated at pH 

4.0-7.0 or pH 7.0-10.0 before use. 
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Thermal shift assay 

A real time PCR machine CFX96 Real-Time PCR detection system (Bio-rad) was used for 

thermal profiling of protein.  

Spectroscopy  

The plate reader POLARStar Omega (BMG LABTECH), equipped with two built in 

injectors (200 L), was used for detection of luminescence and for absorbance measurements. 

The plate reader is operated by means of control protocols in which the type of measurement 

(luminescence, fluorescence, fluorescence polarisation and absorbance) and respective 

parameters can be set up. Scripts can be written to run a sequence of control protocols with 

the possibility to set delays in between consecutive protocols.  
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7.3. General methods and protocols   

7.3.1. Microbiology and molecular biology techniques 

7.3.1.1. General microbiology technique 

Standard sterile technique was applied to microbiology experiments. Growth media was 

sterilised by autoclave. Heat labile components (e.g. glucose, IPTG, ampicillin) were filter 

sterilised and added to the media upon cooling (50°C). Antibiotics were added as required 

in the following concentrations: ampicillin 100 g/mL, chloramphenicol 30 g/mL (in 

ethanol). 

7.3.1.2.  2x YT media 

The media for liquid bacteria culture was prepared as reported in Table 7.1.  

 Table 7.1: 2x YT media  

Component Concentration Quantity 

Bacto-tryptone 1.6% 16 g 

Bacto-yeast extract 1% 10 g 

NaCl 0.5% 5 g 

DI water  up to 1 L 

 

7.3.1.3.  2x YT agar plate 

Agar plates were prepared by supplementing 2x YT media with agar (Table 7.2). Following 

sterilisation by autoclave, the media was left to cool in the MSC to about 50°C and the 

required antibiotic added. The media was poured in Petri dishes and left to set. The plates 

were stored at 4°C. 

Table 7.2: 2x YT agar plate 

Component Concentration Quantity 

Bacto-tryptone 1.6% 8 g 

Bacto-yeast extract 1% 5 g 

NaCl 0.5% 2.5 g 

Agar 15% 7.5 g 

DI water  up to 500 mL 
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7.3.1.4.  Overnight culture 

Overnight cultures were prepared by inoculation of a single well isolated colony from freshly 

transformed cells (section 7.3.1.7) or a loop of cells from a glycerol freeze (section 7.3.1.5) 

into 2xYT media (section 7.3.1.2) supplemented with the appropriate antibiotic (small scale: 

10 mL 2x YT media; large scale: 100 mL 2x YT media). The culture was incubated overnight 

(37°C, 180 rpm) alongside a negative control constituted by 2x YT media supplemented 

with antibiotic.    

7.3.1.5.  Glycerol stock 

Glycerol stocks were prepared from overnight cultures (500 L, section 7.3.1.4) by addition 

of 75% glycerol solution (500 L) previously sterilized by autoclave. The glycerol stocks 

were stored at -80°C.  

7.3.1.6.  Competent cells  

Competent cells were chemically prepared with the RbCl method. Previously made 

competent cells of the desired E. coli strain (either JM109 or XL10 Gold) were plated on 

agar plate (section 7.3.1.3) and incubated overnight (37°C). A single well isolated colony 

was used to prepare an overnight culture in 2x YT media (10 mL, section 7.3.1.4) and this 

in turns was used as inoculum (1%) for a 100 mL culture in 2x YT media, supplemented 

with the required antibiotic. The culture was incubated (37°C, 180 rpm) until OD600 0.6 was 

reached. The cells were placed on ice for 10 minutes and then centrifuged (4000 rpm, 10 

min, 4°C). The supernatant was discarded and the cell pellet gently resuspended in ice cold 

TBF I buffer (10 mL, Table 7.3).  

Table 7.3: TBF I buffer  

Component Concentration Quantity 

RbCl 100 mM 12.1 g 

MnCl2 50 mM 9.9 g 

KOAc 30 mM 2.9 g 

CaCl2 10 mM 1.1 g 

Glycerol 15%  150 mL 

DI water  up to 1 L 

Adjusted to pH 5.8 with acetic acid and filter sterilised. Stored at -80°C  
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The cells were incubated on ice for 15 minutes and then harvested by centrifugation (4000 

rpm, 20 minutes, 4°C). The supernatant was discarded and the cell pellet resuspended in 

ice cold TBF II buffer (1 mL, Table 7.4). The competent cells were aliquoted (100 l), flash 

frozen in liquid N2 and stored at -80°C. 

Table 7.4: TBF II  

Component Concentration Quantity 

MOPS 10 mM 2.1 g 

RbCl 10 mM 1.2 g 

CaCl2 75 mM 8.3 g 

Glycerol 15%  150 mL 

DI water  up to 1 L 

Adjusted to pH 6.8 with NaOH and filter sterilised. Stored at -80°C  

 

7.3.1.7.  Transformation of competent cells  

Competent cells were thawed on ice (10 min) and gently resuspended. The plasmid DNA (1 

L to 100 L cells) or the DNA from PCR reaction (40 L to 150L cells) was added to 

the cells, which were gently mixed and incubated on ice for 30 minutes. Following heat 

shock (42°C, 40 sec), the cells were returned on ice for 2 minutes. SOC media was added 

(250 L, Table 7.5) and the cells incubated with shaking at 37°C (180 rpm, 1 hour).  

Table 7.5: SOC media 

Component Concentration Quantity 

Bacto-trypton 2 % 20 g 

Bacto-yeast extract  0.5 % 5 g 

NaCl 10 mM 0.5 g 

KCl 2.5 mM  250 mM, 10 mL 

MgCl2 10 mM 2 M, 5 mL 

Water  980 mL 

Adjust to pH 7 with 5 M NaOH and autoclave. Leave to cool then add: 

Glucose* 20 mM 20 mL 

*Filter sterilised 

 

Agar plates supplemented with the appropriate antibiotic were also incubated at 37°C. The 

cells were plated out on the agar plates (60 L cells transformed with plasmid DNA, 150 

L cells transformed with PCR product) and incubated overnight at 37°C. A single well 
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isolated colony was picked to prepare an overnight culture (section 7.3.1.4). Sealed plates 

were stored at 4°C up to two weeks. 

7.3.1.8.  Plasmid purification  

Overnight culture (10 mL, section 7.3.1.4) of E. coli cells carrying the desired plasmid were 

harvested by centrifugation (8000 rpm, 10 min, 4°C). The plasmid was purified from cell 

pellet using the Miniprep kit (Promega), following the manufacturer instruction. The 

plasmid DNA was eluted from the column by deionized sterile nuclease-free water (50 L). 

To maximize the yield, the plasmid sample was reloaded onto the column and eluted again. 

The DNA concentration was measured by Nanodrop (1.5 L).    

7.3.1.9.  Restriction digest 

The gene of interest was digested from the purified plasmid with the appropriate restriction 

enzymes. The analytical digestion assays were prepared using the recommended NEB buffer, 

applying the conditions reported in Table 7.6. Alongside the double digest (both restriction 

enzymes), two single digest assays (only one restriction enzyme) were prepared to monitor 

the activity of each restriction enzyme, as well as a negative control assay (no restriction 

enzymes). The restriction digest assays were incubated at 37°C for 1 hour. The product was 

analysed by 1% agarose gel (section 7.3.1.10).       

Table 7.6: Restriction digest  

Component Stock concentration Final concentration Vol/10 L 

Plasmid  50 -250 ng/L 5 

NEB Buffer 10 x 1x 1 

BSA 1 mg/mL 0.1 mg/mL 1 

Restriction Enz 1 10 -20 U/L 1-2 U/L 1 

Restriction Enz 2 10 -20 U/L 1-2 U/L 1 

DI water   1 

* The enzymes were added as last; ** Single digest and negative control assays: corresponding volume of water 

added in place of enzymes. 
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7.3.1.10. Agarose gel electrophoresis 

DNA was analysed by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis. The gel was prepared by adding 

agarose (1% w/v, 0.4 g) to TAE buffer (40 mL, Table 7.7). The suspension was heated by 

microwave until a clear solution was obtained. The solution was left to cool and while still 

liquid the fluorescent stain Nancy-520 (0.05% v/v, 2.5 L) was added. The agarose solution 

was poured into a gel tray with a comb inserted and left to set at room temperature.    

Table 7.7: TAE buffer  

Component 1x Stock 50x Stock* Quantity/50x 

Tris base 40 mM** 2 M** 242 g 

Acetic acid (glacial)   57.1 mL 

EDTA 1 mM 50 mM 500 mM, 100 mL (pH 8) 

DI water   up to 1 L 

* Communal 50x stock prepared, diluted to 1x stock working solution; ** Tris acetate concentration. 

 

To the DNA sample (10 L) the agarose gel loading buffer (2 L, 6x stock solution, Table 

7.8) was added. The gel was loaded and the electrophoresis run on 1x TAE buffer (Table 

7.7) at 90 V for 45 minutes. The gel was visualized by SynGene Genius Imager under 

transluminator UV light.    

Table 7.8: Agarose gel loading buffer 

Component 6x Stock Quantity 

Sucrose 40% (w/v) 4 g 

Bromophenol Blue 0.25% 25 mg 

DI water  up to 10 mL 

Stored at 4°C    
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7.3.2. Biochemistry techniques 

7.3.2.1. Protein expression 

Following transformation of E. coli cells (BL21 DE3 or Rosetta BL21 DE3 pLysS) with the 

expression plasmid (section 7.3.1.7), an overnight culture was prepared by inoculation of 

either a loop of glycerol stock or a single well isolated colony from a freshly transformed 

plate into 2xYT media supplemented with the required antibiotic (section 7.3.1.4). The 

overnight culture was in turn used as a 1% inoculum for either a small scale expression (1 

mL inoculum into 100 mL 2xYT) or for a large scale expression (4x 12.5 mL inoculum into 

4x 1.25 L 2xYT media). The cell culture was incubated at 37°C under shaking (180 rpm) 

and the growth monitored by OD600 measurements. The protein expression was induced by 

addition of IPTG at 0.6 OD600. The temperature was dropped to 27°C and the culture 

incubated overnight under shaking (27°C, 180 rpm). The cells were harvested by 

centrifugation and the cell paste stored at -80°C. For details on the specific protein, refer to 

section 7.4.1.2 and 7.4.1.5. 

7.3.2.2. Protein purification: Ni affinity chromatography 

The cell paste was thawed and resuspended in lysis buffer at room temperature for 15 

minutes. The cell suspension was moved to 4°C, lysozyme and protease inhibitor were added 

and the suspension stirred for 1 hour. The lysate was then sonicated on ice (20 cycles: 30 

sec on/ 30 sec off). Extra cycles of sonication were applied until a concentration of 20 

mg/mL protein was obtained (measured by Bradford assay, section 7.3.2.7). Cell debris was 

precipitated by centrifugation and the clear lysate applied to a Ni-IDA Sepharose Fast Flow 

Column (2 mL min-1, 50 mL bed volume), pre-equilibrated with low imidazole buffer 

(Imidazole buffer A). To elute loosely bound proteins the column was washed with Imidazole 

buffer A (4 mL min-1) until the baseline in the UV (Abs 280 nm) chromatogram was reached. 

The washing step was extended for two column volumes and a gradient of high imidazole 

buffer (Imidazole buffer B) was applied to elute the His6-tagged protein (10 mL fractions). 

The protein fractions were analysed by Bradford assay (section 7.3.2.7) to estimate the 

concentration and by SDS-PAGE (section 7.3.2.5) to investigate purity. The fractions with 

the desired protein were pooled and dialyzed in Storage buffer (or Dialysis buffer). The final 
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protein concentration was measured by UV-vis (section 7.3.2.8). When required, the protein 

was concentrated by ultrafiltration (section 7.3.2.6) and then stored in aliquots at -80°C. 

For details on the specific protein, refer to section 7.4.1.3 and 7.4.1.6.      

7.3.2.3. Imidazole removal by dialysis  

Following Ni column purification (section 7.3.2.2), the high imidazole content in the purified 

protein sample was removed by dialysis. The dialysis membrane tubing were hydrated with 

deionized water, sealed at the bottom with appropriate clips and transferred into a cylinder 

with Storage buffer. Two cycle of dialysis were done (2x 1 L buffer, 1 hour, 4°C). After the 

first cycle the dialysis buffer was replaced with fresh buffer. The dialyzed protein was 

aliquoted and stored at – 80°C.      

7.3.2.4. Protein purification: size exclusion chromatography 

When a high degree of purity was required, following Ni-affinity chromatography the protein 

sample was further purified by size exclusion chromatography (or gel filtration). The gel 

filtration column, packed with Superdex-75 resin (200 mL bed volume), was pre-equilibrated 

with the Storage buffer (600 mL). The protein sample was concentrated by ultrafiltration 

(section 7.3.2.6) to a concentration of about 10 mg mL
-1
 and applied to the gel filtration 

column (2 mL, min-1). The collected fractions (10 mL) were analysed by Bradford assay 

(section 7.3.2.7) to estimate the concentration and by SDS-PAGE to assess the purity 

(section 7.3.2.5). The fractions with pure protein were pooled and concentrated by 

ultrafiltration (section 7.3.2.6). The final protein concentration was measured by UV-vis 

(section 7.3.2.8). The protein was aliquoted and stored at -80°C. 

7.3.2.5. Protein analysis by SDS-PAGE 

The purity of protein fractions from column purification was analysed by Sodium Dodecyl 

Sulphate Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (15% acrylamide). The SDS-PAGE gels were 

prepared in house as reported in Table 7.9. The polymerizing agents ammonium persulfate 

(APS) and the TEMED were added just before assembling the gel. To assemble the gel, the 

resolving solution was quickly poured in the gel cassette. A layer of isopropanol was 

distributed above the resolving gel to create a flat and smooth surface and was left to set 
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for 1 hour. The isopropanol layer was removed and the stacking gel solution quickly pipetted 

on top of the resolving gel. A comb for shaping the sample wells was inserted and the gel 

left to set for further 45 minutes. After removing the comb, the gel was rinsed with deionised 

water and stored at 4°C.  

Table 7.9: SDS-PAGE gel preparation 

Component 
15% acrylamide 

Resolving gel/20 mL  

5% acrylamide Stacking 

gel/4 mL 

30% Acrylamide/bis acrylamide 10 mL 670 L 

1.5 M Tris, pH 8.8  5 mL - 

1 M Tris, pH 6.8 - 500 L 

10% w/v SDS 200 L 40 L 

10 % w/v APS* 200 L 40 L 

TEMED** 8 L 4 L 

DI water 4.6 mL 2.7 mL 

* Freshly prepared; ** Added just before the gel solution was poured in the gel cassette  

 

For SDS-PAGE analysis, unless otherwise stated, the protein samples were diluted to a 

concentration of 2 mg mL-1
 (20 L) and mixed in a 1:1 ratio with the 2x SDS-PAGE loading 

buffer (20 L, Table 7.10). Samples more diluted than 2 mg mL-1 (20 L) were mixed in a 

1:1 ratio with the 2x SDS-PAGE loading buffer. 

Table 7.10: SDS-PAGE loading buffer 

Component Concentration Quantity 

200 mM Tris HCl, pH 6.8 100 mM 50 mL 

SDS  4% w/v 4 g 

Bromophenol Blue 0.2% w/v 0.2 g 

Glycerol 20% v/v 20 mL 

DTT* 200 mM  - 

DI water  up to 100 mL 

* Added just before use (154 mg to 5 mL loading buffer)  

 

The samples (1 mg mL-1 final concentration) were heat denatured (95°C, 5 min) and 10 L 

loaded onto the gel. Electrophoresis separation was achieved by running the gel in the SDS-

PAGE running buffer (Table 7.11) at 180V for 45 minutes. 
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Table 7.11: SDS-PAGE running buffer 

Component Concentration Quantity 

Glycine 250 mM 94 g 

Tris base 25 mM 15.1 g 

SDS 0.1% w/v 5 g 

DI water  up to 5 L 

 

 

The gel was visualized by staining with Coomassie Blue Brilliant Staining solution 

(microwave heated, 30-60 sec, Table 7.12) and destained with the Destaining solution 

(overnight, under rocking, Table 7.13) 

Table 7.12: SDS-PAGE Coomassie Brilliant Blue Staining solution 

Component Concentration Quantity 

Methanol 45% v/v 450 mL 

Glacial acetic acid 10% v/v 100 mL 

Coomassie brilliant Blue 0.25 % w/v 2.5 g 

DI water  up to 1 L 

 

 

Table 7.13: SDS-PAGE Destaining solution 

Component Concentration Quantity 

Methanol 5% v/v 250 mL 

Glacial acetic acid 7.5% v/v 375 mL 

DI water  up to 5 L 

 

 

7.3.2.6. Protein concentration and/or buffer exchange by ultrafiltration 

In preparation for size exclusion chromatography or following column purification, the 

protein solution was concentrated by ultrafiltration. Ultrafiltration was also used for quick 

buffer exchange in preparation for ITC experiments or to test the stability of protein in 

alternative buffer. Cellulose membrane filters (specificity, 10 kDa cut-off), assembled in 

Amicon® stirred cells, were used for concentration of large volume of protein, driven by a 

constant flow of nitrogen applied (4°C). The sample was maintained under stir to prevent 

protein aggregation. For buffer exchange and for concentration of small volume of protein 
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solution (below 2 mL), centrifugation based concentration by means of spin-filters was used. 

Cycles of centrifugation (6000 rpm, 5 min, 4°C) were applied, taking care of thoroughly 

mixing the sample in between cycles, to reduce the extent of protein adhesion to the filter 

membrane or protein aggregation. The recovery by pressure-based ultrafiltration was always 

superior to the recovery by centrifugation based ultrafiltration. The first method was 

therefore preferentially used when possible.   

7.3.2.7. Protein quantification by Bradford assay 

The protein concentration of lysate or fractions collected from column chromatography was 

measured by Bradford assay.534 The protein sample (20 L) was added to the Bradford 

reagent (750 L) and the absorbance measured at 595 nm. The protein concentration was 

determined by means of a BSA standard curve, prepared by two-fold dilution from a 1 mg 

mL-1 sample.  

7.3.2.8. Protein and nucleotide quantification by UV-vis analysis 

For an accurate determination of protein and nucleotide concentration, UV-vis spectroscopy 

was applied. The absorbance of a 50 L sample was measured at 280 nm for proteins and 

at 256 nm for nucleotides (clear 96 well plate, half area). The sample was diluted with the 

respective buffer until an absorbance reading between 0.100 and 0.900 was obtained. 

Measurements were done in triplicate and at different concentrations (two fold serial 

dilutions). Protein concentration was calculated using the respective molar extinction 

coefficient (), according to the following relation. 

 

Eq 7.1: Lambert-Beer's law 

c was the concentration of the sample and Abs the measured absorbance. The  coefficients used were listed 

in Table 7.14. 

Table 7.14: Molar extinction coefficients 

 FLuc535 FtPPK265 ADP/ATP 

coefficient/M-1cm 4.556 x 104 5.787 x 104 1.54· x 104 
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7.3.3. FtPPK assay: standard protocols 

General protocols for the optimised independent luminescence assay, for the optimised 

FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay and for the optimised FtPPK-HPLC based assay were reported 

in the following section. During the optimisation process the protocols were often modified. 

When the conditions applied were different than what defined hereby, description of the 

alternative protocols were reported in the respective experimental section.  

The optimised buffer composition for the FtPPK activity assays was reported in Table 7.15. 

Only the concentrations of the each component in the final assay volume were reported, 

because of some differences in the preparation of the buffer stock to adapt to the assay 

protocol of interest (details reported in the specific sections).     

Table 7.15: Optimised FtPPK assay buffer  

Component Final concentration 

Tris HCl 50 mM 

MgCl2 10 mM 

NaCl 25 mM 

(NH4)2SO4 80 mM 

Glycerol 20% v/v 

DI water  

Adjusted to pH 7.8  

 

7.3.3.1. Luminescence assay 

The optimised luminescence assay was prepared in white 384 well microplates (unless 

otherwise stated) to a final volume of 100 L. The following conditions, resulting from the 

assay optimisations, were applied: 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 5% DMSO, 

30°C. The independent luminescence assay was routinely prepared alongside the coupled 

assay to derive an ATP standard curve and to monitor the activity of the FLuc. To prepare 

the standard curve, the following ATP concentrations were tested: 62.5 M, 31.25 M, 15.6 

M, 7.81 M. The buffer for the luminescence assay was prepared as reported in Table 7.16. 

To limit adhesion of the FLuc to eppendorf tube surface, the FLuc was prepared in mixture 

with the BSA (Fluc/BSA). Due to possible precipitation of the FLuc at high concentration, 

the FLuc was first diluted to a 100x final concentration with FLuc storage buffer (which 
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favoured FLuc stability, section 7.4.1.3, Table 7.28) and then further diluted to 10x final 

concentration with a solution of BSA (1 mg/mL, 13 M) in assay buffer (Table 7.16).  

Table 7.16: optimised FtPPK buffer for luminescence assay 

Component  Component stock  Final concentration/100 L Amount/ Stock 

Tris HCl 150 mM 45 mM 23.6 g 

MgCl2 33 mM 10 mM 1 M, 33 mL 

NaCl 83 mM 25 mM 4.85 g 

(NH4)2SO4 266 mM 80 mM 5 M, 53.2 mL 

Glycerol 40% 20% 400 mL 

DI water   up to 1 L 

Adjusted to pH 7.8    

 

The luciferin reagent was prepared in the respective buffer (Table 7.17) to a 5x final 

concentration (350 M). 

Table 7.17: Luciferin buffer  

Component Component stock  Final concentration/100 L Amount/ Stock 

Tris HCl 25 mM 5 mM 1.97 g 

Glycerol 40% 20% 200 mL 

DI water   up to 500 mL 

Adjusted to pH 7.8    

 

The ATP samples were prepared in water to a 10x final concentration, by two fold serial 

dilution from a top concentration of 10x 62.5 M ATP. The assay solution were prepared 

as reported in Table 7.18. A master stock solution containing FLuc/BSA and DMSO in 

buffer (70 L) was dispensed into the microplate by Biomek3000. Following addition of the 

ATP samples (10 L), the microplate was incubated in the plate reader at 30°C for 20 

minutes (unless otherwise stated). The luminescence reaction was started by addition of the 

luciferin reagent (20 L), controlled by the plate reader built-in injector. The luminescence 

signal was measured 45 seconds after the addition of the luciferin (unless otherwise stated).  
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Table 7.18:  Luminescence assay, ATP standard curve  

Assay solution 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 100 L 

Assay buffer 2x  10 L 

BSA**   10 L 

FLuc/BSA** 3 M/13 M  300 nM/1.3 M  10 L 

DMSO 100% 5% 5 L 

DI water   35 L  

Later addition (by Biomek3000)    

ATP* 78 - 625 M 7.8 – 62.5 M 10 L 

To start the FLuc assay 

Luciferin** 350 M 70 M 20 L  

*Prepared in water; ** Prepared in assay buffer   

 

7.3.3.2. FtPPK-FLuc luminescence coupled assay 

The optimised FtPPK-FLuc luminescence assay was prepared in white 384 well microplates 

(unless otherwise stated) to a final volume of 100 L. The following conditions, resulting 

from the assay optimisations and with substrate concentrations at Km, were applied: 10 nM 

FtPPK/1.3 M BSA, 1.5 M polyP25, 200 M ADP, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M 

luciferin, 5% DMSO, 30°C. To prepare the FtPPK/BSA solution, the FtPPK was diluted 

to a 100x final concentration with assay buffer (Table 7.16) and then further diluted to a 

10x final concentration with 1 mg/mL BSA solution prepared in assay buffer (Table 7.16). 

The FLuc/BSA solution was prepared as reported in section 7.3.3.1. The polyP25 was 

prepared to a 10x final concentration in water, while the ADP and the luciferin to a 5x final 

concentration in water and luciferin buffer (Table 7.17), respectively. Unless otherwise 

stated, alongside the FtPPK coupled assay, control assays were prepared, in which no 

FtPPK but only BSA in buffer was added, and an ATP standard curve (section 7.3.3.1). 

The assays were prepared according to Table 7.19 (general example) and by the automated 

workstation, following the protocol reported below: 

1. The coupled assay solution (60 µL, containing FtPPK, FLuc, polyP25, BSA and DMSO 

in assay buffer), the control assay solution (60 µL, containing FLuc, polyP25, BSA and 
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DMSO in assay buffer), and the ATP standard curve solution (70 µL, containing FLuc, 

BSA and DMSO) were dispensed in the microplate.
q
 

2. The ATP samples at the appropriate concentration (10 µL) were added to the ATP 

standard curve assays.  

3. The microplate was incubated in the plate reader at 30°C for 10 minutes (unless 

otherwise stated). 

4. The FtPPK assay, including the negative control assays, were started by injection of 

ADP (20 µL, plate reader injector 2). After a variable delay, according to the time 

point measured, the luminescence assay was started by addition of the luciferin (20 

µL, plate reader injector 1). The luminescence signal was measured after a constant 

delay of 16 seconds after the initiation of the luminescence assay.  

5. For the ATP standard curves, the luminescence assay was started by addition of the 

luciferin (20 µL, plate reader injector 1). The luminescence signal was measured after 

a constant delay of 16 seconds (same as for the coupled assay) after the initiation of 

the luminescence assay.  

For details on the reader control protocols refere to Appendix, section A2 3.3. 

Table 7.19: FtPPK-FLuc assay, general example 

Assay solution 

Component Component stock Final concentration Vol/ 100 L 

Assay buffer 2x  10 L 

PolyP25* 150 M 1.5 M 10 L 

FtPPK/BSA** 100 nM/13 M 10 nM/1.3 M 10 L 

FLuc/BSA** 3 M/13 M 300 nM/1.3 M 10 L 

DMSO 100% 5% 5 L 

DI water   15 L 

To start the FtPPK assay   

ADP* 1 mM 200 M 20 L 

To start the FLuc assay 

Luciferin** 350 M 70 M 20 L 

*Prepared in water; ** Prepared in assay buffer  

                                        
q
 A variation of this protocol applied to the specific case of the HTS entails the injection into the 

microplate of the DMSO/library on its own before the addition of the assay solution (section 7.5.1.3) 
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7.3.3.3. HPLC-based FtPPK assay  

A RP IP chromatography was used for the HPLC analysis of ADP and ATP, the substrate 

and product of the FtPPK reaction, respectively. For the nucleotide analysis a C18 reverse 

phase column (Gemini, 150 x 4.6 mm, 5 m particle diameter) and a mobile phase of MeOH 

in water, supplied with the ion pairing agent TEAA (0.1 M), were used (unless otherwise 

stated). Alongside the FtPPK assay, a nucleotide standard curve was always included in 

the chromatographic analysis, to extrapolate the concentration of the ADP and ATP in the 

assay solution and to account for possible variations due to experimental conditions (e.g. 

buffer variation). The following optimised standard conditions were applied to prepare the 

FtPPK assay (unless otherwise stated): 10 nM FtPPK, 30 M polyP25, 200 M ADP, 2.6 

M BSA, 5% DMSO, 30°C. For the nucleotide standard curves, the following concentration 

of ADP and ATP were tested: 125 M, 62.5 M, 31.25 M, 15.6 M. The FtPPK assays 

were stopped by addition of EDTA (50 mM final concentration), when prepared in end-

point format, the assays were stopped after 7 minutes.  

Table 7.20: FtPPK buffer for HPLC based assay (2x stock) 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Quantity/2x stock 

Tris HCl 100 mM 50 mM 2.12 g 

Tris   0.788 g 

MgCl2 20 mM 10 mM 1 M, 4 mL 

(NH4)2SO4 160 mM 80 mM 1 M, 32 mL 

NaCl 50 mM 25 mM 0.584 g 

Glycerol 40% 20% 80 mL 

DI water   up to 200 mL  

 

FtPPK time course for HPLC analysis: the FtPPK assay was prepared according to Table 

7.21, to a final volume of 100 L. Control assays were prepared alongside in which no FtPPK 

was added but only BSA. A FtPPK reaction working solution with a total volume of Nx 

100 L was prepared, where N was the number of FtPPK assays plus 3. The working 

solution was constituted by: 

a) Assay solution (Nx 80 L volume): prepared by addition to the assay buffer of a 10x 

final concentration stock of FtPPK, polyP25, BSA and DMSO, as reported in Table 

7.21.  
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b) ADP solution (Nx 20 L volume): constituted by a 5x final concentration ADP 

solution.  

Table 7.21: FtPPK assays for HPLC analysis 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 100 L 

Assay buffer 2x  30 L 

PolyP25* 300 M 30 M 10 L 

FtPPK/BSA** 100 nM/13 M 10 nM/1.3 M 10 L 

BSA** 13 M 1.3 M 10 L 

DMSO 100% 5% 5 L 

DI water   15 L  

To start the FtPPK assay   

 ADP* 1 mM 200 M 20 L 

*Prepared in water; ** Prepared in assay buffer (Table 7.20)  

 

The assays were prepared according to the following general protocol: 

1. The assay solution (Nx 80 L) and the ADP solution were incubated at 30°C for 20 

minutes in a water bath. 

2. The assays were started by addition of the ADP (Nx 20 L). 

3. The assays were stopped by addition of EDTA (10 L, 550 mM stock, to a final 

concentration of 50 mM). 

Minor variations applied the protocols based on whether the assay was used for time course 

measurement or in end-point format (refer to the specific sections for details). 

Nucleotides standard analysis: For analysis of ADP or ATP in water, samples at the 

appropriated concentration were prepared to a 100 L final volume, according to Table 

7.22.  

Table 7.22: Nucleotide standards in assay buffer for HPLC analysis 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 100 L 

Assay buffer 2x  30 L 

ADP/ATP* 10x 15.6 – 125 M  10 L 

BSA** 1.3 M 2.6 M  20 L  

DMSO 100% 5% 5 L 

DI water   35 L  

*Prepared in water; **Prepared in assay buffer (Table 7.20)  
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The nucleotides were prepared to a 10x final concentration working solution. The standard 

curve samples were subjected to incubation at 30°C and EDTA was added to account for 

possible effect on the HPLC chromatography.  The FtPPK assay and standard curve assay 

solutions were stored at -80°C. On the day of HPLC analysis, the samples were thawed, 

heat denatured (95°C, 5 min) and centrifuged (12000 rpm, 5 min, 4°C) to precipitate protein. 

The supernatant (80 L) was analysed by HPLC.  

Standard HPLC analysis by TEAA method: for the analysis of the FtPPK assay and related 

standard curves a RP IP HPLC system, where the TEAA was used as ion pairing agent and 

the analyte was eluted by a gradient of MeOH, obtained by mixing the mobile phase A and 

the mobile phase B was applied. The mobile phase composition was reported in Table 7.23, 

while the optimised elution method (flow rate: 0.8 mL min-1) was reported in Table 7.24. 

The chromatographic separation was monitored by UV detection at the wavelength of 256 

nm and 280 nm. 

Table 7.23: TEAA mobile phase preparation for RP IP HPLC  

 Component  Final concentration Vol 

Mobile phase A TEA  0.1 M 27.8 mL 

 Acetic acid (10 mM)  cca. 18 mL*  

 DI water 100% up to 2 L  

    

Mobile phase B TEA  0.1 M 7 mL 

 Acetic acid (10 mM)  cca. 6 mL* 

 MeOH 80% 400 mL 

 DI water 20% up to 500 mL 

*approximate volume to adjust to pH 7 

 

Table 7.24: HPLC analysis: TEAA elution method 

Time / min % Mobile phase B 

0  5% B 

24 5% B 

25  10% B 

36 10% B 

37  100% B 

42 100% B 

43  5% B 

53  5% B 
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7.4. Experimental for Chapter 2 

7.4.1. Protein expression and purification 

7.4.1.1. FLuc expression plasmid cloning 

For cloning, the FLuc expression plasmid (pET16b::luc) was transformed into JM109 

competent cells (section 7.3.1.7). An overnight culture was then prepared from a single 

isolated colony (section 7.3.1.4) and following cell harvesting the plasmid was purified 

(section 7.3.1.8). To verify that the cloning has been carried out successfully, the plasmid 

was analysed by restriction digest (section 7.3.1.9). To restrict the luc gene from the pET16 

backbone, enzymes NcoI and XhoI in NEBuffer 4 were used. The restriction digest assays 

were analysed on 1% agarose gel (section 7.3.1.10). 

7.4.1.2. FLuc expression  

The FLuc was expressed from E. coli BL21 (DE3) Rosetta cells, freshly transformed with 

the pET16b::luc plasmid (section 7.3.1.7). An overnight culture was prepared by inoculation 

of a single well isolated colony into 2xYT media (100 mL) supplemented with ampicillin 

(100 g/mL, section 7.3.1.4). The overnight culture was then used as inoculum for large 

scale growth (section 7.3.2.1). The protein expression was induced at 0.6 OD600 by addition 

of 400 M IPTG. The cells were incubated overnight at 27°C and harvested by 

centrifugation (7500 rpm, 30 min, 4°C). Cell pellet was stored at -80°C. 

7.4.1.3. FLuc purification – Ni column affinity chromatography 

Cells paste (15 g) was thawed and resuspended in lysis buffer (5x w/v of cell paste, 1 hour, 

at 4°C, Table 7.25) supplemented with lysozyme (300 g/mL), protease inhibitor (2x 

tablets) and benzonase (20 L).  

Table 7.25: FLuc purification – Lysis buffer  

Component Concentration Quantity 

Tris HCl 20 mM 0.315 g 

NaCl 50 mM 0.292 g 

Glycerol 10% v/v 10 mL 

DI water  up to 100 mL 

Adjusted to pH 7.8   
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The cells were lysed according to the protocol reported in section 7.3.2.2. To precipitate cell 

debris the lysate was centrifuged (20000 rpm, 45 min, 4°C) and the clear lysate applied to 

the Ni column pre-equilibrated in Imidazole buffer A (Table 7.26). To elute loosely bound 

protein the column was washed with 8 column volumes (8 x 50 mL) of Imidazole buffer A 

(Table 7.26). To elute the FLuc a gradient of imidazole was applied from 0% to 100% 

Imidazole buffer B (Table 7.27) over 250 mL. The fractions were analysed by Bradford assay 

(section 7.3.2.7) and by SDS-PAGE (section 7.3.2.5) and those containing FLuc pooled. To 

remove imidazole the FLuc solution was dialyzed in Storage buffer (Table 7.28 and section 

7.3.2.3). The FLuc concentration was measured by UV-vis using the molar extinction 

coefficient of 4.556·10
4 
M

-1
cm

 -1
 (7.3.2.8).

535
 The FLuc was stored in aliquots at -80°C. 

Table 7.26: FLuc purification - Imidazole Buffer A  

Component Concentration Quantity 

Tris HCl 20 mM 3.15 g 

Imidazole 50 mM 3.4 g 

NaCl 300 mM 17.55 g 

NaH2PO4 100 mM 12 g 

Glycerol 10% v/v 100 mL 

DI water  up to 1 L 

Adjusted to pH 7.8   

 

Table 7.27: FLuc purification - Imidazole Buffer B  

Component Concentration Quantity 

Tris HCl 20 mM 3.15 g 

Imidazole 500 mM 34 g 

NaCl 300 mM 17.55 g 

NaH2PO4 100 mM 12 g 

Glycerol 10% v/v 100 mL 

DI water  up to 1 L 

Adjusted to pH 7.8   
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Table 7.28: FLuc purification – Storage buffer 

Component Concentration Quantity 

Tris acetate 25 mM 4.53 g 

EDTA 2 mM 0.584 g 

(NH4)2SO4 200 mM 26.43 g 

Ethylene glycol 30% v/v 300 mL 

Glycerol 15% v/v 150 mL 

DTT 5 mM 0.771 g 

DI water  up to 1 L 

Adjusted to pH 7.8   

 

7.4.1.4. FtPPK expression plasmid cloning 

For cloning, the FtPPK expression plasmid (pET16b::Ftppk) was transformed into JM109 

competent cells (section 7.3.1.6 and 7.3.1.7). An overnight culture was then prepared from 

a single isolated colony (section 7.3.1.4) and following cell harvesting the plasmid was 

purified (section 7.3.1.8). To verify that the cloning has been carried out successfully, the 

plasmid was analysed by restriction digest (section 7.3.1.9). Restriction enzymes PstI and 

NcoI in NEBuffer 3 were used to restrict the plasmid in correspondence of the ampR gene 

and of the ppk gene, respectively. The restriction digest assays were analysed on 1% agarose 

gel (section 7.3.1.10). 

7.4.1.5.  FtPPK expression 

The FtPPK was expressed from E.coli BL21 RosettaTM pLysS (DE3), either freshly 

transformed cells or glycerol freeze (section 7.3.1.7 and 7.3.1.5). An overnight culture was 

prepared by inoculation of either a single well isolated colony or a loop of glycerol freeze 

into 2xYT media (100 mL) supplemented with ampicillin (100 g/mL, section 7.3.1.4). The 

overnight culture was then used as inoculum for large scale growth (section 7.3.2.1). The 

protein expression was induced at 0.6 OD600 by addition of 400 M IPTG. The cells were 

incubated overnight at 27°C and were harvested by centrifugation (8000 rpm, 30 min, 4°C). 

Cell pellet was stored at -80°C.  
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7.4.1.6. FtPPK purification – Ni column affinity chromatography 

Cells paste was thawed and resuspended in lysis buffer (3x w/v of cell paste, 1 hour, at 4°C, 

Table 7.29) supplemented with lysozyme (5 mg per 50 mL) and protease inhibitor (1 tablet 

per 50 mL).  

Table 7.29: FtPPK purification – Lysis buffer  

Component Concentration Quantity 

Tris HCl 50 mM 1.27 g 

Tris base  0.236 g 

NaCl 500 mM 5.84 g 

Glycerol 20% v/v 40 mL 

DI water  up to 200 mL 

Adjusted to pH 7.8   

 

The cells were lysed according to the protocol reported in section 7.3.2.2. To precipitate cell 

debris the lysate was centrifuged (14000 rpm, 30 min, 4°C) and the clear lysate applied to 

the Ni column pre-equilibrated in Imidazole buffer A (Table 7.30). To elute loosely bound 

protein the column was washed with 5 column volumes (5 x 50 mL) of Imidazole buffer A 

(Table 7.30). To elute the FtPPK a gradient of imidazole was applied from 0% to 100% 

Imidazole buffer B (Table 7.31) over 200 mL. The fractions were analysed by Bradford assay 

(section 7.3.2.7) and by SDS-PAGE (section 7.3.2.5) and those containing FtPPK pooled. 

Table 7.30: FtPPK purification - Imidazole Buffer A  

Component Concentration Quantity 

Tris HCl 50 mM 6.35 g 

Tris base  1.18 g 

Imidazole 50 mM 3.4 g 

NaCl 500 mM 29.22 g 

Glycerol 20% v/v 200 mL 

-mercaptoethanol* 3 mM 200 L 

DI water  up to 1 L 

     Adjusted to pH 7.8; *Added before use  
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Table 7.31: FtPPK purification - Imidazole Buffer B  

Component Concentration Quantity 

Tris HCl 50 mM 6.35 g 

Tris base  1.18 g 

Imidazole 500 mM 34 g 

NaCl 500 mM 29.22 g 

Glycerol 20% v/v 200 mL 

-mercaptoethanol* 3 mM 200 L 

DI water  up to 1 L 

     Adjusted to pH 7.8; *Added before use  

 

To remove imidazole the FtPPK solution was dialyzed in Storage buffer (Table 7.32 and 

section 7.3.2.3). After dialysis and in preparation for gel filtration, the FtPPK was 

concentrated by membrane ultrafiltration in Amicon
®

 apparatus (section 7.3.2.6) to a 

concentration of about 10 mg/mL and stored in aliquots of 3 mL at -80 C. The FtPPK 

concentration was measured by UV-vis using the molar extinction coefficient of 5.787·104 

M-1cm -1 (7.3.2.8).  

Table 7.32: FtPPK purification – Storage buffer 

Component Concentration Quantity 

Tris HCl 50 mM 6.35 g 

Tris base  1.18 g 

NaCl 300 mM 17.58 g 

Glycerol 20% v/v 200 mL 

DTT* 5 mM 0.077 g 

DI water  up to 1 L 

Adjusted to pH 7.8; *Added before use  

 

7.4.1.7. FtPPK purification – size exclusion chromatography 

Following dialysis and protein concentration, the FtPPK was further purified by size 

exclusion chromatography in FtPPK storage buffer (Table 7.32) using the S75 resin (section 

7.3.2.4). Up to three sample of FtPPK (3 mL, about 10 mg/mL) were purified on a working 

day by consecutive injections. The new injection was started following elution of the last 

impurity after about 430 mL of washing.   
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7.4.2. Luminescence assay optimisation 

7.4.2.1. Preliminary assay conditions 

For the preliminary investigation of the FLuc activity, assays were manually prepared in 

white 96 well plate, full area. The final assay volume was 200 L and the assays were 

prepared in triplicates. The FLuc activity was measured in the presence of 1 M FLuc, 7.5 

M luciferin and a range of ATP concentrations between 150 M and 5 mM. The buffer 

used for the luminescence assay was adopted from J. Docherty work
352

 and is hereby defined 

“preliminary” because it was later subjected to optimisation. The FLuc and the luciferin 

were prepared in assay buffer (Table 7.33) to a 10x final concentration. ATP solutions were 

prepared by two fold serial dilutions from 10x 5 mM stock. The assays were prepared as 

reported in Table 7.34. The assay solution (180 L) was manually injected in the microplate 

and the assays started by addition of ATP (20 L). The luminescence was measured after 

30 seconds at 37°C. The plate reader gain was 2050.   

Table 7.33: Preliminary luminescence assay buffer – 2x stock 

Component 2x Stock concentration Final concentration Quantity/ 2x stock 

Tris HCl 100 mM 50 mM 15.75 g 

MgCl2 20 mM 10 mM 2 M, 10 mL 

NaCl 600 mM 300 mM 35 g 

(NH4)2SO4 160 mM 80 mM 4 M, 42 mL 

Glycerol 40% v/v 20% v/v 400 mL 

DI water   up to 1 L 

Adjusted to pH 7.8   

 

Table 7.34: FLuc assay conditions 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 200 L 

Assay buffer 2x 1x 100 L 

FLuc 10 M 1 M 20 L 

Luciferin 75 M 7.5 M 20 L 

DI water   40 L 

To initiate the assay 

ATP 1.5 -50 mM 150 – 5000 M  20 L 
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7.4.2.2. Luminescence assay: optimisation of FLuc to rate limiting concentration  

To identify conditions at which the FLuc concentration was rate limiting and the 

luminescence signal was proportional to the concentration of ATP, two sets of assays were 

prepared with either 1 M or 100 nM FLuc, 7.5 M luciferin and 15.5 – 500 M ATP. The 

assays were prepared as described in section 7.4.2.1 and according to Table 7.35. The plate 

reader gain was 2550. 

Table 7.35: FLuc assay optimisation to rate limiting concentration 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 200 L 

Assay buffer  50 mM 100 L 

FLuc 10 M or 1 M 1 M or 100 nM 20 L 

Luciferin  75 M 7.5 M 20 L 

DI water   40 L 

To initiate the assay 

ATP 156 -5000 M 15.6 – 500 M  20 L 

 

7.4.2.3. Luminescence assay buffer: effect of BSA 

To test the effect of the BSA on the FLuc activity two sets of assays were prepared with 

and without BSA (0.1 mg mL-1) in the presence of 100 nM FLuc, 7.5 M luciferin and 15.5 

– 500 M ATP. The assays were prepared as described in section 7.4.2.1 and according to 

Table 7.36. 

Table 7.36: FLuc assay optimisation – Effect of BSA 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 200 L 

Assay buffer   100 L 

FLuc 1 M 100 nM 20 L 

Luciferin  75 M 7.5 M 20 L 

BSA* 13 M 1.3 M 20 L 

DI water   20 L 

To initiate the assay 

ATP 156 -5000 M 15.6 – 500 M  20 L 

*Prepared in water    
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Working solutions at 10x final concentration were prepared for FLuc, luciferin and BSA in 

assay buffer (Table 7.33). For the assays with no BSA, the latter was replaced with water 

in equal volume. The plate reader gain was 2250. 

7.4.2.4. Luminescence assay buffer: luciferin optimisation 

To investigate the optimal concentration of luciferin, two sets of assay were prepared in the 

presence of 100 nM FLuc: a) 0.19-50 M luciferin tested with 31.25, 62.5 and 125 M ATP; 

b) 20-100 M luciferin tested with 300 M ATP. The assays were prepared in a white 96 

well plate, full area, in a 200 L volume (triplicates), according to Table 7.37. Working 

solutions at 10x final concentration were prepared for FLuc, BSA and luciferin in assay 

buffer (Table 7.33) and for ATP in water. The assay solution containing ATP (140 L) was 

manually dispensed in the microplate, followed by addition of luciferin (20 L) at the 

appropriate concentration. Control assays in which water was added in place of luciferin 

were prepared. The assays were started by addition of a mixture of FLuc/BSA (40 L), 

using the automated injector built in the POLARstar Omega BMG plate reader. The 

luminescence was measured after 52 seconds from the injection of the FLuc/BSA reagent. 

The gain was 1650.  

Table 7.37: FLuc assay optimisation – luciferin concentration 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 200 L 

Assay buffer 2x  100 L 

ATP* 0.312–1.25 mM 31.2-125 M 20 L 

 or 3 mM or 300 M  

DI water   20 L 

Later addition    

Luciferin 1.9-500 M 0.19-50 M 20 L 

 or 200-1000 M or 20-100 M  

To initiate the assay 

FLuc 1 M 100 nM  20 L 

BSA* 13 M 1.3 M 20 L 

*Prepared in water    
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7.4.2.5. Luminescence assay buffer: temperature optimisation 

To investigate the optimal temperature for the FLuc activity, assays were prepared in the 

presence of 100 nM FLuc, 70 M luciferin and 3.9-62.5 M ATP and the luminescence 

measured at 25°C, 30°C and 37°C. The assays were prepared in a white 96 well plate, half 

area. The final volume was reduced to 100 L and the assays were prepared in triplicates 

according to (Table 7.38). Working solutions at 10x final concentration were prepared for 

FLuc, BSA and luciferin in assay buffer (Table 7.33). The assays were prepared by manually 

dispensing the buffer solution (60 L) in the microplate, followed by addition of ATP (10 

L) at the appropriate concentration. Control assays in which water was added in place of 

ATP were prepared. The microplate was incubated at the temperature of interest for 20 

minutes. The assays were started by addition of a mixture of FLuc/BSA/luciferin (30 L), 

using the automated injector built in the POLARstar Omega BMG plate reader. The 

luminescence was measured after 43 seconds from the start of the reaction. The gain was 

1500. 

Table 7.38: FLuc assay optimisation – temperature investigation 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 100 L 

Assay buffer 2x  50 L 

DI water   10 L 

Later addition    

ATP* 39-625 M 3.9-62.5 M 10 L 

To initiate the assay 

FLuc 1 M 100 nM  10 L 

BSA* 13 M  1.3 M 10 L 

Luciferin 700 M 70 M 10 L  

*Prepared in water    

 

7.4.2.6. Luminescence assay buffer: ATP standard curve 

To investigate the dynamic range of the luminescence assay an extended ATP standard 

curve (st curve) was prepared by merging the data from three separated standard curves in 

which the ATP samples were prepared by two-fold dilution from the following top 

concentrations: 2000 M ATP, 1600 M ATP and 600 M ATP. The standard curves were 
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prepared in the presence of 100 nM FLuc, 70 M luciferin and 15.6 - 2000 M ATP (st 

curve 1) or 25 - 1600 M ATP (st curve 2) or 9.37 - 600 M ATP (st curve 3). As a control 

for the consistency of the FLuc activity across the curves, the sample containing 500 M 

ATP used for the st curve 1 was included in the st curve 2 and 3. In the latter, the sample 

with 800 M ATP used for the st curve 2 was also included. 

Table 7.39: FLuc assay optimisation – ATP standard curve 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 100 L 

Assay buffer 2x  50 L 

DI water   10 L 

Later addition    

ATP* 0.156-20 mM 15.6-2000 M 10 L 

 or 0.250-16 mM or 25-1600 M  

 or 0.093-6 mM or 9.37-600 M  

To initiate the assay 

FLuc 1 M 100 nM  10 L 

BSA* 13 M  1.3 M 10 L 

Luciferin 700 M 70 M 10 L  

*Prepared in water    

 

The assay were prepared as described in 7.4.2.5 and according to Table 7.39. The 

luminescence was measured at 30°C after 14 seconds from the start of the assays. The gain 

was 1500.
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7.4.3. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay optimisation 

7.4.3.1. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay optimisation: preliminary conditions 

To investigate the suitability of a continuous and discontinuous format, the FtPPK-FLuc 

coupled assay was prepared applying the following conditions: 300 nM FtPPK, 200 M 

PolyP25, 1 mM ADP, 100 nM FLuc, 1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 30°C. The assays were 

prepared in triplicate to a 100 L final volume (white 96 well plate, half area). Working 

solutions at 10x final concentration were prepared for FtPPK and luciferin in assay buffer 

(Table 7.33). The FLuc/BSA solution was prepared as described in section 7.3.3.1. The 

FtPPK assay was prepared according to Table 7.40 by means of the automated workstation 

Biomek3000. The assay solution (70 L), containing polyP25 and ADP, was dispensed in the 

microplate and the FtPPK assay started by addition of the FtPPK (10 L). 

Table 7.40: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay preliminary conditions 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 100 L 

Assay buffer 2x  20 L 

PolyP25* 2 mM 200 M 10 L 

ADP* 10 mM 1 mM 10 L 

DI water   30 L  

To start the FtPPK assay   

FtPPK** 3 M 300 nM 10 L 

To start the FLuc assay 

FLuc/BSA** 1 M/13 M 100 nM/1.3 M  10 L 

Luciferin** 700 M 70 M 10 L  

*Prepared in water; ** Prepared in assay buffer   

 

The microplate was transferred in the plate reader and the luminescence assay started by 

addition of the FLuc-BSA-luciferin reagent (20 L), by means of the plate reader built in 

injector. 

Continuous assay format: the luminescence assay was initiated 15 seconds after the start of 

the FtPPK assay and the luminescence signal was measured every 3 seconds for 330 seconds 

(1500 gain). A single reader control protocol (BMG Omega Reader Control Software) was 

used to measure the luminescence.  
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Discontinuous assay format: a number of reader control protocols (BMG Omega Reader 

Control Software) equal to the number of time points measured were prepared. Each 

protocol controlled the injection of FLuc into a set of three assays (triplicate) and the 

measurement of the luminescence (14 seconds after the injection of FLuc). The protocols 

were linked by a script and delays corresponding to the FtPPK assay time points were set 

between consecutive protocols (Appendix, section A2 3.1).     

7.4.3.2. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay optimisation: effect of the temperature 

To investigate the effect of the temperature on the FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay, two time 

courses were prepared as reported in section 7.4.3.1. The microplate was incubated into the 

plate reader at 30°C and 37°C for 20 minutes before the FtPPK assay was started. The 

assays were measured in a discontinuous format as described in section 7.4.3.1. 

7.4.3.3. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: preliminary optimisation of the FtPPK concentration 

For a preliminary optimisation of the FtPPK concentration three time courses were 

prepared in parallel with the following concentration of FtPPK: 300 nM, 100 nM, 30 nM. 

The assays were prepared as described in section 7.4.3.1 and according to Table 7.41.  

Table 7.41: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: preliminary FtPPK concentration optimisation  

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 100 L 

Assay buffer 2x  20 L 

PolyP25* 2 mM 200 M 10 L 

ADP* 10 mM 1 mM 10 L 

DI water   30 L  

To start the FtPPK assay   

 FtPPK** 3 M 300 nM 10 L 

 or 1 M or 100 nM  

 or 300 nM  or 30 nM  

To start the FLuc assay 

FLuc/BSA** 1 M/13 M 100 nM/1.3 M  10 L 

Luciferin** 700 M 70 M 10 L  

*Prepared in water; ** Prepared in assay buffer   
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The microplate was incubated at 30°C for 20 minutes prior addition of the FtPPK at the 

desired concentration. The assays were measured in discontinuous format, as reported in 

section 7.4.3.1. 

7.4.3.4. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: effect of BSA 

To investigate the effect of BSA on the FtPPK activity, BSA was added to the FtPPK 

reagent and a time course measured. The FtPPK/BSA solution and the FLuc/BSA solution 

were prepared by dilution with assay buffer (Table 7.33) as reported in section 7.3.3.1. The 

assays were prepared as reported in section 7.4.3.1 and according to Table 7.42. The 

microplate was incubated for 20 minutes at 30°C prior addition of FtPPK. The assays were 

measured in discontinuous format as reported in section 7.4.3.1. 

Table 7.42: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: BSA effect 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 100 L 

Assay buffer 2x  20 L 

PolyP25* 2 mM 200 M 10 L 

ADP* 10 mM 1 mM 10 L 

DI water   30 L  

To start the FtPPK assay   

 FtPPK** 300 nM/13 M BSA 30 nM/1.3 M BSA 10 L 

 or 300 nM  or 30 nM  

To start the FLuc assay 

FLuc/BSA** 1 M/13 M 100 nM/1.3 M  10 L 

Luciferin** 700 M 70 M 10 L  

*Prepared in water; ** Prepared in assay buffer   

 

7.4.3.5. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: FtPPK time course 

A FtPPK time course was prepared in the presence of 30 nM FtPPK, 1 mM ADP and 200 

M polyP25, to investigate the extent of the linear phase under the applied conditions and 

to investigate if the ATP produced was within the ATP standard curve dynamic range. The 

assay were prepared as reported in section 7.4.3.4 and according to Table 7.43. Negative 

control assays in which water was added in place of ADP were prepared. An ATP standard 

curve was prepared in the same microplate to monitor the activity of the FLuc with time, 
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as reported in Table 7.39. The microplate was incubated for 10 minutes at 30°C prior 

addition of FtPPK. The assays were measured in discontinuous format as reported in section 

7.4.3.1.  

Table 7.43: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: FtPPK time course 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 100 L 

Assay buffer 2x  20 L 

PolyP25* 2 mM 200 M 10 L 

ADP* 10 mM 1 mM 10 L 

DI water   30 L  

To start the FtPPK assay   

 FtPPK/BSA** 300 nM/13 M  30 nM/1.3 M  10 L 

To start the FLuc assay 

FLuc/BSA** 1 M/13 M 100 nM/1.3 M  10 L 

Luciferin** 700 M 70 M 10 L  

*Prepared in water; ** Prepared in assay buffer   

 

7.4.3.6. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: preliminary kinetics characterisation 

7.4.3.6.1. Km for ADP 

To determine the FtPPK Km for ADP, a time course was measured at ADP concentrations 

between 7.81 µM and 2400 µM while the polyP25 concentration was maintained constant 

(200 µM). The ADP samples were prepared by two fold serial dilutions from a 10x 2400 µM 

stock (Exp1) and from a 10x 1000 µM stock (Exp2). The assays were prepared as reported 

in section 7.4.3.4 and according to Table 7.44. Three sets of time courses and three set of 

ATP standard curve assays (ATP 3.90 – 62.5 M) were prepared per microplate (in 

triplicate, 3 microplates in total). Negative control assays, in which water was added in 

place of ADP, were prepared for each set of time course. The microplate was incubated for 

5 minutes at 30°C before to start the FtPPK assay. The gain was 1500.  

Two different assay formats were used to measure the Km, differing for the injection step of 

the FtPPK: 

- FtPPK injection by Biomek3000: the FtPPK assay and the FLuc assay were initiated 

and measured by discontinuous mode, as described in section 7.4.3.1 (Exp1). 
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- FtPPK injection by the second injector of the BMG plate reader: to improve the precision 

and the reproducibility of the FtPPK time course measurement, a format in which the 

FtPPK was injected by a second injector built in the BMG plate reader (injector 2) was 

developed (Appendix, section A2 3.2). The injection of FtPPK (10 L) was completed in 

all the assays belonging to the same time course, then the FLuc assay was started by 

addition of the FLuc/BSA/Luciferin mixture (20 L, injection by injector 1) and the 

luminescence measured after 16 seconds (Exp2).  

Table 7.44: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: preliminary Km with ADP 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 100 L 

Assay buffer 2x  20 L 

PolyP25* 2 mM 200 M 10 L 

ADP* 0.078 - 24 mM 7.8  - 2400 M  10 L 

DI water   30 L  

To start the FtPPK assay   

 FtPPK/BSA** 300 nM/13 M  30 nM/1.3 M  10 L 

To start the FLuc assay 

FLuc/BSA** 1 M/13 M 100 nM/1.3 M  10 L 

Luciferin** 700 M 70 M 10 L  

*Prepared in water; ** Prepared in assay buffer   

 

7.4.3.6.2. Km for polyP25 

To determine the appropriate concentration of ADP to use for the Km measurement for 

polyP25, a time course was measured at 1000 µM, 1500 µM, 2000 µM, 3000 µM ADP while 

the concentration of polyP25 was set to 200 µM. The assays were prepared as reported in 

section 7.4.3.1 and according to Table 7.44, using the appropriate concentration of ADP. 

To determine the Km for polyP25, time courses were measured titrating polyP25 at 

concentrations between 6.25 µM and 600 µM, while the ADP concentration was maintained 

constant (1500 µM). The polyP25 was prepared by two fold serial dilutions from a 10x 600 

µM stock, 10x 500 µM stock and 10x 400 µM stock. The assays were prepared according to 

Table 7.45 and as reported for the experiment to determine the Km with ADP (section 

7.4.3.6.1), applying both the Exp1 format and the Exp2 format. 
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Table 7.45: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: preliminary Km with polyP 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 100 L 

Assay buffer 2x  20 L 

ADP* 1.5 mM 1500 M 10 L 

PolyP25* 0.062 - 6 mM 6.25 - 600 M  10 L 

DI water   30 L  

To start the FtPPK assay   

 FtPPK/BSA** 300 nM/13 M  30 nM/1.3 M  10 L 

To start the FLuc assay 

FLuc/BSA** 1 M/13 M 100 nM/1.3 M  10 L 

Luciferin** 700 M 70 M 10 L  

*Prepared in water; ** Prepared in assay buffer   

 

7.4.3.7. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: DMSO effect 

To investigate the DMSO effect on the FtPPK-FLuc assay, the initial rate in the presence 

of 0%, 1%, 2%, 4%, 6%, 8% and 10% DMSO was measured. Time courses were prepared 

applying the following conditions: 35 nM FtPPK/1.3 M BSA, 30 M PolyP25, 700 M 

ADP, 100 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 0-10% (v/v) DMSO, 30°C. ATP standard 

curves were prepared alongside with the corresponding % of DMSO.  

Table 7.46: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: effect of DMSO – FtPPK time course 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 100 L 

Assay buffer 2x  20 L 

PolyP25* 300 M 30 M 10 L 

DMSO 10x 0 - 10 % 10 L 

DI water   10 L  

Later addition (by Biomek3000)    

FtPPK/BSA** 350 nM/13 M 35 nM/1.3 M 10 L 

To start the FtPPK assay   

 ADP* 3.5 mM 700 M 20 L 

To start the FLuc assay 

FLuc/BSA** 1 M/13 M 100 nM/1.3 M  10 L 

Luciferin** 700 M 70 M 10 L  

*Prepared in water; ** Prepared in assay buffer   
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The assay reagents were prepared as reported in 7.3.3.2, using the assay buffer described in 

Table 7.33. The assays were prepared in a white 96 well plate microplate, according to Table 

7.46 and as reported in 7.3.3.2, with the difference that the luminescence assay was started 

by addition of a mixture of FLuc/BSA/luciferin. An optimised format (similar to the final 

optimal format) in which the FtPPK assay was started by addition of ADP was applied. 

Different reader control protocols, linked in a script mode, were used to initiate the FtPPK 

assay and the FLuc assay (Appendix, section A2 3.3). The gain was increased to 1700. 

7.4.3.8. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: format optimisation and incubation time 

To determine the appropriate incubation time at 30°C prior the initiation of the assays, a 

FtPPK-FLuc time course was measured following incubation of the microplate with the 

FtPPK solution for 0, 60, 180, 300 and 600 seconds. The following conditions were applied 

to measure the time course: 35 nM FtPPK/1.3 M BSA, 30 M PolyP25, 700 M ADP, 100 

nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 5% DMSO, 30°C. The assays were prepared as 

described in 7.4.3.7. 

7.4.3.9. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: optimisation of the FLuc concentration 

For the optimisation of the FLuc concentration, the FtPPK assay was coupled to the 

following FLuc concentrations: 50 nM, 100 nM, 125 nM, 166 nM, 200 nM, 250 nM, 290 nM, 

and 333 nM. Overall, the conditions applied to the coupled assay were: 35 nM FtPPK/1.3 

M BSA, 30 M PolyP25, 700 M ADP, 50 - 333 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 

5% DMSO, 30°C. The assays were prepared in white 96 well plate, half area. Each microplate 

was prepared as follow: two ATP standard curves at a FLuc concentration of 100 nM (to 

monitor the loss of FLuc activity with time and from plate to plate) and two FtPPK time 

courses coupled to a different FLuc concentration (respective ATP standard curve).  

A further improvement to the assay protocol was introduced, consisting in the addition of 

the FLuc/BSA solution to the microplate and the initiation of the luminescence assay by 

injection of only luciferin. This protocol was very similar to the optimised standard protocol 

and together with the assay component preparation is described in section 7.3.3.2. The only 

difference to take into account consisted in the addition of FtPPK/BSA and FLuc/BSA 
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solution, which were added in the microplate to the remaining assay solution by 

Biomek3000, as reported in Table 7.47. 

Table 7.47: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay - optimisation of FLuc concentration 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 100 L 

Assay buffer 2x  10 L 

PolyP25* 300 M 30 M 10 L 

DMSO 100% 5% 5 L 

DI water   15 L  

Later addition (by Biomek3000)    

FtPPK/BSA** 350 nM/13 M 35 nM/1.3 M 10 L 

FLuc/BSA** 0.5 – 3.3 M/13 M  50 – 333 nM/1.3 M  10 L 

To start the FtPPK assay   

 ADP* 3.5 mM 700 M 20 L 

To start the FLuc assay 

Luciferin** 350 M 70 M 20 L  

*Prepared in water; ** Prepared in assay buffer   

 

7.4.3.10. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: optimisation of the NaCl concentration 

The effect of the NaCl on the activity of the FLuc and of the FtPPK was investigated by 

testing a range of NaCl concentration (25 mM – 300 mM) on the independent luminescence 

assay and on the coupled assay. The following conditions were applied: 35 nM FtPPK/1.3 

M BSA, 30 M PolyP25, 700 M ADP, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 5% 

DMSO, 30°C. The NaCl was included in the assay buffer. The assays were prepared as 

reported in section 7.4.3.9. Previously not only FtPPK and FLuc have been prepared in 

assay buffer but luciferin as well, meaning that 40% of the assay components were supplied 

with the luciferin injection at the moment of the initiation of the luminescence assay. To 

allow the use of the same luciferin sample to start assays with a different concentration of 

NaCl, the luciferin was prepared in a Tris buffer containing only glycerol (called luciferin 

buffer, Table 7.17). As a consequence, the concentration of MgCl2, NaCl and (NH4)2SO4 in 

the assay buffer was adjusted so that the respective final concentration in 100 L final 

volume would be obtained by addition of 30 L buffer (in accordance to the protocol for 

the preparation of the coupled assay, which entails the injection of a total of 30 L, section 
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7.3.3.2). The separation between a luciferin buffer and an assay buffer, containing all the 

components required for the assay, was adopted as standard (section 7.3.3.2).  

7.4.3.11. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: optimisation of the FtPPK concentration 

To ensure that the luminescence signal was a function of the FtPPK activity, the relation 

between FtPPK concentration and signal was investigated by titration of the FtPPK while 

the FLuc was maintained constant. The FtPPK concentrations tested were: 50 nM, 25 nM, 

12.5 nM, 6.25 nM, 3.12 nM, 1.5 nM. Overall, the conditions applied to the coupled assay 

were: 1.5 - 50 nM FtPPK/1.3 M BSA, 30 M PolyP25, 700 M ADP, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 

M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 5% DMSO, 30°C. The assays were prepared in white 96 well 

plate, half area, as described in section 7.3.3.2 and according to Table 7.48.  

Table 7.48: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay - optimisation of FtPPK concentration 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 100 L 

Assay buffer 2x  10 L 

PolyP25* 300 M 30 M 10 L 

DMSO 100% 5% 5 L 

DI water   15 L  

Later addition (by Biomek3000)    

FtPPK/BSA** 15 - 500 nM/13 M 1.5 – 50 nM/1.3 M 10 L 

FLuc/BSA** 3 M/13 M  300 nM/1.3 M  10 L 

To start the FtPPK assay   

 ADP* 3.5 mM 700 M 20 L 

To start the FLuc assay 

Luciferin** 350 M 70 M 20 L  

*Prepared in water; ** Prepared in assay buffer   
 

 

7.4.3.12. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: kinetics characterisation 

The fully optimised FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay was applied for the kinetic characterization 

of the FtPPK. The coupled assay conditions were: 10 nM FtPPK/1.3 M BSA, ADP and 

polyP25 as per respective experiment, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 5% 

DMSO, 30°C.  
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Table 7.49: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay – Km for ADP 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 100 L 

Assay buffer 2x  10 L 

ADP* 97.6 M – 25 mM 9.76 - 2500 M 10 L 

DMSO 100% 5% 5 L 

DI water   15 L  

Later addition (by Biomek3000)    

FtPPK/BSA** 100 nM/13 M 10 nM/1.3 M 10 L 

FLuc/BSA** 3 M/13 M  300 nM/1.3 M  10 L 

To start the FtPPK assay   

 PolyP25* 1 mM or 150 M 200 M or 30 M 20 L 

To start the FLuc assay 

Luciferin** 350 M 70 M 20 L  

*Prepared in water; ** Prepared in assay buffer   

 

Table 7.50: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay – Km for polyP 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 100 L 

Assay buffer 2x  10 L 

PolyP25* 7-8 M – 4 mM 0.78 - 400 M 10 L 

DMSO 100% 5% 5 L 

DI water   15 L  

Later addition (by Biomek3000)    

FtPPK/BSA** 100 nM/13 M 10 nM/1.3 M 10 L 

FLuc/BSA** 3 M/13 M  300 nM/1.3 M  10 L 

To start the FtPPK assay   

 ADP* 7.5 mM or 12.5 mM 1500 M or 2500 M 20 L 

To start the FLuc assay 

Luciferin** 350 M 70 M 20 L  

*Prepared in water; ** Prepared in assay buffer   

 

The Km for ADP was measured by titration of ADP between 9.76 M and 2500 while 

the polyP25 wad held constant at either 200 M or 30 M. The Km for polyP25 was measured 

by titration of polyP25 between 0.78 M and 400 M, while the ADP was held constant at 

either 2500 M or 1500 M. The assays were prepared in white 96 well plate, half area, as 

described in section 7.3.3.2 and according to Table 7.49 and Table 7.50. 
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7.5. Experimental for Chapter 3 

7.5.1. HTS format development 

7.5.1.1. Preliminary investigation: rate measurement  

A preliminary HTS format was designed in which replicates of FtPPK time courses were 

prepared (three time points: 16 seconds, 23 seconds, 30 seconds) and the Z  ̍factor measured 

to assess the assay quality. The effect of the FLuc concentration optimisation (section 

2.2.4.3) was also investigated by preparing both assays coupled to 100 nM FLuc and assays 

coupled to 300 nM FLuc. The following assay conditions (not fully optimised) were applied: 

35 nM FtPPK/1.3 M BSA, 30 M PolyP25, 700 M ADP, 100 nM or 300 nM FLuc/1.3 

M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 5% DMSO, 30°C. The assays were prepared on a 96 well plate, 

half are, with a total volume of 100 µL as follow: a total of 18 FtPPK time courses (six sets 

of time courses in triplicate: three sets coupled to 100 nM FLuc and three sets coupled to 

300 nM FLuc), 6 negative control assays (lacking FtPPK, each measured in triplicate) and 

3 sets of ATP standard curves (to monitor the activity of the FLuc with time). For the 

reagent preparation and the assay protocol refer to section 7.4.3.7 and Table 7.46 (adjusting 

for the appropriate DMSO and FLuc concentration).  

7.5.1.2. End-point assay format in 96 and 384 well microplate 

An end-point assay format was developed for HTS in which the activity of the FtPPK was 

monitored by a single time point measurement within the linear phase of the FtPPK time 

course (32 seconds). The end-point format was initially developed on a 96 well half area 

microplate and later transferred to a 384 well microplate, in both cases with a total volume 

of 100 µL. The following assay conditions (not fully optimised) were applied: 35 nM 

FtPPK/1.3 M BSA, 30 M PolyP25, 700 M ADP, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M 

luciferin, 5% DMSO, 30°C. The assays were prepared as described in section 7.4.3.9 and 

according to Table 7.47 (adjusting for the appropriate concentration of FLuc).  

HTS end-point format in a 96 well plate: The 96 well microplate was prepared as follow: 40 

FtPPK-FLuc positive control assays, 40 negative control assays (no FtPPK), two sets of 

ATP standard curve assays. The positive control assays and the negative control assays 
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were prepared in alternate columns (from columns 2 to 11), the ATP standard curve assays 

were prepared in column 1 and column 12 (refer to Appendix, section A3 1.1.1).  

HTS end-point format in a 384 well plate: The 384 well microplate was prepared as follow: 

160 FtPPK-FLuc positive control assays, 160 negative control assays (no FtPPK), 8 sets of 

ATP standard curve assays. For both the assay measurement and the data analysis, it was 

convenient to divide the microplate in four subsections, equivalent to a 96 well microplate 

and with analogous layout (40 positive control assays and 40 negative control assays in 

alternate position, plus 2 sets of ATP standard curve assays). The section including column 

1 to column 12 and row A to row H was designated Q1 (quarter 1); the section including 

column 13 to column 24 and row A to row H was designated Q2; the section including 

column 1 to column 12 and row I to row P was designated Q3; the section including column 

13 to column 24 and row I to row P was designated Q4 (refer to Appendix, section A3 1.1.2.  

7.5.1.3. Zꞌ factor reproducibility and screening layout determination 

The layout for the HTS end-point format to apply for the screening was defined and the Z' 

day-to-day variability assessed by repeating the screening simulation over five different 

days. To reduce the signal drift across the microplate the following incubation times were 

investigated (30°C, prior initiation of the assays): 5 minutes, 15 minutes, 20 minutes, 25 

minutes. The assays were prepared in a 384 well plate with a total volume of 100 µL. The 

following assay conditions (not fully optimised) were applied: 35 nM FtPPK/1.3 M BSA, 

30 M PolyP25, 700 M ADP, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 5% DMSO, 

30°C. The microplate was prepared as follow: 280 FtPPK-FLuc assays, of which 40 assays 

to be used as negative control assays (no variation of the signal, 0% inhibition) and the 

remaining 240 to screen 80 library compounds in triplicate; 40 positive control assays (no 

FtPPK, maximal variation of the signal. 100% inhibition); 8 sets of ATP standard curve 

assays.r The assay reagents were prepared as reported in section 7.3.3.2. To reduce the data 

                                        
r
 So far, have been called positive controls those assays containing all the components, and negative 

controls those assays lacking FtPPK. However, for the current experiment and when referring to the 

screening, those assays of which the activity was comparable to what observed in the presence of a 

strong inhibitor (no FtPPK, 100% inhibition, no signal emitted) were labelled as positive controls. 
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variability that could derive from multiple injections with consequent increase of the 

experimental error, the FtPPK/BSA and the FLuc/BSA solutions were included in the 

assay solution, as described in Table 7.19.  

The assays components were dispensed into the microplate by the automated workstation 

according to the steps reported below. Per each step the injection of the assay components 

was performed in the order: Q1, Q3, Q2 and Q4. Only after completing the injection in each 

quarter the next step was started   

1. To simulate the library compound addition step, 5 L DMSO (100% stock) were 

dispensed in the wells due to contain the ATP standard curve assays, the positive 

control assays, the negative control assays and the assays due to contain the library 

compounds (in the reported order).  

2. The ATP standard curve assays were prepared by dispensing 65L of the respective 

assay solution and then 10 L ATP at the appropriate concentration (Table 7.18). 

3. The positive control assays were prepared by dispensing 55L of the respective assay 

solution (no FtPPK, comparable to 100% inhibition). 

4. The negative control assays (no variation of the signal, comparable to 0% inhibition) 

and the assays due to contain the library compounds were prepared by dispensing 55L 

of the respective assay solution (Table 7.19). 

5. The microplate plate was incubated into the BMG plate reader at 30°C for the 

appropriate time before to start the FtPPK-FLuc assay. 

For details on the plate reader control protocols set up for the assays measurement refer to 

Appendix, section A3 1.1.2  

7.5.1.4.  HTS format, optimised conditions 

The final optimised conditions (section 2.2.4.4) were applied to the HTS format and the 

latter further improved to achieve a satisfactory and reproducible Zꞌ factor. The assays were 

prepared in a 384 well plate with a total volume of 100 µL. The following optimal conditions 

were applied: 10 nM FtPPK/1.3 M BSA, 1.5 M PolyP25, 200 M ADP, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 

                                        

assays, while those assays containing DMSO but no inhibitors for which full activity was observed 

(0% inhibition, maximum signal emitted) were labelled as negative control assays. 
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M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 5% DMSO, 30°C. The assay reagent solutions were prepared as 

reported in section 7.3.3.2. The assays were prepared in the microplate applying the HTS 

layout and the protocol described in 7.5.1.3. Unless differently stated, the microplate was 

incubated for 20 minutes at 30°C, prior the start and the measurement of the assays. To 

define the final conditions for HTS, the assay performance was investigated at three different 

time points: 

- HTS 30 seconds end-point format: the assays were measured applying the protocols and 

the script described in Appendix, section A3 1.1.2, Table A3 2.   

- HTS 60 seconds end-point format: the assays were measured applying protocols similar 

to the 30 seconds end-point format protocols, modified with respect to the delay between 

the injection of the ADP and the injection of the FLuc, which was extended to 30 seconds 

(Appendix, section A3 1.1.2, Table A3 3). 

- HTS 90 seconds end-point format: the assays were measured applying protocols similar 

to the 30 seconds end-point format protocols, modified with respect to the delay between 

the injection of the ADP and the injection of the FLuc, which was extended to 45 seconds 

(Appendix, section A3 1.1.2, Table A3 4). 

7.5.2. PKIS library screening 

The PKIS library was screened by the FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay in end point format (30 

seconds), applying the (not fully optimised) conditions: 35 nM FtPPK/1.3 M BSA, 30 M 

PolyP25, 700 M ADP, 100 nM or 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 5% DMSO, 

30°C (Table 3.1). The assay reagent solutions were prepared as reported in section 7.3.3.2. 

The assays were prepared in the microplate according to the layouts reported in section A3 

1.1 (libraries plate layout and the screening plate layout) and following the protocol 

described in section 7.5.1.3 (end point: 30 seconds), with the difference that at step 1 not 

only DMSO but also the library compounds were added into the microplate. For details on 

the plate reader set up for the assay measurement refer to Appendix, section A3 1.1.2, Table 

A3 2.  
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7.5.3. Reynolds library screening 

The Reynolds library was screened by the FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay in end point format 

(90 seconds), applying the optimal conditions: 10 nM FtPPK/1.3 M BSA, 1.5 M PolyP25, 

200 M ADP, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 10 M library compound, 5% 

DMSO, 30°C (Table 3.2). The assay reagent solutions were prepared as reported in section 

7.3.3.2. The assays were prepared in the microplate according to the layouts reported in 

section A3 1.1 (libraries plate layout and the screening plate layout) and following the 

protocol described in section 7.5.1.3 (end point: 90 seconds), with the difference that at step 

1 not only DMSO but also the library compounds were added into the microplate. For 

details on the plate reader set up for the assay measurement refer to Appendix, section A3 

1.1.2, Table A3 4. 
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7.6. Experimental for Chapter 4 

7.6.1. Independent luminescence assays counter screen 

The PKIS hits and the Reynolds library hits were counter screened with the independent 

luminescence assays to investigate their activity on the FLuc. The assays were prepared on 

a 96 well microplate with a total volume of 100 µL. The following assay conditions were 

applied: 300 nM FLuc/2.6 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 10 M ATP, 5% DMSO, 30°C. Each 

compound was tested in triplicate at the concentration of 10 M. Alongside the assays 

containing the identified hits, the following control assays were prepared: negative control 

assays (0% inhibition): 3 assays in triplicate with only DMSO and 3 assays in triplicate with 

10 M library compound not selected as hit; positive control assays (100% FLuc inhibition): 

assays in which no FLuc was added. To monitor the activity of the FLuc with time, three 

standard curves were also prepared on the microplate. The assay were prepared as reported 

in section 7.3.3.1. 

7.6.2. Thermal shift assay 

7.6.2.1. Thermal shift assay optimisation 

The optimisation of the conditions for thermal shift assay entailed the investigation of a 

suitable signal detection mode and optimal concentration of FtPPK and SYPRO Orange. 

The thermal shift assay was measured by means of a real time PCR machine. Investigation 

of the detection mode (combined FAM/ROX channel vs FRET mode) proved the 

fluorescence measurement in FRET mode to be superior. The following concentration of 

FtPPK and SYPRO Orange were tested for the identification of optimal conditions: 0.5 M, 

1 M, 2 M, 5 M FtPPK; 1x, 2x, 5x, 10x, 20x SYPRO Orange. Each concentration of 

FtPPK was tested in the presence of each concentration of SYPRO Orange (in triplicate). 

Control assays with only FtPPK (but not SYPRO Orange) and with only SYPRO Orange 

(but not FtPPK) were prepared to measure background fluorescence. The assays were 

prepared in white PCR tubes in a 30 L final volume, according to Table 7.51. The FtPPK 

was prepared by dilution in assay buffer (Table 7.20) to a 10x final concentration. The assay 

solution (27L) was manually dispensed in the white PCR tube and incubated for 10 

minutes at room temperature. The SYPRO Orange (3 L) was added just before 
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measurement. The PCR tubes were sealed with appropriate caps to prevent evaporation 

and the solutions vortexed to ensure appropriate mixing (30 sec). The temperature was 

raised from 25°C to 95°C, at the rate of 0.5 °C min
-1
. For data analysis, the Tm was defined 

by fitting the curve derived from the average of the triplicates to the Boltzmann equation. 

Because of the rapid decrease of the signal after the maximum of fluorescence was reached, 

the data beyond the third measurement were not considered for the fitting. 

Table 7.51: Thermal shift assay, FtPPK melting curve 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 30 L 

Assay buffer 2x  12 L 

FtPPK 5 - 50 M 0.5 - 5 M 3 L 

DMSO 100%  5%  1.5 L 

DI water   10.5 L  

    Added as last   

SYPRO Orange 10 - 200x 1 – 20x 3 L 
 

 

7.6.2.2. Hit validation by thermal shift assay 

The thermal shift assay was applied for hit validation under the following conditions: 1 M 

FtPPK, 5x SYPRO Orange, 5% DMSO. The PKIS library hits were tested in duplicate at 

the concentration of 100 M. The Reynolds library hits were tested in triplicate at the 

concentration of 10 M, 50 M and 100 M. The assay solutions for the FtPPK melting 

curve measurement in the presence of the hit compound were prepared were according to 

Table 7.52. The following control assays were also prepared: FtPPK melting curve with 5% 

DMSO; control assays with FtPPK assay but not SYPRO Orange; control assays with the 

library compound and SYPRO Orange but not FtPPK. The hit compound or DMSO (1.5 

L) was dispensed into the PCR tube and then the assay solution containing the FtPPK 

was added (25.5 L). The assays solution was mixed by vortex and incubated at room 

temperature for 10 minutes. The SYPRO Orange was then added (3 L), the PCR tube 

sealed and the solution mixed again by vortex (30 sec). The temperature was raised from 

25°C to 95°C, at the rate of 0.5 °C min-1. The assays were measured in FRET mode. The 

data analysed as reported in section 7.6.2.1.   
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Table 7.52: Thermal shift assay, FtPPK melting curve in the presence of hit compound 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 30 L 

Assay buffer 2x  12 L 

FtPPK 10 M 1 M 3 L 

Hit/DMSO 200 M or 1 mM or 2 mM / 

100% 

10 M or 50 M or 

100 M /  5%  
1.5 L 

DI water   10.5 L  

Added as last    

SYPRO Orange 50x 5x 3 L 

 

7.6.3. HPLC-based FtPPK assay  

7.6.3.1. HPLC method optimisation and FtPPK assay quenching investigation 

The first RP IP HPLC method applied for the analysis of the FtPPK assay was a 

water/MeOH system, using DMHA as ion pairing agent. The mobile phases A was: 15 mM 

DMHA, 5% MeOH in water, pH 7; the mobile phase B was: 15 mM DMHA, 80% MeOH in 

water, pH 7. The pH was adjusted with acetic acid and the solution filtered prior use. The 

elution methods reported in Table 7.53 were investigated for optimal chromatographic 

separation of ADP and ATP (prepared as reported in section 7.3.3.3, Table 7.22). It should 

be noted that at this stage the final concentration of NaCl in the assays was 300 mM (assay 

buffer used: Table 7.33).  

Table 7.53: DMHA-based RP IP HPLC, elution methods  

Time DMHA method 1 DMHA method 2 DMHA method 3  

0 min: 25%B 25%B 25%B  

5 min: 25%B 25%B 25%B  

22 min 55%B - -  

27 min 55%B 65%B 60%B  

28 min 100%B 100%B 100%B  

33 min 100%B 100%B 100%B  

34 min 25%B 25%B 25%B  

44 min 25%B 25%B 25%B  
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The DMHA method 3, which provided the best nucleotide resolution, was tested with three 

possible methods to stop the FtPPK assay (prepared as reported in section 7.3.3.3, in the 

assay buffer Table 7.33): 

- Heat quenching: the 100 L assay solution were transferred into an PCR tube placed 

on a PCR machine at the constant temperature of 95°C for 5 minutes. 

- Quenching by EDTA: the 100 L assay solution were transferred into a PCR tube 

containing 10 L of EDTA (550 mM, 50 mM final concentration in the final volume of 

110 L).   

- Quenching by formic acid: the 100 L assay solution were transferred into a PCR tube 

containing 10 L of formic acid (1 M final assay concentration). 

7.6.3.2. HPLC based-FtPPK assay: time course to define a useful time point for the end-

point format.  

A FtPPK time course was prepared and analysed by HPLC, in order to establish the assay 

linear phase and select a time point suitable for an end-point format. The conditions adopted 

for the screening were applied for the FtPPK assay: 10 nM FtPPK, 2.6 M BSA, 200 M 

ADP, 1.5 M or 30 M polyP25, 5% DMSO, 30°C. The assays were prepared as reported in 

section 7.3.3.3, except for the assay buffer, which provided a 300 mM NaCl final 

concentration (Table 7.33). For the preparation of a FtPPK time course, the FtPPK reaction 

was stopped by addition of EDTA at the desired time point. The assays were prepared 

according to the general protocol described in section 7.3.3.3: step 1 and step 2 were executed 

exactly as reported; to stop the assay (step 3), 100 L aliquots were taken out from the 

FtPPK reaction solution and added at the desired time point to PCR tubes containing 10 

L EDTA (550 mM stock solution, giving a 50 mM final concentration in the total volume 

of 110 L).The FtPPK sample were analysed using the DMHA method 3 (Table 7.53).  

7.6.3.3. HPLC based-FtPPK assay: TEAA method development 

To improve the peak shape and the resolution of the adenosine nucleotides, an HPLC 

method using TEAA as ion pairing agent was developed. Both a water/ACN system (Table 
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7.54) and a water/MeOH system (Table 7.23) were tested, applying a various range of 

elution methods (reported in section A4 3.2). The optimal system and elution gradient 

selected for the FtPPK assay were described in the general section 7.3.3.3. 

Table 7.54: TEAA/ACN system for RP IP HPLC  

 Component  Final concentration Vol 

Mobile phase A TEA  0.1 M 27.8 mL 

 Acetic acid (10 mM)  cca. 18 mL*  

 DI water 100% up to 2 L  

    

Mobile phase B TEA  0.1 M 7 mL 

 Acetic acid (10 mM)  cca. 6 mL* 

 ACN 50% 250 mL 

 DI water 20% up to 500 mL 

*approximate volume to adjust to pH 7 
 

 

7.6.3.4. HPLC based-FtPPK assay: end-point format analysed by the TEAA method 

To establish the conditions for an HPLC-based assay in end-point format, suitable for hit 

validation, replicates of the FtPPK assays, containing either 1.5 M or 30 M polyP25 and 

stopped after 180 seconds or 300 seconds respectively, were tested and the data variation 

evaluated. The assays were prepared as described in section 7.3.3.3. To adapt for end-point 

format the protocol was slightly modified as reported below: 

1. Aliquots (80 L) of the assay solution (containing FtPPK, polyP25, BSA and DMSO) 

were dispensed in many PCR tubes as many assay replicates prepared.  

2. The assay solution samples and the ADP solution were incubated at 30°C for 20 

minutes in water bath. 

3. The FtPPK assay was started by addition of ADP (20 L) to the assay solution 

contained in each PCR tube (precise record of the starting point was taken) 

4. The FtPPK were stopped by addition of EDTA (10 L, 550 mM stock) after either 

180 seconds or 300 seconds. 

To achieve a good level of reproducibility among the replicates, it was of critical importance 

to stop the assays exactly after the set delay from the addition of ADP (a timer was used). 
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The FtPPK samples were analysed applying the optimised TEAA method reported in 

section 7.3.3.3. 

7.6.3.5. HPLC based-FtPPK assay end-point format for hit validation 

A long FtPPK time course was measured in the presence of 30 M polyP25, to define the 

last time point useful for an end-point format assay. The FtPPK conditions applied were: 

10 nM FtPPK, 2.6 M BSA, 200 M ADP, 30 M polyP25, 5% DMSO, 30°C. The assays 

were prepared as reported in section 7.3.3.3 and according to the protocol described in 

section 7.6.3.2. The sample were analysed by the TEAA method reported in section 7.3.3.3.  

7.6.3.6. PKIS and Reynolds library hit validation by HPLC assay 

The HPLC-based FtPPK assay in end point format (assays stopped after 7 minutes) was 

applied for hit validation. A good summary of the FtPPK assay conditions was reported in 

Table 4.8. The hits were tested in duplicate at 10 M concentration. The assays were 

prepared as reported in section 7.3.3.3, with the minor variation of not including the DMSO 

in the assay solution, which resulted in a small variation also in the protocol for the assay 

preparation (Table 7.55).  

Table 7.55: HPLC-based FtPPK assays for hit validation 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 100 L 

Assay buffer 2x  30 L 

PolyP25* 300 M 30 M 10 L 

FtPPK/BSA** 100 nM/13 M 10 nM/1.3 M 10 L 

BSA** 13 M 1.3 M 10 L 

DI water   15 L  

In PCR tube     

Hit/DMSO 200 M/100% 10 M/5% 5 L 

To start the FtPPK assay   

 ADP* 1 mM 200 M 20 L 

*Prepared in water; ** Prepared in assay buffer (Table 7.20)  

 

To prepare the assays in end point format, the protocol described in section 7.6.3.4 was 

applied, with a small variation in the preparation of the assay solution and in step 1. No 
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DMSO was included in the assay solution but only FtPPK, polyP25 and BSA (tot volume: 

Nx 75 L). The hit compound (or DMSO for the control assays, 5 L) was added into the 

PCR tubes, followed by addition of the assay solution (75 L). Step 2, 3 and 4 were 

maintained unmodified (assays stopped after 420 seconds). The samples were analysed by 

TEAA method (section 7.3.3.3).
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7.7. Experimental for Chapter 5 

7.7.1. Synthesis of the Reynolds library hit RL42-PLT9 

7.7.1.1. 2-Chloro-N-(naphthalen-1-ylmethyl)acetamide (3) 

 

A solution of compound 2 (1.21 mL, 15.2 mmol, 1.6 Eq) in ethyl acetate (50 mL) was added 

dropwise to a solution of compound 1 (1.4 mL, 9.5 mmol, 1 Eq) and K2CO3 (5.34 g, 38 

mmol, 4 Eq) in a mixture of ethyl acetate (250 mL) and water (250 mL). The reaction was 

left to stir vigorously at room temperature for 2.5 h. The organic phase was separated from 

the aqueous phase and dried over MgSO4. The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation 

and the residue triturated with hexane. A colourless crystalline solid (Rf: 0.80 in 

CHCl3:MeOH - 9:1; 0.38 in DCM:MeOH – 1:9) was recovered (2.15 g, 99% yield).  

1H NM R (400 MHz, CDCl3):7.92 (1H, d, J = 8.1 Hz, Ar H), 7.83 (1H, d, J = 7.5 Hz, 

Ar H), 7.77 (1H, dd, J = 6.6, 2.9 Hz, Ar H), 7.48 (2H, m, Ar H) 7.38 (2H, m, Ar H), 6.74 

(1H, br. s, NH), 4.88 (2 H, d, J = 5.5 Hz, CH2NH), 4.04 (2H, s, CH2Cl).  

13C NM R (400 MHz, CDCl3):  165.59 (NHCO), 133.91 (Ar C), 132.54 (Ar C), 131.32 (Ar 

C), 128.97 (Ar CH), 128.91 (Ar CH), 126.85 (Ar CH), 126.78 (Ar CH), 126.14 (Ar CH), 

125.40 (Ar CH), 123.19 (Ar CH), 42.60 (CH2NH), 42.01 (CH2Cl).  

LRM S (ESI
+
) m/z: 234.17, 235.25, 236.13 (M+H)

+
, 256.11 (M+Na)

+
. 
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7.7.1.2. {2-[(Naphthalen-1-ylmethyl)amino]-2-oxoethyl}triphenylphosphonium salt (4) 

 

To a solution of compound 3 (2 g, 8.55 mmol, 1 Eq) in acetonitrile (60 mL) 

triphenylphosphine (3.36 g, 12.8 mmol, 1.5 Eq) was added. The reaction mixture was 

refluxed until the starting material completely disappeared (28 h). The phosphonium salt 

(4) precipitated during reflux in the reaction mixture. The solid residue was filtered and 

washed with ethyl acetate. A fine white-pink powder was recovered (3.84 g, 90% yield).  

1
H NM R (400 MHz, CDCl3):10.5 (1H, br t, J = 5.56 Hz x2, CH2NHCO), 8.03 (1H, d, J 

= 7.3 Hz, Ar H), 7.74 (1H, d, J = 6.9 Hz, Ar H), 7.65 (7H, m, Ar H), 7.55 (3H, m, Ar H), 

7.39 (8H, m, Ar H), 7.33 (1H, d, J = 6.7 Hz, Ar H), 7.23 (1H, m, Ar H), 5.04 (2H, d, J = 

14.5 Hz, COCH2P), 4.69 (2H, d, J = 6.1 Hz, CH2NHCO).  

13C NM R (400 MHz, CDCl3):  162.42 (COCH=P), 162.32 (COCH2P), 134.78 (CH, Ar 

phenyl), 134.74 (CH Ar phenyl), 134.02 (CH Ar phenyl), 133.91 (CH, Ar phenyl), 133.66 

(C, Ar naphthyl), 133.33 (C, Ar naphthyl), 131.32 (C, Ar naphthyl), 129.99 (CH, Ar 

phenyl), 129.86 (CH, Ar phenyl), 128.30 (CH, Ar naphthyl), 127.74 (CH, Ar naphthyl), 

126.75 (CH, Ar naphthyl), 126.36 (CH, Ar naphthyl), 125.55 (CH, Ar naphthyl), 125.40 

(CH, Ar naphthyl), 124.03 (CH, Ar naphthyl), 118.72 (COCH=PC), 117.84 (COCH2PC), 

41.49 (CH2NH), 32.27 (COCH=P), 31.73 (COCH2P).  

LRM S (ESI+) m/z: 460.26 (M)+, 461.24, 462.25 (M+H)+. 
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7.7.1.3. {2-[(Naphthalen-1-ylmethyl)amino]-2-oxoethyl}triphenylphosphonium ylide (5)a 

 

The phosphonium salt 4 (150 mg, 0.3 mmol, 1 Eq) was dissolved into a mixture of water 

(2.5 mL) and DMC (2.5 mL).455 The reaction was stirred vigorously to avoid separation of 

the phases and NaOH (1 mL, 2 M) was added. The pH was adjusted by addition of HCl 

(1M) to 7-8. The reaction was monitored by TLC (CHCl3:MeOH – 9:1). After 30 minutes 

no starting material (Rf 0.34) was left but two new spots appeared (Rf  0.58 and 0.68). The 

two phases were separated and the aqueous layer extracted with DCM (3 x 10 mL). The 

combined organic phases were washed with brine and then dried over MgSO4. The reaction 

mixture was purified by silica chromatography and the spots analysed by mass spectrometry 

and NMR. The two spots were identified as: 

Spot Rf 0.68: triphenylphosphine oxide. 
1
H NM R (400 MHz, CDCl3): 7.6 (6 H, m, Ar), 

7.47 (3 H, m, Ar), 7.39 (6 H, m, Ar). LRM S (ESI+) m/z: 279.16, (M+H)+. 

Spot Rf 0.58: N-(1-naphthylmethyl)-acetamide. 
1
H NM R (400 MHz, CDCl3):  7.94 (1H, 

d, J = 8.07 Hz, naphthyl H), 7.8 (1H, m, 1H, naphthyl H), 7.74 (1H, m, naphthyl H), 7.46 

(2H, m, naphthyl H), 7.37 (2H, m, naphthyl H),s 5.72 (1H, br s, CH2NHCO), 4.81 (2H, d, J 

= 5.4 Hz, CH2NHCO), 1.93 (3H, s, NHCOCH3).
t LRM S (ESI+) m/z: 200.15 (M+H)+, 

222.16 (M+Na)+. 

                                        
s
 The integral for the peaks at 7.46 and 7.37 were 3.5 and 5 respectively, from which the number 

of H assigned to the triphenylphosphine oxide (refer to note c) were subtracted. 

t
 In the spectrum the following signals were assigned to H from the phenyl groups of 

triphenylphosphine oxide: 7.58 (3H, m, phenyl H), 7.46 (1.5H, m, phenyl H), 7.37 (3H, m, phenyl H). 

In the analysed sample the ratio between the acetamide derivative and the triphenylphosphine oxide 

was 2:1     
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7.7.1.4. {2-[(Naphthalen-1-ylmethyl)amino]-2-oxoethyl}triphenylphosphonium ylide (5)b 

 

The phosphonium salt 4 (80 mg, 0.16 mmol, 1 Eq) was dissolved in DCM (1.6 mL) 

and Et3N (15 l, 0.177 mmol, 1.1 Eq) was added. The reaction was monitored by 

TLC. Spots with a similar Rf as for the reaction reported on section 7.7.1.3 were 

detected. The starting material consumption was much slower, however only 

degradation products were obtained as confirmed by mass spectrometry.  

7.7.1.5. N-{9-[(3aR,4R,6S,6aS)-6-Formyl-2,2-dimethyltetrahydrofuro[3,4-d][1,3]dioxol-4-

yl] -9H-purin-6-yl}benzamide (8) 

 

The DMP reagent (1.32 g, 3.11 mmol, 1.3 Eq) was suspended in freshly distilled DCM (5 

mL) and cooled on ice. To the suspension of DMP a solution of adenosine 6 (1 g, 2.43 mmol, 

1 Eq) in freshly distilled DCM (15 mL) was added. The reaction mixture was prepared 

under N2, stirred on ice for the first hour then gradually warmed to room temperature and 

left to stir for 6 hours. It was not possible to monitor the reaction by TLC because of the 

similar Rf of the adenosine derivative (Rf: 0.58, CHCl3:MeOH – 95:5) and the bigger spot 

detected in the reaction mixture (Rf between 0.41 and 0.60, spots with Rf 0.74 and 0.25 

were also detected). The formation of the aldehyde derivative was confirmed by NMR 
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analysis. After 6 hours no significant changes were observed on the TLC and NMR showed 

that only about 18 % of the starting material remained unreacted (same amount remained 

after leaving the reaction overnight). To quench the excess of DMP a 10% solution of 

Na2S2O3 in a saturated NaHCO3 solution was prepared. The reaction mixture was diluted 

with ethyl acetate (50 mL) and the Na2S2O3 solution added until the two phases became 

clear. The two layers were separated and the organic washed with a NaHCO3 saturated 

solution (3 x 50 mL) and brine (30 mL) and then dried over MgSO4. The solvent was 

removed and the obtained crude mixture (oily residue) was used for the Wittig reaction 

without prior purification (580 mg, 58% yield). 

1
H NM R (400 MHz, CDCl3):

u
 9.28 (1H, s, CHCHO), 8.92 (1H, s, NHCOPh), 8.60 (1H, 

s, adenine-pyrimidine ring CNCHNC), 8.06 (1H, s, adenine-imidazole ring, NCHN), 7.95 

(2H, br d, J = 7.3, o-benzoyl H), 7.55 (1H, m, p-benzoyl H), 7.47 (2H, m, m-benzoyl H), 

6.21 (1H, s, ribose ring, OCH(N)CH(O)CH(O)), 5.5 (1H, dd, J = 6.1, 1.6 Hz, ribose ring, 

OCH(N)CH(O)CH(O)), 5.29 (1H, d, J = 6 Hz, ribose ring, OCH(N)CH(O)CH(O)), 4.64 

(1H, d, J = 1.34 Hz, ribose ring, CH(O)CH(O)CH(CHO)O), 1.55 (3H, s, OCCH3), 1.35 (3H, 

s, OCCH3).  

13C NM R (400 MHz, CDCl3):
v  199.37 (CHO), 164.51 (NHCOPh), 152.66 (adenine-

pyrimidine ring CNCHNC), 150.55 (adenine C), 149.93 (benzoyl C), 142.47 (adenine-

imidazole ring, NCHN), 133.32 (adenine C), 133.00 (adenine C), 128.95 (benzoyl CH), 127.91 

(benzoyl CH), 123.65 (benzoyl CH), 114.21 (C(CH3)2), 93.16 (ribose, OCH(N)CH(O)), 92.43 

(ribose OCH(N)CH(O)CH(O)), 84.73 (ribose OCH(N)CH(O) CH(O)), 83.60 (ribose 

CH(O)CH(O)CH(CHO)O), 26.59 (OCCH3), 25.03 (OCCH3).  

LRM S (ESI+) m/z: 427.14 (M+NH4)
+. 

                                        
u
 The assignment has been done by comparison with the spectrum of the starting material N6-

Benzoyl-2',3'-Isoproylidene-adenosine, which in turn has been assigned by referring to Ciuffreda P.,
568

 

and by comparison with the spectrum reported by Thompson S.
460

 
v
 Some degree of uncertainty applies to the assignment of the aromatic carbons. 
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7.7.1.6. N-{9-[(3aR,4R,6R,6aR)-2,2-Dimethyl-6-((E/Z)-3-((naphthalen-1-ylmethyl)amino)-

3-oxoprop-1-en-1-yl)tetrahydrofuro[3,4-d][1,3]dioxol-4-yl]-9H-purin-6-yl}benzamide (9) 

 

To a solution of phosphonium salt 4 (1.57 g, 2.7 mmol, 2 Eq) in DCM (10 mL) a solution 

of crude aldehyde 8 (570 mg, 1.38 mmol, 1 Eq) in DCM (25 mL) was added. The reaction 

was started by in situ generation of the ylide 5 upon addition of Et3N (1.5 mL, 11 mmol, 8 

Eq). To ensure anhydrous condition and prevent degradation of the ylide, the reaction was 

done under N2 and freshly distilled DCM and Et3N were used. As soon as the Et3N was 

added, a change of colour from light yellow to an intense yellow-orange was observed. The 

intense colour faded after about half an hour. The reaction mixture was left to stir at room 

temperature overnight. The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation and the crude oil 

was purified by column chromatography (CHCl3:EtOAc - 40:60). To improve the separation 

of the two isomers (Z-isomer Rf 0.28, E-isomer Rf 0.17, CHCl3:EtOAc - 40:60) a gradient 

from 60% to 40% CHCl3 was applied. Overall, 605 mg of Wittig product were recovered (90 

mg Z-isomer, 420 mg E-isomer, 95 mg Z/E isomer mixture). The overall yield was 74% (Z/E 

isomers: 1:3 ratio). 

Z-isomer 1H NM R (400 MHz, CDCl3):8.95 (1H, s, NHCOPh), 8.70 (1H, s, adenine-

pyrimidine ring CNCHNC), 7.97 (1H, s, adenine-imidazole ring, NCHN), 7.93 (3H, m, 

naphthyl 1H, o-benzoyl 2H), 7.8 (1H, d, J = 7.4 Hz, naphthyl H), 7.74 (1H, d, J = 7.4 Hz, 

naphthyl H), 7.54 (1H, m, p-benzoyl H), 7.46 (4H, m, naphthyl 2H, m-benzoyl 2H), 7.35 

(2H, m, naphthyl H), 6.02 (1H, d, J = 2 Hz, ribose ring, OCH(N)CH(O)CH(O)), 5.95 (1H, 

br t, J = 5.1x 2 Hz, CH2NHCO), 5.83 (2H, m, NHCOCH=CHCH; 1H, ribose ring, 
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CH(O)CH(O)CH(CH=CH)O)),w 5.66 (1H, d, J = 10.3 Hz, Z-isomer NHCOCH=CHCH), 

5.61 (1H, dd, J = 6.1, 1.8 Hz, OCH(N)CH(O)CH(O)), 5.11 (1H, dd, J = 6.2, 2.3 Hz, 

OCH(N)CH(O)CH(O), 4.89 (2H, m, CH2NHCO), 1.58 (3H, s, OCCH3), 1.37 (3H, s, 

OCCH3).  

Z-isomer 13C NM R (400 MHz, CDCl3): 164.67 (C, NHCOPh), 164.56 (C, NHCOCH=CH), 

152.73 (CH, adenine), 151.08 (C, adenine), 149.72 (C, benzoyl), 142.85 (CH, adenine), 141.76 

(CH),
x
 133.87 (C, adenine and naphthyl),

y
 133.51 (CH, COCH=CH),

x
 133.15 (C, adenine 

and naphthyl),
y 

132.90 (CH, COCH=CH), 131.38 (C, naphthyl), 128.92 (CH, benzoyl), 

128.81 (CH, naphthyl), 128.77 (CH, naphthyl), 127.84 (CH, benzoyl), 126.94 (CH, 

naphthyl), 126.72 (CH, naphthyl),  126.07 (CH, naphthyl), 125.41 (CH, naphthyl), 124.60 

(CH, benzoyl), 123.52 (CH, naphthyl), 114.35 (C(CH3)2), 91.88 (CH, ribose), 86.59 (CH, 

ribose), 84.85 (CH, ribose), 83.73 (CH, ribose), 41.86 (CH2NHCOCH=CH), 27.05 (OCCH3), 

25.44 (OCCH3).  

E-isomer 1H NM R (400 MHz, CDCl3):8.71 (1H, s, NHCOPh), 8.65 (1H, s, adenine-

pyrimidine ring CNCHNC), 8.06 (1H, s, adenine-imidazole ring, NCHN), 7.86 (3H, m, 

naphthyl 1H, o-benzoyl 2H), 7.74 (1H, d, J = 7.4 Hz, naphthyl H), 7.66 (1H, d, J = 7.1 Hz, 

naphthyl H), 7.53 (1H, m, p-benzoyl H), 7.42 (4H, m, naphthyl 2H, m-benzoyl 2H), 7.27 

(2H, m, naphthyl H), 6.86 (1H, dd, J = 15.3, 4.8 Hz, NHCOCH=CHCH), 6.13 (1H, d, J = 

1.8 Hz, ribose ring, OCH(N)CH(O)CH(O)), 5.72 (1H, br t, J = 5.3x 2 Hz, CH2NHCO), 5.56 

(1H, dd, J = 6.2, 1.71 Hz, ribose ring, OCH(N)CH(O)CH(O)), 5.52 (1H, dd, J = 15.2, 1.8 

Hz, E-isomer NHCOCH=CHCH), 5.06 (1H, dd, J = 6.1, 3.4 Hz, OCH(N)CH(O)CH(O), 

4.79 (3H, m, CH2NHCO 2H, ribose ring, CH(O)CH(O) CH(CH=CH)O), 1.56 (3H, s, 

OCCH3), 1.34 (3H, s, OCCH3).  

                                        
w
 The peak is recognized by the software as a multiplette, however it is possible to distinguish the 

signal from the H at 5ꞌ position of the ribose and the H at position 4ꞌ despite the overlapping. Coupling 

constants were also manually calculated: J = 10.6 Hz (coupling of the 5ꞌ H with the cis H of the 

double bond, J = 7.5 Hz (coupling of the 5ꞌ H with the 4ꞌ H), J = 7.3 Hz (coupling of the 4ꞌ H with 

the 5ꞌ H).  
x
 Difficulties in the assignment, some degree of uncertainty applies.   

y
 Based on previous NMR.  
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E-isomer 13C NM R (400 MHz, CDCl3): 164.67 (C, NHCOPh), 164.08 (C, NHCOCH=CH), 

152.80 (CH, adenine), 151.74 (C, adenine), 149.61 (C, benzoyl), 142.52 (CH, adenine), 139.67 

(CH, COCH=CH), 133.79 (C, adenine and naphthyl),
z
 133.16 (C, adenine and naphthyl),

f 

132.93 (CH, COCH=CH), 131.31 (C, naphthyl), 128.86 (CH, benzoyl), 128.73 (CH, 

naphthyl), 128.55 (CH, naphthyl), 127.89 (CH, benzoyl), 126.67 (CH, naphthyl), 126.65 

(CH, naphthyl),  125.94 (CH, naphthyl), 125.35 (CH, naphthyl), 123.99 (CH, benzoyl), 

123.41 (CH, naphthyl), 114.81 (C(CH3)2), 90.74 (CH, ribose), 86.47 (CH, ribose), 84.16 (CH, 

ribose), 83.53 (CH, ribose), 41.73 (CH, CH2NHCOCH=CH), 27.07 (OCCH3), 25.37 

(OCCH3).  

LRM S (ESI
+
) m/z: 591.31 (M+H)

+
, 613.28 (M+Na)

+
. 

7.7.1.7. N-{9-[(2R,3R,4S,5R)-3,4-Dihydroxy-5-((E/Z)-3-((naphthalen-1-yl methyl)amino)-3-

oxoprop-1-en-1-yl)tetrahydrofuran-2-yl]-9H-purin-6-yl} benzamide (10) 

 

The pure isomer Z or E (Z-isomer: 78.5 mg, 0.13 mmol, 1 Eq; E-isomer: 276 mg, 0.46 mmol, 

1 Eq) was dissolved in formic acid 80% aqueous solution (Z-isomer: 4 mL; E-isomer 14 mL) 

and left to stir at room temperature. The reaction was monitored by TLC (CH3Cl:MeOH – 

9:1, Wittig products: Z-isomer Rf 0.71, E-isomer Rf 0.63; Deprotection products: Z-isomer 

Rf 0.36, E-isomer Rf 0.30) and quenched by co-evaporation with toluene of formic acid under 

high vacuum when no starting material was detect on TLC (Z-isomer: 6 hours, E-isomer: 8 

hours). The reaction crude was purified by column chromatography (CH3Cl:MeOH – 3:97). 

For the E-isomer purification after the impurities were washed off (Rf: 0.43 and 0.36, 

CH3Cl:MeOH – 9:1) the solvent system was changed to CH3Cl:MeOH – 5:95 to speed up 

                                        
z
 Based on previous NMR  
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the elution of the desired product. For the Z-isomer 72 mg (95% yield) were recovered, while 

for the E-isomer 210 mg (80% yield).    

Z-isomer 
1
H NM R (400 MHz, DMSO-d6):11.27 (1H, br s, NHCOPh), 8.85 (1H, s, 

adenine-pyrimidine ring CNCHNC), 8.82 (1H, s, adenine-imidazole ring, NCHN), 8.79 (1H, 

t, J = 5.6 x 2 Hz, NHCOCH=CH), 8.13 (3H, m, naphthyl 1H, o-benzoyl 2H), 8.02 (1H, d, 

J = 7.3 Hz, naphthyl H), 7.94 (1H, d, J = 7.6 Hz, naphthyl H), 7.71 (1H, m, p-benzoyl H), 

7.63 (4H, m, naphthyl 2H, m-benzoyl 2H), 7.55 (2H, m, naphthyl H), 6.49 (1H, dd, J = 

11.6, 8.2 Hz, NHCOCH=CH), 6.15 (1H, d, J = 6.2 Hz, ribose ring, 

OCH(N)CH(OH)CH(OH)), 6.09 (1H, dd, J = 11.7 Hz, Z-isomer NHCOCH=CH), 5.78 (1H, 

m, ribose ring CH(OH)CH(OH)CH(CH=CH)O), 5.65 (2H, d, J = 4.4 Hz, ribose ring, 

OCH(N)CH(OH)CH(OH)), 4.97 (1H, m, OCH(N)CH(OH)CH(OH)), 4.87 (2H, d, J = 5.6 

Hz, CH2NHCO), 4.2 (1H, m, OCH(N)CH(OH)CH(OH)). 

Z-isomer 
13

C NM R (400 MHz, DMSO-d6):  165.21 (2C, NHCOPh and NHCOCH=CH),
aa

 

150.94 (CH, benzoyl), 144.42 (C, adenine), 142.59 (CH, COCH=CH), 134.74 (C, adenine 

and naphthyl), 133.8 (C, adenine and naphthyl), 131.14 (C, naphthyl), 129.01 (CH, 

benzoyl), 128.96 (CH, naphthyl), 128.23 (CH, benzoyl), 126.81 (CH, naphthyl), 126.39 (CH, 

naphthyl), 126.34 (CH, naphthyl), 125.92 (CH, naphthyl), 124.41 (CH, naphthyl), 124 (CH, 

benzoyl), 111.38 (CH, COCH=CH), 88.18 (CH, ribose), 81.40 (CH, ribose), 79.64 (CH, 

ribose), 76.02 (CH, ribose), 73.5 (CH, ribose), 46.96 (CH, CH2NHCOCH=CH).  

E-isomer 1H NM R (400 MHz, DMSO-d6):11.22 (1H, br s, NHCOPh), 8.75 (1H, s, 

adenine-pyrimidine ring CNCHNC), 8.71 (1H, s, adenine-imidazole ring, NCHN), 8.63 (1H, 

t, J = 5.7 x 2 Hz, NHCOCH=CH), 8.06 (3H, m, Naphthyl 1H, o-benzoyl 2H), 7.95 (1H, d, 

J = 7.3 Hz, naphthyl H), 7.86 (1H, d, J = 7.6 Hz, naphthyl H), 7.65 (1H, m, p-benzoyl H), 

7.56 (4H, m, naphthyl 2H, m-benzoyl 2H), 7.46 (2H, m, naphthyl H), 6.89 (1H, dd, J = 

15.34, 5.56 Hz, NHCOCH=CH), 6.22 (1H, dd, J = 15.41, 1.47 Hz, E-isomer NHCOCH=CH), 

6.11 (1H, d, J = 4.8 Hz, ribose ring, OCH(N)CH(OH)CH(OH)), 5.69 (1H, d, J = 5.5 Hz, 

                                        
aa

 Only one peak was observed at  165.21 with higher relative intensity than observed for the Wittig 

product. In the latter case the signal for the two C=O was very close. Therefore, it was hypothesised 

that the signal at  165.21 derive from both the C=O groups.  
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ribose ring, OCH(N)CH(OH)CH(OH)), 5.58 (1H, d, J = 5.7 Hz, ribose ring, 

OCH(N)CH(OH)CH(OH)), 4.81 (2H, d, J = 5.6 Hz, CH2NHCO), 4.75 (1H, q, J = 5.1 x 3 

Hz, OCH(N)CH(OH)CH(OH)), 4.55 (1H, m, ribose ring, CH(OH)CH(OH) CH(CH=CH)O), 

4.29 (1H, q, J = 5.3 x 3 Hz, OCH(N)CH(OH)CH(OH)).   

E-isomer 13C NM R (400 MHz, DMSO-d6):
bb  166.10 (C, NHCOPh), 164.64 (C, 

NHCOCH=CH), 150.94 (C, benzoyl), 143.95 (C, adenine), 139.81 (CH, COCH=CH), 134.88 

(C, adenine and naphthyl), 133.77 (C, adenine and naphthyl),
 
132.93 (CH, COCH=CH), 

131.37 (C, naphthyl), 129.03 (CH, benzoyl), 128.99 (CH, naphthyl), 128.86 (CH, naphthyl), 

128.12 (CH, benzoyl), 126.75 (CH, naphthyl), 126.37 (CH, naphthyl), 126.29 (C, naphthyl), 

126.23 (CH, naphthyl), 125.89 (CH, naphthyl), 125.19 (CH, naphthyl), 124.00 (CH, 

benzoyl), 88.40 (CH, ribose), 83.35 (CH, ribose), 74.15 (CH, ribose), 73.26 (CH, ribose), 

49.06 (CH, CH2NHCOCH=CH). 

LRM S (ESI
+
) m/z: 551.44 (M+H)

+
, 573.31 (M+Na)

+
. 

HRM S (ESI
+
) m/z: calculated for C30H26N6O5 (M+H)

+
 551.2043, found 551.2037. 

 

                                        
bb

 Some degree of uncertainty applies to the assignment of the aromatic carbons.  
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7.7.2. Characterisation of compound RL42-Plt9 

7.7.2.1. Isomers activity and IC50 measurement by HPLC assay 

The activity of the pure re-synthesised isomers E and Z was tested by HPLC-based FtPPK 

assay in end point format (assays stopped after 7 minutes), applying the following 

conditions: 10 nM FtPPK, 30 M polyP25, 200 M ADP, 2.6 M BSA, 5% DMSO, 30°C. 

The two isomers were tested at the final concentrations of 50 M and 100 M (the working 

solutions were prepared to a 20x final concentration), and by determination of IC50 curves. 

In the latter case, a 13 point curve was prepared for each isomer. The different concentration 

of inhibitors were prepared by two-fold serial dilution from 300 M and 400 M top 

concentration. (prepared as 20x final concentration working solution). Assays with FtPPK 

and DMSO and assays with no FtPPK were prepared alongside, as 100% activity and 100% 

inhibition control respectively. The assays were prepared as described in section 7.6.3.5. and 

analysed by the TEAA method (section 7.3.3.3).  

7.7.2.2. Investigation of binding reversibility 

7.7.2.2.1. FtPPK HPLC-based assay: jump assay 

To investigate the ability of the RL42-Plt9 to bind to the FtPPK with a reversible or 

irreversible mechanism, the E isomer of compound RL42-Plt9 was incubated in high 

concentration (300 M) with the FtPPK and then displacement was attempted by 

competition with ADP (condition A). The activity of the FtPPK after addition of ADP was 

compared to the activity of controls in which: no inhibitor was added (condition B);  

inhibitor was added in a concentration (15 M) that inhibited the FtPPK as if displacement 

occurred (condition C); inhibitor was added in a concentration (300 M)  that inhibited the 

FtPPK as if no displacement occurred (condition D). The following assay conditions were 

applied: 10 nM FtPPK, 30 M polyP25, 200 M ADP, 2.6 M BSA, 5% DMSO, 30°C. The 

assays were prepared as reported in Table 7.56 and in Table 7.57. For condition A, a 

concentrated solution of FtPPK with RL42-Plt9 and polyP25 was prepared (5 L). Each 

component was at a concentration such as to match the corresponding concentrations in the 

control assays after dilution (Table 7.56). The solution of condition A was incubated for 30 

minutes at 30°C and then diluted by addition of an ADP solution (95 L) to a final volume 
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of 100 L. In the occurrence of reversible binding, the addition of ADP not only started the 

FtPPK reaction but also caused a displacement from the FtPPK by direct competition or 

as a consequence of the dilution. A time course was measured, as described in section 7.6.3.2. 

Table 7.56: FtPPK/RL42-Plt9 binding - jump assay: condition A  

Component Component stock  Concentration/5L Final Concentration/100L Vol/ 100L 

FtPPK** 900 nM 200 nM 10 nM 1.1 L 

RL42-Plt9 6 mM  300 M/5% DMSO  15 M 0.25 L 

PolyP25* 3 mM 600 M 30 M 1 L 

Buffer    2.65 L 

    Displacement solution    

Buffer    26.25 L 

BSA** 1 mg/mL  0.2 mg/mL 20 L 

DMSO    4.75 L 

ADP* 1 mM  200 M 20 L 

DI water    24 L 

    *Prepared in water; ** Prepared in assay buffer (Table 7.20)   
 

 

Conditions B, C and D (Table 7.57) were prepared in parallel according to the standard 

procedure and a time course measured as described in section 7.6.3.2. 

 

Table 7.57: FtPPK/RL42-Plt9 binding - jump assay: condition B, C, D  

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 100 L 

Assay buffer 2x  30 L 

PolyP25* 300 M 30 M 10 L 

FtPPK/BSA** 100 nM/13 M 10 nM/1.3 M 10 L 

BSA** 13 M 1.3 M 10 L 

DMSO or     

RL42-Plt9 

100% or                                

10x 

5% or                                

15 M or 300 M 
5 L 

DI water   15 L  

To start the FtPPK assay   

 ADP* 1 mM 200 M 20 L 

*Prepared in water; ** Prepared in assay buffer (Table 7.20)  

 

The assays were analysed by the TEAA method (section 7.3.3.3). 
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7.7.2.2.2. Investigation of RL42-Plt9 binding by mass spectrometry  

Potential binding with covalent mechanism was investigated by protein mass spectrometry 

(ESI
+
). The following conditions were applied: 60 M FtPPK, 100 M RL42-Plt9, 100 M 

polyP25, 10 mM MgCl2. To investigate requirement of MgCl2 for possible covalent binding, 

the FtPPK was prepared in buffer with and without MgCl2 (Table 7.15). To investigate 

requirement of polyP25 for possible covalent, assays were prepare with and without polyP25. 

For each condition tested (Table 7.58), control assays were prepared in which no RL42-Plt9 

but only DMSO was added.  

Table 7.58: FtPPK/RL42-Plt9 binding – mass spectrometry analysis  

Component [stock]  [Final] Vol/ 200 L  Vol/ 200 L 

 Condition 1  Condition 2 

FtPPK + MgCl2* 66 M 60 M 180 L  180 L 

PolyP25* 2 mM 100 M -  10 L 

RL42-Plt9 2 mM 100 M 10 L  10 L 

DI water   10 L  - 

      

   Condition 3  Condition 4 

FtPPK** 66 M 60 M 180 L  180 L 

PolyP25* 2 mM 100 M -  10 L 

RL42-Plt9 2 mM 100 M 10 L  10 L 

DI water   10 L   

*Prepared in buffer containing MgCl2; ** Prepared in buffer without MgCl2  

 

The sample were analysed by protein mass spectrometry in ESI+ mode, coupled to HPLC 

for RP chromatography (column C4) to remove buffer salts.  

7.7.2.3. Investigation of RL42-Plt9 mechanism of binding with respect to ADP 

To define if compound RL42-Plt9 binds to the FtPPK with competitive, non-competitive 

or uncompetitive mechanism with respect to the ADP, time courses were prepared at a 

range of ADP concentrations and in the presence of different concentrations of RL42-Plt9. 

The concentration of ADP tested were: 62.5 M, 125 M, 250 M, 500 M, 1000 M and 

2000 M ADP. Each of this concentration was tested in the presence of: 0 M (only DMSO), 

50 M, 100 M and 150 M RL42-Plt9. To ensure that the linear phase of the time course 

could be accurately measured also at high concentration of ADP, the FtPPK conditions 
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applied were: 2.5 nM FtPPK, 30 M polyP25, 2.6 M BSA, 5% DMSO, 30°C. To prepare 

the time course, the activity was measured at 90 seconds and then every 30 seconds up to 

360 seconds. The assays and the time course were prepared as described in section 7.6.3.2. 

The assays were analysed by the TEAA method (section 7.6.3.4). 

7.7.2.4. Investigation of RL42-Plt9 binding by ITC  

ITC experiments were prepared to investigate the binding of compound RL42-Plt9 to the 

FtPPK. A direct titration of RL42-Plt9 into FtPPK and an inverse titration of FtPPK into 

R42-Plt9 was attempted, applying in both cases a 1:10 ratio (200 M titrant/20M titrated 

solution). The FtPPK was exchanged in HEPES buffer (Table 7.59), either by size-exclusion 

chromatography or by repeated cycles of ultrafiltration by spin-filters (section 7.3.2.6) and 

stored at -80°C in aliquots. On the day of the experiment, working solutions of RL42-Plt9 

(or ligand) and FtPPK were prepared by dilution with ITC buffer.   

Table 7.59: ITC buffer 

Component Final concentration Quantity 

HEPES 50 mM 4.76 g 

MgCl2 10 mM 1 M, 4 mL 

(NH4)2SO4 80 mM 1 M, 32 mL 

NaCl 25 mM 0.584 g 

-mercaptoethanol* 0.15 mM 4 L 

Glycerol 20% 80 mL 

DI water  up to 400 mL  

Adjusted to pH 7.8   

*Added before use   

 

For each experiment, 5 mL buffer with 5% DMSO (cell washing and buffer run), 140 L 

ligand (2 injections, 40 L syringe volume plus excess for syringe filling) and 350 L protein 

solution (280 L cell volume plus excess for cell filling) were prepared as reported in Table 

7.60 and Table 7.61. All the solutions were degassed prior to use. At the beginning of each 

experiment, the titration cell and the ligand syringe were rinsed with ultrapure water and 

then with ITC buffer containing 5% DMSO. To detect possible buffer mismatching and to 

define the heat of dilution, a titration ligand/buffer was done before the titration 
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ligand/protein. If mismatching were observed, 0.5% DMSO was added to the buffer and the 

ligand/buffer titration repeated. If the mismatch was attenuated, the same amount of 

DMSO was also added to the protein solution prior ligand/protein titration. If the mismatch 

was not solved, the solution were reprepared. In the occurrence of precipitation during the 

experiment the titration cell was soaked with detergent for 30 minutes and then rinsed with 

water and buffer.  

Table 7.60: ITC reagent preparation, direct titration 

Component Component stock Final concentration Volume 

Buffer (5% DMSO)   Vol/5000 L 

ITC Buffer  1x 1x 4750 L 

DMSO 100% 5% 250 L 

RL42-Plt9 (5% DMSO)   Vol/140 L 

ITC Buffer 1x 1x 133 L 

Ligand/DMSO 25 mM/100% DMSO 200 M 1.1 L 

DMSO 100% 5% 5.9 L  

FtPPK (5% DMSO)   Vol/350 L  

ITC Buffer 1x 1x 219.5 L 

FtPPK 62 M 20 M 113 L 

DMSO 100% 5% 17.5 L  

 

Table 7.61: ITC reagent preparation, inverse titration 

Component Component stock Final concentration Volume 

FtPPK (5% DMSO)    Vol/140 L 

ITC Buffer 1x 1x 5 L 

FtPPK* 220 M 200 M 128 L 

DMSO 100% 5% 7 L  

RL42-Plt9 (5% DMSO)   Vol/350 L  

ITC Buffer 1x 1x 332.5 L 

Ligand/DMSO 7 mM /100% DMSO 20 M 1 L 

DMSO 100% 5% 16.5 L  

*Concentrated by spin filters    

 

The ITC experiment was run at the temperature of 30°C. A total number of 40 injections 

of the titrant (syringe) into the titrated solution (titration cell) was performed. The injection 

volume was 0.4 L for the first injection and 2 L for the following injections. The following 
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settings were applied: injection duration 5 sec, the spacing between injection 150 sec, the 

filter period 5 sec. The data were analysed by MicroCal iTC200 – Origin 7.0 software. 

Following subtraction of the ligand dilution heat, the measured cal/sec (injection peaks) 

versus time (min) were converted into kcal mol
-1
 of injection versus molar ratio and the 

data fitted to the appropriated model.  

7.7.3. RL42-Plt9 activity on MrPPK  

The activity of compound RL42-Plt9 was tested on the MrPPK, expressed and purified by 

A. Parnell.265 MrPPK accepts both ADP and AMP as substrate. The activity of RL42-Plt9 

was tested by comparing time courses prepared in the presence and in the absence of RL42-

Plt9 (tested at 100 M), using either ADP or AMP as substrate.  

Table 7.62: MrPPK assay 

Component Component stock  Final concentration Vol/ 100 L 

Assay buffer 2x  55 L 

PolyP25* 10 mM 1 mM 10 L 

MrPPK** 100 nM/13 M 10 nM/1.3 M 10 L 

RL42Plt9/DMSO 2 mM/100% 100 M/5% 5 L 

DI water   15 L  

To start the FtPPK assay   

 ADP or AMP* 1 mM 200 M 20 L 

*Prepared in water; ** Prepared in assay buffer (Table 7.63)  

 

Table 7.63: MrPPK buffer  

Component Component stock  Final concentration Quantity/2x stock 

Tris HCl 100 mM 50 mM 2.12 g 

Tris   0.788 g 

MgCl2 40 mM 20 mM 5 M, 1.6 mL 

NaCl 200 mM 100 mM 2.33 g 

Glycerol 40% 20% 80 mL 

DI water   up to 200 mL  

The pH was adjusted to 8; The buffer composition was advised by Andexer.265  

 

The following conditions were applied: 10 nM MrPPK, 200 M ADP or AMP, 1 mM 

polyP25, 2.6 M BSA, 5% DMSO, 30°C. The MrPPK assays and time courses were prepared 
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following the protocols applied for the FtPPK (section 7.6.3.2), according to Table 7.62. 

The assays were analysed by the TEAA method (section 7.3.3.3). 
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Appendix to Chapter 2 

 

A2 1. Coupled assay optimisation: theoretical calculation of the optimal concentration 

of the coupled enzyme.  

The concentration of the coupled enzyme required to remove the lag phase can be 

theoretically calculated by means of the equation Eq A2 1, derived by Storer and Cornish-

Bowden:
278

  

 

Eq A2 1: Storer and Cornish-Bowden equation for the derivation of the coupled enzyme  

t99% is the time required to reach the condition v2 /v1= 0.99 and corresponds to the lag phase; Km2 is the Km of 

the coupled enzyme with respect to B; v1= is the rate of the conversion A to B; is a coefficient that depends 

on v2 /v1 and on v1/Vmax2. 

For v2 /v1the value of the ratio v1/ Vmax2  for different values of has been 

calculated.272,278 Knowing the Km2, the expected v1 (which should be set in excess compared 

to the expected value) and the value of t99%, it is possible to derive and from it Vmax2, 

hence the concentration of the coupled assay, according to Eq. 2.6.  
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A2 2. Plasmid maps and protein sequence  

A2 2.1. FLuc plasmid  

 

Figure A2 1: rLuc expression vector 

Luc gene ligated into the pET16b plasmid. The restriction enzymes and the antibiotic resistance gene 

were reported.  

 

A2 2.2. FtPPK plasmid  

 

Figure A2 2: ftppk::pET16b plasmid 

The restriction enzymes and the antibiotic resistance gene were reported. 
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A2 2.3. FLuc sequence 
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A2 3. Optimisation of the assay format and of the plate reader control protocols for the 

coupled assay  

The control protocols (BMG Omega Reader Control Software) applied for the various stages 

of the FtPPK-FLuc assay were reported in this section.  

A2 3.1. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: time course – Format 1 

This format was applied for the FtPPK time course measurement in the preliminary phases 

of the coupled assay optimization and for preliminary kinetics characterisation. The assay 

solutions were dispensed in the microplate by the Biomek3000 (8 probes tool), including the 

addition of the FtPPK to start the reaction. Assays in the same column were started at the 

same time (triplicates of the same time point were prepared in the same column) while 

assays in adjacent s were started after a delay of 24 seconds from each other (the time 

required to unload/load used/clean tips and to dispense FtPPK solution, Figure A2 3).   

 

Figure A2 3: Plate layout, assay format 1 

The time points reported in the figure refer to the start of the luminescence assay (injection of the 

luminescence/BSA/luciferin mixture), according to the sequence defined by the script.  

To start the luminescence assay the plate was moved into the plate reader and the FLuc-

BSA-luciferin mixture injected into the first set of triplicate (first time point measured). 

This operation entailed a further delay of 18 seconds between the completion of the FtPPK 

addition and the start of the luminescence assay to measure the first time point. To minimise 

the delay between the start of the FtPPK assay (PPK injection) and the measurement of 
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the first time point, while the FtPPK was dispensed from column 4 to column 1, the 

luminescence assay was started in the inverse order (from column 1 to column 4).  

For each FtPPK time point (set of triplicate assay), a single reader control protocol was 

used to start and measure the luminescence. The mixture FLuc-BSA-luciferin (20 L) was 

added by means of the automated injector built in the plate reader (injector 1). After the 

injection was completed, following a delay of 7 seconds the luminescence was measured and 

then again after a further delay of 14 seconds (the latter measurement was considered for 

data analysis). A number of protocols with the same settings but with a different layout 

were prepared in equal number to the time points to measure. The protocols were then 

linked in script mode (Table A2 1). The latter ensured that the plate reader temperature 

was maintained constant until the end of the experiment and that the protocols would be 

started one after the other. No delays were set between consecutive protocols.  

Table A2 1: Reader control protocol script – format 1 

Protocol* FtPPK added** 
Reader control 

protocol started*** 

Time point 

measured**** 

B1-D1 0 s 0 s 32 s 

E1-G1 0 s 21 s 53 s 

B2-D2 24 s earlier 42 s 98 s 

E2-G2 24 s earlier 63 s 119 s 

B3-D3 48 s earlier 84 s 164 s 

E3-G3 48 s earlier 105 s 185 s 

B4-D4 72 s earlier 126 s 230 s 

E4-G4 72 s earlier 180 s 284 s 

B5-D5 96 s earlier 230 s 481 s 

E5-G5 96 s earlier 260 s 681 s 

B6-D6 120 s earlier 290 s 881 s 

E6-G6 120 s earlier 320 s 1031 s 

*position on the microplate; ** Injection by BIOMEK3000, earlier refers to the column with 

the first and second time point (called 0 sec); *** 18 s delay between the injection of FtPPK on 

0 s column the start of control protocol 0 s, the name of the following protocols refer to the 

delay from the 0 s protocol; **** final time point measurement, calculated accounting for the 

14 s delay between the start of the FLuc assay and the respective delays form the start of the 

FtPPK assay  

Each time point of the FtPPK time course was defined taking into account: the delay 

between the FtPPK additions in adjacent columns, the 18 seconds delay between the 

completion of the FtPPK addition and the start of the luminescence assay, the delay 

between the FLuc addition and the FtPPK addition, the 14 seconds delay between the 
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addition of the FLuc and the measurement of the luminesce. The FtPPK time point derived 

accordingly were reported in Table A2 1 

A2 3.2. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: time course – Format 2 

To be able to measure early time points of the FtPPK time course, the assay format was 

modified: the FtPPK-BSA reagent was injected by means of the seconds injector built in 

the plate reader (injector 2). A maximum of three time courses, including respective negative 

control assays and ATP standard curve, could be prepared for each microplate (Figure A2 

4). The injection of the FtPPK and of the FLuc/luciferin, to start the respective reactions, 

were controlled by different reader control protocols. A single protocol was used to inject 

the FtPPK in all the assays following the direction pointed by the arrows in Figure A2 4. 

To complete the injection 16 seconds were required.   

 

Figure A2 4: Plate layout, assay format 2 

The time points reported in the figure refer to the start of the luminescence assay (injection of the 

FLuc/luciferin), according to the sequence defined by the script. 

To inject the FLuc/luciferin and to measure the luminescence, a number of reader control 

protocols equal to the number of time points were prepared. The FLuc/luciferin injection 

and luminescence reading protocol performed 1 injection cycle (addition of FLuc/luciferin) 

followed by 3 reading cycles (luminescence measurement), requiring 5 second each. The last 

luminescence measurement (16 seconds after the addition of the FLuc/luciferin) was 

considered for the data analysis. The protocols were linked in script mode, as reported in 

Table A2 2.  
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Each time point of the FtPPK time course was defined taking into account: the delay 

between the injection of the FtPPK (start of the FtPPK reaction) and the FLuc/luciferin 

injection (start of the luminescence assay), and the 16 seconds delay between the injection 

of the FLuc/luciferin and the luminescence measurement considered for the analysis. For 

the ATP standard curve, copies of the protocol used to inject the /luciferin and measure 

the luminescence were used. In the script, after the protocols to measure the ATP standard 

curve belonging to the first time course, a sequence of protocols (with same settings as for 

the first time course but different layout) was included for the measurement of the second 

and the third time courses (prepared on the same microplate). 

Table A2 2: Reader control protocol script – format 2 

Protocol sequence 
Protocol starting 

time* 

Time point 

measured** 

FtPPK injection 0 s - 

delay 3 s - 

FLuc: A1-C1 19 s 35 s  

FLuc: D1-F1 41 s  55 s 

FLuc: D2-F2 63 s 75 s 

FLuc: A2-C2 85 s 95 s 

FLuc: A3-C3 107 s 115 s 

FLuc: D3-F3 129 s 135 s 

BNK A4-B4   

ATP st curve protocols  

*Compared to the start of the script; **derived following correction for the 

delays between FtPPK injection, FLuc injection and luminescence reading 

 

A2 3.3. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: time course – Format 3 

Uncertainty regarding the accuracy of the time points measured with the assay format 2 

(section A2 3.2) in conjunction with the observed increase of the experimental error upon 

injection of the FtPPK by the plate reader injector (compared to the injection by 

Biomek3000), led to the investigation of alternative formats. It was hypothesised that the 

variability observed when injecting the FtPPK/BSA solution by the plate reader injector 

was possibly being affected by some unfavourable flow properties of the solution (e.g. high 

content of glycerol). It was decided to swap the viscous FtPPK solution for an ADP solution 

prepared by dilution with water. Hence, the FtPPK was included in the assay solution 
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dispensed in the plate by Biomek3000 and the FtPPK reaction was started by addition of 

ADP by means of the injector 2 of the plate reader. 

Several advantages derived from this exchange: the FtPPK was pre-incubated with the 

MgCl2 and the polyP25 prior initiation of the assay; a better equilibration of the FtPPK at 

the assay temperature was allowed, negative control assays in which the FtPPK was left 

out but the ADP included could be easily prepared without detriment of the assay 

throughput and allowing to detect background luminescence due to ATP impurities in the 

ADP sample. The decision to start the assay by addition of ADP rather than polyP25 was 

driven by data generated by A. Parnell,
265

 showing that incubation of the FtPPK with 

polyP25 favoured the activity while ADP did not bind to the FtPPK in the absence of 

polyP25. 

To measure the FtPPK time course a new format was developed in which, for each time 

point, the start of the FtPPK assay (by addition of ADP), the start of the FLuc assay (by 

addition of the FLuc/luciferin or of the luciferin)cc and the measurement of the luminesce 

signal was controlled by a single protocol. The plate layout and the settings of the reader 

control protocols were reported in Figure A2 5 and in Table A2 3, respectively. 

 

Figure A2 5: Plate layout, assay format 3 

The assays in the wells grouped by the orange rectangles were started (addition of ADP and luciferin) and 

the luminescence measured using the same reader control protocol. 

                                        
cc
 In the first version of the assay format 3 the luminescence reaction was started by addition of a 

mixture of FLuc/BSA/luciferin. Later, the FLuc/BSA was included in the assay solution dispensed 

by Biomek3000 (together with the FtPPK and the other assay components) and the luminescence 

reaction started by addition of luciferin. 
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Each protocol was designed to include a triplicate of the time point of interest and a control 

assay in which no FtPPK was added. The protocol was constituted by three kinetic windows 

(kw): kw1 controlling the addition of ADP, kw2 controlling the addition of FLuc/luciferin 

or luciferin, kw3 controlling the measurement of the luminescence. A different delay between 

kw1 and kw2 was set according to the time point to measure. The consistent and precise 

delays between injections of reagents and measurement of luminescence, applied to all the 

assays, allowed to achieve a great accuracy in the measurement of each point of the time 

course. 

Table A2 3: Plate reader control protocol settings – format 3  

Protocols for FtPPK time course 

General setting for each kinetic window    

Plate layout 4 wells (#A-D or #E-H) 

Positioning delay* 0.5 s 

Injection start time* 0.5 s 

Measurement start time* 0.5 s 

Measurement interval time* 1s 

Number of cycle 1 

Number of kinetics window 3 

Kinetics window (kw) 
kw1: ADP 

injection  

kw2: FLuc 

injection  

kw3: Luminescence 

measurement 

Injector 1 2 - 

Total Injection time** 8 s 8 s - 

Total Measuring time** 8 s 8 s 8 s 

Minimum cycle time 8 s 8 s 8 s 

Cycle time 8 s + delay***  8 s 8 s 

*referring to each well; ** referring to 4 wells, simultaneous injection and measurement; ***according to 

time point to measure 

For the measurement of the ATP standard curve assays, similar protocols where prepared 

in which only the kw 2 and 3 were active. The protocols were linked in script mode, as 

reported in Table A2 4.  
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Table A2 4: Plate reader script mode – format 3  

Step 
Protocol 

sequence 

Delay after ADP 

injection 

Delay FLuc injection-

measurement 

Time point 

measured 

1) Incubation at 30°C  for 5 minutes 

2) ATP st curve 1 A1-D1 - 8 s - 

 E1-H1 - 8 s - 

3) FtPPK time course 1  A2-D2* 4 s + 0 s 8 s 12 s 

 E2-D2 8 s + 0 s  8 s 16 s 

 A3-D3 8 s + 4 s 8 s 20 s 

 E3-D3 8 s + 14 s 8 s 30 s 

 A4-D4 8 s + 24 s 8 s 40 s 

 E4-D4 8 s + 34 s 8 s 50 s 

 A5-D5 8 s + 44 s 8 s 60 s 

 E5-D5 8 s + 54 s 8 s 70 s 

4) ATP st curve 2  As for st curve 1 but different layout (refer to Figure A2 5) 

5) ATP st curve 3 As for st curve 1 but different layout (refer to Figure A2 5) 

6) FtPPK time course 1 As for FtPPK time course 1 but different layout (refer to Figure A2 5) 

7) ATP st curve 4 As for st curve 1 but different layout (refer to Figure A2 5) 

*To measure a 12 s time point the protocol was split in 2, with a layout of 2 wells. The time required for injection in 2 wells was 4 s. 

Hence, the cycle time for the kinetic window was 4 sec but for kinetic window 2 and 3 was set to 8 s, for consistency with the other 

time points measured.   
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A2 4. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: ADP concentration for the measurement of Km for 

polyP25 

The concentration of ADP to apply for the measurement of the Km with polyP25 was 

experimentally determined. The polyP25 concentration was maintained at 200 M while the 

following ADP concentration were tested: 1000 M, 1500 M, 2000 M and 3000M. 

Inhibition of the luminescence was observed at 3000 M while a comparable luminescence 

intensity was observed at 1500M and 2000 M (Figure A2 6). 

 

Figure A2 6: Optimal concentration of ADP to measure Km for polyP25 

Time courses measured in the presence of: 1000 M ADP (blue circles), 1500 M ADP (red circles), 2000 M 

ADP (green circles), 3000 M ADP (purple circles). Assay conditions: 100 L assay volume, 30 nM FtPPK /1.3 

M BSA, 200 M polyP25, 1000 – 3000 M ADP, 100 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 30°C. Gain: 1500. 

A2 5. ADP purification by anion exchange chromatography 

Widening the assay dynamic range by increasing the difference between the signal produced 

by assays in which full activity is observed (positive control assays) and assays in which no 

activity is observed (negative control assays) can positively contribute towards the 

improvement of the Zꞌ factor (Eq. 2.11). One way of accomplishing this task would be to 

reduce the background signal, namely the signal that can not be attributed to the FtPPK 

activity. A relatively significant luminescence has been detected from control assays in which 

ADP and polyP25 but not FtPPK were present. This was tracked down to ATP impurities 

in the commercial ADP sample. 
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 Figure A2 7: ADP purification by ion exchange chromatography 

a) Nucleotides elution by gradient of NaH2PO4 (0-100% buffer B, pH 6). AMP eluted between 30 mL and 80 

mL, ADP between 180 mL and 350 mL, ATP after 350 mL. b) Nucleotides elution by steep gradient of 

NH4HCO3 (0-25% buffer B1-C1, pH 8) followed by prolonged washing and step gradient (25-50% buffer C1, 

pH 8). AMP and some ADP co-eluted between 50 mL and 120 mL, the remaining ADP eluted between 180 

mL and 330 mL and ATP after 340 mL. 

To reduce the ATP contaminants, the purification of ADP by anion exchange 

chromatography (DEAE sepharose) was investigated. For elution of the nucleotides a 

gradient of either NaH2PO4 at pH 6 or a gradient of NH4HCO3 at pH 8 has been applied 

(Figure A2 7). In both cases, the column (30 mL) was pre-equilibrated in Tris buffer (pH 

6) and the ADP sample (300 mg/4 mL), dissolved in water, was applied without prior 

adjustment of the pH (pH 4). The AMP impurities were eluted by washing with the Tris 

buffer. For ADP and ATP elution either a gradient of high concentration NaH2PO4 buffer 

(buffer B: 0.5 M NaH2PO4, pH 6; or the combination of a gentle gradient followed by a step 

gradient of high concentration NH4HCO3 buffer (buffer C1: 0.5 M NH4HCO3, pH 8) were 

applied. In the latter case, after being equilibrated in Tris buffer and before applying the 

gentle gradient of high content NH4HCO3 buffer (buffer C1), the column was washed with 

a buffer containing a low concentration of NH4HCO3 (buffer B1: 5 mM NH4HCO3) to elute 

AMP.dd The two methods were comparable in terms of purification efficiency, allowing to 

remove most of the ATP contaminants from the ADP sample. However, the purification by 

NH4HCO3 offered the advantage of recovering a salt-free sample after freeze-drying, which 

                                        
dd

 Previously the column has been equilibrate directly in buffer B1. Following repeating washing of 

the column with buffer B1 it was not possible to elute AMP which instead co-eluted with ADP when 

the gradient of buffer C1 was applied.    
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was not possible for the NaH2PO4 method unless a de-salting step was added. The 

concentration of the purified ADP and its degree of purity were determined by ion-pair 

reversed-phase HPLC chromatography. The method used by L. Batten for the FtPPK 

HPLC-based assay was adopted.
264

 N,N-dimethylhelxylamine (DMHA) was used as ion 

pairing agent, which was added to both the aqueous eluent (A, 15 mM DMHA, 5% MeOH, 

pH 7) and the organic eluent (B, 15 mM DMHA, 80% MeOH, pH 7). The method applied 

for elution of the nucleotides consisted of an isocratic elution at 9% eluent B (5 min) followed 

by a gradient to 80% eluent B (59.1 min). 

 

Figure A2 8: ADP analysis by RP-IP HPLC 

HPLC chromatogram of a sample of the purified ADP (500 M, black line) and two non-purified ADP 

controls (1 mM, red dotted line; 500 M blue dotted line). AMP and ATP peaks were detected in the non-

purified ADP samples while were not detected in the purified ADP sample. HPLC method: DMHA 1 

(Experimental, section 7.6.3.1). Retention time: AMP eluted at 21-23 min, ADP at 28-31 min, ATP at 37-40 

min.  

The HPLC analysis confirmed removal of a high proportion of the contaminating ATP 

(Figure A2 8), although some residual luminescence was still observed in the control assays 

of the coupled assay. 
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A2 6. FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: improvement of the luminescence signal by 

optimisation of the NaCl concentration  

The assay buffer used for the FtPPK-FLuc coupled, adopted from the previous work of L. 

Batten and J. Docherty,264,352 contained 300 mM NaCl, which was supposedly included to 

stabilise the FtPPK and/or the FLuc. No references or investigation of the effect on the 

activity of both enzymes were reported.
264,352

 Although delayed within the optimisation 

process, a range of NaCl concentrations (0-300 mM) was tested on the independent FLuc 

assay and on the FtPPK coupled assay to define the optimal concentration. A dramatic 

increase of the FLuc activity (five-fold) was observed when the concentration of NaCl was 

reduced from 300 mM to 25 mM (Figure A2 9). 

 

Figure A2 9: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: NaCl optimisation, effect on the FLuc activity 

Effect of NaCl on the FLuc activity tested on ATP standard curves at the following concentration: 300 mM 

NaCl (black dots), 150 mM NaCl (red dots), 100 mM NaCl (blue dots), 50 mM NaCl (green dots), 25 mM 

NaCl (purple dots). An increase of the luminescence intensity was observed with the reduction of the NaCl 

concentration. Assay conditions: 100 L assay volume, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 15.6 – 62.5 

M ATP, 5% DMSO, 30°C. Gain: 1700. 

When the experiment was repeated on the FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay the effect of 

completely removing the NaCl was also investigated (Figure A2 10). The removal of the 

NaCl was detrimental for the activity of the FtPPK, which otherwise appeared to be less 

sensitive to variation of the NaCl concentration (Figure A2 10b). The concentration of 25 

mM NaCl was identified as optimal for both the FLuc and the FtPPK activity and therefore 

was adopted as standard for the FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay. 
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Figure A2 10: FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay: NaCl optimisation, FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay 

Effect of NaCl on the activity of the FLuc and of the FtPPK activity tested on the FtPPK-FLuc coupled assay 

at the following concentration: 300 mM NaCl (black dots), 150 mM NaCl (red dots), 75 mM NaCl (blue dots), 

25 mM NaCl (purple dots), 0 mM NaCl (green dots). a) FtPPK time course reported in terms of the 

luminescence produced. The signal detected was affected by the effect of NaCl on both the FLuc and the 

FtPPK; b) FtPPK time course reported in terms of the ATP produced. The data were generated by 

extrapolation by means of an ATP standard curve with corresponding NaCl content, hence they reflect the 

effect of NaCl on the FtPPK activity only. Assay conditions: 100 L assay volume, 35 nM FtPPK /1.3 M BSA, 

700 M ADP, 30 M polyP25, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 70 M luciferin, 0-300 mM NaCl, 5% DMSO, 30°C. 

Gain: 1700.  
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Appendix to Chapter 3 

A3 1. Measuring the coupled assay: plate layouts, plate reader control protocols and 

script mode 

It appeared meaningful to report a detailed account of plate layouts and protocols used for 

the measurement of the coupled assays, in view of a better understanding of the 

experimental description and to provide maximum support for the possible attempt in 

reproducing the experiments, since the fine adjustment of the measuring parameters of the 

BMG control protocols was critical for the achievement of a good assay quality.  

A3 1.1. Protocols and plate layout used for HTS format development  

A3 1.1.1 HTS format development: end-point format in 96 well plate 

The layout used for the HTS end-point format in a 96 well microplate (section 3.2.1.1) was 

reported in Figure A3 1. Positive control assays (full signal) and negative control assays (no 

FtPPK, only background signal) were prepared in alternate columns. Two ATP standard 

curves were prepared in column 1 and column 12 to monitor the activity of the FLuc.   

 

Figure A3 1: HTS format, 96 wells end-poin format - plate layout 

Blue wells: ATP standard curves (decreasing concentration of ATP corresponding to colour fading); dark red 

wells: positive control assays (maximum signal); light red wells: negative control assays (background signal). 

A single control protocol was used for the assays prepared in the same column (e.g. A2-H2, 

A3-H3) to start the FtPPK assay, to start the respective FLuc assay, and to measure the 
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luminescence signal produced. The general protocol settings (Table A3 1) were analogous 

to the settings of the protocols designed for the time course measurement (Appendix, section 

A2 3.3, Table A2 3). The only differences was the layout (8 wells rather than 4) and 

consequently the cycle time (time required to perform the injection or the measurement in 

the 8 wells on a 96 well plate was 16 seconds, refer to Table A3 1). Overall the FtPPK 

activity was measured after 32 seconds (16 seconds kw1, ADP injection + 16 seconds kw2, 

luciferin injection).
ee
 To measure the ATP standard curves, a single control protocol was 

used for the assays prepared in the same column (A1-H1 or A12-H12), in which the 

luminescence signal was measured 16 seconds after the start of the FLuc assay. The control 

protocols were linked by a script, as reported in Table A3 2. 

A3 1.1.2 HTS format development: end-point format in 384 well plate   

- HTS 30 seconds end-point format: the 384 well microplate was divided into 4 subsections 

(or quarters) each comparable to a 96 well microplate (Figure A3 2).  

 

Figure A3 2: HTS format, 384 wells end-point format - plate layout 

Blue wells: ATP standard curves (decreasing concentration of ATP corresponding to colour fading); green 

wells: negative control assays (minus symbol) and positive control assays (plus symbol); red wells: assays 

due to contain the library compounds. 

                                        
ee
 The only difference between the protocols used for the format in 96 wells and in 384 wells was the 

cycle time, hence the time required to measure a column of 8 wells (e.g. from A till H or from I till 

P). In a 96 well plate the cycle time was 16 seconds, in the 384 well plate the cycle time was 15 

seconds.  
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For each quarter the following assays were prepared: negative control assays (maximum 

signal, comparable to 0% inhibition) and positive control assays (no FtPPK, background 

signal, comparable to 100% inhibition) in row A and H from column 2 to 11, in alternate 

positions; 60 assays due to contain the library compounds in triplicate (3 x 20) in row B to 

G, column 2 to 11; 2 sets of ATP standard curve assays column 1 and column 12 from row 

A to H. The assays were prepared in the following order: assays in Q1, then Q3, Q2 and 

Q4. As for the 96 well format, a single reader control protocol was used to start the FtPPK 

assay, the FLuc assay and to measure the luminescence for the assays prepared on the same 

column of a subsection (e.g. A2-H2, A10-H10, I2-P2, I10-P10). The general protocol settings 

(Table A3 1) were analogous to the setting of the protocols designed for the time course 

measurement (Appendix, section A2 3.3, Table A2 3). The only differences was the layout 

(8 wells rather than 4) and consequently the cycle time (time required to perform the 

injection or the measurement in the 8 wells).  

Table A3 1: HTS end-point format 384 well, control protocol settings 

Protocols for HTS end-point format in 384 well plate 

General setting for each kinetic window    

Plate layout 8 wells (e.g. #A2-H2 or # I2-P2) 

Positioning delay* 0.5 s 

Injection start time* 0.5 s 

Measurement start time* 0.5 s 

Measurement interval time* 1s 

Number of cycle 1 

Number of kinetics window 3 

Kinetics window (kw) 
kw1: ADP 

injection  

kw2: FLuc 

injection  

kw3: Luminescence 

measurement 

Injector 1 2 - 

Total Injection time** 15 s 15 s - 

Total Measuring time** 15 s 15 s 15 s 

Minimum cycle time 15 s 15 s 15 s 

Cycle time 15s 15 s 15 s 

*referring to each well; ** referring to 8 wells, simultaneous injection and measurement 

To measure the whole plate in the shortest time possible, the FtPPK activity was recorded 

at the quickest time point: 30 seconds, derived from the sum of the delay between the start 
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of the FtPPK assay and the start of the FLuc assay (15 seconds, delay between kw1 and 

kw2) and the delay between the latter and the measurement of the luminescence (15 seconds, 

delay between kw2 and kw3, Table A3 1). A number of protocols equal to the number of 

columns (from row A until H and from row I until P) containing FtPPK assays in the 384 

well plate were prepared, differing only for the layout. The protocols to measure the ATP 

standard curves lacked the kw1 while the kw2 and kw3 were unchanged. The protocols were 

linked by a script, as reported in Table A3 2. The overall time required to measure the 

whole microplate was 40 minutes. 

Table A3 2: Plate reader script mode – HTS 30 seconds end-point format 

Step Protocol sequence 
Delay after 

ADP injection 

Delay FLuc injection-

measurement 

Time point 

measured 

1) Incubation at 30°C  for 20 minutes 

2) Q1: Column AH2-6 

Control assays and assays 

due to contain the library 

compound  

 

2AH 15 s 15 s 30 s 

3AH 15 s 15 s 30 s 

4AH 15 s 15 s 30 s 

5AH 15 s 15 s 30 s 

6AH 15 s 15 s 30 s 

3) ATP st curve 1 1AH - 15 s - 

4) Q1: Column AH7-11 

Control assays and assays 

due to contain the library 

compound  

 

7AH 15 s 15 s 30 s 

8AH 15 s 15 s 30 s 

9AH 15 s 15 s 30 s 

10AH 15 s 15 s 30 s 

11AH 15 s 15 s 30 s 

5) ATP st curve 2 12AH - 15 s - 

6) Q2: Column AH14-18 As for Q1, protocols 14AH to 18AH  

7) ATP st curve 3 13AH - 15 s - 

8) Q2: Column AH19-23-  As for Q1, protocols 19AH to 23AH 

9) ATP st curve 4 24AH - 15 s - 

10) Q3: Column IP2-6 As for Q1, protocols 2IP to 6IP  

11) ATP st curve 5 1IP - 15 s - 

12) Q3: Column AH19-23-  As for Q1, protocols 7IP to 11IP 

13) ATP st curve 6 12IP - 15 s - 

14) Q4: Column AH14-18 As for Q1, protocols 14IP to 18IP  

15) ATP st curve 7 13IP - 15 s - 

16) Q4: Column AH19-23-  As for Q1, protocols 19IP to 23IP 

17) ATP st curve 8 24IP - 15 s - 
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- HTS 60 seconds end-point format: to measure the FtPPK assay after 60 seconds the control 

protocols were modified as follow: the cycle time of kw1, kw2 and kw3 was extended to 30 

seconds (refer to Table A3 1 and Table A3 3) and the protocol layout included the whole 

column, from row A till row P. The protocols were linked by a script, as reported in Table 

A3 3.     

Table A3 3: Plate reader script mode – HTS 60 seconds end-point format 

Step Protocol sequence 
Delay after 

ADP injection 

Delay FLuc injection-

measurement 

Time point 

measured 

1) Incubation at 30°C  for 20 minutes 

2) Q1 and Q3: Column AP2-6 

Control assays and assays due 

to contain the library compound  

 

2AP 30 s 30 s 60 s 

3 AP 30 s 30 s 60 s 

4 AP 30 s 30 s 60 s 

5 AP 30 s 30 s 60 s 

6 AP 30 s 30 s 60 s 

3) ATP st curve 1 1 AP - 30 s - 

4) Q1 and Q3: Column AP7-11 

Control assays and assays due 

to contain the library compound  

 

7AP 30 s 30 s 60 s 

8 AP 30 s 30 s 60 s 

9 AP 30 s 30 s 60 s 

10 AP 30 s 30 s 60 s 

11 AP 30 s 30 s 60 s 

5) ATP st curve 2 12 AP - 30 s - 

6) Q2 and Q3: Column AP13-18 As for Q1 and Q3, protocols 13AP to 18AP  

7) ATP st curve 3 13AP - 30 s - 

8) Q2 and Q3: Column AP19-23-  As for Q1 and Q3, protocols 19AP to 23AP 

9) ATP st curve 4 24AP - 30 s - 

 

- HTS 90 seconds end-point format: to measure the FtPPK assay after 90 seconds the control 

protocols were modified as follow: the cycle time of kw1, kw2 and kw3 was extended to 45 

seconds (refer to Table A3 1 and Table A3 4) and the protocol layout included three 

consecutive columns within the same quarter (e.g. first protocol: 2AH, 3AH, 4AH; second 

protocol: 5AH, 6AH, 7AH, etc.). This allowed to start and to measure the assays in the 

same order as the order of preparation on the microplate (Q1, then Q2, Q3, Q4). The 

protocols were linked by a script, as reported in Table A3 4.  
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Table A3 4: Plate reader script mode – HTS 90 seconds end-point format 

Step Protocol sequence 
Delay after 

ADP injection 

Delay FLuc injection-

measurement 

Time point 

measured 

1) Incubation at 30°C  for 15 minutes 

2) Q1 and Q2:  Column AH2-10 

Control assays and assays due 

to contain the library compound  

2-4AH 45 s 45 s 90 s 

5-7AH 45 s 45 s 90 s 

8-10AH 45 s 45 s 90 s 

3) ATP st curve 1 and 2 1AH and 12AH - 45 s - 

4) Q1 and Q3: Column AH11-23 

Control assays and assays due 

to contain the library compound  

11AH and 13-15AH 45 s 45 s 90 s 

16-18AH 45 s 45 s 90 s 

19-21AH 45 s 45 s 90 s 

21-23AH 45 s 45 s 90 s 

5) ATP st curve 3 and 4 13AH and 24AH - 45 s - 

6) Q3 and Q4: Column IP2-10 As for Q1 and Q2, protocols 2-4IP to 8-10IP  

7) ATP st curve 5-6 1IP and 12IP - 45 s - 

8) Q3 and Q4: Column IP11-23-  As for Q1 and Q3, protocols 11AP and 13-15IP  to 23IP 

9) ATP st curve 7-8 13IP and 24IP - 45 s - 
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A3 1.2. Protocols and plate layout used during the screening 

A3 1.2.1 PKIS and Reynolds library: plate layout 

The layout of the PKIS plates (200 M, 100% DMSO) and the layout of the Reynolds 

library plates (200 M, 100% DMSO) were reported below. For a full list of the compounds 

(with corresponding label provided with the library) contained in each plate refer to Table 

A3 5 for the PKIS library and to Table A3 6 for the Reynolds library. The following labelling 

system were adopted to refer to a specific compound. PKIS library: compound 6 of plate 

JOL was identified as JOL-6. Reynolds library: compound 25 of plate 7 was identified as 

RL25-Plt7. 

 

Figure A3 3: PKIS library plate layout 

PKIS library layout. To each compound it was assigned a number based on the position on the microplate. 

Column 11 and 12 were empty.  

 

 

Figure A3 4: Reynolds library plate layout 

Reynolds library layout. To each compound it was assigned a number based on the position on the 

microplate. Column 1 and 12 were empty. 
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Table A3 5: PKIS library compounds 

Compound # Plate JOL Plate JOM Plate JON Plate JO7 Plate JO8 

1 SB-592602 GSK586581B GI261520A GW580496A GW804482X 

2 GSK1392956A GSK1023156A GW300660X GW568377B SB-738482 

3 GW830365A GW352430A GSK248233A GW811761X GW296115X 

4 SB-220455 SB-630812 GW683768X GW693917X GW804482X 

5 SB-278539 GW620972X GW427984X GSK635416A SB-738482 

6 SB-437013 GW829055X SB-409513 SB-693162 GW296115X 

7 GSK317354A GW829115X GSK949675A GW824645A GW435821X 

8 SB-735465 GW809897X GSK317315A GI98581X GSK1030058A 

9 GW549390X GW874091X GW410563A SB-707548-A SB-239272 

10 GW282974A GW829906X GW641155B GW683134A GSK299115A 

11 GW581744X GSK620503A GW572738X GSK2219385A GW827396X 

12 GW429374A GSK204925A GSK605714A GW305074X GW568326X 

13 GSK2213727A GW301789X GW284372X GSK2110236A GW861893X 

14 SB-242717 GW627834A GW574782A SB-251527 GW275944X 

15 GW784307A GSK180736A GW684626B GW701427A GW575533A 

16 GSK182497A SB-736290 GW589961A GW416469X GW278681X 

17 GW781673X GSK571989A GW701032X GW830263A SB-657836-AAA 

18 GSK238583A GW574783B GW819230X GSK938890A SB-711237 

19 GW827105X GW700494X GW642138X GW810372X GW807930X 

20 GW441756X GW578748X GSK605714A GSK718429A GW305178X 

21 GW589933X GSK237700A GSK625137A GW567808A GSK943949A 

22 GW810576X GW833373X GW806290X SB-744941 GW445017X 

23 GW853606X GW680908A SB-216385 GW622055X GW659386A 

24 GW576484X GW796920X GR269666A GW612286X GW440139B 

25 GW778894X GSK2163632A GW621431X GW290597X GSK1511931A 

26 SB-347804 SB-814597 GW561436X SB-253228 GW651576X 

27 SB-739452 GW678313X GW575808A SKF-86055 GSK969786A 

28 SB-476429-A GSK1173862A GW445012X GSK1751853A GW566221B 

29 GW817396X GSK270822A GW439255X GSK1713088A GR105659X 

30 GW784752X GW805758X GW711782X GW445015X SB-750140 

31 GW683109X GW280670X GW569293X GW627512B GW772405X 

32 GW616030X GW549034X GW769076X GW284408X SB-732941 

33 GW775608X GSK2186269A GW820759X SB-242721 SB-742864 

34 GW405841X SB-223133 GW782612X GW644007X GW806742X 

35 GW837331X SB-251505 GW559768X GW300653X GW458344A 

36 GW301888X SB-242718 GW801372X GW680975X SB-431533 

37 GW782912X GW817394X GW618013X SB-682330-A SB-221466 

38 GW708893X GW396574X GW416981X GW643971X GW435821X 

39 GW407323A GW458787A GW607117X GW853609X - 

40 SB-698596-AC GW708336X GW654652X SB-360741 - 
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PKIS library compounds  

Comp # Plate JOL Plate JOM Plate JON Plate JO7 Plate JO8 

1 GW785404X GW279320X GSK466317A GW450241X - 

2 SB-737198 GW811168X GW276655X GW831090X - 

3 GW768505A GW442130X GW819077X GW695874X - 

4 GW809885X GW275616X GW680191X SB-242719 - 

5 GW572401X SB-736302 GSK554170A SB-614067-R - 

6 GW406731X GW830900A GW576609A SB-400868-A - 

7 SB-732881-H GSK711701A GSK1326255A GW580509X - 

8 SB-376719 GW786460X GW673715X GSK300014A - 

9 GW432441X GW782907X GSK192082A SB-409514 - 

10 SB-264865 SB-735467 GSK579289A SB-285234-W - 

11 SB-245392 SB-358518 SB-675259-M SB-333612 - 

12 GSK619487A SB-772077-B GW576924A GW694590A - 

13 GW632046X GSK269962B GW633459A SB-739245-AC - 

14 GSK953913A GW785804X GSK466314A GW631581B - 

15 GW693881A GW445014X GSK237701A GW770220A - 

16 SB-741905 SB-743899 GW615311X GW794726X - 

17 SB-390527 GW632580X GW621823A GSK1030061A - 

18 SB-751399 SB-725317 GW583373A SB-278538 - 

19 GW831091X GSK980961A GSK1220512A SB-226879 - 

20 SB-686709-A SKF-86002 GSK978744A GSK1000163A - 

21 SB-734117 GW607049B GW779439X GW785974X - 

22 SB-361058 GW693481X GW771127A GW827099X - 

23 SB-738561 GW642125X GW795493X GSK317314A - 

24 GW572399X GSK319347A SB-250715 GSK1030059A - 

25 GW577921A GW876790X SB-284847-BT SB-390523 - 

26 SB-236687 SB-678557-A GW513184X GSK1030062A - 

27 GW796921X GW743024X SB-254169 GW703087X - 

28 SB-431542-A GSK994854A GW335962X GW828525X - 

29 GW659893X GSK238063A SB-253226 GW827106X - 

30 SKF-62604 GSK312948A GW682841X GSK1819799A - 

31 GW434756X GW459057A GW734508X GW799251X - 

32 GW856804X SB-590885-R SB-210313 GSK200398A - 

33 GSK561866B GW843682X GSK614526A GW300657X - 

34 GW813360X GW694234A GW770249A GW869810X - 

35 GW780056X GW282449A GSK1007102B GW406108X - 

36 SB-264866 GW759710A GSK2220400A GW846105X - 

37 SB-742865 GW794607X SB-610251-B GW832467X - 

38 GW784684X GW829874X GW301784X GW829877X - 

39 GW461104B GW679410X GW282536X SB-633825 - 

40 GW621970A GW569530A GW852849X GW780159X - 
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Table A3 6: RL library compounds 

Comp 

# 

Plate 1 

– SRI# 

Plate 2 

– SRI# 

Plate 3 

– SRI# 

Plate 4 

– SRI# 

Plate 5 

– SRI# 

Plate 6 

– SRI# 

Plate 7 

– SRI# 

Plate 8 

– SRI# 

Plate 9 

– SRI# 

Plate 10 

– SRI# 

1 25509 25560 27117 27749 28045 27202 26151 25521 25438 27704 

2 25732 26208 27116 27547 28044 27201 25549 25523 25373 27699 

3 25600 26207 27115 27546 28043 27200 26098 25556 25371 27698 

4 25607 26205 27114 27545 28042 27198 26099 25544 27735 27697 

5 25482 26204 27113 27544 28041 27196 26100 25514 27736 27696 

6 25481 26203 27111 27543 28040 27195 26101 25572 27737 27693 

7 25479 26202 27110 27539 28039 27194 26102 25527 27738 27692 

8 25684 26201 27109 27538 28038 27193 26106 25524 27739 27690 

9 25588 26200 27108 27537 28037 27190 26135 25548 27740 27691 

10 25606 26189 27099 27527 28025 27089 26122 25777 28071 27673 

11 25583 26190 27100 27528 28027 27090 26128 25779 28059 27674 

12 25593 26191 27101 27529 28028 27091 26111 25780 27747 27677 

13 25474 26192 27102 27530 28029 27092 26110 25787 27746 27678 

14 25505 26193 27103 27531 28030 27093 26109 25783 27745 27679 

15 25477 26194 27104 27533 28031 27187 26108 25659 27744 27680 

16 25680 26195 27105 27534 28032 27188 26152 25642 27742 27683 

17 25734 26198 27106 27535 28035 27189 25566 25525 27741 27685 

18 25738 26199 27107 27536 28036 27191 26126 25545 28129 27686 

19 25502 26188 27098 27525 28024 27088 26103 25785 28072 27672 

20 25480 26187 27097 27524 28023 27086 25645 25765 28073 27671 

21 25483 26184 25902 27523 28022 27085 25774 25668 28074 27670 

22 25501 26183 25901 27522 28021 27084 26119 25778 28075 27669 

23 25585 26180 25900 27521 27770 27083 26120 25655 28076 27668 

24 25599 27182 25899 27520 27769 27082 25526 25775 28070 27667 

25 25563 27181 25898 27519 27762 27081 26153 25660 28080 27666 

26 25476 27180 25897 27518 27767 27080 25516 25669 28081 27665 

27 25586 27179 25896 27517 27766 27079 26125 25648 28086 27662 

28 25605 27169 25887 27506 27757 27070 25666 25543 28100 27652 

29 25562 27170 25888 27507 27758 27071 25671 25531 28099 27653 

30 25561 27171 25889 27510 27760 27192 26096 25567 28097 27654 

31 25473 27172 258910 27511 27761 27073 26105 25568 28095 27655 

32 25590 27173 25891 27512 27755 27074 26150 25520 28094 27656 

33 25475 27174 25892 27513 27754 27075 26123 25664 28090 27657 

34 25592 27175 25893 27514 27764 27076 26121 25354 28089 27658 

35 25736 27176 25894 27515 27765 27077 26107 25564 28087 27659 

36 25608 27178 25895 27516 27118 27078 25662 25518 28067 27661 

37 25603 27168 25886 27505 27750 27068 25766 25656 28101 27651 

38 25598 27167 25885 27504 25570 27067 26149 25661 28102 27650 

39 25601 27166 25883 27502 25368 27066 26139 25764 28103 27648 

40 25468 27165 27821 27501 - 27065 26154 25647 28104 27647 
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Reynolds  library compounds      

Comp 

# 

Plate 1 

– SRI# 

Plate 2 

– SRI# 

Plate 3 

– SRI# 

Plate 4 

– SRI# 

Plate 5 

– SRI# 

Plate 6 

– SRI# 

Plate 7 

– SRI# 

Plate 8 

– SRI# 

Plate 9 

– SRI# 

Plate 10 

– SRI# 

41 25587 27164 27820 27500 - 27064 25786 25776 28105 27646 

42 25735 27163 27819 27499 - 27061 26129 25652 28107 27644 

43 25739 27162 27818 27498 - 27060 25584 25646 28108 27645 

44 25559 27161 27817 27497 - 27048 26130 25663 28109 27643 

45 25589 27159 27816 27496 - 27047 25538 25654 28110 27642 

46 25591 27150 27797 27759 - 27038 25537 25437 28123 27632 

47 25472 27151 27798 28033 - 27039 25670 25366 28122 27633 

48 25506 27152 27799 28034 - 27040 25769 25351 28121 27635 

49 25679 27153 27801 28050 - 27041 26117 25356 28120 27636 

50 25478 27154 27803 28051 - 27042 26127 25355 28117 27637 

51 25470 27155 27804 28052 - 27043 25737 25650 28116 27638 

52 25504 27156 27802 28053 - 27044 26114 25658 28113 27639 

53 25469 27157 27814 28046 - 27045 26118 25667 28112 27640 

54 25687 27158 27815 27494 - 27046 26104 25771 28111 27641 

55 25604 27148 27796 27830 - 27037 26124 25441 28124 27630 

56 25683 27147 27795 28196 - 27034 25533 25463 28125 27631 

57 25685 27146 27794 28195 - 27033 25547 25450 28126 27006 

58 25681 27145 27793 28194 - 27032 25535 25454 28127 26581 

59 26179 27144 27792 28193 - 27031 26138 25460 25446 26580 

60 26178 27143 27780 28192 - 27030 25782 25445 25784 26549 

61 26173 27142 27789 28191 - 27029 26133 25365 27207 26454 

62 26174 27139 27788 28190 - 27028 26134 25352 27186 25791 

63 26172 27138 27787 28189 - 27026 25651 25361 27213 26146 

64 26162 27127 27777 28179 - 25644 26097 25363 25529 25789 

65 26163 27128 27778 28180 - 27018 25653 25360 25539 25794 

66 26164 27129 27779 28181 - 27017 25557 25369 27212 25790 

67 26165 27130 27781 28182 - 26159 26116 25367 27208 26141 

68 26171 27131 27782 28184 - 27021 25551 25358 - 26142 

69 26167 27133 27783 28185 - 27022 25767 25451 - 26143 

70 26168 27134 27784 28186 - 27023 26132 25370 - 26144 

71 26169 27136 27785 28187 - 27024 25781 25458 - - 

72 26170 27137 27786 28188 - 27015 25532 25442 - - 

73 26197 27126 27776 28177 - 25641 25550 25440 - - 

74 26206 27125 27775 28176 - 26161 25552 25353 - - 

75 26186 27124 27774 28175 - 26160 25517 25457 - - 

76 26182 27123 27773 28183 - 26158 26113 25372 - - 

77 26166 27122 27771 28054 - 26157 25665 25455 - - 

78 26181 27121 27753 28049 - 26155 25565 25364 - - 

79 26196 27120 27752 28048 - 26156 25657 25448 - - 

80 26177 27119 27751 28047 - 27025 25554 25362 - - 
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A3 1.2.2 PKIS and Reynolds library screening: 384 plate layout 

The plate layout adopted for both the PKIS and the Reynolds library screening was reported 

in Figure A3 5. Each number refers to a specific compound (screened in triplicates), 

according to the labelling reported in Figure A3 3 and in Figure A3 4. The green wells 

correspond to the negative and positive controls, the blue wells to the ATP standard controls 

(different shade: different concentration of ATP). 

 

Figure A3 5: PKIS and Reynolds library screening, plate layout 
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A3 2. The B-score normalization 

The B-score is based on the application of robust statistical analysis387 in conjunction with 

a two-way median polish.
388

 The B-score normalization can be applied according to the 

following equation:  

 

Eq A3 1: B-score 

where 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑝 is the residual of the signal measured on row i and column j of plate p, and 𝑀𝐴𝐷𝑝 is the median 

absolute deviation calculate from the derived 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑝. 

The signal residual 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑝 is defined as reported in the following equation: 

 

Eq A3 2: nominator of the B-score (residual of the signal in row i and colum j of plate p)     

where 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑝 is the raw signal measured in row i and column j of plate p, �̂�𝑖𝑗𝑝 is the value obtained by the sum 

of �̂�𝑝 (the plate average) of �̂�𝑖𝑝(the row effect) and �̂�𝑗𝑝 (the column effect), each computed by application of 

the median polish.ff 

                                        
ff
 The ̂  sign indicates that the values are estimates of the median polish.  
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A3 3. HTS format development and screening 

A3 3.1. Zꞌ-factor: day-to-day data variability  

The Z  ̍ factor day-to-day variability for the HTS format optimisation was assessed by 

repeating the screening simulation in different days. In the following sections the data 

obtained from the coupled assay in its pre-optimal conditions (section 2.2.4.3 and 3.2.1.3) 

and its final optimal conditions (2.2.4.4 and 3.2.1.4) were reported.  

A3 3.1.1 HTS end-point format, 384 well plate: pre-optimal conditions 

The assay conditions applied and the description of the format were reported in section 

3.2.1.3. To assess the Zꞌ variability, the mock screening was repeated in 5 different days, in 

conjunction to the investigation of different incubation times to reduce the drifting effect 

along the microplate (Figure A3 6a, b, c, d, f). An increase of the signal across the different 

quarters was observed when incubating between 5 and 15 minutes while a decrease occurred 

when incubating for 25 minutes. The incubation for 20 minutes at 30°C yielded a better 

stability of the signal across the microplate (Figure A3 6d). The screening simulation was 

repeated on a further different day incubating the microplate for 20 minutes at 30°C (Figure 

A3 6e, also reported in Figure 3.6). A satisfactory consistency of the signal across the 

microplate was confirmed, hence 20 minutes adopted as standard incubation time for the 

HTS format. Overall, the Zꞌ of the whole microplate was consistently above 0.55, despite 

the variation in the incubation time. The performance for each individual quarter was 

mostly above 0.65, in some cases approaching 0.80 (Table A3 7). 

Table A3 7: HTS end-point format, day-to-day variability 

Plate Zꞌ  Plate Zꞌ  Plate Zꞌ   Plate Zꞌ   Plate Zꞌ   Plate Zꞌ  

a) 0.59  b) 0.76  c)* -  d) 0.69  e)** 0.70  f)* 0.69 

Q1 0.54  Q1 0.83  Q1 0.84  Q1 0.69  Q1 0.68  Q1 0.74 

Q2 0.75  Q2 0.82  Q2 0.80  Q2 0.73  Q2 0.75  Q2 0.72 

Q3 0.64  Q3 0.82  Q3 0.84  Q3 0.68  Q3 0.70  Q3 0.69 

Q4 0.77  Q4 0.82  Q4 -  Q4 0.73  Q4 0.70  Q4 0.70 

*a problem with the injection of ADP occurred for the Q4 (Figure A3 6c) hence a Zꞌ for Q4 and for the whole plate was not calculated; ** 

also reported in Figure 3.6.  
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Figure A3 6: HTS format – Zꞌfactor, day-to-day reproducibility 

The data reported refers to screening simulation repeated in different days and varying the incubation time: 

a) 5 minutes; b) 10 minutes, gain 1700; c) 15 minutes, gain 1700; d) 20 minutes, gain 1600, e) 20 minutes, gain 

1700 (reported also in Figure 3.6, section 3.2.1.3); f) 20 minutes, gain 1300. The different intensity of the signal 

was due to adjustments of the plate reader gain due to the unexpected and not reproducible high 

luminescence obtained for the experiment reported in d and c. Nonetheless, the data were considered valid 

for the purpose of evaluating the drift as a consequence of incubation time and for the Zꞌ variability 

assessment. 
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A3 3.1.2 HTS end-point format, 384 well plate: optimal conditions 

The data and respective Zꞌ factor from the day-to-day variability test of the 30 seconds end-

point format (section 3.2.1.4.) were reported in Figure A3 7 and Table A3 8. The Zꞌ factor 

significantly deteriorated when a greater data variability occurred, as for the experiment 

reported in Figure A3 7d. The small separation of the negative and positive control bands, 

due to the low luminescence derived from the ATP produced after 30 seconds, was further 

negatively affecting the Zꞌ factor when a greater data variability was observed. Furthermore, 

the drift across the microplate had the effect of increasing the variation band of the negative 

control assays when a single Zꞌ factor was computed for the whole microplate, as showed by 

the discrepancy between the latter and the Zꞌ calculated for a single quarter (Table A3 8).  

Table A3 8: HTS end-point format, day-to-day variability, optimised conditions 

Plate Zꞌ  Plate Zꞌ  Plate Zꞌ   Plate Zꞌ   Plate Zꞌ   

a) 0.65  b) 0.64  c) 0.63  d) 0.26  e) 0.69  

Q1 0.74  Q1 0.78  Q1 0.73  Q1 0.66  Q1 0.66  

Q2 0.79  Q2 0.69  Q2 0.76  Q2 0.59  Q2 0.79  

Q3 0.75  Q3 0.78  Q3 0.68  Q3 0.52  Q3 0.84  

Q4 0.60  Q4 0.81  Q4 0.80  Q4 0.52  Q4 0.83  
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Figure A3 7: HTS format – Zꞌfactor, day-to-day reproducibility, optimal conditions 

The data reported refers to screening simulation repeated in different days for the HTS end-point format for 

which the FtPPK activity was measured after 30 seconds. The following conditions were applied: Assay 

conditions: 100 L volume, 10 nM FtPPK /1.3 M BSA, ADP 200, polyP25 1.5 M, 300 nM FLuc/1.3 M BSA, 

70 M luciferin, 5% DMSO, 20 minutes incubation, 30°C. Gain: 1700.  
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A3 3.2. PKIS screening  

The raw data of the PKIS library screen were reported in Figure A3 8. The statistical 

analysis (Zꞌ-factor and Z-factor) to assess the performance of each microplate was reported 

in Table A3 9. 

 

Figure A3 8: PKIS screening, raw data 

Assays containing the inhibitors: various shade of blue (a different symbol and shade of blue was used for 

each triplicate); negative control assays (containing DMSO): green open circles; positive control assays (no 

FtPPK): red open circles.  
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Table A3 9: Quality control of the assay during the PKIS screening 

Plate Z'- value Z- value  Plate Z'- value Z- value 

J00B-JOL 0.39 0.42  J00B-JOM 0.63 0.46 

Q1 0.52 0.42  Q1 0.53 0.52 

Q2 0.50 0.31  Q2 0.32 0.41 

Q3 0.45 0.34  Q3 0.67 0.39 

Q4 0.58 0.44  Q4 0.61 0.57 

J00B-JON 0.38 0.43  J00B-JO7 0.51 0.50 

Q1 0.80 0.41  Q1 0.72 0.66 

Q2 0.65 0.58  Q2 0.68 0.46 

Q3 0.32 0.54  Q3 0.38 0.56 

Q4 0.49 0.39  Q4 0.69 0.62 

J00B-JO8 0.74 0.63     

Q1 0.82 0.51     

Q3 0.83 0.78     

 

The hits selected from the PKIS library screening were reported in Table A3 10. The 

compounds were reported ranked by ZR-score. Each compound was identified by a label 

denoting the plate of origin and the position within the plate (e.g.: compound JO7-54 was 

taken from plate JO7, position 54), the compound label provided by GSK (table with GSK 

list), the corresponding ZR-score and NPIR and the IC50 concentration with respect to the 

FLuc reported in Dranchak et al.392. The hits selected by the ZR-score were reported in the 

first section of the table, the hit selected by NPIR were reported in the second section of the 

table, in order of ZR-score.  

The structures of the PKIS hits were reported in Figure A3 9 until Figure A3 13, grouped 

according to structure similarities. Within each figure, the hit were reported in order of ZR-

score, from top left to bottom right. In particular, the anilino aryloxazole analogues (Figure 

A3 9), the benzimidazole-urea analogues (Figure A3 10) and the pyrrolopyrimidine 

analogues (Figure A3 11) have been reported as FLuc inhibitors with IC50 in the low 

micromolar range.392   
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Table A3 10: PKIS library, hits selected ranked by ZR-score 

Ranked Plate position GSK Reg N. ZR-score NPIR FLuc IC50* 

1 JO7-54 GW631581B -7.46 ± 0.3 85.2 ± 3.9 6.51 M 

2 JO8-26 GR105659X -6.99 ± 0.1 90.9 ± 1.4 5.17 M 

3 JOL-53 GW632046X -6.76 ± 0.18 110.9 ± 2.9 0.58 M 

4 JOL-65 GW577921A -6.6 ± 0.40 108.3 ± 6.6 1.03 M 

5 JOL-9 GW549390X -6.54 ± 0.06 107.4 ± 1 - 

6 JOM-14 GW627834A -6.49 ± 0.20 97.2 ± 3.1 1.03 M 

7 JO7-15 GW701427A -6.4 ± 0.84 73.2 ± 9.6 0.12 M 

8 JON-66 GW513184X -5.96 ± 0.35 74.6 ± 4.5 - 

9 JO7-78 GW829877X -5.79 ± 0.87 66.2 ± 9.9 - 

10 JO8-3 GW296115X -5.7 ± 0.23 73.6 ± 4.5 - 

11 JOL-1 SB-592602 -5.24 ± 0.17 86 ± 2.9 - 

12 JOM-20 GW578748X -5.22 ± 0.28 78.2 ± 4.2 3.66 M 

13 JOL-26 SB-347804 -5.19 ± 0.34 85.1 ± 5.6 0.92 M 

14 JON-11 GW572738X -4.7 ± 0.1 86.7 ± 1.8 0.82 M 

15 JOL-29 GW817396X -4.64 ± 0.13 76.1 ± 2.2 33 M 

16 JO7-52 GW694590A -4.45 ± 0.48 50.8 ± 5.6 14.6 M 

17 JON-16 GW589961A -3.86 ± 0.72 48.4 ± 9.1 > 30 M 

18 JOM-69 GSK238063A -3.7 ± 0.74 55.4 ± 11 - 

19 JO8-12 GW575533A -3.69 ± 0.38 46.6 ± 5.2 5.8 M 

20 JO7-38 GW643971X -3.44 ± 0.62 39.3 ± 7.1 - 

21 JOM-68 GSK994854A -3.42 ± 0.63 51.3 ± 9.5 - 

22 JOL-30 GW784752X -3.11 ± 0.69 51.1 ± 11.4 6.5 M 

23 JOM-8 GW809897X -3.41 ± 0.40 51 ± 6 0.58 M 

24 JO8-19 GW445017X -3.4 ± 0.68 42.7 ± 9.2 - 

25 JO8-13 GW278681X -3.09 ± 0.54 38.6 ± 7.3 - 

26 JON-68 GW335962X -2.97± 0.97 37.2 ± 12.2 3.66 M 

27 JO7-7 GW824645A -2.96 ± 1.55 33.8 ± 17.8 - 

28 JOM-74 GW694234A -2.8 ± 0.68 41.9 ± 10.3 - 

29 JOL-20 GW441756X -2.79 ± 0.37 45.8 ± 6.1 - 

30 JON-27 GW575808A -2.78 ± 0.45 40.7 ± 6.7 1.46 M 

31 JOM-5 GW620972X -2.69 ± 1.4 40.24 ± 21.4 - 

Selected only NPIR   

32 JOL-69 GW659893X -2.66 ± 0.54 43.7 ± 8.9 - 

33 JO8-15 SB-711237 -2.61 ± 0.12 32.1 ± 1.64 2.31 M 

34 JOL-39 GW407323A -2.46 ± 0.4 40.4 ± 6.5 - 

35 JOM-43 GW442130X -2.32 ± 0.22 34.8 ± 3.3 - 

36 JOM-55 GW445014X -2.31 ± 0.22 34.6 ± 3.3 - 

37 JO8-31 GW806742X -2.29 ± 0.33 27.8 ± 4.5 9.19 M 

38 JO8-8 GW827396X -2.28 ± 0.53 27.7 ± 7.2 - 

39 JO7-20 GSK718429A -2.21 ± 0.41 25.3 ± 4.7 - 

40 JO7-4 GW693917X -2 ± 1.26 22.9 ±14.5 - 

Hit selected: compounds with mean + standard deviation falling beyond the hit selection criterion; *Values reported by 

Dranchak P et al.   
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Figure A3 9: PKIS hits: anilino aryloxazole analogues 

 

 

Figure A3 10: PKIS hits: benzimidazole-urea analogues 

 

 

Figure A3 11: PKIS hits: pyrrolopyrimidine analogues 
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Figure A3 12: PKIS hits 

 

 

Figure A3 13: PKIS hits 
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A3 3.3. Reynolds library screening  

The raw data of the Reynolds library screen were reported in Figure A3 14 and in Figure 

A3 15. The Z-factor (based on classic and robust statistical analysis) derived to assess the 

performance of each microplate was reported in Table A3 11. 

 

Figure A3 14: Reynolds library screening, raw data, plate 1-6 

Assays containing the inhibitors: various shade of blue (a different symbol and shade of blue was used for 

each triplicate); negative control assays (containing DMSO): green open circles; positive control assays (no 

FtPPK): red open circles. 
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Figure A3 15: Reynolds library screening, raw data, plate 7-10 

Assays containing the inhibitors: various shade of blue (a different symbol and shade of blue was used for 

each triplicate); negative control assays (containing DMSO): green open circles; positive control assays (no 

FtPPK): red open circles. 

The hits selected from the Reynold library screening were reported in Table A4 2. The 

compounds were reported ranked by ZR-score. Each compound was identified by a label 

denoting the plate of origin and the position within the plate (e.g.: compound RL56-Plt2 

was taken from plate 2, position 56), the compound label provided for each compound of 

the library and the corresponding ZR-score and NPIR. The hits selected by the ZR-score 

were reported in the first section of the table, the hit selected by NPIR were reported in the 

second section of the table, in order of ZR-score.  

The structure of the hits selected were reported in Figure A3 16 until Figure A3 18.
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Table A3 11: Quality control of the assay during the RL screening 

Plate Zc- value ZR- value  Plate Zc- value ZR- value 

#1 0.35 0.66  #6 0.49 0.67 

Q1 0.10 0.78  Q1 0.72 0.80 

Q2 0.55 0.69  Q2 0.69 0.80 

Q3 0.66 0.79  Q3 0.66 0.79 

Q4 0.55 0.73  Q4 0.71 0.59 

#2 0.56 0.70  #7 0.36 0.65 

Q1 0.70 0.80  Q1 0.61 0.73 

Q2 0.50 0.74  Q2 0.30 0.74 

Q3 0.72 0.84  Q3 0.30 0.74 

Q4 0.74 0.84  Q4 - - 

#3 0.55 0.73  #8 0 0.44 

Q1 0.70 0.82  Q1 0.46 0.71 

Q2 0.68 0.82  Q2 -0.18 0.44 

Q3 0.71 0.83  Q3 0.36 0.64 

Q4 0.72 0.82  Q4 0.21 0.64 

#4 0.61 0.74  #9 0.15 0.62 

Q1 0.74 0.84  Q1 0.03 0.48 

Q2 0.70 0.77  Q2 0.17 0.44 

Q3 0.77 0.87  Q3 0.56 0.70 

Q4 0.75 0.86  Q4 0.36 0.78 

#5 0.43 0.76  #10 -0.11 0.70 

Q1 0.70 0.81  Q1 0.75 0.84 

Q2 0.64 0.77  Q2 0.74 0.83 

Q3 0.39 0.79  Q3 0.77 0.85 

Q4 0.28 0.81  Q4 0.73 0.80 
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Table A3 12: RL library, hits selected ranked by ZR-score 

Ranked Plate position SRI# ZR-score NPIR 

1 RL1-PLT1 25509 -18.41 ± 0.21 92.23 ± 1.07 

2 RL54-PLT9 28111 -11.16 ± 0.23 67.45 ± 1.38 

3 RL38-PLT5 25570 -11.06± 0.19 72.60 ± 1.22 

4 RL71-PLT7 25781 -10 ± 0.28 60.03 ± 1.65 

5 RL37-PLT7 25766 -9.06 ± 0.08 68.04 ± 0.62 

6 RL80-PLT7 25554 -8.83 ± 0.58 53.00 ± 3.49 

7 RL41-PLT7 25786 -8.70 ± 0.06 71.89 ± 0.52 

8 RL69-PLT7 25767 -8.32 ± 0.86 49.96 ± 5.13 

9 RL54-PLT8 25771 -6.99 ± 0.25 74.34 ± 2.68 

10 RL20-PLT2 26187 -6.22 ± 0.75 50.78 ± 6.14 

11 RL21-PLT7 25774 -5.93 ± 0.4 44.54 ± 2.98 

12 RL60-PLT7 25782 -5.84 ± 0.76 48.19 ± 6.29 

13 RL41-PLT8 25776 -5.58 ± 0.06 97.21 ± 1.13 

14 RL13-PLT8 25787 -4.86 ± 0.41 51.20 ± 4.29 

15 RL19-PLT8 25785 -4.71 ± 0.29 44.00 ± 2.73 

16 RL24-PLT8 25775 -4.18 ± 0.09 72.74 ± 1.51 

17 RL40-PLT9 28104 -3.37 ± 0.16 62.27 ± 2.99 

18 RL10-PLT8 25777 -3.28 ± 0.30 30.63 ± 2.82 

19 RL48-PLT6 27040 -3.16 ± 1.58 20.37 ± 10.17 

20 RL42-PLT9 28107 -3.14 ± 0.26 45.29 ± 3.79 

21 RL18-PLT2 26199 -3.12 ± 0.04 18.64 ± 0.25** 

22 RL48-PLT7 25769 -3.10 ± 1.15 23.29 ± 8.65 

23 RL13-PLT5 28029 -3.01 ± 0.86 19.78 ±  5.64 

24 RL54-PLT2 27158 -2.80 ± 0.88 14.31 ± 4.47** 

25 RL46-PLT6 27038 -2.47 ± 1.23 15.93 ± 7.93 

26 RL2-PLT1 25732 -2.42 ± 1.18 12.14 ± 5.93** 

Selected only by NPI  

27 RL4-PLT8 25544 -2.40 ± 0.6 22.47 ± 5.58 

28 RL22-PLT8 25778 -2.39 ± 0.64 25.22 ± 6.77 

29 RL65-PLT8 25360 -2.35 ± 0.48 40.97 ± 8.39 

30 RL47-PLT6 27039 -2.35 ± 1.4 15.16 ± 9.03 

31 RL65-PLT2 27128 -2.29 ± 0.4 18.73 ± 3.26 

32 RL47-PLT1 25472 -2.22 ± 0.95 18.20 ± 7.75 

33 RL11-PLT8 25779 -2.20 ± 1.04 20.54 ± 9.75 

*Hit selected: compounds with mean + standard deviation falling beyond the hit selection criterion; 

**compound selected only by ZR-score normalization 
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Figure A3 16: Reynolds library hits: nucleoside acetamide analogues 
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Figure A3 17: Reynolds library hits: triazole-acetamide analogues 
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Figure A3 18: Reynolds library hits: nucleotide analogues 
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Appendix to Chapter 4 

A4 1. Thermal shift assay 

A4 1.1. DSF assay: FtPPK and SYPRO Orange concentration optimisation 

To optimise the condition for DSF, different concentration of SYPRO Orange (1x – 20x) 

were tested against different concentration of FtPPK (0.5 – 5 M).  

 

Figure A4 1: DSF assay, FtPPK and SYPRO Orange concentration optimisation  

Different concentration of SYPRO Orange were tested against a range of FtPPK concentrations (0.5 - 5 M). 

a) 1x SYPRO Orange; b) 2x SYPRO Orange; c) 5x SYPRO Orange; d) 10x SYPRO Orange; e) 20x SYPRO 

Orange. Per each concentration of SYPRO Orange, the following FtPPK concentration were tested: 0.5 M 

FtPPK (purple), 1 M FtPPK (light blue), 2 M FtPPK (orange), 5 M FtPPK (red). Control assays were also 
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prepared, in which the RFU of the FtPPK without dye (green) and of the dye without FtPPK (blue) was 

measured.  

A4 1.2. DSF assay: PKIS hit validation  

A negative downshift of the melting temperature was caused by most of the PKIS library 

hits. A significant positive shift of the Tm was observed only in the presence of compound 

JO8-3. The melting curve of FtPPK in the presence of compound JO8-3 was reported in 

Figure A4 2. The graphs included the FtPPK melting curve measured in the presence of 5% 

DMSO and the JO8-3 background signal measured in the absence of FtPPK  

 

Figure A4 2: DSF assay, JO8-3 melting curves 

FtPPK melting curve in the presence of 100 M JO8-3 (red), FtPPK melting curve in the presence of 5% DMSO 

(green), background signal generated by JO8-3 in the presence of SYPRO Orange and in the absence of FtPPK 

(blue). The data were reported as: a) Fluorescence intensity RLU against temperature; b). negative first 

derivative of fluorescence intensity (RFU) versus temperature. 

 

A4 1.3. DSF assay: Reynolds library hit validation  

A negative downshift of the melting temperature was caused by most of the Reynolds library 

hits at the concentration of 100 M. The only compounds for which a significant positive 

shift of the FtPPK Tm was observed were: RL60-Plt7, RL20-Plt2, and RL37-Plt7. The 

FtPPK melting curves measured in the presence of these compounds were reported in Figure 

A4 3, in conjunction with the respective background signal measured in the absence of 

FtPPK and of a FtPPK melting curve measured in the presence of 5% DMSO. 
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Figure A4 3: RL hits tested by DSF 

a) and b) FtPPK melting curve in the presence of RL60-PLT7; c) and d) FtPPK melting curve in the presence 

of RL20-PLT2; e) and f) FtPPK melting curve in the presence of RL37-PLT7. For each graph the following 

melting curve were reported: FtPPK melting curve in the presence of 100 M hit (red), 50 M hit (purple), 10 

M hit (orange); FtPPK melting curve in the presence of 5% DMSO (green), background signal generated by 

100 M hit in the presence of SYPRO Orange and in the absence of FtPPK (blue). The data were reported as: 

a), c), d) fluorescence intensity (RLU) against temperature; b), d), e) negative first derivative of fluorescence 

intensity (RFU) versus temperature. 
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A4 2. Development of a FtPPK-PPX-malachite green assay for polyP measurement  

For the development of an alternative biochemical assay, the possibility of monitoring the 

FtPPK activity as a function of either polyP synthesis or degradation was considered. 

Despite the widespread distribution in cells, few methods are available for the polyP 

quantitative analysis.
536,537

 For polyP chain size investigation, polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis537,538 and phosphorous NMR (31P-NMR) have been used.536 The first method 

relies on the different mobility of chains of different lengths, which allows for size 

determination by comparison with the retention factors (Rf) of known standards.
538

 

Determination of polyP size by 31P-NMR instead is possible based on the differences in the 

resonance of intermediate and terminal phosphates.
264

,
260

 For polyP quantification, the 

staining of polyP with the fluorescent dye DAPI (4ꞌ,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) has been 

used.539 Upon binding to polyP, a shift in the fluorescence peak of DAPI occurs, with a 

correlation between polyP concentration and fluorescence intensity that is independent from 

the polyP chains length.540 Alternatively, polyP quantification has involved the hydrolysis 

into inorganic phosphate (Pi), either by treatment with hydrochloric acid or catalysed by 

exopolyphosphatase (PPX).537,541,542 The Pi  units derived from this hydrolysis step have 

then been quantified by either the metachromatic assay with Toluidine Blue O 

(TBO)536,537,543,544 or by the colorimetric malachite green assay.545–550 Finally, the PPK itself 

has been used for polyP quantification, by determination of the ATP produced upon polyP-

driven ADP phosphorylation.169,537,543 None of these methods can be universally applied for 

the analysis of polyP, but limitations may arise due to the heterogeneity in terms of chain 

length of polyP samples, towards which each method has a different sensitivity.536,537 

Enzyme based methods are the most sensitive and specific, although subjected to enzyme 

specificity to certain chain lengths.537 The DAPI method is effective only on polyP chains 

between 15 and 130 Pi residues and does not distinguish between chains of different 

length.540 The gel electrophoresis provides a good description of the sample heterogeneity 

but is not suitable for precise quantitative analysis. Metachromatic and colorimetric assays 

require hydrolysis of polyP chains. Once more, limitations to accurate quantitative analysis 

may arise from either hydrolysis of other phosphate-containing compounds upon treatment 

with acid, or from uncomplete hydrolysis upon enzyme catalysed reaction, due to chain 
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length specificity. Finally, restriction to the application of 31P-NMR analysis may derive 

from the low throughput and the large amount of sample required for analysis.  

A metachromatic assay, in which polyP was quantified by means of Toluidine Blue, has 

been reported for the PPK activity measurement.
424

 The method is based on the shift of the 

absorbance peak of Toluidine upon interaction with polyP. The shift is proportional to the 

polyP concentration but is also affected by the polyP chain length, hence providing a semi-

quantitative analysis.
424

 In the attempt to develop a fully quantitative method for the 

measurement of the FtPPK reaction as a function of either polyP synthesis or degradation, 

the development of an exopolyphosphatase coupled assay was investigated. The FtPPK 

reaction was coupled to polyP hydrolysis catalysed by the PPX from Burkholderia 

pseudomallei (BpPPX). The polyP concentration was then derived by quantification of the 

released Pi by means of the malachite green assay.  

A4 2.1. Malachite green assay 

The malachite green assay (MG assay) is a colorimetric assay that allows detection of Pi 

upon formation of a chromogenic complex.  

 

Scheme A4 1: Malachite green - reaction scheme 

Malachite green reagent composition: 1 volume of 4.2% ammonium molybdate (14) in 4M HCl; 3 volumes of 

0.045% MG carbinol dye (15) in water; 0.01% Tween 20. 

The malachite green reagent (MG reagent) is constituted by ammonium molybdate 

tetrahydrate (14) and malachite green carbinol base (MG, 15). Under acidic conditions 

(HCl) and in the presence of the Pi, ammonium phosphomolybdate is formed (16, yellow) 
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and the MG carbinol base is converted into the cation HMG2+ (16, yellow, 446 nm). The 

phosphomolybdate anion associates with the HMG
2+

 cation and the MG-phosphomolybdate 

complex 17 is generated. The assay solution turns from yellow to green and a shift in the 

absorbance peak from 443 nm to 630 nm is observed. Within a certain range, the intensity 

of the absorbance signal measured at 630 nm is proportional to the concentration of Pi. 

A4 2.2. MG assay: Pi standard curve 

The malachite green assay conditions adopted by C. Saunders for the characterization of 

Burkholderia pseudomallei PPX (BpPPX),551 in turn adapted from Sherwood,548 were 

applied for the FtPPK-PPX-malachite green assay. A Pi standard curve was prepared to 

investigate the correlation between Pi concentration and absorbance signal.  

 

Figure A4 4: MG assay – Pi standard curve 

a) Absorption spectra; b) Standard curve measured at  630 nm. The signal was blank-corrected; c) Variation 

of the signal with time (40 M Na2HPO4). Assay conditions: Pi assay volume 50 L (FtPPK assay buffer, 2.5 – 

160 M Na2HPO4, 1.3 M BSA, 5% DMSO); MG reagent 50 L (1 volume of 4.2% ammonium molybdate in 

4M HCl, 3 volumes of 0.045% MG carbinol dye in water, 0.01% Tween 20). The assays were prepared in 

triplicate at room temperature.  
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The standard curve was prepared using Na2HPO4 (2.5 M – 160 M) in the FtPPK assay 

buffer and in the presence of DMSO (in anticipation of the conditions that would be applied 

to the coupled FtPPK2-PPX assay). To measure the background signal due to Pi traces in 

the assay buffer, control assays (no Na2HPO4) were also prepared. The Pi assays were 

prepared in 50 L volume, to which 50 L of MG reagent were added. The full spectrum 

was recorded for each Pi concentration, to confirm that, under the conditions applied, the 

maximum absorbance signal occurs between 625 nm and 640 nm (Figure A4 4a). To generate 

the Pi standard curve, the assays were measured at 630 nm after 10 minutes from the 

addition of the MG reagent, and then every 15 minutes to determine the stability of the 

signal with time (Figure A4 4b and c). A relation of linearity was observed between 2.5 M 

and 80 M Pi, above which a deviation from linearity was detected. The signal intensity 

increased with time during the first 50-60 minutes, after which it became approximately 

stable. 

A4 2.3. MG assay: stability of ATP and ADP under acidic conditions 

A possible limitation in using the MG assay as readout method for the FtPPK-PPX coupled 

assay might derive from the strongly acidic conditions (4 M, HCl) required for the 

preparation of the MG reagent. Under acidic conditions, the hydrolysis of the terminal 

phosphate of the FtPPK substrates, ATP and ADP, might be favoured, hence interfering 

with the FtPPK assay measurement. The stability with time of ATP and ADP in the 

presence of the MG reagent was investigated. Assays with different concentrations of Pi 

with and without ADP (70 M) or ATP (350 M) were prepared, alongside controls with 

only Pi, ADP or ATP. The assays were measured after 10 minutes from the addition of the 

MG reagent and then monitored for 3.30 hours. Following the first measurement, a 

comparable signal was detected from the assays containing Pi and ATP or ADP, and the 

assays containing only Pi (Figure A4 5a). However, after the second measurement, a increase 

of the signal from the assays containing ATP was observed in comparison to the assays 

containing only Pi or including ADP, consistent with hydrolytic release of Pi (Figure A4 

5b). Because of the observed ATP hydrolysis under the malachite green assay conditions, 

the measurement of FtPPK activity using ADP as substrate should be preferred. 
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Alternatively, if a format using ATP as substrate provides significant advantages for the 

FtPPK activity measurement, a control assay to monitor ATP hydrolysis should be 

prepared alongside the FtPPK assay. Furthermore, the signal should be measured soon after 

the addition of the MG reagent, to limit the extent of ATP hydrolysis.  

 

Figure A4 5: MG assay –stability of ATP and ADP under acidic conditions 

Standard curves prepared with only Pi (black circles), with Pi and ATP (red squares) and with Pi and ADP 

(green triangles). a) Measurement after 10 min. b) Measurements after 1.30 h (ATP: half squares, ADP: half 

triangles) and after 3.30 h (ATP: empty squares, ADP: empty triangles). c) Negative control assays containing 

only ATP (red squares) or ADP (green triangles). Assay conditions: 2.5 – 80 M Na2HPO4, 1.3 M BSA, 5% 

DMSO; Pi – ATP assays: included 350 M ATP; Pi – ADP assays: included 70 M ADP. MG reagent: 1 volume 

of 4.2% ammonium molybdate in 4M HCl, 3 volumes of 0.045% MG carbinol dye in water, 0.01% Tween 20. 

  

 

A4 2.4. Development of the BpPPX-MG assay  

Purified B. pseudomallei PPX was available in-house (courtesy of A. Parnell)265 and was 

used for the development of a BpPPX-FtPPK coupled assay. The PPX catalyses the 

hydrolysis of polyP into Pi units. To measure the activity of the PPX, the MG assay was 

applied for the quantification of the Pi produced. A BpPPX time course was prepared, using 
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100 nM BpPPX and 30 M polyP25. While the concentration of BpPPX was arbitrarily 

chosen, the concentration used for the FtPPK screening was adopted for polyP. The BpPPX 

assays were initiated by addition of polyP25 and stopped at the desired time points by 

addition of the MG reagent. A Pi standard curve (5 – 70 M) was prepared alongside the 

BpPPX assay, to convert the absorbance signal into Pi concentration. 

Under the conditions applied, a linear increase with time of Pi was observed, which validated 

the MG assay as a readout method for the BpPPX activity assay. However, the rate of 

product formation was judged too slow to couple the BpPPX assay for the measurement of 

the FtPPK activity. Ideally, for the FtPPK coupled assay, a concentration of BpPPX that 

catalyses immediate conversion of polyP into Pi is required. A range of BpPPX 

concentrations between 25 nM and 1.2 M was investigated, measuring time courses in the 

presence of 30 M polyP25 (excess of polyP). A concentration of 800 nM BpPPX was chosen, 

in the presence of which the Pi produced at plateau (80 M) was within the linear range of 

the MG standard curve (Figure A4 7b). 

 

Figure A4 6: BpPPX – MG time course   

a) Raw data plotted as absorbance signal versus time; b) background corrected data, converted into Pi 

produced by means of the Pi standard curve. The assays were prepared in triplicate. BpPPX- MG assay 

conditions: 100 nM BpPPX, 30 M polyP25, 1.3 M BSA, 5% DMSO; MG reagent: 1 volume of 4.2% ammonium 

molybdate in 4M HCl, 3 volumes of 0.045% MG carbinol dye in water, 0.01% Tween 20. 
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Figure A4 7: Optimisation of the BpPPX concentration 

Time courses measured at different concentrations of BpPPX: 25 nM green circles,100 nM purple circles, 200 

nM blue circles, 400 nM bordeaux circles, 600 nM dark blue circles, 800 nM orange circles, 1000 nM black 

circles, 1200 nM red circles. a) data plotted as absorbance signal versus time; b) data reported as Pi produced 

with time. BpPPX- MG assay conditions: 25 - 1200 nM BpPPX, 30 M polyP25, 1.3 M BSA, 5% DMSO; MG 

reagent: 1 volume of 4.2% ammonium molybdate in 4M HCl, 3 volumes of 0.045% MG carbinol dye in water, 

0.01% Tween 20. 

 

A4 2.5. Development of the FtPPK-BpPPX-MG assay in a continuous format 

The coupling of the FtPPK assay to the BpPPX-MG assay was attempted in continuous 

format. The FtPPK reaction was investigated in the direction of the polyP synthesis, in 

view of the better sensitivity provided by a product formation format. The concentrations 

applied for the screening were adopted for FtPPK (10 nM) and for polyP25 (1.5 M), whereas 

for ATP the Km concentration (350 M) was chosen.264 A format similar to the FtPPK-

FLuc assay was investigated, in which the BpPPX (800 nM) was added after a variable 

delay from the start of the FtPPK assay to measure different time points. In turn, for each 

time point, the MG reagent was added at the same time interval after the addition of 

BpPPX assay (63 seconds), to inactivate the BpPPX and start the colorimetric assay. An 

increase of the absorbance signal with time was expected, as a function of the hydrolysis of 

growing polyP chains, derived from the FtPPK catalysed polyP synthesis. In fact, the signal 

from the FtPPK-BpPPX coupled assay was equal to the signal from BpPPX control assays, 

in which no FtPPK was included (Figure A4 8). The data obtained suggested that the rate 

of the polyP hydrolysis catalysed by BpPPX was sufficiently slow to mask any FtPPK 

activity. 
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Figure A4 8: FtPPK-BpPPX-MG coupled assay, continuous format 

FtPPK-BpPPX coupled assay time course: red circles; independent BpPPX time course: black circles; control 

assays (no FtPPK and BpPPX): black open circles. FtPPK-BpPPX-MG assay conditions: 10 nM FtPPK, 1.5 M 

polyP25, 350 M ATP, 800 nM BpPPX, 1.3 M BSA5% DMSO; BpPPX-MG assay conditions: 800 nM BpPPX, 

1.5 M polyP25, 350 M ATP, 1.3 M BSA5% DMSO; MG reagent: 1 volume of 4.2% ammonium molybdate 

in 4M HCl, 3 volumes of 0.045% MG carbinol dye in water, 0.01% Tween 20. 

 

A4 2.6. FtPPK-BpPPX-MG assay in discontinuous format: polyP synthesis 

Following the failure to measure a FtPPK time course using a BpPPX-MG coupled assay 

in continuous format, the development of a discontinuous format was attempted. The latter 

involved the following steps: preparation of a FtPPK time course by stopping the reaction 

at the desired time points by heat denaturation; precipitation of the inactivated FtPPK by 

centrifugation; incubation of the FtPPK reaction supernatant with BpPPX to allow 

complete hydrolysis of polyP25 (Figure A4 9); incubation of the BpPPX reaction with the 

MG reagent for the Pi detection. The FtPPK assay was prepared using 1.5 M polyP25 and 

both the polyP synthesis reaction (in the presence of 350 M ATP) and the polyP 

degradation reaction (in the presence of 200 M ADP) were investigated. To ensure that 

the polyP hydrolysis reached completion, the product of the FtPPK reaction was incubated 

with BpPPX for 1.5 hours. Although an upward trend was observed, a correct interpretation 

of the data from the polyP synthesis format was compromised by their poor quality (Figure 

A4 10). The latter was possibly due to the abundant protein precipitation caused by the 

acidic environment. 
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Figure A4 9: BpPPX long time course  

The time course showed that PPX saturation was reached after 10 minutes. a) Absorbance with time; b) Pi 

with time. BpPPX-MG assay conditions: 800 nM BpPPX, 1.5 M polyP, 350 M ATP, 1.3 M BSA5% DMSO; 

MG reagent: 1 volume of 4.2% ammonium molybdate in 4M HCl, 3 volumes of 0.045% MG carbinol dye in 

water, 0.01% Tween 20. 

The absorbance signal derived from the hydrolysis of 1.5 M polyP25 (control assays, Figure 

A4 10) approached the top limit of the MG assay standard curve. Hence, the polyP 

degradation format, for which a decrease of the signal with time was expected, was judged 

better suitable. 

 

Figure A4 10: FtPPK-BpPPX-MG coupled assay, discontinuous format, polyP synthesis 

FtPPK-BpPPX discontinuous format time course: black circles; control assays (FtPPK but not BpPPX): red 

empty circles. FtPPK was removed by precipitation and centrifugation before addition of BpPPX. Assay 

conditions: 10 nM FtPPK, 1.5 M polyP, 350 M ATP, 800 nM BpPPX, 1.3 M BSA, 5% DMSO; MG reagent: 

1 volume of 4.2% ammonium molybdate in 4M HCl, 3 volumes of 0.045% MG carbinol dye in water, 0.01% 

Tween 20. 

Although a greater variability than desirable was observed also for the data derived from 

the polyP degradation assay, in the latter instance a clear decrease of the signal with time 

was observed (Figure A4 11). However, further to the requirement of significant 
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optimisation, the assay was judged not adequate for hit validation, in view of the limited 

screening window provided. According to the obtained data (Figure A4 11), the estimated 

linear range of the polyP degradation reaction extended for only 0.2 Abs units. Indeed, 

starting from a signal of 1.9 Abs units, derived from the hydrolysis of the initial 

concentration of polyP25 (1.5 M), an apparent plateau was reached after about 25 minutes, 

to which a signal of about 1.65 Abs units corresponded. It was anticipated that this limited 

window would most likely make particular difficult a sensible detection of the FtPPK 

inhibition. 

 

Figure A4 11: FtPPK-BpPPX-MG coupled assay, discontinuous format, polyP degradation 

a) Absorbance with time; b) Pi with time. FtPPK was removed by precipitation and centrifugation before 

addition of BpPPX. Assay conditions: 10 nM FtPPK, 1.5 M polyP, 200 M ADP, 800 nM BpPPX, 1.3 M BSA, 

5% DMSO; MG reagent: 1 volume of 4.2% ammonium molybdate in 4M HCl, 3 volumes of 0.045% MG 

carbinol dye in water, 0.01% Tween 20. 
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A4 3. HPLC based FtPPK assay 

A4 3.1. DMHA method optimisation and compatibility with FtPPK assay quenching 

methods 

The starting point for the HPLC assay development was the DMHA method adopted from 

L. Batten work,264 in which the nucleotides were eluted applying the following program: 0 

min 25% B, 5 min 25% B, 22 min 55% B, 27 min 55% B, 28 min 100% B (DMHA method 

1, mobile phase composition reported in section 4.2.3.1.1). The retention time and the peak 

shape of AMP, ADP and ATP were investigated in water and later in assay buffer. The 

method allowed a good resolution of the adenosine nucleotides monophosphate, diphosphate 

and triphosphate prepared in water (Figure A4 12a).  

 

Figure A4 12: Nucleotides analysis by HPLC (RP IP chromatography) 

HPLC UV-vis traces measured at 260 nm a) Nucleotides analysis (1 mM, prepared in water). Retention time: 

8-10 min AMP; 16-18 min ADP; 22-25 min ATP. b) Analysis of ADP and ATP (500 M) prepared in assay 

buffer and in the presence of 1 M formic acid. Retention time: 15-18 min ADP (blue trace), 18.5 – 25 min ATP 

(double peak, red trace). Mobile phase A: 15 mM DMHA, 5% MeOH, pH 7; Mobile phase B: 15 mM DMHA, 

80% MeOH, pH 7. The DMHA method 1 (Experimental, Table 7.53) was applied. 

The nucleotide resolution was then investigated in the assay buffer and in the presence of 

formic acid (1 M), which was considered as a quenching agent for the FtPPK assay. The 

nucleotide separation strongly deteriorated with a double peak observed for ATP and, as a 

consequence, a poor resolution from ADP (Figure A4 12b). Furthermore, a big injection 

peak appeared in the chromatogram while the ADP and ATP (500 M) peaks were 

considerably small. The “injection peak” was hypothesized to arise from the formic acid with 

the retention of the nucleotides, due to the shift of the equilibrium towards the protonated 

form. Consequently, only a low fraction of nucleotides was retained in the column in complex 
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with the DMHA, which would also justify the small peaks. The first step towards the 

improvement of the HPLC method was the investigation of an alternative elution gradient 

to increase the retention of the ATP without greatly extend the overall length of the method. 

The isocratic elution at 55% B from minute 22 to minute 27 (DMHA method 1) was replaced 

with an extension of the gradient to 27 min at 65% B (DMHA method 2) and 60% B 

(DMHA method 3). An increased retention of the ATP was observed when the DMHA 

method 3 was applied (Figure A4 13).  

 

Figure A4 13: Nucleotides analysis by HPLC, method optimisation  

Optimisation of the DMHA method to delay the ATP elution (500 M, prepared in water) by the extending 

the gradient of solvent B: method 1, 22 min 55% B (blue), method 2, 27 min 65% B (red); method 3, 27 min 

60% B (green). Mobile phase A: 15 mM DMHA, 5% MeOH, pH 7; Mobile phase B: 15 mM DMHA, 80% 

MeOH, pH 7. 

The DMHA method 3 was then tested for the analysis of ADP and ATP in assay buffer and 

the effect of formic acid (1 M), heat treatment (95°C, 5 min) and EDTA (50 mM), the 

possible assay quenching methods, on the retention time and peak shape was investigated. 

Applying the DMHA method 3, a satisfactory resolution of ADP and ATP was achieved 

(Figure A4 14). No significant effect on the nucleotide retention was observed upon heat 

treatment or in the presence of EDTA (Figure A4 14a and c). The previously detected 

decrease of the peak area, in parallel to the appearance of a big injection peak, was confirmed 

in presence of formic acid (Figure A4 14b). 
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Figure A4 14: Nucleotides analysis by HPLC, quenching methods  

HPLC traces showing the effect of different quenching methods on the retention of ADP (blue) and ATP (red, 

500 M) prepared in buffer: a) quenching by heat, b) quenching by formic acid (1 M), c) quenching by EDTA 

(50 mM). HPLC analysis method: DMHA method 3 (Experimental, Table 7.53). 

By comparison of ADP prepared in water and in buffer, it was confirmed that the widening 

and the splitting of the elution peaks was caused by the assay buffer (Figure A4 15a).gg It 

was hypothesized that the high content of salt in the assay buffer might favour the formation 

of different salt-nucleotide-DMHA complex with a slightly different retention time. The 

hypothesis was supported by the sharpening of the elution peaks observed by reduction of 

the NaCl content from 300 mM to 25 mM (Figure A4 15b). Both the heat step and the 

addition of EDTA proved to be compatible with the nucleotides analysis and their 

effectiveness in quenching the FtPPK assay was tested by preparing a time course (section 

4.2.3.1.1).  

                                        
gg

 At the time of this experiment, the FtPPK buffer composition included 300 mM NaCl, which was 

later reduced to 25 mM NaCl (section 2.2.2.3 and A2 6).  
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Figure A4 15: Nucleotides analysis by HPLC, effect of NaCl   

Comparison of the HPLC traces of nucleotides analysis in buffer containing 300 mM and 25 mM NaCl. a) 300 

mM NaCl: ADP (blue) and ATP (red) prepared in buffer in the presence of EDTA, ADP (blue dashed line) 

prepared in water in the presence of EDTA; b) 25 mM NaCl: ADP (blue) and ATP (red) prepared in buffer in 

the presence of EDTA. HPLC analysis method: DMHA method 3 (Experimental, Table 7.53).  

 

A4 3.2. TEAA method development 

To improve the analysis of nucleotides in FtPPK assay buffer, an IP RP HPLC method in 

which the TEA was used as ion pairing agent was optimised. The aqueous and the organic 

mobile phase were supplemented with 0.1 M TEAA. Both acetonitrile (ACN) and methanol 

(MeOH) were investigated as organic component of the mobile phase.  

A4 3.2.1. TEAA method development: water/acetonitrile system  

For the investigation of a water/ACN system the following mobile phases were used. Mobile 

phases A: 0.1 M TEAA, water; mobile phases B: 0.1 M TEAA, 50% water/50% ACN, pH 

7. The first elution program investigated consisted of an isocratic elution at 10%B followed 

by a gradient to 60% B, which resulted into the immediate elution of the unresolved mixture 

ADP/ATP (Figure A4 16a). Next, the effect of a 5 minutes isocratic at 0% B and 5% B to 

20% B and 15% B respectively over 20 minutes was investigated (Figure A4 16a). The best 

ADP/ATP resolution in conjunction with a convenient elution time was obtained when 

applying a 5 minutes isocratic at 5% B and a gradient to 15% B (Figure A4 16a). After 

investigating slight variations of the gradient (Figure A4 16b and c), the best method for 
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ADP/ATP resolution which allowed to maintain the length of the method under 30 minutes 

was: 5 min 5% B, 20 min 10% B.  

 

Figure A4 16: TEAA method, water/acetonitrile mobile phase 

Mobile phase A: 0.1 M TEAA, water, pH 7; mobile phase B: 0.1 M TEAA, 50% ACN in water, pH 7. The first 

peak eluting was ADP, the second was ATP. The best method for ADP/ATP resolution was 5 min 5% B, 20 

min 10% B (figure c). 

 

A4 3.2.2. TEAA method development: water/methanol system  

For the investigation of a water/methanol system the same percentage of organic component 

as for the water/acetonitrile system (50%) was used for the mobile phase B, of which the 

composition was: 0.1 M TEAA, 50% MeOH in water, pH 7. Isocratic elution and gradient 

elution methods were investigated (Figure A4 17). The best ADP/ATP resolution was 
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obtained when an isocratic at 10% B was applied (Figure A4 17b). However the ADP/ATP 

resolution was comparable to that observed when the best water/acetonitrile system was 

applied (Figure A4 16c).  

 

Figure A4 17: TEAA method, water/50% methanol mobile phase 

a and b: isocratic elutions; c and d: gradient elutions. Mobile phase A: 0.1 M TEAA, water, pH 7; mobile phase 

B: 0.1 M TEAA, 50% MeOH in water, pH 7. The first peak eluting was ADP, the second peak was ATP. The 

best method for ADP/ATP resolution was 10%B isocratic (figure b).  

With the purpose of further improving the separation of ADP and ATP, the percentage of 

methanol in the mobile phase B was increased to 80% and isocratic elution and gradient 

elution methods were investigated (Figure A4 18). A good ADP/ATP resolution was 

obtained when isocratic elution at 5% B followed by a step gradient to 10% B was applied 

In particular, the best method was: 26 min 5% B, 27 min 10% B (Figure A4 18e).  
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Figure A4 18: TEAA method, water/80% methanol mobile phase 

Mobile phase A: 0.1 M TEAA, water, pH 7; mobile phase B: 0.1 M TEAA, 80% MeOH in water, pH 7. The 

first peak eluting was ADP, the second peak was ATP. The best method for ADP/ATP resolution was: 26 min 

5% B, 27 min 10% B (figure e). 

This method was validated with the measurement of ADP/ATP standard curves (Figure 

A4 19a). The appearance of shoulders was observed at higher concentrations of ATP, 
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possibly due to the ATP elution starting already at 5% B. The anticipation or the delay of 

the step gradient to 10% B was investigated (Figure A4 18f) and the isocratic elution at 

5%B for 24 minutes followed by step increase to 10% B at 25 minutes was chosen as 

standard, given that no shoulder were observed for the ATP peak (Figure A4 19f).  

 

Figure A4 19: TEAA method, water/80% methanol mobile phase, standard curves 

ADP/ATP standards analysed by the TEAA/80%MeOH method applying the following gradients: a) 26 min 

5% B, 27 min 10% B; b) 24 min 5% B, 25 min 10% B.  

 

A4 3.2.3. TEAA method optimisation: summary 

To summarise, the best ADP/ATP resolution was achieved applying the following methods: 

water/acetonitrile system, isocratic elution at 5% B for 5 min followed by a gradient to 10% 

B over 15 min; water/methanol system, isocratic elution at 5% B for 24 min followed by a 

step gradient to 10% B over 1 min and isocratic elution at 10% B over 10 minutes. A 

considerable improvement of the chromatogram with a baseline resolution of the nucleotides 

and elution as single sharp peaks was observed applying both TEAA systems. The 

background signal was strongly reduced, particularly for the water/methanol system, 

allowing a more reliable estimation of low concentration of ATP. Furthermore, a better 

control over the reproducibility of the chromatogram was observed, possibly due to the 

buffering power of TEAA, which allowed a better stability of the pH. Both methods 

provided a good resolution of AMP, ADP and ATP (Figure A4 20). The advantage of a 

quicker analysis (method length: 37 minutes, Figure A4 20a) was provided by the 

water/acetonitrile system. The water methanol system on the other hand allowed a better 
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resolution of ADP and ATP although to the detriment of the analysis length (method 

length: 53 minutes, Figure A4 20b). In anticipation of possible variation of the nucleotides 

retention time, due to subtle variation of the buffer preparation, it was decided to adopt 

the TEAA/MeOH method as standard for the development of an HPLC-based format for 

hit validation. Furthermore, given the composition of the Reynolds library (nucleotide 

analogues) the better resolution between the ADP and the ATP obtained with the 

TEAA/MeOH method appeared to reduce the chances of co-elution with ADP and ATP of 

hit molecules with possible similar properties of polarity. 

 

Figure A4 20: TEAA based RP IP, comparison between acetonitrile and methanol system 

FtPPK assay (200 M ADP, 1.5 M polyP25) quenched by EDTA (180 sec) and analysed by the TEAA method: 

a) water/acetonitrile system, mobile phase A: 0.1M TEAA, water pH 7, mobile phase B: 0.1M TEAA, 50% 

acetonitrile in water, pH 7; method: 0 min 5% B, 5 min 5% B, 20 min 10% B; ADP retention time: 12-14 min; 

ATP retention time: 15-17 min; b) water/methanol system, mobile phase A: 0.1M TEAA, water pH 7; mobile 

phase B: 0.1 M TEAA, 80% methanol in water, pH 7; method: 0 min 5% B, 24 min 5% B, 25 min 10%, 35 min 

10% B; ADP retention time: 19-24 min; ATP retention time: 28-31 min. 
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A4 4. Hit validation: data summary 

Table A4 1: PKIS library hits validation 

Ranked 

(by ZR) 

Plate 

position 
ZR-score 

Coupled 

assay NPIR 

FLuc assay 

NPI* 

Thermal 

shift assay 
HPLC assay 

1 JO7-54 -7.5 ± 0.3 85.2 ± 3.9 59.3 ± 12.1  -0.11 ± 0.2 -7 ± 2.6 

2 JO8-26 -7 ± 0.1 90.9 ± 1.4 34.7 ± 0.9  -0.59 ± 0.1 -8.4 ± 1.9 

3 JOL-53 -6.7 ± 0.2 110.9 ± 2.9 97.7 ± 0.06 0.015 ± 0.07 -3.7 ± 0.1 

4 JOL-65 -6.6 ± 0.4 108.3 ± 6.6 96.8 ± 0.02  -0.23 ± 0.09 14.6 ± 3.4 

5 JOL-9 -6.5 ± 0.06 107.4 ± 1  n/a   -0.27 ± 0.13 -0.5 ± 6.3 

6 JOM-14 -6.5 ± 0.2 97.2 ± 3.1 84.8 ± 0.08  -0.44 ± 0.19 -8.5 ± 0.2 

7 JO7-15 -6.4 ± 0.8 73.2 ± 9.6 93 ± 0.3  -0.28 ± 0.34 -3.8 ± 2.7 

8 JON-66 -6 ± 0.3 74.6 ± 4.5 66.1 ± 3.8  -0.10 ± 0.21 5.2 ± 13.3  

9 JO7-78 -5.8 ± 0.9 66.2 ± 9.9 63.8 ± 1.8  -0.01 ± 0.08 -7.8 ± 15.7 

10 JO8-3 -5.7 ± 0.23 73.6 ± 4.5 50.6 ± 1.4 0.51 ± 0.13 18.4 ± 10.9 

11 JOL-1 -5.2 ± 0.2 86 ± 2.9 62.2 ± 1.2  -0.15  ± 0.26 4.5 ± 0.05 

12 JOM-20 -5.2 ± 0.3 78.2 ± 4.2 70.5 ± 0.5  -0.34 ± 0.18 -15.8 ± 0.5 

13 JOL-26 -5.2 ± 0.3 85.1 ± 5.6 65.7 ± 1.2 0.03  ± 0.18 -7 ± 0.9 

14 JON-11 -4.7 ± 0.1 86.7 ± 1.8 73.2 ± 3.2  -0.00  ± 0.17 -25.3 ± 6.8 

15 JOL-29 -4.6 ± 0.2 76.1 ± 2.2 66.7 ± 2  -0.31 ± 0.26 -1.7 ± 15.9  

16 JO7-52 -4.5 ± 0.5 50.8 ± 5.6 35.6 ± 0.8 0.035 ± 0.15 -3.43 ± 6.1 

17 JON-16 -3.8 ± 0.7 48.4 ± 9.1 51.6 ± 1.5  -0.17 ± 0.22 -20.6 ± 3.5 

18 JOM-69 -3.7 ± 0.7 55.4 ± 11 25.6 ± 7.3  -0.20 ± 0.39 43.3 ± 7.2 

19 JO8-12 -3.7 ± 0.4 46.6 ± 5.2 41.2 ± 0.2  -0.65 ± 0.18 -21 ± 23.3 

20 JO7-38 -3.4 ± 0.6 39.3 ± 7.1 24.8 ± 0.4  -0.28 ± 0.35 -10.9 ±-0.01 

21 JOM-68 -3.4 ± 0.6 51.3 ± 9.5 49.9 ± 0.5  -0.79 ± 0.17 -8.2 ± 9.6 

22 JOL-30 -3.1 ± 0.7 51.1 ± 11.4 38.9 ± 1.5  -0.74 ± 0.3 -14.8 ± 23.4 

23 JOM-8 -3.4 ± 0.4 51 ± 6 46.2 ± 2  -0.11 ± 0.64 -5.4 ± 10.9 

24 JO8-19 -3.4 ± 0.7 42.7 ± 9.2 16.1 ± 2.1  -0.41 ± 0.53 12.4 ± 1.2 

25 JO8-13 -3.1 ± 0.5 38.6 ± 7.3 35.6 ± 0.7  -0.07  ± 0.37 3.8 ± 3.7 

26 JON-68 -3 ± 1 37.2 ± 12.2 55.6 ± 0.8  -0.18  ± 0.2 -7.8 ± 1.5 

27 JO7-7 -3 ± 1.5 33.8 ± 17.8 22.1 ± 2.8  -0.14  ± 0.32 10.9 ± 9.3 

28 JOM-74 -2.8 ± 0.7 41.9 ± 10.3 38.3 ± 6.6  -0.26  ± 0.22 8.8 ± 6.6 

29 JOL-20 -2.8 ± 0.4 45.8 ± 6.1 35.3 ± 2.8  -0.26  ± 0.18 9.8 ± 2.5 

30 JON-27 -2.8 ± 0.4 40.7 ± 6.7 58.2 ± 1.9  -0.35  ± 0.16 -38.5 ± 0.8 

31 JOM-5 -2.7 ± 1.4 40.24 ± 21.4 48.3 ± 2.5  -0.25  ± 0.2 6.3 ± 9.7 

Selected only NPIR   

32 JOL-69 -2.6 ± 0.5 43.7 ± 8.9 44.6 ± 2.1  -0.5  ± 0.15 6.7 ± 7.1 

33 JO8-15 -2.6 ± 0.1 32.1 ± 1.64 24.2 ± 0.9  -0.47  ± 0.14 10.3 ± 0.07 

34 JOL-39 -2.5 ± 0.4 40.4 ± 6.5 42.7 ± 3.6  -1.93  ± 0.22 13.7 ± 12.2 

35 JOM-43 -2.3 ± 0.2 34.8 ± 3.3 47.9 ± 0.5 n/a 10 ± 3.3 

36 JOM-55 -2.3 ± 0.2 34.6 ± 3.3 13 ± 4.2 -1.05  ± 0.14 -35.5 ± 16.5 

37 JO8-31 -2.3 ± 0.3 27.8 ± 4.5 0.2 ± 2.3 n/a 6.9 ± 4 

38 JO8-8 -2.2 ± 0.5 27.7 ± 7.2 22.1 ± 4.9 n/a 12.4 ± 10.1  

39 JO7-20 -2.2 ± 0.4 25.3 ± 4.7  -7.1 ± 3.9 n/a -0.8 ±1.3 

40 JO7-4 -2 ± 1.3 22.9 ±14.5 2.7 ± 11.1 n/a 17.6 ± 2 
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Table A4 2: Reynolds library hits validation 

Ranked 
Plate 

position 
ZR-score 

Coupled 

assay NPIR 

FLuc assay 

NPI 

Thermal 

shift assay 
HPLC assay 

1 RL1-PLT1 -18.4 ± 0.2 92.2 ± 1.1 85.7 ± 0.5  -0.14 ± 0.21 -16.3 ± 0.5 

2 RL54-PLT9 -11.2 ± 0.2 67.4 ± 1.4 60.3 ± 0.7  -0.05 ± 0.15 10.3 ± 12.5 

3 RL38-PLT5 -11.1± 0.2 72.6 ± 1.22 69.9 ± 0.5  -0.4 ± 0.12 5.2 ± 0.6 

4 RL71-PLT7 -10 ± 0.3 60 ± 1.6 50.2 ± 1.2  -0.47 ± 0.4 -12.2 ± 0.01 

5 RL37-PLT7 -9.1 ± 0.1 68 ± 0.6 63.8 ± 0.9 0.70 ± 0.3 -12.3 ± 3.4 

6 RL80-PLT7 -8.8 ± 0.6 53 ± 3.5 47.4 ± 2.4  -10.5 ± 2.09 -8.6 ± 14.9 

7 RL41-PLT7 -8.7 ± 0.1 71.9 ± 0.5 69.5 ± 1.1 0.02 ± 0.2 4 ± 1.6 

8 RL69-PLT7 -8.3 ± 0.7 50 ± 5.1 47.3 ± 1.5  -28.8 ± 10 -15.3 ± 20.4 

9 RL54-PLT8 -7 ± 0.2 74.3 ± 2.7 75.2 ± 1.1  -0.05 ± 0.46 -6.34 ± 0.6 

10 RL20-PLT2 -6.2 ± 0.7 50.8 ± 6.1  -4.9 ± 1.6  0.30 ± 0.42 -2.6 ± 4.1 

11 RL21-PLT7 -5.9 ± 0.4 44.5 ± 3 46.7 ± 0.7  -9.5 ± 0.24 5 ± 13.5 

12 RL60-PLT7 -5.8 ± 0.8 48.2 ± 6.3 42.8 ± 1.5 1.22 ± 0.4 -13.8 ± 1.2 

13 RL41-PLT8 -5.6 ± 0.1 97.2 ± 1.2 92.5 ± 0.1  -17.2 ± 0.3 8.1 ± 1.1 

14 RL13-PLT8 -4.9 ± 0.4 51.2 ± 4.3 51 ± 4.6  -2.6 ± 0.3 -0.5 ± 0.7 

15 RL19-PLT8 -4.7 ± 0.3 44 ± 2.7 42.7 ± 1.3  -0.02 ± 0.12 -13.5 ± 10.5 

16 RL24-PLT8 -4.2 ± 0.1 72.7 ± 1.5 71.9 ± 0.6  -0.4 ± 0.32 9.1 ± 5.3 

17 RL40-PLT9 -3.4 ± 0.2 62.3 ± 3 59.1 ± 1.3  -1.6 ± 0.2 7.1 ± 6.7 

18 RL10-PLT8 -3.2 ± 0.3 30.6 ± 2.8 32.1 ± 0.3  -0.79 ± 0.3 0.6 ± 8.9 

19 RL48-PLT6 -3.2 ± 1.6 20.4 ± 10.2  -4.3 ± 2.6  -1.37 ± 0.2 -21.9 ± 24.4 

20 RL42-PLT9 -3.1 ± 0.3 45.3 ± 3.8 10.1 ± 1.6  -0.2 ± 0.28 29.1 ± 1.7 

21 RL18-PLT2 -3.1 ± 0.04 18.6 ± 0.2** 5.2 ± 2.4  -3.2 ± 0.3 8.1 ± 9.5 

22 RL48-PLT7 -3.1 ± 1.1 23.3 ± 8.6 29 ± 0.5  -0.56 ± 0.3 6.7 ± 4.7 

23 RL13-PLT5 -3 ± 0.9 19.8 ±  5.6  -6.8 ± 3.3  -0.23 ± 0.36 5 ± 7.6 

24 RL54-PLT2 -2.8 ± 0.9 14.3 ± 4.5** 27 ± 3.3  -0.56 ± 0.28 0.6 ± 8.4 

25 RL46-PLT6 -2.5 ± 1.2 15.9 ± 7.9 5.3 ± 1.9  -0.20 ± 0.27 0.2 ±7.7 

26 RL2-PLT1 -2.4 ± 1.2 12.1 ± 5.9**  -1.9 ± 3.4  -0.25 ± 0.32 -10 ± 2.1 

Selected only by NPI  

27 RL4-PLT8 -2.4 ± 0.6 22.5 ± 5.6 27.2 ± 1.5  -0.5 5± 0.23 -5.3 ± 10.9 

28 RL22-PLT8 -2.4 ± 0.6 25.2 ± 6.7 26.3 ± 0.9 n/a 14.5 ± 5.3 

29 RL65-PLT8 -2.3 ± 0.5 41 ± 8.4  -4.2 ± 1.8  -5.58 ± 0.28 -14.2 ± 3.6 

30 RL47-PLT6 -2.3 ± 1.4 15.2 ± 9 6.1 ± 4.5  -0.27 ± 0.16 7.9 ± 7.3 

31 RL65-PLT2 -2.3 ± 0.4 18.7 ± 3.3 2.3 ± 2.2  -0.61 ± 0.16 -7.3 ± 16.8  

32 RL47-PLT1 -2.2 ± 0.9 18.2 ± 7.7 22.1 ± 2.4  -0.28 ± 0.18 4 ± 9.9 

33 RL11-PLT8 -2.2 ± 1. 20.5 ± 9.7  -7.2 ± 1.4  -0.05 ± 0.33 -12.1 ± 1.9 

**selected by ZR-score only   
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A5 1. Mode of binding investigation 

A5 1.1. IC50 measurement: the significance of the Hill coefficient and the relationship 

between IC50 and Ki.  

The Hill coefficient is a parameter linked to the stoichiometry of the inhibitor-enzyme 

binding interaction and can therefore provide interesting insight into the mechanism of 

binding
272,374,552

 For a 1:1 inhibitor:enzyme stoichiometry, the Hill coefficient is usually close 

to 1. Hill coefficients greater than 1 may suggest binding to multiple sites with positive 

cooperativity (e.g. within oligomeric enzymes), tight binding or irreversible binding.
374

 On 

the other hand, an Hill coefficient much smaller than 1 may indicate binding to more than 

one non-equivalent binding site.374 Anomalous behaviour of the inhibitor may also lead to 

Hill coefficient much greater or smaller than 1, in the first case due to unspecific binding 

(e.g. due to promiscuous inhibitor or denaturing agents), in the second case due to compound 

aggregation or issues of solubility.
374

 

The IC50 value provides only a relative estimation of an inhibitor potency, nonetheless it is 

frequently used to rank inhibitors, especially when dealing with a high number of hits 

derived from screening campaigns or to assess and compare the effect of medicinal chemistry 

optimisation. This approach can be justified, given the relation between IC50 and Ki defined 

by the Cheng-Prusoff equations (Eq. A5 1, Eq. A5 2, Eq. A5 3).272,446,553 

 

Eq. A5 1: IC50 – Ki relationsh 

ip for competitive inhibitors 

Ki is the inhibitor dissociation constant, IC50 is the concentration of inhibitor at which 50% inhibition is 

observed, S is the concentration of substrate, Km is the concentration of substrate at which ½ Vmax is reached.  
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Eq. A5 2: IC50 – Ki relationship for uncompetitive inhibitors 

Ki is the inhibitor dissociation constant, IC50 is the concentration of inhibitor at which 50% inhibition is 

observed, S is the concentration of substrate, Km is the concentration of substrate at which ½ Vmax is reached. 

 

 

Eq. A5 3: IC50 – Ki relationship for non-competitive inhibitors 

Ki is the inhibitor dissociation constant, IC50 is the concentration of inhibitor at which 50% inhibition is 

observed, S is the concentration of substrate, Km is the concentration of substrate at which ½ Vmax is reached, 

is a constant which describes how the affinity of the substrate for the enzyme is affected by the inhibitor.  

According to these equations, the relation between IC50 and Ki is determined by the 

substrate concentration and by the mode of action and requires the knowledge of the Km 

for the substrate (Table 5.1).  

A5 1.2. Graphical analysis of Lineweaver-Burk and Dixon plots Ki and mode of 

inhibition determination 

The inhibitor modality can be determined from experiments where the apparent initial rate 

(v0
app

) is measured at varying concentrations of substrate (usually 0.2 Km to 5 Km) and at 

varying concentrations of inhibitor. By plotting the obtained data in a double reciprocal 

plot of 1/v0
app

 against 1/[S] (Lineweaver - Burk plots), it is possible to identify the inhibitor 

modality based on the pattern of the straight lines obtained at each concentration of 

inhibitor (Figure A5 1).272,554 Within the Lineweaver - Burk plots, the slope represents the 

ratio Km/Vmax, the intercept to the y axis is equal to 1/Vmax, and the intercept to the x axis 

is equal to the Km.272 In accordance with the effect on Km and Vmax, for competitive 

inhibitors, the lines intercept the y axis on the same point (no changes in Vmax
 app) while the 

slope varies with the inhibitor concentration (increase of Km
 app, Figure A5 1a). Lines 

intercepting the y axis at different points and with a variation in slope (corresponding to 
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decrease in Vmax
 app  while Km

 app remains unchanged) indicates non-competitive modality (Figure 

A5 1b). Uncompetitive modality is instead identified by parallel lines that intercept the y 

axis at different points (decrease of Vmax
 app  and Km

 app and consequent constant slope, Figure 

A5 1c). 

 

Figure A5 1: Mechanism of action determination by Lineweaver-Burk plots 

Black squares: high inhibitor concentration [I]; clear squares: medium [I]; black circles: low [I]; clear circles: 

no inhibitor. a) Competitive inhibitor mode: 1/Vmax intercepts the y axis at the same point (equal Vmax at 

different [I]), variable Km/Vmax (different Km at different [I]); b) noncompetitive inhibitor mode: 1/Vmax 

intercepts the y axis at the different points (different Vmax at different [I]), variable Km/Vmax (different Km at 

different [I]); c) uncompetitive inhibitor mode: 1/Vmax intercepts the y axis at the different points (different 

Vmax at different [I]), same Km/Vmax (same Km at different [I]). The intercept of the line to the x axis corresponds 

to Km. Figure adapted from Copeland.374  

By rearrangement of the same data, where the reciprocal of the rate (1/v0
app

), measured at 

a fixed concentration of substrate, is plotted against varying concentration of inhibitors, the 

Dixon plots can be generated, which provide an alternative way of estimating the Ki, which 

is defined by the point of convergence of the generated lines (Figure A5 2). 
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Figure A5 2: Ki determination by Dixon plots and Cornish-Bowden 

Black squares: low substrate concentration [S]; clear squares and black circles: intermediate [S]; clear circles: 

high [S]. a) Dixon plot, competitive inhibitor; b) Dixon plot, non-competitive inhibitor; c) Dixon plot, 

uncompetitive inhibitor; d) Cornish-Bowden plot, uncompetitive inhibitor. The point of convergence of the 

lines graphically defines the Ki. 

While for competitive and non-competitive inhibitors (where 1/v0
app

 = 1/Vmax and 1/v0
app

 = 

0, respectively) a convergence of the lines is observed (Figure A5 2a and b), for 

uncompetitive inhibitors parallel lines are obtained, preventing the graphical 

determination of Ki (Figure A5 2c). In this case, it is convenient to re-plot the data as 

[S]/v against inhibitor concentration (Cornish-Bowden plot),555 which transforms the 

parallel lines in convergent lines, of which the point of interception correspond to the Ki 

(Figure A5 2d). 

A5 1.3. Binding affinity studies by biophysical methods 

Biophysical methods constitute a valid tool to characterise binding interactions, and are 

increasingly finding application within drug discovery campaigns.81,556 In particular, ITC, 

NMR and SPR have been applied for both screening and hit validation, offering the 

advantage of allowing detection of weak inhibitors (e.g. fragments).524–526,556–560 The other 
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advantage provided by these techniques is the possibility to characterise the binding in 

terms of binding affinity, described either by the affinity constant Ka or by the dissociation 

constant Kd (Kd =1/Ka).
556

 Furthermore, in some cases (e.g. ITC and SPR) a 

thermodynamic profile can also be derived, permitting characterisation the binding with 

respect to enthalpy (H) and entropy (S).520,521 The latter constitutes an important 

resource, since a connection between affinity and selectivity of binding and increase/decrease 

of the enthalpy and entropy has been identified.
520,561

 

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC) is widely regarded as the “gold standard” for 

observing the thermodynamic signature of binding based on the detection of heat released 

or taken up upon ligand binding to the target.
562,563

  

The ITC provides a thermodynamic characterisation of the binding event by direct 

measurement of Gibbs energy (and therefore Ka), enthalpy and entropy (which are linked 

by Eq. A5 4) and information on the stoichiometry of binding (n). 

 

Eq. A5 4: Relation between Gbinding and Ka 

G is the Gibbs energy of binding, H is the enthalpy of binding, S is the entropy of binding, T is the 

temperature, R is the gas constant, Ka is the binding affinity. 

ITC experimental protocol consists in the ligand titration into a target solution by multiple 

injections of a constant volume. For each injection the heat of binding is measured, which 

decreases with the increase of the number of injections, in correspondence to the target 

saturation. Under optimal conditions of ligand and protein concentration, the variation of 

the heat released per injection plotted against the ratio ligand/target, fit a sigmoidal curve 

from which Ka, H and the stoichiometry can be derived. As opposed to the determination 

of the potency by biochemical assays, which is significantly affected by the condition applied, 

investigation of binding by ITC (and in general of biophysical methods) provides an absolute 

measurement of an inhibitor potency, hence it should be applied in conjunction with the 

other MOA studies for inhibitor characterization. 
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Figure A5 3: Binding studies by ITC 

a) ITC data generated by ligand titration into the target solution. b) ITC data derived from the integration of 

the injection peaks, plotted against the ratio of ligand/target. Figure adapted from Freire.561 

 

A5 1.3.1. Binding affinity investigation by ITC 

In addition to the biochemical characterization, the determination of the binding affinity of 

compound RL42-Plt9 with respect to the FtPPK was attempted by ITC. Although Tris 

buffer has been used for FtPPK storage and activity assays, for ITC the FtPPK was 

transferred in HEPES buffer, to prevent possible interference due high enthalpy of ionization 

of Tris. To avoid buffer mismatches due to the presence of DMSO (5%) in the RL42-Plt9 

solution, the same amount of DMSO was included also in the FtPPK solution. The binding 

of RL42-Plt9 was investigated starting from a ten-fold excess of inhibitor (200 M) in 

comparison to the FtPPK solution (20 M). After a number of 10 injection, a severe 

deterioration of the signal was observed, due to precipitation of the ligand in the cell, as 

confirmed by the cloudiness of the solution removed from the cell. To circumvent the issues 

of RL42-Plt9 solubility (precipitation above 400 M in solution containing 5% DMSO), an 

inverse titration was attempted, in which the FtPPK (200 M) was injected into the ligand 

solution (20 M). Once again, deterioration of the injection signal was observed due to 

precipitation, this time most probably of the FtPPK.
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A5 2. Structural investigation of the complex FtPPK-Rl42-Plt9 

A5 2.1. Strategies for protein crystallisation and co-crystallisation studies 

Structural information on the binding of an inhibitor to the active site constitutes a valuable 

tool to complement a biochemically derived model of the mechanism of action. The access 

to structural information enables the improvement of the binding affinity by rational design 

of additional favourable interactions with the target. Hence, co-crystallization studies of the 

inhibitor with the target are usually undertaken in parallel to MOA studies.  

The crystallization process consists in the transition from the soluble phase to a highly 

ordered solid state, driven by the change of protein solubility in the presence of precipitating 

agents (salts, polymers or organic solvents).564,565 The phase transition is a function of the 

protein and precipitant concentration and is affected by multiple factors such as purity and 

homogeneity of the protein sample and by temperature, pH and possible additives. 
564–566

 

Crystal growth entails three stages: nucleation, growth and growth arrest. The nucleation 

process consists in the formation of small clusters of protein, on which surface ordered 

apposition of macromolecule leads to crystal growth. The depletion of protein from the 

solution eventually causes arrest of the growth. The phase diagram illustrates the relation 

between the different stages of crystal growth and the concentration of protein and 

precipitant while other variables are held constant.
567

 For crystallization to occur, the 

protein solution must reach the supersaturated state (protein concentration beyond the limit 

of solubility) from which three possible scenarios can derive based on the degree of 

supersaturation.564 Rapid formation of an amorphous precipitate occurs when a high degree 

of supersaturation is reached (precipitation zone). When the combination of protein 

concentration and precipitant concentration results in a degree of supersaturation 

corresponding to the stable zone, the system has enough energy to allow nucleation and 

crystal growth. Instead, within the metastable zone, the energy of the system is not sufficient 

to promote nucleation but only crystal growth can take place. 
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Figure A5 4: Crystallisation phase diagram  

The solubility curve defines the threshold of solubility beyond which the solution is supersaturated. Based 

on the degree of supersaturation, three zones were identified in which crystal growth (metastable zone), 

nucleation and growth (stable zone) and precipitation (precipitation zone) occur. The ideal phase transition 

during crystallisation by vapour diffusion is traced by the black discontinuous arrow: the increase of protein 

and precipitant concentration due to the drop shrinking brings the system to the stable zone allowing 

nucleation. The consequent protein depletion shift the system to the metastable zone in which growth around 

the existing nuclei occurs. Adapted from Asherie N.567  

Various crystallisation methods have been developed in which the protein solution, in the 

presence of a precipitant solution, is brought to the supersaturation state.565,566 Vapour 

diffusion is the most commonly used method, in which the supersaturation state is achieved 

by concentration of a protein-precipitant solution by evaporation. The protein solution, at 

a concentration close to the solubility limit, is diluted with the precipitant solution (usually 

in a 1:1 ratio) and is equilibrated in a close system with the same precipitant solution, of 

which the concentration is just below what required to cause protein precipitation. Transfer 

of vapour from the protein-precipitant solution (drop) to the precipitant solution (reservoir) 

occurs until equilibrium is reached between the respective vapour pressures. The consequent 

drop shrinking leads to the increase of the precipitant and protein concentration promoting 

nucleation and crystal growth (stable zone). The depletion of the protein due to nucleation 

and crystal growth causes the transition to the metastable zone in which no further 

nucleation but only enlargement of the existing crystals occurs. This ideal behaviour is not 

always observed and often the system is highly supersaturated, although still within the 
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stable zone. In this case the formation of many nuclei with consequent protein depletion 

results in many small crystals, while ideally few but bigger crystals are desirable. To address 

this problem, the seeding technique can be used, where a crystal fragment or a small crystal 

is placed in the protein-precipitant drop under conditions that, following equilibration, bring 

the system to the metastable zone.565 Crystal growth by apposition to the seed leads to the 

formation of big crystals while no more nucleation occurs. Two different set up can be used 

for vapour diffusion crystallisation: the hanging drop and the sitting drop system (Figure 

A5 5).
565

  

 

Figure A5 5: Crystallisation by vapour diffusion 

a) Hanging drop method; b) sitting drop method. Evaporation of water from the drop to the precipitant 

solution, driven by equilibration of the respective vapour pressure, causes shrinking of the drop. The 

consequent concentration of protein and precipitant bring the system to supersaturation allowing crystal 

growth.  

In the first case, a drop of protein-precipitant is set up on a cover slip which is then placed 

on top of the reservoir filled with corresponding precipitant solution. For the sitting drop 

method, the drop is set up on a side chamber communicating with the reservoir containing 

the precipitant solution. Practical aspects usually dictate the choice of one or the other 

method. The sitting drop method is preferred when plates are prepared by means of 

crystallography robots, particularly useful when many conditions are investigated and drops 

of a small size are set up. On the other hand, the hanging drop method is usually adopted 

for manual set up and offers the advantage of an easier fishing of the crystals, which gather 

in proximity of the drop surface due to gravity. 
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A5 2.2. Identification of a FtPPK:RL42-Plt9 complex crystal form by screening   

Co-crystallization studies of compound RL42-Plt9 with the FtPPK were undertaken in 

parallel to the biochemical characterization of the mechanism of action. To identify a crystal 

form of the FtPPK: RL42-Plt9 complex, the conditions provided by the screens JCSG-

plus
TM

 (sparse matrix), PACT premier
TM

 (systematic) and Morpheus
®

 (containing low 

molecular weight ligand) were investigated.  

Table A5 1: Screens condition yielding crystal forms 

Screen Well position  Condition 

with polyP25    

JCSG-plus A1 0.1 M Sodium acetate (pH 4.5), 0.2 M Li2SO4; 50% w/v 

PEG 400 

 
A6 0.1 M Phosphate/citrate (pH 4.2), 0.2 M Li2SO4, 20% w/v 

PEG 1000 

 F8 2.1 M DL-Malic acid (pH 7) 

 F9 2.4 M Sodium malonate dibasic monohydrate (pH 7) 

 
F10 0.1 M HEPES, 1.1 M Sodium malonate dibasic 

monohydrate (pH 7), 0.5% v/v Jeffamine® ED-2003 

 G12 0.1 M BIS-Tris (pH 5.5), 3 M NaCl 

PACT premier  A8 0.1 M Sodium acetate (pH 5), 0.2 M NH4Cl; 20% w/v 

PEG 6000 

 

H12 0.1 M Bis-Tris propane (pH 8.5), 0.2 M Sodium 

malonate dibasic monohydrate tartrate; 20% w/v PEG 

3350 

Morpheus C10 0.1 M Tris base, BICINE (pH 8.5); 0.09 NPS*; 50% v/v 

precipitant mix (40% v/v Ethylene glycol, 20% w/v PEG 

8000) 

without polyP25   

PACT premier F9 0.1 M Bis-Tris propane (pH 6.5), 0.2 M Potassium 

sodium tartrate tetrahydrate; 20% w/v PEG 3350 

 H9 0.1 M Bis-Tris propane (pH 8.5), 0.2 M Potassium 

sodium tartrate tetrahydrate; 20% w/v PEG 3350 

Morpheus A3 0.1 M Imidazole, MES monohydrate acid (pH 6.5); 0.03 

M MgCl2∙6H2O, 0.03 M CaCl2∙2H2O; 50% v/v 

precipitant mix (40% v/v Glycerol, 20% w/v PEG 4000) 

 

F3 0.1 M Imidazole, MES monohydrate acid (pH 6.5); 0.02 

M D-Glucose, 0.02 M D-Mannose, 0.02 M D-Galactose, 

0.02 M L-Fucose, 0.02 M D-Xylose, 0.02 M N-Acetyl-D-

Glucosamine; 50% v/v precipitant mix (40% v/v 

Glycerol, 20% w/v PEG 4000) 

*0.09 M NPS: 0.03 M NaNO3, 0.03 M Na2HPO4, 0.03 M (NH4)2SO4  
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The information derived by biochemical studies on the mechanism of action were not 

available at the time when the co-crystallization experiments were undertaken. On the 

assumption that compound RL42-Plt9 was competitive with ADP and that polyP25 was 

required for the ADP binding, the three screens were tested for co-crystallization of the 

FtPPK:RL42-Plt9 complex in the absence and in the presence of polyP25, in the latter case 

applying a 1:1 ratio of polyP:inhibitor. The vapour diffusion method in sitting drops was 

used for the screens. FtPPK solutions (10 mg/mL) containing a final concentration of 500 

M RL42-Plt9 (5% DMSO) were prepared, with and without polyP25 (500 M). The 

crystallography plates (96 wells) were set up by means of the automated robot, which 

enabled the preparation of 0.2-0.3 L size drops, in 1:2, 1:1 and 2:1 ratio of 

protein:precipitant, equilibrated with a 40 L reservoir. Some conditions yielding initial 

crystal forms, both in the presence and in the absence of polyP25, were identified (Table A5 

1). Only crystals from the conditions PACT-A8, PACT-B7, JCSG-A6, JCSG-F8, JCSG-F9, 

JCSG-F10 and Morpheus-C10, grown in the presence of polyP25, could be harvested and 

were tested on the beamline IO2 of the Diamond Light Source synchrotron. All the crystals 

were confirmed to be protein, although the diffraction was poor (above 3.5 Å). The only 

exception were the crystals from condition JCSG-F8 (2.1 M DL-Malic acid, pH 7) which 

diffracted at 2-2.5 Å. However, due to the morphology of two double plates superimposed, 

the corresponding double diffraction pattern acquired could not be processed.  

A5 2.3. Optimisation of the identified FtPPK:RL42-Plt9 crystal form  

The crystal forms obtained from the screens by co-crystallization of FtPPK with RL42-Plt9 

in the absence of polyP25 (needles and small prisms with common nucleation point) were 

judged more difficult to optimize in comparison to other crystal forms obtained by co-

crystallization in the presence of polyP25. In view of this fact and because of the initial 

assumption that polyP25 was required for binding, the crystallization conditions in the 

absence of polyP25 were discarded while the optimisation of crystal forms obtained in the 

presence of polyP25 was attempted. The reproducibility of the crystal form and the 

optimisation of the conditions JCSG-A1, JCSG-A6 and PACT-A8 were investigated in 96 

wells plate by sitting drops (1 or 1.5 L, in 1:2, 1:1, 2:1 ratio protein:precipitant), 
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equilibrated against 50 L precipitant in the reservoir. Probably due to the different ratio 

between the drop size and the precipitant volume in the reservoir, it was not possible to 

reproduce the crystal forms. Condition JCSG-A1 was also tested by hanging drop in 24 well 

plate (drop size: 3 and 2 L, 1:2, 1:1 and 2:1 protein:precipitant ratio), equilibrated against 

500 L reservoir. No protein crystallization was observed but salt crystallized in negative 

control drops (only precipitant). Optimisation of the conditions JCSG-F8, JCSG-F9, JCSG-

F10 and Morpheus-C10 was also attempted by hanging drop crystallization in 24 well plate. 

Only very small and not reproducible crystals were obtained from condition JCSG-F8. The 

optimisation of JCSG-F9 and JCSG-F10 resulted in the identification of an improved 

condition (0.1M HEPES, 1.4 M sodium malonate dibasic monohydrate, 0.5% Jeffamine, pH 

8.5), which yielded the formation of small cubic crystals requiring further optimisation. 

Crystal growth was consistently observed from condition Morpheus-C10. The latter was 

further optimised by investigation of various concentration of salt (NPS: nitrate, phosphate, 

sulfate) and precipitant (40% v/v Ethylene glycol, 20% w/v PEG 8000). The best condition 

identified was: 0.1 M Tris base, BICINE, 0.15 M NPS, 40% precipitant mix, pH 8.5 

(condition Morpheus_C10a). However, the obtained crystals did not diffracted below 3.5 Å 

and further optimisation of the crystal form was carried out. Drop size and ratio 

protein:precipitant were investigated, as well as the effect of each component of the NPS 

salt mixture. The optimal drop size was 3 L in a 1:1 ratio of protein:precipitant (1.5 L + 

1.5 L) and the phosphate salt was identified essential for crystallization, while precipitation 

occurred in the presence of either nitrate or sulfate. The best crystals were obtained under 

the condition 0.1 M Tris base, BICINE, 0.05 M Sodium phosphate dibasic, 45% precipitant 

mix, pH 8.5 (condition M_C10b). The optimisation of the conditions led to the formation 

of fewer, bigger and ticker plates with a more regular shape, quite often clustered with a 

common nucleation axis, despite extending on different planes. Once again, the obtained 

crystals did not diffracted below 3.5 Å. Due to time constraint, it was not possible to attempt 

growth by seeding or to investigate alternative crystallization conditions, including soaking 

of the ligand into the protein or co-crystallization in the absence of polyP25. 
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